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TOE MECFIAXICS OF THE EARTH'S ATMOSPHERE

A COLLECTION OF TRANSLATIONS.

Bv Cleveland Abbe.

INTRODUCTION.

The complexity of the phenomena of the atmosphere has rendered it

necessary to delay their mathematical treatment until our knowledge

of hydro-dynamics and thermo-dynamics could attain the perfection

which it began to acquire about the middle of this present century

at the hands of Helmholtz, Clausius, Sir William Thomson, and their

disciples. During the past few years some of the fundamental prob-

lems of meteorology have been treated analytically and graphically

with great success. The present collection of translations presents

some of the best memoirs that have lately been i)ublished on the re-

spective subjects by European investigators ; a few earlier memoirs of

great excellence are included in the collection because of the references

subsequently uaade to them. Other mathematical memoirs by Guldberg

and Mohn, Marchi and Diro Kitao have been omitted because their

length would have made this collection too large for the present mode

of ])ublication.

There is a crying need for more profound researches into the me-

chanics of the atmosphere, and believing as I do that meteorology can

only be advanced beyond its present stage by the devotion to it of the

highest talent in mathematical and experimental physics, I earnestly

commend these memoirs to such students in our universities as are

seeking new fields of applied science.

1 have taken a very few liberties in translating the language and

notation of the distinguished authors whose works are here collected.

1 have frequently used the word liquid instead of " VVasser," " Troi)fbar-

Elussigkeit,'" -'Inkompressible Flussigkeit," and the vford gas or vapor

ay equivalent to compressible or elastic tiuid, and have used the word

Jiuid when the more general term including liquids, vapors, and gases

is needed. As the ideal or " perfect" liquid is absolutely incompressi-

ble and devoid of all resistance to mere change of shape, having neither

elasticity nor viscosity, namely, internal friction, it seems more proper
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to use the general terms liquid, gas, and fluid when neglecting the re-

sistance, compressibility, elasticity, and viscosity as in dealing with

these ideal substances, and to reserve the terms air, water, etc, for use

when dealing with actual natural fluid phenomena where slight com-

pressions and expansions and resistances occur.

The relation between elastic pressure, volume, and temperature, as

deduced by Boyle, Mariotte, Gay-Lussac, and Charles, that characterizes

a gas, and the equation for which the Germans call the " Zustands-

Gleichung" in common with other equations of condition, I have pre-

ferred to speak of as the equation of elasticity or the characteristic equa-

tion of a perfect gas.

In view of the remarkable want of uniformity existing in English

and American works in respect to the notation for total and partial

differentials I have decided to make such alterations in the original

notations of these papers as shall make the whole series consistent with

the elegant and classical notation that is rapidly being adopted in Ger-

many, and that will, 1 hope, eventually be accepted by ail English and
French writers. In accordance with this I shall always ex])ress the

total differential by <?, as first introduced into geometry by Leibnitz for

the infinitesimal difference; the small increment or variation by 6, as

introduced by Lagrange; the \a,vgo, finite difference by J, first used by
Euler; the partial differential by ^, (" the round d,") as used bj- Jacobi.

Occasionally the dotted variable x will indicate the rate of variation

with regard to the time, or the fluxion as first introduced into mathe-

matical physics by Sir Isaac I^ewton, a notation which has lately been

extensively revived in England by those devoted to classic authority.

Evidently the problems here treated by elegant mathematical meth-

ods are not always precisely the problems of nature. The differences

between the conclusions of Kayleigh, IMargules, and Ferrel as to the

diurnal and semi-diurnal tides due to heat, or the differences between

Ferrel, Oberbeck, and Siemens on the one hand and nature on the other

as to the general circulation, show that by the omission of apparently

minor local and periodical irregularities we have constructed for our-

selves problems that still differ from the case of the earth's atmosphere,

although they may more closely represent the conditions of such a

planet as Jupiter.

I have to acknowledge the assistance of my friend, Mr. G. E. Curtis,

in copying a portion of the formuhie for these translations, and renew
the expression of my hope that a coming generation of American meteor-

ologists may prosecute to further conquests the mathematical studies

begun by Ferrel and perfected by our European colleagues.

Cleveland Abbe.
February, 1S91.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF THE RESISTANCES EXPERIENCED BY PLANE
PLATES WHEN THEY ARE MOVED THROUGH THE AIR IN A DIRECTION
NORMAL TO THEIR PLANES."

By Professor G. H. L. Hagen.

Some time since I submitted to the Academy the results of a series

of observations that I had instituted upon the motions of air and of

water when the uniform flow of these fluids is interrupted by means of

interposed plaues.t By means of small bits of paper or tin foil floating

from the tips of needles the direction of the motion could be perceived

at every point. The velocities were indeed too feeble to be capable of

direct measurement, but the disposition of particles of pulverized am-

ber that were strewn over the water showed the limits of the strongest

current, and when the coarser particles came to rest before the finer

ones it was to be inferred that there was a gradual diminution of ve-

locity at such points.

In general it was concluded that air and water alike swerve in curved

paths in front of such obstacles and flow towards the free openings.

In the latter and directly adjoining the outer ends of the obstacle the

strongest current is formed which here retains its direction unaltered,

therefore free from all variations. The deviation in front of the obstacle

does not take place at any definite distance from it, but rather extends

up to the obstacle itself and even when the plate faces the current it is

seen that a feeble motion still exists immediately adjoining it.

Behind the obstacle the fluid by no means remains at rest, but rather

there is always formed here a counter current whose length is equal to

four or five times the distance of the head of the obstacle from the neigh-

boring side wall of the channel, which counter current, however, is not

only fed at its rear enc, but principally also at two intermediate points

by the steadily broadening main current. The latter immediately be-

hind the head of the cross-wall meets the outcoming counter-current

*Read before the Academy of Sciences, Berlin, January 22, February 16, and April

20, 1874. (Translated from The Mathematical Memoirs [ Abhandlungen] of the Royal

Academy of Sciences at Berlin for the year 1874, pp. 1 to 31.)

tSee the Monats-Berichte for 1872, p. 861.
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and here, as also at the two intermediate places just mentioned, whirls

are formed which set in rotation the little vanes placed there. The phe-

nomena agree with those that one observes in streams and rivers in

front of and behind sharp procrudiag rocks or piers.

It must still be mentioued that neither water nor air rebounds like

elastic spheres from the obstacle against which it strikes, as is Ire-

quently assumed. Even strong streams of water that I allowed to play

against the jjlates did not rebound, but continued their onward path

close to the obstacle, producing a strong current there.

I had instituted these experiments in order to see in what manner
the resistances originate that the liquid experiences in such deviations

and which cause the pressure against the opposing plate. However, I

thought it was allowable to assume that when the plate is itself moved
through stationary water or air the ratios remain nearl.y the same and
that similar currents of the fluid occur in its neighborhood. The pres-

sure that the plate experiences in this latter case is the object of the

following investigation which is moreover confined to plane disks

moved through the air in a direction perpendicular to their planes.

Already 40 years ago I

had occupied myself with

the same problem,* but the

apparatus used at that time

was too imperfect to give

useful results. In essential

points I have retained the

earlier arrangements, but

many changes have been

made in order to remove the

defects. The accompanying
plate shows the apparatus

now used by front and side

elevations (see figs. 1 and 2),

as also by a horizontal sec-

tion (see fig. 3) through the

line A B, of fig. 2.

Two thin arms of straight-

grained pine wood which are

*

*Some of the series of observations made at that time are communicated as exam-

ples of the application of the method of least squares in the first edition of the

•'Gruudziige der Wahrscheinlichkeits-Rechuung."
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bevelled ou the sides that cut through the air, rest upon a vertical metal

axis which communicates the rotary motion to them. Each of these

arms is 8 feet or 96 Rhenish inches long and ou its end the disk is fas-

tened whose resistance is to be measured. In order lo prevent the

bending of the arms they are held not far from their ends by small

^ff.2.
wires which pass over a sup-

})ort 18 inches high vertically

above the vertical axis. The

drawing presents only the

connection of the two arms

between themselves and with

the axis. The latter is in its

upper portion turned slightly

conical and carries the corres-

ponding hollow hub which is

sciewed to the brass plate

under the arms.

The rotation is brought

about by the tension of two

small threads which are wound
in the same direction around

the ivory spindle that is fas-

tened to the axis, and are then

drawn in opposite directions

over two rollers and drawn

taut by light scale pans with

weights therein. These rollers

I had formerly fastened at the

greatest iiossible distance on

the opposite walls of the room

in order that when winding

up the weights the threads

might lie uniformly alongside

of and not over each other,

but this design was by no

means certainly attained and

the far-stretched threads ma-

terially increased the labor

of the observation, especially

since the arms and the disks

fastened to them occasionally came in contact with these threads.

When in the past summer I again undertook the observations I placed

the rollers, as the drawing shows, close to the axis, but did not let

the latter stand upon a fixed point, but rather ijrovided it with a

screw thread on its lower part whose mother is cut into a thick

plate of brass. By rotation the axis therefore rose or sank uniformly.
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aud the threads simultaneously arranged themselves alongside of

each other on the spindle from which they were drawn always in a

horizontal direction. Underneath the roller I connected both threads

by means of a light rod, and on this hung the scale-pans for weights ;

1 also fastened thereon a pointer which slid close to the graduated scale

and served to measure the velocity.

Notwithstanding the great convenience of this change it introduced

the troublesome consideration that the friction became disproportion-

ately great and varied so much during the observation that its magui

tude and its influence on the measured velocity could not be determined

with the necessary accuracy. This great evil I removed in that 1 al-

lowed a steel point to work in the conical depression already formed

by the turning lathe at the lower end of the axis, which j)oint exerted

an upward pressure equal to the weight of the arms, the discs, and the

axis. The axis is therefore completely supported by the steel ])oint,

and the screw serves only as a guide in order to raise and lower the

spindle corresponding to the windings of the thread. This steel point

forms the upper end of a stout wire 12 inches high, whose lower end,

ground to a wedge shape, stands in a metallic groove that is fastened at

the end of a lever whose equal arms are 19 inches long. This lever,

whose center of gravity lies in its axis of rotation, was so formed that

its axis lay in a straight line with the metal groove and the point of

suspension of the scale-pan, aud was equally distant from both. This

pan, with the counterpoise, corresponded exactly to the pressure of the

axis on the wire when no resisting discs were placed upon the arms,

but as soon as the latter occurred the counterpoise was always increased

in a corresponding degree by an appended light cup with shot. Before

attaching the discs these were laid upon a balauce aud the cup was
partly filled with shot until brought into equilibrium with it.

Since the lever changes its position during the rotation of the axis

the steel wire deviates somewhat from the vertical ]>osition, but, as will

be shown in the following, so slightly that this may be overlooked.

The result of these changes in the apparatus proved to be very favora-

ble, for whereas before at least 3 Prussian loths had to be placed in

each scale in order to set the arms in permanent motion, now, the weight

of the rod and tbe scale-pan, which together weighed 3.3 loths, sufiticed

without any additional weight to produce a uniform motion.

At the ends of the arms pieces of perforated cork are glued, and in

these the stems of the various discs find their support. The discs were

always jiushed so far on that they closely touched the ends of the arms.

The disrance of the disc from the axis of rotation is found from the

known lengths of the arras ; the stems of the discs did not extend

through the corks, therefore the resistance of the air against the arms
was only increased by that which the discs themselves experienced.

Therefore, after the resistance which the arms experienced at each

velocity had been determined by observation of the rotation of the
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arms uuder various loads, this could be subtracted each time from the

resistance observed with the disc iu place and thereby the resistance

of the various discs lor various velocities be determiued.

The ivory spiudle arouud which the threads wind was, like the axis,

very carefully turned cylindrical, and is 1.1 inches high and l.G inches in

diameter. The i)ortion of the axis extending above the spindle is also

turned cylindrical so that for any i)ositiou of the ui)per perforated brass

I^late it is securely held with very little play. Under its slightly coni-

cal flat head are louud, as the figure shows, two openings perpendicular

to each other, one square and the other circular. The first serves for

the introduction of a small crank handle by means of which the axis is

turned backwards when the weights are being raised. Before taking

off the arms a wire is put through the circular opening which pre-

vents the axis from turning forward while the observer is taking off

tne crank and putting on the arms and discs. Moreover, at a distance

of 12 inches from the axis there is placed a bent lever, one arm of which
stands upright and hinders the turning of the arms that carry the discs

when the weight fastened to the other arm of the bent lever hangs
freely. While the arm carrying the discs is thus held by the bent lever

the stout wire is withdrawn and the air is allowed to come to rest. It

the weight be placed on the neighboring table then the bent-lever arm
falls and the apparatus starts in motion.

The pitch of the screw of the axis below the spindle is O.Oo inch, and
this distance corresponds to the width of both threads so that the latter

lie regularly close to each other on the surface of the spindle. This

always occurred very regularly even when the axis was turned very

rapidly by means of the crank handle. The threads, the so-called " iron

twine," were so strong that each with safety carried 4 pounds, which

weight, however, was never even distantly approached in practice. The
threads were so light that 40 feet weighed only 0.1 loth, so that the fall

of the index by G feet increased the driving power by only 0.03 loth.

Nevertheless, for very feeble loads iu the scale-pans a slight increase iu

the velocity was apparent during the descent, and in order to prevent

this the small increase iu the weight was annulled by means of two equal

threads suspended from the scale-pans to the floor.

Since the two former or driving threads were fastened to the rod they

•were thereby prevented from turning and unwinding, which I had been

able to avoid iu my earlier work only by guiding the scale-pans by

means of taut wires. Even if, however, the threads by this method of

fastening did not materially change, still it remained to be proved

whether perhaps they lengthened sensibly with greater tension, in

which case the relation between the path of the index and the rotation

of the arms could not remain constant. Such an extension could not

be mistaken when I laid a weight of 1 pound on the empty scale-pans

when they were at their lowest position. The index then sank at once

0.2 of an inch. A further extension, however, did not follow ; at least
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it was ijot to be observed in the short interval occupied by each sei)a-

rate observation. luconsequeuceof this exteusiou of the threads it was
iiicuinbeut to lay those weights that were to be used to set the axis iu

motion daring the next observation upon the scale-pan while the latter

was at its lowest position. The threads were therefore always wound
up under the same tension with wliich they were to do the work.

The question now arose whether with stronger tensions the spiral

windings of the threads perhaps lay flatter on the spindle than with

wealier tensions, and whether therefore the length of a winding or the

path that the index described for one turn of the arms became shorter.

This point was decided iu that with various loads in the scale pan I

measured the path that the index described during a certain number
of revolutions. The above-mentioned bent lever offered the opportu-

nity of alwiiys stopping the arms at the same point, but it was necessary

to bring them to rest by gentle pressure, because with a strong blow

against the upright standing arm the horizontal arms carrying the discs

could easily turn somewliat on the conical haad of the axis. After the

])osition of the index was read off' I allowed the arms to make fivecom-

l)lete turns and again read off the position of the index on the scale,

estimating only to the hundredth part of an inch.

The leiigtiis of the paths for the corresponding weights in each scale-

pan are as follows

:

Weicrht.*
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which the weight acts is eiiiial to O.SLTO-j. iuch. This figure is adopted
in the following computations, where it is represented by the letter a.

It remains still to investigate whether the steel wire that carries the

axis may perhaps depart so far from the vertical direction by the move
ment of the lever on which it rests that it occasionally may exert an
appreciable side pressure and thereby in an injurious way increase the

friction in the screw threads. The lever is, as was mentioned, not only
perfectly balanced, but the point that carries the counterpoise is also

situated in the prolongation of the straight line drawn through the
supporting poiutof the wire and the rotation asisof the lever. Therefore
for every position of the lever the foot of the wire is pressed upwards
vertically with equal force, but it rises only 0.8 of an inch, while the

weight thatdrives the disks around in the extreme case sinks 80 inches.

Therefore the deviation of the foot of the steel wire from a mean position

amounts only to 0.4 of an inch, or in angle 2^ 24' 48", for a length of the

lever arm of 9.5 inches. Therefore the deviation from the initial vertical-

ity is limited to 0.0086 iuch, and consequently the wire 12 inches long

is iuclined 0° 2' 38" to the vertical. Even this small inclination can be

reduced by one-half if we place the axis of the wire or its upper point

in the vertical line that bisects the deviation of its lower end, but such
accuracy in the establishment of the apparatus must not be anticipated.

It is evident from this that there can be no sensible increase of the fric-

tion in consequence of the movement of the lever.

As regards the execution of the observations the remark must be pref-

aced that the Ehenish iuch, or the twelfth part of the Prussian foot

according to the earlier determination of the standard, and the old Prus-

sian loth, of which 32 make 1 Prussian pfund, have been adopted as

units of length and weight.* The divided scale over which the index

glides is divided into tenths of inches, but this subdivision is only used

for determining the length of one winding of the thread, as previously

described. In all other cases only the transit of the index over the

heavier division marks for each 10 inches was observed by the beating

of the seconds clock and the corresponding whole or half seconds noted.

Since at the beginning of an observation the arms do not immediately

assume that velocity for which the resistance in connection with the

friction balances the acceleration, therefore the significant observations

began only when the weight had fallen 20 inches or the index had
liassed over the twentieth inch mark. At the seventieth inch the weight-

scale pan had approached the Hoor, and therefore here the measures

must be stopped. When, however, the rotation of the arms was ob-

served without disks and the weights employed were very slight, then

the speed continued increasing somewhat longer and the time of transit

over the twentieth inch could not be used in the calculations.

[* One Rhenish inch =: 1.0297217 English iuch = 26.15446 millimetres. One Prus-

sian loth = 0.032226 pounds avoirdupois = 14.616 grammes. (See Barnard's Weights
^nd Measures, C. A.]
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lu order to determine with the greatest accuracy the resistance of

the air against each separate pair of disks it certainly woukl have been

advantageous to employ very different weights and thereby attain very

different velocities. This intention, however, could not be carried out

by reason of the moderate length of the arms, which was limited by the

dimensions of the room. If I loaded each scale pan with more than 1

pfund then the whole mass of air in the room, especially when using

larger disks, assumed a rotatory motion, in which case the resistancedur-

ing the individual observation is always less or the velocity is always

greater. Even with a load of 1 pfund the light paper vanes that floated

at the tips of the needles already showed a feeble continuous rotation,

although the flame of a candle did not allow of its recognition. In all

the following observations therefore in the extreme cases only 28 loth

was placed in each scale pan. To this it is to be added also that the

measurements for very large velocities lose in accuracy on account of

the relative magnitude of the unavoidable error. According to this

tlie index should not move faster than an inch in 1.8 seconds. On the

otlier hand, however, on account of the excessive influence of the very

variable friction, the movement became highly irregular, when more

than 8 seconds elapsed while the index described 1 inch. Within these

limits the times in which 10 inches were described did not easily devi-

ate more than half a second from the average value. The velocities of

the disks were therefore not greater than GO and not less than 17 inches

per second.*

In order to attain a uniform tension with reference to the axis the

weights placed in the two scale pans were always equal and since on

each occasion tbe disks attached to the arms were also always of equal

magnitude, therefore each of these weights corresponded to the resist-

ance of one disk. To this indeed should still be adiled one-half of the

weight of the rod and the two scale pans but this may be disregarded

since for each individual observation the value of the constant term

which indicates the friction has to be especially computed. This con-

stant term will then be the sum total of these weights less the friction,

and presented itself always with the negative sign because the friction

remained less than the weight of the rod and the scales.

In order to simplify the computation I have at first referred not to

the velocity of the disks, but only to that of the index, whence as above

mentioned the velocity of the rotation can be easily deduced. In this

way the opportunity was offered at each observation with disks to take

into consideration that resistance which the arms alone experienced for

the corresponding velocity of rotation.

Before and after each series of observations, which generally oc-

cupied 3 or 4 hours, the barometer and thermometer were read oft,

the latter being at the same altitude above the floor as that at which

the arms revolved. The computed coefficients of resistance were re-

* Between 3.6 miles and O.'J mile per hour.
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duced to the barometric pressure of 28 Paris inches aud the tempera-

ture 12° Eeaumur or 15° C. Assuming that the resistance of the air

is proportional to its density I formed a table of the logarithms of this

correction whereby the separate reduction is very easy. In case the

temperature sensibly changes during the time of observation it must
be assumed that this change occurred gradually and therefore for each

individual observation the correction corresponding to the time is

adopted. When especially large variations occurred readings were also

made in the intervals; still, in such cases very large deviations were
sometimes apparent, and it was repeatedly remarked that then the

movement of the arms steadily increased or that the times in which the

index sank 10 inches became smaller the lower its position was, which
never occurred with uniform temperature. The reason of this is cer-

tainly nothing else but this, that the equilibrium of the warmer and
colder air in the room gave rise to special currents that were combined
with tbe movement of the disks. When the temperature during a se-

ries of observations changed by two degrees or more, the results deduced
became so discrepant that they had to be rejected as entirely useless.

For this reason the room before and during the observation could not

be heated warm. On the contrary, the oven used for heating the room
must be cooled down completely. Even when the sun shone on the

window whose shutters could not liinder the warming, nothing remained

but to stop the observations.

Almost equally troublesome was the friction in the various j^arts of

the apparatus. This varied perpetually, wherefore its value lor each

individual observation had to be especialh* determined. Of course it

diminished when fresh oil was introduced between the rubbing surfaces,

but then the variations became of such magnitude and were often so

sudden that the observations were again useless. Only after many
days and after the arms had remained for a long time continuously in

motion there was established a greater regularity. When this, how-

ever, became evident from the measures immediately following each

other, then again on the next day the conditions would be remarkably

changed. It was therefore necessary that the whole of any series of

observations that were to be comj^ared among themselves should be

made in immediate succession. In order to render this possible it was
necessary to reduce the number of measures as much as was any way
allowable, namely, to the number of the desired constants. Such a

course is defensible also because the individual readings, in a long

series of observations, accord much more closely with the law deduced

therefrom than with the similar measures repeated at other times.

These preliminary remarks are the result of the great number of ob-

servations that I have executed during a half year. These were, es-

pecially at the tirst, extremely unreliable, aud only gradually were all

the circumstances perceived that come into consideration. The follow-

ing observations, which are the only ones serving as a basis for the sub-
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sequent computations, were made at recent dates with the greatest

possible care and under quite favorable external conditions.

The resistance that the arms alone experience for different velocities

must first 1)6 determined because this must be subtracted every time

from the total resistance of the disc and the arms. The following-

table contains the measures made on this point. G is the weight [in

loths] that is placed in each scale-pan, and t tiie number of seconds oc-

cupied by the index in passing over 1 inch. The velocity of the index

is therefore equal to - according to the adoi>ted unit of measure. The

observations were made twice tor each load in th^; scale-pan, and in the

second column of the table the two values ti and t-i thus found are given

separately, while the third column contains the mean value (f) adopted

in the succeeding computation.

0.
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This then gave,

z=- 0.724

p=+ 1.034

s = +15.518

According to this last we obtain for G the values given in the column

headed B, whose errors B — G are shown in the last column. We
remark that these latter do not occur regularly, owing to the change

of the signs for the heavier weights, and therefore can be looked upon

as accidental errors of observation. The sum of the squares of the

errors amounts in the last case to 0.004U52, whereas in the first case it

was 0.011055, therefore more than twice as great.

There is still another reason that favors the introduction of the first

power of the velocity. So long as I neglected this term there occurred

without exception the inexplicable phenomenon that for observations

•with disks the numerical value of the constant 5; after the negative sign

was always greater, therefore the friction was always smaller, the larger

and heavier the disks were. This anomaly disappeared upon the in-

troduction of such a second term.

There is, moreover, as the observations show, a peculiar condition in

connection with the second term. The coefiicieut 2> assumes a very

small value or entirely disappears when the screw on the axis is freshly

oiled. From this we may conclude something as to its significance, i. e.,

it indicates the resistance that arises from the viscosity of the oil and

which is proportional to the velocity.

When disks are attached, the resistance peculiar to them is found

•when we subtract from the observed resistance that which the arms

experience for equal velocities. This latter, however, is so variable

that we must measure it anew every time, and since it assumes various

values within even short intervals, therefore there remains only one

method to determine the value of the three constants s, p, and s, namely,

to allow the arms to revolve alone with three different velocities both

before and after each observation. When, however, as usually hap-

pened, a second measure again gave somewhat different values, then

the appropriate mean value corresponding to the intervening time

should be used in the computation.

In the resistances of the disks found in this manner the second term

proportional to the velocity is no longer contained, because the influ-

ence of the viscosity of the oil has already been allowed for in the

resistances of the arms. The constant z is, on the other hand, so

variable that it must be specially deduced from each series of observa-

tions.
80 A 2
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The following observations were made with two square disks of 6

inches on each side.* G' indicates the weight placed in each scale pan,

and this changes to G when we subtract the weight required to over-

come the resistance of the arms for equal velocities. The second col-

umn contains as before the times during which the index sinks by 1

inch, as found from the two measurements respective'^-.

<?'
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The resistance of the air against the dislis is therefore proportional

to the square of the velocity, and a single observation would suflSce to

give the coefficient r if the value of s were known, but since this is so

very variable, therefore at least two observations at two different veloci-

ties are necessary. The further extension of the measures is unneces-

sary, as already before mentioned, because the greater accuracy at-

tained surpasses the other inevitable errors j but for greater security

and especially to avoid possible mistakes I have always repeated these

two measures, and in such a way that beginning with the less velocity

I then execute the two measures with the greater velocity and finally re-

turn again to the less.

From the values of r found in this manner the pressure that the disk

experiences for various velocities is directly given. Let a be the known
distance of the axis of rotation from the center of the threads wound
round the spindle and R the distance of the same axis from the center

of pressure of the air against the disk, then this pressure becomes

But - is the velocity of the thread, hence the A^elocifcy of the center of

pressure of the disk is

0=:?
at

and D=— r c^.

R^

if we introduce the pressure on a unit of surface, since F is the whole

surface of the disk, we have

D_a^ r ,

f-r^f''-"''

In order to reduce the constant r to the barometric pressure of 28

inches or 336 Paris lines, and to reduce the temperature to 15° C, we
have for an observed pressure. A, in Paris lines, and an observed tem-

perature r in centigrade degrees during the observations the reduced r

=^ (0.9480+ 0.00347T) r.

A.

The distances R, on account of the great lengths of the arms in com-

parison with the width of the disks, agree quite nearly with the dis-

tances of their centers of gravity from the axis of rotation, but they are

always somewhat larger and there is no reason to omit this correction,

which is easily executed.

We consider first a rectangular disk whose height is h and width h.

As the origin of abscissas we may take its center of gravity whose dis-

tance from the axis of rotation is A, and consider the disk divided into
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elementary portions, the area of auy one of which is hdx, and the pres-

sure that it experiences is

dD=^{A-{-xfd.r

consequently the pressure against the "wliole disk, found by taking the

integral from x = — ^h to jc = + ^h, is

or the average normal pressure on a unit of surface is

F a'e

If now I seek that value of x which belongs to the elementary area that

experiences a pressure the same as this average, then it represents tlie

center of pressure for the whole disk. The result is,

A+x=B=^ A'-^^Kh''

For circular disks we again take A as the distance of the center from

the axis of rotation, while the radius of the disk is p. In the division

of the disk into elementary vertical sections I indicate the limits of

these by the angle tp which is measured from the horizontal diameter.

The area of such a section is then

2 <^sin cp^ (1 q)

and the pressure that it experiences is

ai)J^(^±±J'^\' sin cp^dcp

By expanding the binomial and converting the cos^<^ and cos'*^^ into

the sines of the multiple angle, the integration becomes very simple and

the greater part of the terms disappear since the integral is taken from

coS(p = — 1 to cos (^ = 4- 1. We obtain

and the section that experiences this average pressure is that whose cp

satisfies the equation

—

A-\-p cos cp=B:=JA^-\-jp'^

It follows that in both kinds of disks the difference between A and

the desired B remains very small when, as in my apparatus, A is very

large compared with h and p.

Next, a series of observations will be communicated, made with five

pairs of circular disks, whose diameters were 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.5 inches.

Each time only two diflerent weights were laid in the scale-pan ;
with
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tliese, however, as above mentioued, the measures were executed twice.

The resultinjr values of z and r are given in the last columns. The
other letters correspond to those above given :

p
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The values of E and F are the same as iu the first series. The follow-

ing values of k are computed from the reduced r:

Table II.

p
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According to this, the values of A; are:

Table IV.

23

6
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Directly following the above, the same observations were repeated

with the square disk of 5 inches on a side with the following results:

G' t \ G
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From this there results as the most probable values

z^- 0.171

r=+Gr).199

If these constants are introduced into the expression for G, the latter

assumes the valutas given the column headed A, whose departures from

the observed G are given in the last column.

The surfaces of these disks measured very accurately 16 square

inches, and the distance of the center of pressure was 96.500 inches.

After reduction to the adopted normal density of the air the con-

stants r for the two series of observations became respectively

66.65 and 66.373

whence
A;= 2.5286 and A: = 2.5178 respectively.

The constant coefficient of the square of the velocity resulted there-

fore in this case as great as the series of observations III and IV would
have led us to conclude would have been found for square disks of

about 7 inches on each side ; consequently the suspicion arises that

the increase in the value of Ic is not proportional to any linear dimen-

sion, but to the circumference of the disk. A simple consideration

leads to the same result.

All previously given observations show that a disk of an area F
moving with a velocity c throuj^h the air in. a direction normal to its

plane experiences a resistance

D = k Fc\
If we analyze k into two terms

]{ = a-\- p fi

where j? expresses the circumference of the disk, then the first part of

D, namely, a Fc'^, corresp onds to the ordinary assumption. The second

part

p Fc^ (3 = Fc. p. c. /3

contains, as a factor, the mass of the passing air, which is proportional

to Fc, also p, or the circumference of the disk, which the air touches^

and finally the velocity c, under which this contact takes place. It

appears therefore that the cause of the increase of the resistance can

be none other than the friction of the air against the edge of the disk.

However, as the experiments already mentioned in the preface have

shown, the air immediately adjacent to the edge of the disk flows

perfectly regularly past it, without taking up any whirling motion,

which latter first forms behind, where the air protected by the obstacle

is touched. Friction is therefore (in accordance with the experience*

with water) proportional to the first power of the velocity.

Before I computed the appropriate constants by the combination of

all of the observations, I made an attempt to compare among them-

' "On the Influence of the Temperature on the Movement of Water in Tubes."

Hagen, Math. Abh. Akad. Wiss. Berlin, 1854, p. 69.
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selves the twenty-one observations made with circular and square disks,

in order to convince uij^self as to what assumed value of j> presented the

greatest agreement.

If I assumed for j; the circumference of the disk, there resulted

« = 2.210

ft = 0.0132

and the sum of the squares of the outstanding errors was

[xx] = 0.01425

By introducing the square root of the surface I obtained

a = 2.200

(5 = 0.0526

\xx\ = 0.0097G

I then pnt^, equal to three different transverse lines drawn through

the center of the disk. First, the smallest transversals, for which of

course the sides of the square and the diameters of the circles were

directly introduced. This gave

Lx = 2.204

/? = 0.0487

[xx] = 0.01282

For the greatest transversals, namely, the diagonals of the squares

and diameters of the circles, I obtained

a = 2.230

ft = 0.0354

[,r,r| = 0.02221

Finally, for the average transversals which I drew [centrally] across

the disks at distances apart of every 3 degrees, and took the arithmeti-

cal mean of all, I found

a = 2.200

ft
= 0.04675

[xx] = 0.00066

It is evident that this latter method must lead to very nearly the

same result as the introduction of the square root of the surface since

ft diminishes in the same ratio as the coefficient of ft increases.

Judging by the sums of the squares of the errors it would, according

to this, be advisable to introduce the square roots of the surfaces as

factors, but this is impossible, even although the results of the observa-

tions made with the long disk should be included under this same law.

There only remains to introduce the circumference as a factor, even

although in this case notable departures still remain. These are in no-

wise however errors of observation, but result principally from the

inevitable variations in friction. An error of 1 per cent, in the time

could scarcely have been made, but still such discrepancies and even

larger ones show themselves very frequently since the friction induced

now faster and now slower motion. Nevertheless, from the following

collection of all the observations it results that these have led to a

quite trustworthy result.
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Kadii and sides.
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From the preceding it results that the pressure of the air against a
plane disk turned normally towards it is

_ 2.2G4 + 00942 x p ,~
1,000,000

'^^'

Where D is expressed in old Prussian loths and |;, F, and c in [Rhenish]

inches. According to the above, the pressure against a square disk of

1 square foot area, moving with a velocity of 50 feet per second, would
for example be 140.8 loths, or nearly 4.4 pfund.

For reduction to metric measures and weights I take not the metre
itself but the decimetre as the unit of measure for lengths and surfaces,

in order to remain within the limits of the observations. Therefore
the resistance of the air for a temperature of 15^ G. and a barometric

pressure of 28 Paris inches,* expressed in grammes, amounts to

(0.00707 + 0.0001125i>) Fc\

Where p represents the circumference of the disk, F the sectional area,

and c the velocity expressed in decimetres.

The pressure that very small disks experience when struck normally
by a current of air is also given by another simple consideration, whose
correctness has in general been confirmed by many experiments. These
experiments indeed are limited, so far as known, to streams of water;
but the expansibility of the air is certainly in this case without intiu-

ence, since the observations mentioned in the preface, upon the direc-

tion and strength of currents deviated in front of opposing disks,

showed identical results with water and with air.

Imagine a vessel filled to the height h with a fluid of which one unit

of volume or 1 cubic inch weighs ;/ loths. The bottom of the vessel

therefore experiences on each square inch a pressure equal to ;//<, wheik

no side pressure exists. If there is suddenly made therein an oi)ening

of 1 square inch, the outflow of the fluid through it begins with the

velocity c = 2\/.(//it, and if we catch the stream hy an equally large sur-

face directed normally against it, then the pressure D upon this is again
equally as great as before upon the bottom of the vessel, namely, yh.

From this we have

D=yh = l^c

For the density of the air above adopted its specific weight is

0.001223; therefore a cubic inch weighs 0.001495 loth, and g is equal to

187.6, if the semi-acceleration due to gravity is expressed in inches.

From this we have these results

:

D = 0.000001992 = 1.992 millionths of a loth.

* The density is that of air at 15° C. and 28 Paris inches or TST.Qe™™ under gravity

at Berlin (52° 30 ), but strictly speaiiing the pressure should be stated in standard
measure as 758.47™°' under gravity at 45'^ and sea level.

t g is the height fallen through in 1 second, or one-half the acceleration due to gravity.
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As the first term of the above value of Jc comes out 2.264 or larger
than this by nearly 14 per cent., the stronger resistance deduced from
the observations is explained by the rarefaction of the air occurring at

the rear of the disk, which rarefactiou in the case of an assumed out-

flow into empty space does not take place.

Although the present investigation is confined only to those posi-

tions in which the disks are turned normal to the direction of their

motion, still it was important to be convinced that slight and unavoid-
able deviations from this normal position had no important influence.

The pins by means of which the disks were fastened to the arms
were directed radial -y towards the axis of rotation. Thus the disks

could be given any desired inclination to the direction of their motion.

One such experience however showed this arrangement to be en-

tirely unallowable in the observations, in that the simple relation

between the resistance and the velocity of the disk completely disap-

peared. The reason for this irregularity is apparent. According as

the two disks were inclined downwards or upwards they were pressed

up or down by the impinging air, and by so much the more the greater

their velocity was. The arms with the inclined disks and with the axis

of rotation therefore pressed variably upon the steel point on which the

axis rested, and accordingly the screw threads on the axis were varia-

bly pressed up or down, whereby the friction each time experienced an

important change. When however I inclined one disk upwards and

the opposite disk downwards, the axis was pressed to one side, and by

so much the more, the greater the velocity was.

In order not to change the simple arrangements for fastening the

disks, I provided the two 5-inch square disks with roof shaped piece, in

addition, so that in front of the lower half of the disk the inclined plane

was turned upwards, and in front of the lower half an equal jflane with

the same inclination was turned downwards. Each of the two disks

thus changed was thus both raised and depressed by equal forces for

all velocities, so that the injurious effect upon the axis of rotation dis-

ai)peared.

A complete series of observations (wherein both at the beginning and
at the end the arms were set in motion without disks in order to deter-

mine the resistance) gave

—

[a) When the roof surface was inclined 40^ to the vertical or to the

plane disk,

r = 83.92.

[b) For an inclination of 20^ to the vertical,

r = 101.10.

[c) And for the plane disk itself, therefore, after removing the addi-

tions

r = 110.93.
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If we divide these values by the cosines of 40, 20, and degrees,

respectively, there results

109.55, 107.G5, and 110,93.

The resistances are therefore in accordance with the ordinary as-

sumption, proportional to the cosine of the inclination.

In ease the plane of the plane disk does not include the axis of rota-

tion, we should also have to consider the diminution of the surface

opposed to the impinging air in consequence of the projection upon the

direction of motion, and for both reasons the resistance diminishes in

the ratio of the square of the cosine of the deviation. Since the disks

were always adjusted by the plumb line, therefore an error of 2 degrees,

by which the resistance would only be diminished by its thousandth

part, could not easily remain unnoticed.

Finalh', it still remains to be investigated whether the nature of the

surface of the disks, according as they were smooth or rough, had any
influence on the resistance. To this end I took two disks, each of which

was covered on one side with very smooth paper but on the other with

very coarse sandpaper. I allowed these to run with various velocities,^

exposing each time first the smooth and then the rough side to the

impinging air. In both cases the times in which the index described

10 inches remained very nearly the same. The differences were very

irregular, and not larger than occurred in repeated experiments with

equal pairs of disks. Hence the nature of the surface of a plane disk

has no influence on the resistance of the air when the surfaces are

normal to the direction of motion.



II.

ON THE INTEGRALS OF THE HYDEO-DYXAMIC EQUATIONS THAT
REPRESENT VORTEX-MOTIONS.'

By Prof. Heumaxn von Hei.mholtz.

Hitherto the integrals of the hydro-dynamic equations have been

sought almost exclusively under the assumption that the rectangular

components of the velocity of every particle of liquid can be put equal

to the diiierential quotients in the corresponding directions of a certain

definite function that we will call the velocity potential.

On the one hand Lagranget had proven that this assumption is al-

lowable whenever the movement of the mass of water has arisen and
is maintained under the influence of forces that can be expressed as

the differential quotients of a force potential, and even that the influ-

ence of moving solid bodies that come in contact with the liquid do not

affect the applicability of the assumption. Since now most of the forces

of nature that are easily expressed mathematically can be presented as

the differential quotients of a force potential, therefore also by far the

majority of the cases of fluid motion that are treated mathematically

fall into the category of those for which a velocity potential exists.

On the other hand, even Euler| had called attention to the fact that

there are cases of fluid motion where no velocity potential exists; e.g.^

the rotation of a fluid with equal angular velocities in all its parts about

an axis. The magnetic forces that act upon a fluid permeated by electric

currents, and especially the friction of fluid particles on each other and

on solid bodies, belong to the forces that can give rise to such forms of

motion. The influence of friction on fluids could not hitherto be mathe-

matically defined, and yet it is very large in all cases where we are not

treating of infinitely small vibrations, and causes the most important

deviations between theory and nature. The difficulty of defining this

influence and of finding qaethods for its measurement certainly lay

* Crelle's Journal fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematilc, 1858, vol. LV, p. 25-

85. Helmholtz, fFissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, 1882, vol. i, pp. 101-134. London,

Edinburgh, and Duilin Philosophical Magazine, June, 1867 (4), xxiii, pp. 485-510

i Ife'canique Analytique, Paris, 1815, vol. ii, p. 304.

X Histoire de I'Jcade'mie des Sciences de Berlin, anno 1755, p. 292.
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mostly iu the fact that we had no idea of the forms of motion that fric-

tion produces in the fluid. Therefore in this respect an investigation

of those forms of motion in which no velocity potential exists seems to

me to be of importance.

The following investigation will now show that in those cases in

which a velocity potential does exist the smallest particles of liquid

have no motion of rotation, but that when no velocity potential exists

then a part at least of the liquid particles are in the act of rotation.

By vortex lines (Wirbellinien) I designate lines that are so drawn
through the mass of liquid that their directions everywhere coincide

with the direction of the instantaneous axis of rotation of the liquid

particles at that point of the line.

By vortex filament (Wirbelfaden) I designate the portion of the mass
of liquid that is cut out when we construct the corresponding vortex

lines passing through every point of the circumference of an infinitely

small element of the surface.

The following investigation shows that when a force potential exists

for all the forces that act upon the fluid then:

(1) No x)article of liquid acquires rotation that was not in rotation

from the beginning.

{'2) The jjarticles of liquid that at any moment belong to the same
v^ortex line remain belonging to the same vortex line, even although

they have a motion of translation.

(3) The product of the sectional area by the velocity of rotation of

an infinitely slender vortex filament is constant along the whole length

of the filament and also retains the same value during the translatory

motion of the filament. Therefore the vortex filaments must return into

themselves within the liquid or can o\i\y have their ends at the bounda-

ries of the fluid.

This last proposition makes it possible to determine the velocities of

rotation when the form of a particular vortex filament is given at dif-

ferent moments of time. Further we solve the problem to determine

the velocity of the particles of liquid for a given moment of time when
the velocities of rotation are given for this moment, but in the solution

there remains undetermined one arbitrary function that must be util-

ized to satisfy the boundary conditions.

This last problem leads to a remarkable analogy between the vortex

motions of liquids and the electro-magnetic actions of electric currents.

When in a simf»ly connected space* filled with moving liquid a ve-

locity potential exists, the velocities of the liquid particles are equal to

and in the same direction as the forces that a certain distribution of

* I use this expression (eiufach znsammeuliiingenden Raume) in the same sense in

which Riemann (t7o«j'>m//Mr die reitie «wd angeivandte Mathematik, 1857, Liv, p. 108)

speaks of simple and multiple-connected surfaces. A space that is n-times connected

is therefore one such that n—1 but not more intersecting surfaces can pass through,

it without cutting the space into two completely separate portions. A ring is there-

fore in this sense a doubly-connected space. The intersecting surfaces must be com-
pletely surrounded by the lines in which they cut the surface of the space.
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magnetic masses on the snrface of the space would exert upon a mag-
netic particle in the interior.

On the other hand, wheu,vortex threads exist in any such space the
velocities of the liquid particles are equal to the forces exerted upon a
magnetic particle by a closed electric current that flows partly through
the vortex filaments in the interior of the mass and partly in the bound-
ary surface, and whose intensity is proportional to the product of the
sectional area of the vortex filament by its velocity of rotation.

I shall therefore in the following lines often allow myself to hypoth-
ecate the presence of magnetic masses or of electric currents, simply
in order thereby to obtain shorter and more perspicuous expressions
for the nature of functions that are just the same functions of the co-

ordinates as the potential functions, or the attractive forces for a mag-
netic particle, are of the magnetic masses or electric currents.

By these propositions the forms of motion concealed in that class of
integrals of the hydro-dynamic equations not hitherto treated of be-

come accessible at least to the imagination even although it be possible

to execute the complete integration only in a few of the simplest cases

where only one or two rectilinear or circular vortex filaments are pres-

ent in masses of liquid that are either unlimited or partially bounded
by one infinite plane.

It can be demonstrated that rectilinear parallel vortex filaments in a

mass of water that is bounded only by planes perpendicular to such

filaments, rotate about their common center of gravity, when in the

determination of this center we consider the velocity of rotation as

equivalent to the density of a mass. In this rotation the location of

the center of gravity remains unchanged. On the other hand, for cir-

cular vortex filaments, all standing perpendicular to a common axis,

the center of gravity of their cross-section advances parallel to the axis.

T. DEFINITION OF ROTATION.

At a point within a liquid whose position is defined by the rectangular

coordinates .r, y^ z, and at the time t, let the pressure be p, the three com-

ponents of the velocity u. v, «r, the three components of the external

forces acting on the unit mass of the liquid X, Y, Z, and h be the den-

sity whose changes can be considered as negligible ; the established

equations of motion for an interior point of the fluid are

:

h dx dt dx^ dy d^

^-h^^^t^''?.r^\^y+''^z

1 jp^;)w ^ ju^ ^ jw ^ ;)w
j

hd2 dt c">J7 ciy ^2

;)x'^jy^;)z

80 a 3

(1)
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Hitherto, almost exclusively, only those cases have been treated

where not ouly the forces X, ¥, Z, have a potential Fso that they can

be expressed in the form,

X=^r=^,Z=^ (la)

but also where a velocity potential cp can be found so that

u = ^, V = ^^, ,r = ^, (16)

The problem is thereby greatly sim|)lified since the first three of

equations (1) give a common integral equation from which to find p
after we have determined cp in accordance with the fourth equation

which ill this case takes the form

and which therefore agrees with the established differential equation

for the potential of magnetic masses that lie outside the space within

which this equation holds good. Moreover, it is known that every

function q) that satisfies this last differential equation within a simply

connected s^jace,* can be expressed as the potential of a definite dis-

tribution of magnetic masses on the boundary surface of the space as

I have stated already in the introduction.

In order that we may be able to make the substitution required in

the equation (1&) we must have

jj-^=^^ fz-^j-^^ yx-yz=^^ (1^-^

In order to understand the mechanical significance of these last

three conditions, we may imagine the change that any infinitely small

volume of water experiences in the elementary time dt to be com-

pounded of three different motions : (1) a motion of transference of the

whole through space: (2) an expansion or contraction of the particle

along the axis of dilatation, whereby every rectangular parallelopipe-

dou of water whose sides are parallel to the principal axis of dilata-

tion remains rectangular while its sides change their lengths but re-

main parallel to their original directions : (3) a rotation about some
temporary axis of rotation having any given direction, which rotation

can by a well-known proposition be always considered as the resultant

of three rotations about the three coordinate axes.

*In manifold-connected-sijaces 9 cau have several A'alues, but for such many val-

ued funotioDs as satisfy the above ditferential equations the fundamental proposition

of Green's theory of electricity no longer holds good (see Crelle Journal, Xhiv, p. 360, or

"The Mathematical Papers of the late George Green"), and therefore fail also a

greater part of the propositions resulting from this which Gauss and Greeu have
demonstrated for the magnetic potential functions, which functions are in their very

nature always uui-valued.
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If the conditions (Ic) are satisfied at the point whose coordinates

are i;, i), ^, and if we designate the values of w, v, w, and their dif-

ferential quotients as follows

:

u=A,
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in (Ic) compounded only of a motion of translation in space and an ex-

pansion and contraction of its edyes and it has no rotation.

We return now to the first system of coordinates, that of a-,?/, z, and

imagine added to the hitherto existing motion of the infinitely small

mass of liquid surrounding the point i;, i), ], a system of rotatory motions

about axes that are parallel to those of a", y, s, and that pass through

the point r,, i), 3, and whose angular velocities of rotation may be ^, ;/, C,

thus then the component velocities parallel to the coordinate axes of

x, y, z, as resulting from such rotations are respectively

:

Parallel to .r:
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equal to zero. Therefore, according to the well-knowu Green's theo-

rem,*

where, on the left hand, the integration is to be extended over the whole
of the volume S, but on the right hand over the whole surface S whose

elementary surface is designated by doj. If, now, '—^ is to be equal to

zero for the whole surface, then the integral on the left hand must also
be zero, which can only be true when for the whole volume S

that is to say, when there exists no motion whatever of the liquid.

Every motion within a simply connected space of a limited mass of
fluid that has a velocity potential is therefore necessarily connected
with a motion of the surface of the fluid. If this motion of the surface

i. e., ^, is known completely, then the whole movement of the inclosed

fluid mass is also thereby definitely determined. For suppose there are

two functions, cp, and (p,„ that simultaneously satisfy the equation

in the interior of the space 8. and also the condition

for the surface of 8. where ib indicates the value of — deduced from

the assumed motion of the surface, then would the function {(p,— (p,,)

also satisfy the first condition for the interior of the space 8, but for

the surface this function would give

Jn
-"'

whence, as just shown, it would follow that for the whole interior of 8
we would have

dx dy ?z

Therefore both functions would also correspond to exactly the same
velocities throughout the whole interior of 8.

Therefore rotations of liquid particles and circulatory motions within

simply-connected wholly inclosed spaces can only occur when no veloc-

ity potential exists. We can therefore in general characterize the mo-
tions in which a velocity potential does not exist, as vortex motions.

*Thi8 is the proposition ia Crelle Journal, vol. liv, p. 108, already alluded to, and
which does uot bold good for complex or manifold-connected space.
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II. PERMANENCE OF THE YORTEX MOTION.

We will next determine the variations of the velocities of rotation

^, 7;, C during the movement (of the surface) when only such forces are

effective as have a force potential.

I note first in general that when //• is a function of j:, y, 5, #, and in-

creases by the quantity df, while the last four quantities increase by
6 x^ d y, 6 z, aud 6 t, respectively, we have :

6>l-=^Ut-^^6x+^Sy+fsz.
^t ,\r ?y <.^~

If now the variation of f during the short time (^iisto be determined

for one and the same particle of liquid, we must give the quantities

6.V, Sy, dz the same values that they would have for the moving parti-

cle of liquid, namely

:

6x = u dt^ Sy = V St, 6z = iv St,

and obtain

;

dt (It ' ;)jp ^y ^z

I shall in the following always use the notation -/ onlv in the sense
St

that ~dt iudicat es the variation of ?/• during the element of time d t
St ^

for the same particle of water whose coordinates at the beginning of

the time cH were .r, y, and z.

If by differentiation we eliminate the quantity j; from the first of the

equations (1) and introduce the notation of equations (2) and substitute

for the forces X, Y, Z the expressions in equation (la), we obtain the

following three equations

:

S$ ^c)M c>u ^t'^w}

^Sl= ^Jv+'^':n/-^^^
St] ^ ^v ?iv ,1y ,ov

W=^k+'^¥+^^i^^ ^^^

St -^ dx'^ '^?y "^ - ci* 3
or

St ~^ dx '^^^dx '^^dx
I

Sr] du dv ^?ic
[ .0 .

^t = ^-^ + '^^j + -^\ (^^'^

- st^^Tz^'^^-^^l^S
If ^, ?/, aud C for any particle of water are simultaneously zero then

also

—

S^_S7j_ S^_
St~St~ St

~

Therefore those particles of icater that do not already have a rotatory

motion will receive none in the subsequent time.
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As is well known, we can combine rotations together after the method
of parallelograms of forces. If ^, ?;, Z are the velocities of the rotations

about the coordinate axes, then the velocity of rotation {q) about the

instantaneous axis of rotation is

and the cosines of the angles that this axis makes with the coordinate

axes are respectively -, , and —

.

If now we consider an infinitely small distance qe in the direction of

the instantaneous axis of rotation, then the projections of this distance

on the three coordinate axes are respectively f^, f//, and eZ. While
at the point x y z [at one end of qs] the components of the velocity are

u. V, ic, they are at the other end of q£ respectively

' ^ ;)x^ dy d^

Ilierefore in the course of the elementary time dt the projection of

the distance of the two particles of liquid that at the beginning of dt

were distant by the quantity qs has attained a value that, considering

the equation (3), can be written as follows:

8^ -lr{Ui—U)dt— s( ^•\- gr-dt \

ei]+{i\-v)dt=e(^ /;+ ^^^dty

£Z + {ii\-ic)dt=£(^ C+ jfdtX

0-a the left are the projections of the new location of the connecting
lino qe; on the right are the projections multiplied by the constant

factor £ of the new velocity of rotation. It follows from these equa-

tions that the line connecting the two liquid particles that at the be-

ginning of the time dt limited the portion qs of the instantaneous axis

of rotation will also after the lapse of the time dt still coincide with the

now changed axis of rotation.

When we, as above agreed on, call a line whose direction through-

out its whole length agrees with the direction of the instantaneous axis

of rotation of the particle of liquid at each point, a vortex line, we can
express the proposition just found as follows : Every vortex line remains

permanently composed of the same particles of liquid while it progresses

icith these particles through the liquid.
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The rectangular compoueuts of the velocity of rotation increase in

the same ratio as the projections of the portion qs of the axis of rota-

tion; hence it follows that the magnitude of the resulting velocity of rota-

tion varies for a given particle of liquid in the same ratio as the distance

of this particlefrom its neighbors in the axis of rotation.

Imagine vortex lines drawn through all points of the circumference

of an indefinite small surface. Then will a thread of infinitely small

section, which is called the " vortex filament," be thereby cut out of the

liquid. The volume of a portion of such a filament included between

two given particles of liquid, which volume according to the proposi-

tions just proven always remains filled by the same particles, must
remain constant during its progressive motion ; therefore its section

must vary in the inverse ratio of its length. Hence we can express the

last piopusition thus* In a portion of a vortex filament, consisting of
the same particles of liquid, the product of the velocity of rotation by the

section ever remains constant during its translatory motion.

From equation (U) it directly follows that

—

Jx + ,~)y
"^

,^z

Hence it further follows that—

=0 (2a)

II(f+i+f>"^"^=°
where the integration can be extended over any arbitrary portion ;S^ of

the mass of liquid. When we partially integrate this there results:

/' /'^ dy dz + yy'/; dx dz +^f^fC cix dy=()

where the integrations are to be extended over the whole surface of

the volume of S. If we let doo be an element of this surface and a, fi,

y the three angles that the normal to doo drawn outwards makes with

the (coordinate axes, then

—

dy J,c=cos a dcsD, dx d2'=cos (ioo, dx dy=cos y doo;

therefore

fTi^ cos a-\-r} cos fi+Z cos y)do3 =0,

or when we let <7 be the resulting velocity of rotation and fi the angle

between this velocity and the normal

/' /'a cos doo = 0,

where the integration is to be extended over the whole surface of S.

Let IS be a portion of a vortex filament bounded by two infinitely

small planes &?, and co,, perpendicular to the axis of the filament, then

will cos (9=+ l for one of these planes and cos 8=— l for the other, but

cos ^=0 for the whole of the remaining surface of the filament; conse-

quently, if (J, and ff^, are the velocities of rotation at oo, and a?/,, respect-

ively, the last equation reduces to

(7, (^,= ff,f 00,,
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whence it follows that the product of the velocUi/ of rotation by the area

of the section is constant throughout the ichole length of the vortex fila-

ment. It has already been showu that this product does not change
during- the progressive motion of the filament.

It follows from this that a vortex filament can not possibly end any-
where within the fluid, but must either return into itself, like a ring
within the fluid, or must continue on to the boundaries of the fluid.

For in case a filament ended anywhere within the fluid it would be pos-

sible to construct a closed surface for which the integral /'cr cos 8 do{>

is not zero.

III. INTEGRATION BY VOLUME.

When we can determine the motions of the vortex filaments present
in the fluid we can, by means of the above established propositions,

also determine completely the quantities S, /;, and C. We will now
consider the problem to determine the velocities ti, v, and w from the
quantities 5, //, and C.

Within a mass of liquid that fills the region ^S' let values of S, ?/, and C
be given, which quantities should satisfy the condition that

—

JS JJI X^Q

Such values of u, v, and tv are to be found as may, throughout the

whole region *S', satisfy the conditions [of Eq. (I4) and (2), viz.]

Ju i)v ^w ,, ^

jx :)ij

Sv Ju

^~'dy

^_yn _.)^^

dU'_
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Here, as before, a, ft, y indicate the augles between the coordinate

axes and the normal to the appropriate portion of the surface of Sx.

B indicates the angle between the normal and the resulting axis of

rotation.

We now obtain the values of w, v, n-, that satisfy the equations (I4)

aMd (2) bv putting

1u = -— _i_ -—

dP ?L
?Z

dP dM ^L

,10 ^ dx dy \

and determine the quantities L, 31, N, P by the conditions that within

the region 81 we must have

Hl ^'^ '_^ _ o -

M^ +,V "^-^-^
~"'^'

fM fM
,

cT-ill

+
^y' +^ -2v,

(5)

4-
IP +

])Z'
= 0,

3

The method of integrating these last equations is well known. L, M,

Jf are the potential functions of imaginary magnetic masses distributed

-a c
through the space S\ with the densities —^ -—!l^--i- P is the poten-

tial lunction for masses that lie outside of the region 8. If we indicate

by r the distance from the point x, y, z to the point whose coordinates

are a, b, c; and by ^„ , ?;<. , Co the values of ^, ?/, Z at the point a, h, c,

then

L = -

j\I=-
1

- da (lb de,
1

Va
"'da db dc, } (5«)

^'=-0-^ — da db dc.

where the integration is extended over the space >S'i and

da db dc,

where k is an arbitrary function of a, b, c and the integration is to be

extended over the exterior space *S'i, that includes the region S. The
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arbitrary function A: must be so determined that the boundary con-

ditions are satisfied, a problem whose difficulty is similar to those

[difficulties that are met with iu problems] on the distribution of elec-

tricity and magnetism.

That the values of u^ v, and w. given iu equation (4), satisfy the

condition (14), is seen at once by differentiation and by considering the
fourth of equations (5).

Further, we find by differentiation of equations (4), and considering

the first three of equations (5) that

:

clx dz
~ ""'^

:)y [_\\v '^Jy'^ Jz J

?y ?s
-

' ^zl M- ^ ?y
"^

?z J
The equations (2) are also equally satisfied when it can be shown that

throughout the whole region S] we have

•f+f+f;=« (-)

That this is the case results from the equations {5a) which give

or after partial integration

;)x 27r \ \ r 2;r r ^a

^ = TV- \
— da dc — i^ \

-
.~ da db dc

dy 27r\ \ r 2;r r J)&

^^= L
f [^dadb -^ [ [ [ ~ .

'^^-^ da db dc.
Jz 27t \ \ r 2/H

I
r Jc

If we add these three equations aud again indicate by dcj the element

of the surface of S, we obtain :

^ + i;; + -^ = <t;: (^„ cos « + ;/„ cos /i + ^„ cos r),7<^^
cix oy i}~ -i7i \ I

27r rV, M ^b Jc /

But since throughout the whole interior of the space >Siwe have

^,lVa,^Ja^Q (2a)
?a ^ ^b ^ ^c

^

and since for the whole surface we have

$a COS a + ?/„ COS /i + Ca COS ;' = (If/;)
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therefore both integrals are equal to zero and the equation (ob) as well

as the equations (2) are satisfied. The equations (4) and (5)or (5«) are

thus true integrals of the equations (I4) and (2).

The analogy mentioned in the introduction between the action at a

distance of vortex tilaments and the electro-magnetic action at a dis-

tance of conducting wires, which analogy aftbrds a very good means of

making visible the form of the vortex motion, results from this proposi-

tion.

When we substitute in the equation (4) the values of L, M, iV^, from

the equation {5a) and designate by Jw, Jv, /jiv the infinitely small

portions of the velocities u, v and w in the integral which depend on

the material elements da, db, dc and designate their resultant by Jp,

we obtain

Au= .
- -^ '-^^^^-^ '-^da db dc,

2 TV )

Jic=— ^ '
'• —^da db dc.

From these equations it follows that,

Ju{x—a)+ Jv{y—b)-\-JK[z—c)=i),

that is to say, Jp, the resultant of An, Jv, Jw, is at right angles to r.

Further,
^„Ju+?/„Jv-{- r^Jir =0,

that is to say, this same resultant, Jp, also makes a right angle with

the resulting axis of rotation at the point «, &, c. Finally,

da db do

where a is the resultant of [the elementary velocities of rotation] $^^

//„, r„, and K is the angle between this resultant and r, as determined by

the equation,

rj>- cos K= (.r— «)5„ +(]/— />)//„+ (-— c)r„

Therefore every rotatiny particle of liquid a causes in every other

particle b of the same mass of liquid a velocity that is directed perpen-

dicularly to the plane passing through the axis of rotation of the particles

a and b. The magnitude of this velocity is directly proportional to the

volume of a,, to its velocity of rotation, and to the sine of the angle between

the line ab and the axis of rotation, and inversely proportional to the

square of the distance of the two particles.

1 he force that an electric current, moving parallel to the axis of rota-

tion at the point a, would exert upon a magnetic particle at b, follows

exactly the same law as above.

The mathematical relationship of both classes of natural phenomena
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consists in the fact that in the case of liquid vortices there exists in

those parts of the liquid that have no rotation a velocity potential <^,

which satisfies the equation :

which equation fails to hold good only within the vortex filaments them-

selves. But when we imagine the vortex filaments as closed, either

within or without the mass of liquid, then the region in which the

above differential equation for cp holds good is a manifold-connected

space, for it remains still connected when we imagine intersecting

planes passing through it, each of which is completely bounded by a

vortex filament. In such manifold-connected spaces a function q) that

satisfies the above differential equation becomes many-valued, and it

must be many-valued if it is to represent re-entering currents : for since

the velocities [m, v^ w,] of the liquid particles outside of the vortex fila-

ments are proportional to the [partial] differential coefficients of cp [with

reference to x, y, s], therefore, following the liquid particle in its motion

one would find the values of cp steadily increasing. Therefore, if the

current returns into itself, and if one by following it comes finally back

to the place where he before was, he will find for this place a second

value of (p larger than before. Since we can repeat this process in-

definitely therefore for every point of such a manifold connected space,

there must be an infinite number of different values of q>, which differ

from each other by equal differences, like the different values of

tang-G)
which is such a many-valued function as satisfies the above differ-

ential equation.

The electro-magnetic effects of a closed electric current have relations

similar to the preceding. The current acts at a distance as would a

certain distribution of magnetic masses over a surface bounded by the

conductor. Therefore, outside of such a current the forces that it ex-

erts upon a magnetic particle can be considered as the differential

quotients of a potential function V which satisfies the equation

Jz'2
^

;)y^
^ Jz^

Here also the space that surrounds the closed conductor and through-

out which this equation holds good, is manifold-connected, and 1^ is

many-valued.

Therefore in the vortex motions of liquids, as in the electro-magnetic

actions, velocities or forces respectively external to the space occupied

by the vortex filaments or the electric currents depend upon many-
valued potential functions which moreover satisfy the general differ-

ential equations of the magnetic potential function, while on the other

hand within the space occupied by the vortex filaments or electric cur-
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rents, instead of potential functions which can not exist here, there occur

other common functions such as are expressed in the equations (4), (5),

and {oa). On the other hand, for simple progressive movements of

liquids and for the magnetic forces, just as for gravitation, for electric

attractions and for the steady flow of electricity and heat, we have to

do with single-valued potential functions.

The integrals of the hydro-dynamic equations, for which a single-val-

ued velocity potential exists, we can call integrals of thefirst class. Those
on the other hand for which there are rotations in one portion of the

liquid particles, and correspondingly a many-va.lued velocity potential

for the non-rotating particles we call integrals of the second class. It

can happen that in the latter case oiily such portions of the space are

to be considered in the problem as contain no rotatory particles of

liquid, e. g., in the case of the movements of liquid in a ring-shaped

vessel, where a vortex filament can be imagined traversing the axis of

the vessel, and where notwithstanding this the problem belongs to those

that can be resolved by means of the assumption of a velocity potential.

Ill the hydro-dynamic integrals of the first class the velocities of the

liquid particles have the same direction as, and are proportional to the

forces that would be produced by a certain distribution of the magnetic

masses outside of the liquid acting on a magnetic particle at the loca-

tion of the particle of liquid.

In the hydro dynamic integrals of the second class the velocities of

the liquid particles have the same direction as, and are proportional

to forces acting on the magnetic particle such as wouhl be produced

by a closed electric current flowing through the vortex filament and
having a density proportional to the velocity of rotation of this fila-

ment, combined with the action of magnetic masses entirely outside the

liquid. The electric currents within the liquid would flow forward with

the respective vortex fihunents, and must retain a constant intensity.

The adopted distribution of magnetic masses outside of the liquid or on
its surface must be so defined that the boundary conditions are satisfied.

Every magnetic mass can also, as is well known, be replaced by electric

currents. Therefore instead of introducing into the values u, v, and «',

the potential function P of an exterior mass l\ we can obtain an equally

general solution if we give to the quantities 5, ?/, and Z external to the

fluid or even only on its surface, such arbitrary values that only closed

current filaments arise, and then extend the integration of the equa-

tions {5a) over the whole region for which S, //, and C differ from zero.

IV. A'ORTEX SHEETS AND THE ENERGY OF THE VORTEX FILAMENTS.

In the hydro-dynamic integrals of the first class it suffices, as I have
already shown, to know the movement of the surface; the movement
in the interior is then entirely determined. For the integrals of the

second class, on the other hand, the movements of the vortex filaments
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located withiu the fluid are to be determined, taking account of their

mutual iuflaeuces and of the boundary conditions whereby the problem

becomes much more complicated. However, for certain simple cases,

even this problem can be solved, especially in those cases where the

rotations of the liquid particles take place only on certain surfaces or

lines and the forms of these surfaces and lines remain unchanged dur-

ing the translatory motions.

The properties of surfaces that adjoin an indefinitely thin layer of

rotating fluid particles are easily seen from the equations (5a). When
S, If, and ^differ from zero only within an infinitely thin layer, then, ac-

cording to well-known propositions, the potential functions L, M, and
N will have equal values on both sides of the layer,* but the partial

differential coefficients of these functions for the direction normal to the

layer will be difierent on the two sides of the layer. Imagine the

coordinate axes so placed that at the point of the vortex sheet under
consideration the axis of z corresponds to the normal to the sheet, the

axis of j; to the axis of rotation of the liquid particles situated in the^

sheet, so that at this point we have ?;=C=0; then will the potentials

M and N, as also their partial differential coefficients, have the same

values on both sides of the sheet, similarly L and '-—- and — ; but ^()x jy jz

will have two different values whose difference is equal to 2^6, when
£ indicates the thickness of the stratum. Corresponding to this the

equation (4) shows that u and iv have the same values on each side of

the vortex sheet, but v has values that differ from each other by 2Ss.

Therefore, that component of the velocity that is perpendicular to the

vortex line and tangent to the vortex sheet has different values on
either side of the vortex sheet. Within the layer of rotating liquid

particles we must imagine the respective components of the velocity

as uniformly increasing from the value that obtains on one side of the

surface to that which obtains on the other side. For when, as here, ^
is constant through the whole thickness of the layer, and we indicate

by rt a proper fraction, by v^ the Value of y on one side, by Vi its value

on the other side, by v^ its value within the layer itself at a distance

ae from the former side ; then, as we saw before,

because a layer of the thickness s and the rotatory velocity 5" lies be-

tween the two sides. For the same reasons we must have

v^— l\=2$£a=a (v^— Vi),

which covers the proposition just enunciated. Since we must think of

the rotating liquid particles as themselves moving forward and since

the change of distribution on the surface depends on their own motion,

therefore we must, through the whole thickness of the layer, attribute

* [This is the "vortex sheet" of English writers.]
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to these particles snch a meau velocity of progression ijarallel to the

surface as corresponds to the arithmetical meau of the velocities

[?'' and Vi\ i)revailing on the two sides of the layer.

For instance snch a vortex sheet would be formed when two fluid

masses previously separated and in motion come into contact with

each other. At the surface of contact the velocities jDerpendicular

thereto must necessarily balance each other. In general the velocities

tangent to this surface will, however, be diiferent from each other in

tlie two fluids. Therefore the surface of contact will have the prop-

erties of a vortex sheet.

On the other hand, we should not in general think of individual

vortex filaments as intinitely slender, because otherwise the velocities

on opposite sides of the filament would have infinite values and oppo-

site signs, and therefore the velocity proper of the filament would be

indeterminate. In order now to draw certain general conclusions as to

the movement of very slender filaments of any sectional area, the prin-

ciple of the conservation of living force will be made use of.

Therefore before we pass to individual examples, we must first write

the equation for the living force K of the moving mass of water, or

E=^h\ \{ie-+v-+tc'')dxdijdz. (G)

In this integral I substitute from equation (4)

:

^'

Ac")*/ ^'^z dxj

\?z ,U' dy J

and integrate by parts ; then I indicate by cos a^ cos /?, cos y, and cos B

the angles made by the coordinate axes and the resulting velocity, g,

resi)ectively, with the interior normal to the element doo of the mass

of liquid and having regard to equations (2) and (I4) 1 obtain:

h[K= - T, 1 doo[Pq cos 6-\-L{v cos y—tv cos /i)

4-M(tt' cos a—u cos ;)/)+ ]S"(7t cos /3—v cos a)] (6a)

-h\ \{hS-^M7/+'N::)dxdydz.

The value of
djK

dt
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is obtained from the equation (1) by multiplying tbe first by n, the sec-

ond by r, the third by tc, and adding ; whence results :

/ du dv dw\ f dp, dp. ?p\

When we multiply both sides by dx dy dz, then integrate over the

whole volume of the liquid mass, and recall that because of (I4)

( ti y^ -f r ^-~-
-\- ic-~ ) dx dy dz=zz —J^ tp q cos ddcj,

where ^' denotes a function that is continuo us and univalued throughout

the interior of the liquid mass, we obtain,

^=/ dcj {p -hU + h1i(f)q cos (i (0Z>)

dt

When the liquid mass is entirely inclosed within rigid walls then

at all points of the surface q cos 6 must be zero, therefore then will

/7 AT— = 0, or TT become constant.
dt

If we imagine this rigid wall to be at an infinite distance from the

origin* of coordinates and all vortex filaments that may be present to be

at an infinite distance from this origin, then will the potential functions

ly, J/, N [of imaginary magnetic matter], whose masses ^, //, C,

or densities ~^, ^^, ^^ , each and all are equal to zero, diminish
1_ 2n: 27C 27t J

at the infinite distance 91 as— and the velocities [which are the par-
W

tial differential coefficients ofL, M, N], will varv as - -, but the element-

ary surface dao, if it is always to correspond to the same solid angle at

the origin of the coordinates, will increase as W. The first integral in

the expression for K, equation (6a), which is extended over the surface

of the liquid mass, will diminish as — and therefore will be zero for 9t

equal to infinity.

The value of K then reduces to the expression,

K= -hfff {La + Mi] 4- NZ) dxdydz (6c)

and this quantity is unchanged during the movement.

V. RECTILINEAR PARALLEL VORTEX FILAMENTS.

We will first investigate the case where only rectilinear vortex threads

exist parallel to the axis of 0, either within a liquid mass of infinite

extent or which comes to the same thing, in one that is bounded by

two infinite planes perpendicular to the vortex filaments. In this case

80 A 4
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all motions take place in plaues that are perpeudicular to the axis of

z and are precisely the same in all such jDlanes.

Therefore we put

, _ c^" _ c^^ _ cip _ i)r_
Q~~

^z
~

^z
~

'jz
~

;)z

~

Then equations (2) reduce to

,th _ Jv

the equations (3) become

6Z = ^

dt

Therefore the vortex threads, in so far as they have constant sectional

areas, have also constant velocities of rotation.

The equations (4) reduce to,

II r= -
. )j _i_ *>

In this I have put P = in accord with the remark in Sect. iii. Therefore

the equation of the streamline is X= constant.

In this case N is the potential function of infinitely long lines ; this

function itself is infinitely large, but its differential coefficients are

finite. Let a and h be the coordinates of a vortex filament the area of

whose cross-section is da db, then is

^N Cdadh x—a
~~ ~ ^U-

~
71 ' f^

_dN_Zdfidh y-h
~

dy ~ 71 ' r^

Hence it follows that the resultant velocity q is perpendicular to the r

drawn perpendicular to the vortex filament and its value is

C da dh

If within a liquid mass of indefinite extent in the direction x and y we
have many vortex filaments whose coordinates are respectively X], y^ ;

a'2, 2/2} etc., while the products of rotatory velocity by the sectional

area are for each distinguished by w,, niz, etc., and if we form the

sums,
U= mi Ui 4- ?«2 U2 + wia W3, etc.,

V = mi Vi + m-i V2 + ni^ V3, etc.,

then these sums are each equal to zero, because that part of each sum
that is due to the action of the second vortex filament on the first is

counterbalanced by the action of the first vortex filament on the sec-

ond. That is to say, the two effects are, respectively,

nh j?i—X2 , nil x-i—Xi
Mx • — • —2^ and m-i • • —5—

5
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and so on tUrougU all the other pairs of sums. Now U is the velocity

in the direction of x^ of the center of gravity of the masses Wi, W12, etc.,

multiplied by the sum of these masses; similarly Y is the velocity

taken in the direction of y. Both velocities are therefore zero, unless

the sum of the masses is zero, in which case there is no center of grav-

ity at all. Therefore the center of gravity of the vortex filaments

remains unchanged during their motion, and since this proposition

holds good for every distribution of the vortex filaments, therefore we
may also apply it to the individual filaments of infinitely small cross

section.

Hence result the following consequences :

(1) If we have but one individual rectilinear vortex filament of infi-

nitely small cross-section within a liquid mass of infinite extent in all

directions perpendicular to the filament, then the movement of the par-

ticles of water at a finite distance from the filament depends only on the

product^ da db = m, or the velocity of rotation multiplied by the area

of the cross-section, and not on the form of the cross-section. The
liquid particles rotate about the filament with the tangential velocity

ni— where r denotes the distance from the center of gravity of the vor-

tex filament. The location of the center of gravity, the velocity of

rotation, the area of the cross section, and therefore also the quantity

m remains unchanged although the form of the infinitely small cross-

section may change.

(2) If we have two rectilinear vortex filaments of infinitely small cio>s-

sectious and an indefinitely large liquid mass, each will drive the other

in a direction that is perpendicular to the line joining them together.

The length of this connecting line will not be changed thereby ; there-

fore both will revolve about their common center of gravity, remain-
ing at equal constant distances therefrom. If the rotatory velocity is in

the same direction in the two filaments and therefore has the same
sign, then their center of gravity must lie between them. If the rota-

tions are mutually opposed to each other and therefore of opposite signs,

then their center of gravity lies in the prolongation of the line connect-

ing the filaments. If the products of the rotatory velocity by the cross

section are numerically equal for the two but of opposite signs, thereby

causing the center of gravity to be at an infinite distance, then both

filaments advance with equal velocity and in the same direction per-

pendicular to their connecting line.

The case where a vortex filament of infinitely small section lies close

to an infinitely extended plane surface parallel to it can be reduced to

this last case. The boundary condition for the movement of the liquid

along a plane (/. e., that the motion must be parallel to this plane) is

satisfied when we imagine a second vortex filament, which is as the re-

flected image of the first, introduced on the other side of the plane.

Hence it follows that the vortex filament within the liquid mass ad-
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vauces parallel to the plane in the direction in which the liquid parti-

vhs, between it and the plane, themselves move, and with one-fourth

of the velocity possessed by the particles that are at the foot of the per-

pendicular drawn from the filament to the plane.

The assumption of the infinitely small cross-section leads to no inad-

missible results, because each individual filament exerts no force upon
itself affecting its own progression, but is driven forwards only by the

influence of the other filaments that may be present for by the action

at the boundary]. Bat it is otherwise in the case of curved filaments.

YI. CIRCULAR VORTEX FILAMENTS.

In a liquid mass of indefinite extent let there be present only circu-

lar filaments whose planes are perpendicular to theaxisof 2;, and whose

centers lie in this axis, so that all are symmetrical about this axis.

Transform the coordinates by putting

X = X cos £, ft^=9 cos e,

y = X sin e, b = g sin e,

z = z, c = c.

Agreeably to the assumption just made, the velocity of rotation a is

only a function of j and z, or of g and c, and the axis of rotation is every-

where perpendicular to x (or 9) and to the axis of z. Therefore tbe rec-

tangular components or the rotation attbis point whose coordinates are

^, e, and c become

B,= — a sin f, 7/=(7 cos e, r=0.

In the equation (5a) we now have,

r'^={z—c)'^-\-X^-\-(f—2xg cos (f — e)

'i¥ =-^J J J-—^— g dg de dc

From the equations for L and M by multiplying by cos f and sin s

and adding we obtain

^ . 1, ^ r r r(?cos(6-e) , ,L sm e—M cos £ = — ,^ I I I g dg d{e—c) dc,

^ 1, • ^ r r r(> sin u—e) , ,Xcosf+Msmf^ 1^ I j j
^ 9 (^(J (i{^—G)dc,

In both these integrals the angles e and a occur only in the connec-

tion {e—e) and this quantity can therefore be considered as the variable

under the sign of integration. In the second integral the terms that

contain (f— e)= c balance those that contain (f— e)=2;T— c; therefore

this integral is equal to zero.
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Therefore if we put

1 f f r (7 cos e (7 d(i de dc

"^ ^^ J J J '^^W^WWW^W^^e ^"^^

then will

.1/ cos £ — L siu e = if:

M sill e -\- L cos e = 0,

or L = — ij' siu £, M = if; cos £. (7a)

Let r deuote the velocity iu the direction of the radius Xi ^ii<^ t;ou-

sider the fact that on account of the symmetrical position of the vortex

rhig" in reference to the axis z the velocity must be zero in the direction

of the circumference of the circle, we must have

uz=T COS f, v= r sin e

and according to equations (4)

Hence it follows that

or

(76)

Therefore the equation of the stream line is

tf: J = const.

When we execute the integrations indicated in the value of i/-, first

for a vortex filament of infinitely small cross-section, putting therein

m^— G dg dc and indicating by /p^ the part of t/- depending thereon, we
have

wherein F and E indicate the complete elliptic integrals of the first

and second order respectively for the modulus h.

For brevity we in\t

U=^ {F-E)-hF,
H

where U is therefore a function of ;c, then is

JU z—c
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locity if iu tbe expression for r we substitute ri, g, Xi c, z, m, iu place

of T, J, f/,
Z, C, Wi.

In this process « and Z7 remain unchanged and we obtain,

WTj+Wirii/=0 (S)

If now we determine the value of the velocity w parallel to the axis,

caused by the vortex filament nii whose coordinates are r/ and c, we
find: '

_ _

If now we call ?c, the velocity at the locality of Wi parallel to the

axis of z^ which is caused by the vortex ring m whose coordinates are

z and J, then in order to determine this, we only need to execute the

interchange of appropriate coordinates and masses as above shown.

Thus we find:

„ ., ,, ., 2mmi , -.^ ^ ,1m icx- — 2 rih n\ (j~— m rxz—rii 1 r i</c= ---- f(fx U. . . (8a.)

Sums similar to (Sj and (Srt) can lie found for any number of vortex

rings. For the nth of these rings I designate the product a dg dc by

m„ ; the components of the velocity that is communicated to this ring by

all the other rings are r„ and ?c,„ in which however I provisionally omit

the velocities that every vortex ring can communicate to itself. Fur-

ther I call the radius of this ring o„ and its distance from a surface

perpendicular to the axis A, which two latter quantities agree with x
and z as to direction, but, as belonging to this particular ring, they are

functions of the time and not independent variables as are x '"^iitl z.

Finally let the value of ?/', in so far as it depends on the other vortex

rings, be ^'„. By forming and adding the equations (8) and (8«) corre-

sponding to each pair of vortex rings, there results

2 [m,, Pn r,.J=0.

2 [2 w„ »•„ p-,,— m„ r„ p„ /\,J
=2 [m„ p, >/•„].

So long as we have in these sums only a finite number of sejiarate

and infinitely slender vortex rings, we must understand by ic, r, and

?/ only those parts of these quantities that are due to the i)resence of

the other rings. But when we imagine an infinite number of such

rings keeping the space continuously filled, then v becomes the poten-

tial function of a continuous mass, w and r become partial differential

coefficients of this potential function, and it is known* that both for

such functions and for their differential coefficients, the portions of the

function that depend upon the presence of matter within an infinitely

small space surrounding a point for which the function is determined

are infinitely small with respect to those portions that depend on finite

masses at finite distances.

* See Gauss, Allgemeine Theorie des Erdmaijnefismus in the liesultate dts mar/netischen

Vereins im Jahre, 1839, page 7, or the translation in Taylor's Scientific Memoirs,

vol. u.
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Therefore if we change the sums into integrals we can understand

by iv, T, and //: the total values of these quantities that exist at the

point in question, and can put

d\ do
dt ' dt

To this end we replace the quantity m by the product ffdpdX, and

the summations thus become converted into the following integrals :

//ffp'l^dpdX = (9)

Since, in accordance with Sect, ii, the product ff dp dX does not vary

with the time, therefore, the equation (9) can be integrated with respect

to t, and we obtain

hJ^J^ap^ dp d\ — Const.

Imagine the space divided by a. plane that passes through the axis of

z, aud therefore intersects all the vortex rings that are present j then

consider a as the density of one layer of the mass, and let i1f be the

total mass in this layer adjoining this dividing plane ; therefore,

m=ffGdpdX,
and let E^ be the mean value of p~ for all the elementary masses, then

fj V/Q. pdp dX=m R-,

and, since this integral and the value of ^)l do not vary with the time,

it follows that R also remains unchanged during the motiou of transla-

tion.

Therefore if there exists in the unlimited mass of liquid only one

circular vortex filament of infinitely small sectional area, then its radius

remains unchanged.

According to equation y(k), the total living force in our case is

K=-hff/{La+Mr])da dh dc.

= —h/'/'/'ipa'p dp dX de.

= —InldrCipG-p dp dX,

This also does not change with time.

Furthermore, because o dpdX does not vary with time, therefore,

^Jfop'X dp dX = IffapX ^f dpdX^ffap^§ dX dp
;

therefore if we indicate by / the value of A for the center of gravity of

the vortex filament treated of in equation (9a), and multiply (9) by this

Z, and add the result to (9a), and substitute therein the equation last

given, we obtain

'^dtff^P"^^P'^^-^~^ff''P^^-^')Tt^i''^^^-^h • '
(^^^
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When the section of the vortex thread is infinitely small and s is air

infinitely small quantity of the same order as {l—\) and the remain-

ing linear dimensions of the section, but (T dp dx is finite, then ?/; and
also K are ot the same order of infinitely large quantities as log s.

For very small values of the distance v from the vortex ring we have

«2=1. r-

In the value of K, ip is multiplied by p or g. If r/ is finite, and v of

the same order as 6, then K is of the same order as log e. Only w'hen

</isinfinitely large of the order - will /i be infinitely large of the order

— log e. But in this case the circle becomes a straight line. On the

other hand, if ~^, which is eiiual to''', is j>t' the order , then the sec-
' dt I: 6'

ond integral will be finite, and for a finite value of p will be infinitely

small with respect to K. In this case we can, in the first integral, substi-

tute the constant I in place of A and obtain

^
d{mRH)__ K

dt 27rh

or

2mRH=C--^t
27rh

Since '?Jt and E are constant, I can only vary proportionally to the

time. When '?Jt is positive the motion of the liquid particles on the

outer side of the ring is directed toward the side of positive z, but on

the inner side of the ring toward the negative 5;. K, h, and R are by
their nature always i)ositive.

Hence it follows that for a circular vortex filament of very small

cross-section in an infinitely extended mass of liquid the center of grav-

ity of a cross-section has a motion parallel to the axis of the vortex

ring, which is of approximately constant and very large velocity, and
which is directed toward the same side as that toward which the liquid

flows through the ring. Infinitely slender vortex filaments of a finite

radius will have infinitely large velocities of propagation. But if the

radius of the vortex ring is infinitely large of the order — , then will

R'^ be infinitely large with respect to K, and I will be constant. The
vortex filament which has thus transformed itself into a straight line

will be stationary, as we had already previously found for rectilinear

vortex filaments.
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We cau uow in o-eneral see how two circular vortex threads having
a coinmou axis will behav^e with respect to each other, since each one
independent of its own translatory motion also follows the movement
of the liquid i^articles caused by the other filament. If they have the

same direction of rotation, then they both advance in the same direc-

tion, and at first the preceding one enlarges, then it advances more
slowly while the following one diminishes and advances more rapidly;

finally, if the progressive velocities are not too different, the second

catches up with the first and passes through it. Then the same perform-

ance is repeated by the one that is now in the rear so that the rings

alternately pass through each other.

If the vortex filaments have the same radii, but equal and opposite

rotatory velocities, then they will approach each other and simultane-

ously enlarge, so that finally when they have come very close together

their movement towards each other grows continually feebler, while on

the other hand the enlargement goes on with increasing rapidity. If

the two vortex threads are perfectly symmetrical, then midway be-

tween chem the velocity of the liquid particles in the direction parallel

to the axis is equal to zero. Therefore one can imagine a rigid wall

located here without disturbing the motion and thus obtain the case of

a vortex ring that encounters a rigid wall.

I remark further that we can easily" study these movements of circular

vortex rings in nature if we draw a half-immersed circular disk or the

approximately semicircular end of a spoon rapidly for a short distance

along the surface of a liquid and then quickly draw it out. There then

remain in the liquid semi- vortex rings whose axes lie in the free upper
surface of the liquid. The free upper surface thus forms, for the liquid

mass, a boundary plane that passes through the axis whereby no im-

portant change is made in the motions. The vortex rings advance,

broaden when they encounter a screen, and are enlarged or diminished

by the action of other vortex rings precisely as we have deduced from

the theory.



III.

ON DISCONTINUOUS MOTIONS IN LIQl'IDS.

Bv Prof. H. vox Helmuoltz.

It is well kuowu that the bydro-dyuamic equatious give precisely the

same partial difierential equations for the interior of au incompressible

tiuid that is not subject to friction and whose particles have no mo-

tiou of rotation, as obtain for stationary currents of electricity or heat

in conductors of uuiform conductivity. One might therefore expect

that for the same external form of the space traversed by the cur-

rent and for the same boundary conditions the form of the current (ex-

cept for differences depending on small incidental conditions), would be

the same for liquids, for electricity, and for heat. In reality however

in many cases there exist easily recognizable and very fundamental

differences between the currents in a liquid and the above mentioned

imponderables.

Such differences are especially notable when the currents flowing

through an opening with sharp edges enter into a wider space. In such

cases the stream lines of electricity radiate from the opening outwards

immediately towards all directions, while a flowing fluid, water as

well as air, moves from the opening at first forward in a compact stream

which at a less or greater distance then ordinarily resolves itself into a

whirl. The portions of the fluid in the larger receiving vessel lying

near the opening but outside the stream can, on the other hand, remain

almost at perfect rest. Everyone is familiar with this mode of motion,

especially as a current of air impregnated with smol^e shows it very

plainly. In fVict the compressibility of the air does not come much into

consideration in these processes, and with slight variations air shows
the same forms of motion as does water.

On account of the great differenc(>s between the facts as observed

and the results of theoretical analysis as hitherto achieved the hydro-

dynamic equations must necessarily appear to the physicist as a prac-

* From the ]i[ona1f<hcrich1c of the Royal Academy of Science, Berlin. 1868, April

23, pp. 215-228. Helmholtz Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen, vol. i, pp. 146-157. Ber-

lin, 1882.

58
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tically very imperfect approximation to the reality. The cause of tbis

might be suspected to lieiu the iuterual friction or viscosity of the fluid,

although all forms of infreqent and sudden irregularities (with which

certainly everyone has to contend who has instituted observations on

the moyements of fluids) cau evidently never be explained as the effect

of the steadily and uniformly acting friction.

The investigation of cases where periodical movements are excited

by a continuous current of air, as, for example, in organ pipes, showed
ine that such an effect could only be produced by a discontinuous motion

of the air, or at least by a kind of motion coming very near to it, and
this has lead me to the discovery of a condition thnt must be taken into

consideration in the integration of the hydro-dynamic equations, and
that, so far as I know, has been overlooked hitherto, whose considera-

tion on the other hand, in those cases where the computation can be

carried out, really gives, in fact, forms of motions such as those that are

actually observed. This condition is due to the following circumstance:

In the hydro-dynamic equations the velocity and the pressure of the

flowing particles are treated as continuous functions of the coordinates.

On the other hand, there is no reason in the nature of a liquid, if we
consider it as perfectly fluid, therefore not subject to viscosity, why two
contiguous layers of liquid should not glide past each other with defi-

nite velocities. At least those properties of fluids that are considered

in the hydro-dynamic equations, namely, the constancy of the mass in

each element of space and the uniformity of pressure in all directions,

evidently furnish no reasons why tangential velocities of finite differ-

ence in magnitude should not exist on both sides of a surface located in

the interior. On the other hand, the components of velocity and of pres-

sure perpendicular to the surface must of course be equal on both sides of

such a surface. I have already in my memoir on vortex motions called

attention to tlie fact that such a case must occur when two moving
masses of liquid previously separate antl having different motions come
to have their surfaces in contact. In thnt memoir I was led to the idea

of such a surface of separation,* or vortex surface as I there called itt

through the fact that I imagined a system of parallel vortex filaments

arranged continuously over the surface whose mass was indefinitely

small without losing their moment of rotation.

Now, in a liquid at first quiet or in continuous motion a definite dif-

ference in the movement of immediately adjoining particles of bquid
can only be brought about through moving forces acting discontinu-

ously. Among the external forces the only one that can here come
into consideration is impact.

But in the interior of liquids there is also a cause jjresent that can

[*Ordinarily called surface of discontinuiiy or " adiscoutinuoiis surface " by Enj4U8h
writers.]

[tThat is, an infinitely thiu layer of parallel vortex filaments, the •' vortex sheet " of
English writers.]
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briug about discoutinnity of motion—namely, the pressure, which can

assume any positive value whatever while the density of the liquid will

continuously vary therewith; but as soon as the pressure passes the^

zero value and becomes negative, a discontinuous variation of the

density occurs; the liquid is torn asunder.
,

Xow, the magnitude of the pressure (at any point) in a moving fluid

depends on the velocity (at that point), and in incompressible tiuids

the diminution of pressure under otherwise similar circumstances is

directly proportional to the living force of the moving particles of

liquid. Therefore if the latter exceed a certain limit the pressure

must, in fact, become negative, and the liquid tears asuuder. At such

a place the accelerating force, which is pro[)ortional to the ditterential

quotient of the ])ressure, is evidently discontinuous, and thus the con-

dition is fulfilled which is necessary in order to bring about a discon-

tinuous motion of the liquid. The movement of the liquid past any

such place can now take place only by the formation from that point

onward of a surface of discontinuity.

The velocity that will cause the tearing asunder of the liquid is that

which the liquid would assume when it flows into empty space under

the pressure that the liquid would have at rest at the point in ques-

tion. This is indeed a relatively considerable velocity; but it is to be

remarked that if liquids flow continuously like electricity' the velocity

at every sharp edge around which the current bends must be infinitely

great.* Thence it follows that at everi/ geometricaUn perfect sharp edge

past which liquids /low, even for the most moderate velocity of the rest of

the liquid, it must be torn asunder and form a, surface of discontinuity.

On the other hand, for imperfectly somewhat rounded edges such phe-

nomena first occur for certain larger velocities. Pointed protuber-

ances on the surface of a canal through which a current flows will have
similar effects.

As concerns gases, the same circumstance occurs as with liquids, only

with this diffV-rence,—that the living force of the motion of a particle is

not directly proportional to the diminution of the pressure (p); but

taking into consideration the cooling of the air by its expansion the

living force is proportional to the diminution of ])"', wherew=l—

-

and y is the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure to that for

constant volume. For atmospheric air the exponent 7/i has the value

0.291. Since this is positive and real, therefore j?™, like p, for high

values of the velocity can only diminish to zero and not become negative.^

It would be otherwise if gases simply followed the law of Mariotte and
experienced no change of temperature. Then instead of p'" the quan-

tity log J) would occur, which can become negative and infinite without

•At the very siuiill distance p from a sharp edge whose surfaces meet each other

T — CX

at the angle a the velocities will be infinite, or as p — '", where m= .t
2TT — a
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2) being negative. Under this condition the tearing asunder of the

mass of air would not be necessary.

It is possible to convince one's self of the actual existence of such,

discontinuities when we allow a stream of air impregnated with smoke

to issue from a round opening or a cylindrical tube with moderate

velocity so that no hissing occurs. Under favorable circumstances one

obtains thin rays or jets of this kind of a few lines diameter and a

length of many feet. Within the cylindrical surface the air is in mo-

tion with constant velocity, but outside it, on the other hand, in the

immediate neighborhood of the jet it moves not at all or very sligbtly.

One sees this very sharp separation clearly when we conduct a steadily

flowing cylindrical jet of air through the point of a tiame, out of which

it cuts a sharply defined piece, while the rest of the tlame remains en-

tirely undisturbed, and at most a very thin stratum of flame, which

corresponds to the boundary layer of the jet influenced by friction, is

carried along a little way.

As concerns the mathematical theory of this motion I have already

given the boundary conditions for the existence of an interior surface

of separation within the liquid. They consist in this that the pressures

on both sides the surface must be equal and equally so the components

of the velocity normal to the discontinuous surface. Since now the

movement throughout the entire interior of a liquid whose particles

have no motion of rotation is wholly determined when the motion of

its entire exterior surface and its interior discontinuities are given,

therefore in general for a liquid whose exterior boundary is fixed, it is

only necessary to know the movement of the surfaces of separation and

the variations of the discontinuity.

Now such a discontinuous surface can be treated mathematically pre-

cisely as if it were a vortex sheet, that is to say, as if it were continu-

ously enveloped by vortex filaments of indefinitely small mass but

finite moments of rotation. For each element of such a vortex sheet

there is a direction for which the components of the tangential veloci-

ties are equal. This gives at once the direction of the vortex filaments

at the corresponding place. The moment of this filament is to be put

proportional to the difference existing between the components, taken

perpendicular to it, of the tangential velocity on both sides of the

surface.

The existence of such vortex filaments in an ideal frictionless liquid

is a mathematical fiction that facilitates the integration. In a real

liquid subject to friction, this fiction becomes at once a reality inasmuch

as by the friction the boundary particles are set in rotation, and thus

vortex filaments originate there having finite gradually increasing

masses, while the discontinuity of the motion is thereby at the same

time compensated.

The motion of a vortex sheet and the vortex filaments lying in it is

to be determined by the rules established in my Memoir on Vortex

k
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Motions. The mathematical difficulties of this problem however can
be overcome ouly in a few of the simpler cases. In many other cases,
however, one can from the above given method of consideraton of this
matter at least draw conclusions as to the general nature of the varia-
tions that occur.

Especially is it to be mentioned that in accordance with the laws
established for vortex motions, the vortex filaments and with them the
vortex sheets in the interior of a frictionless liquid can neither originate
nor disappear, but rather each vortex filament must retain perma-
nently the same constant moment of rotation; furthermore that the
vortex filaments themselves advance along the vortex sheet with a
velocity that is the mean of the two velocities existing on the two sides
of the discontinuous surface. Thence it follows that a surface of dis-
continuity am only elongate in the direction towards which the stronger of
the two currents that meet in it is directed.

I have first sought to find examples of permanent discontinuous sur-
fiices m steady currents, for which the integration can be executed, in
order thereby to prove whether the theory gives forms of currents that
correspond to experience better than when we disregard the discon-
tinuity of motion. If a surface of discontinuity that separates quiet
and moving water from each other is to remain stationary, then along
this surface the pressure within the moving layer must be the same at
in the quiet layer, whence it follows that the tangential velocity of the
particles of liquid must be constant throughout the whole extent of the
surface; equally so must the density of the fictitious vortex filament
be constant. The beginning and end of such a surface can only lie on
the boundary of the inclosure or at infinity. Where the former alter-
native IS the case they must be tangent to the wall of the inclosure
assuming that the latter is continuously curved, because the compo-
nent-velocity normal to the wall of the inclosure must be zero.
Moreover the stationary forms of the discontinuous surface are dis-

tinguished, as experiment and theory agree in showing, by a remarkably
high degree of variability under the slightest perturbations, so that to
a certain extent they behave similarly to bodies in unstable equili-
brium. The astonishing sensitiveness to sound waves of a cylindrical
jet ot air impregnated with smoke has already been described by Tyn-
dall

;
I have confirmed this observation. This isevidently a peculiarity

of surfaces of discontinuity that is of the greatest importance in oper-
ating sonorous pipes.

Theory allows us to recognize that in general wherever an irregularity
IS formed on the surface of an otherwise stationary jet, this must lead to
a progressive spiral unrolling of the corresponding portion of the sur-
face, which portion, moreover, slides along the jet. This tendency to-
wards spiral unrolling at every disturbance is moreover easy to see in
the observed jets. According to the theory a prismatic or cylindrical
jet can be indefinitely long. In fact however such an one can not be
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formed, because in an element so easily moved as is the air small dis-

turbances can never be entirely avoided.

It is easy to see that such an endless cylindrical jet, issuing from a
tube of corresponding section into a quiet exterior fluid and everywhere
containing fluid that is moving with uniform velocity parallel to its axis,

corresponds to the requirements of the "steady condition."

I will here further sketch only the mathematical treatment of a case

of the opposite kind, where the current from a wide space flows into a
narrow canal, in order thereby also at the same time to give an example
of a method by which some problems in the theory of potential func-

tions can be solved that hitherto have been attended by difficulties.

I confine myself to the case where the motion is steady and dependent
only upon two rectangular coordinates, x and y ; where moreover no
rotating particles are present in the frictionless fluid at the beginning,
and where none such can be subsequently formed. If we indicate by u
the component parallel to x of the velocity of the fluid particle at the

point {xij) and by v the velocity parallel to y, then, as is well known, two
functions of j? and y can be found such that

_d_^_ dip
]

'^~ dy~ dx I

By these equations the conditions are also directly fulfilled that in

the interior of the fluid the mass shall remain constant in each element

of space, viz

:

dx'^ dv~~ ?^ dy^
~ dx^ ?y^~ ^^^1

For a constant density, /^, and when the potential of the external

forces is indicated by F, the pressure in the interior is given by the

equation

—

'--f+^=^K:)V(|)>i[('|)V(|)'] .... m
The curves

//' = constant

are the stream lines of the fluid, and the curves

q) = constant

are orthogonal to them. The latter are the equi-potential curves when
electricity, or the equal temperature curves when heat, flows in steady

currents in conductors of uniform conductivity.

From the equation (1) it follows as an integral equation that the

quantity q) + ipi is a function oi x + yi, where i = V^^l. The solutions

hitherto found generally express cp and ip as the sums of terms that are
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themselves functious of x and y. But inversely we can consider and
develops {- yi as a function of ©+///. In problems relative to cur-

rents between two stationary walls, ip is constant along the boundaries,

and therefore if 9? and ?/ are presented as rectangular coordinates in a

plane, then in a strip of this plane bounded by two parallel straight

lines, ip = Co and ?/' = Ci, the function x + yi is to be so taken that on the

edge it corresponds to the equation of the wall, but in the interior it

assumes a given variability.

A case of this kind occurs when we put

x + yi = Alcj,+ >l-+e''+'^'\ = . (2)

or

<b

X = A (p + Ae cos if-

y=z A //• -\- Ac sin 1/'

For the value ^' = ± ;r we have y constant and x = Aqj — A€'.

When q? varies from — x to + cc the value of x changes at the same
time from -co to —A, and then again back to —go.

The stream Hues x=±7r correspond tb us to a current along two

straight walls, for Avliich y = ± Att and x varies between — cc and — A.

Therefore when we consider '/' as the expression of the stream curve

the equation (2) corresponds to the tiow out into endless space from a

canal bounded by two parallel planes. On the border of the canal

however where x= — A and ?/ = i A ;r and where further, cp = and

^= ± ;r, we have

dcpj V dcp

therefore

0,

C.i)'Hf^
Electricity and heat ilow in this manner, but liquids must tear asunder.

If from the border of the canal there extend stationary dividing dis-

continuous lines that are of course prolongations of the stream lines

ip= ^ 7t that follow along the wall and if outside of these discontinuous

lines that limit the flowing fluid there is perfect quiet, then must the

pressure be the same on both sides of these dividing lines. That is to

say, along that portion of the line ip= :L tt which corresponds to the

free dividing line, in accordance with the equation (1&), we must have

In order now, in the solution of this modified problem, to retain the

fundamental idea of the motion expressed in equation (2), we will add
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to the abox'e expression of x-^yi still another term cr -|- t t, which is also

always a function of (p + ip i, we ha^e then

x = Aq)-\- Ae cos ip + o" /

(
(3a)

y = A tp-{- Ae sin ip -\- t )

and must determine a -\- ri so that along the free portion of the discon-

tinuous surface where ij-= :^ tt we shall have

^A-Ae"- + |^^Y+ (^)'= constant.

This condition is fulfilled if we make

^=0 or o- = Constant (36)

and

^=±AV2e*-/* (3c)

Since ip is constant along the wall we can integratethe last equation

with respect to (^, and change the integral inco a function of (p-\-ip i by

substituting everywhere instead of ^ the expression cp+i {ip-\-7r). Thus
by an appropriate determination of the constants of integration we ob-

tain

c+T i=Ai^yl -2e —e +2 arc sin J^'^ >

The cusp points of this expression lie where

{3d)

_o.— -I,

that is to say where

^i=i (2 a -t- 1) 7r [a being any whole number],

and
<p= log 2.

Thus neither one lies between the limits from ^'=+ ;rto ip = —7C.

The function ff-\-Ti is here continuous.

Along the wall we have

ff+Ti=±A i
I

V2e'i'—e-'i>—2 arc sin I -r2 ^^ |

If ^ > log 2, then all these values become purely imaginary, there-

fore ff =0, while y- has the value given above in equation (3c). This

portion of the lines ip=^7r therefore corresponds to the free portion of

the jet.

If ^< log 2 the whole expression is real up to the additive quantity

i A t n-, which latter is to be added to the value of t t and y i re-

spectively.

80 A 5
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The equations {3a) and {3d) correspond therefore to the outflow from

an unlimited basin into a canal bounded by two planes, whose breadth

\s 4: A 7z and whose walls extend from x=—'jd to x =—A (2— log; 2).

The free discontinuous line of the flowing fluid curves from the nearest

edge of the opening at first a little towards the side of the positive x^

where for (p=0, x=—A and reaches its greatest x value when y=±A
( —TT+l

j
; then it turns inward towards the Inside of the canal and at

last asymptotically approaches the two lines y=±A tt, so That finally

the breadth of the outflowing jet is equal only to the half breadth of

the canal.

The velocity along the discontinuous surface and at the extreme end

of the outflowing jet is --p, so that this form of motion is possible for

every velocity of efflux.

I present this example especially as it shows that the form of the

liquid stream in a tube can for a very long distance be determined by
the form of tlie initial portion.

ADDITION, BEARING ON ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

When in equation (3) we consider the quantity ip as the electric

potential it gives the distribution of electricity in the neighborhood of

the edges of two j^lane disks quite near together, assuming that their

distance is indefinitely small with respect to the radius of curvature

of their curved edge. This is a very simple solution of the problem
that has been considered by Clausius.* It gives moreover the same
distribution of electricity as he found for it; at least so far as it is in-

dependent of the curvature of the edges.

I will further add that the same method also suffices to find the dis-

tiihution of electricity on two parallel, infinitely long, plane strips,

whose four edges in cross section form the corners of a rectangle,

that is, the cross section of the strips gives two lines which are oppo-

site and parallel to each other. The potential function ip in this case

is given by an equation of the form

x+yi=A{,.+ >pi) + Bj^^^^^ (4)

where H {u) represents the function designated by Jacobi in the Fun-
damenta Nova, \). 172, as the numerator of the function developed in

terms of sin am u. The overlying strips correspond, according to

Jacobi's notation, to the values <^=zt2 K where .r=±2 KA gives the

half distance of the strips, while the width of the strip depends on the

ratio of the constants A and B.

The form of the equations (2) and (4) allows us to recognize that cp

and i/) can be expressed as function of x and y only by means of most
complicated serial developments.

Poggendorff's JnnaZew, Bd. lxxxvi.



IV.

ON A THEOREM RELATIVE TO MOVEMENTS THAT ARE GEOMETRICALLY
SIMILAR IN FLUID BODIES, TOGETHER WITH AN APPLICATION TO
THE PROBLEM OF STEERING BALLOONS.*

By Prof. H. vox Helmholtz.

The laws of motion of cohesive and non-cohesive fluids [namely, liquids

and gases] are sufficiently well known in the form of differential equa-

tions, that take into consideration not only the influence of exterior forces

acting from a distance, as well as the influence of the pressure of the

fluid, but also the influence of the friction [namely, both internal and
external frictions, or both viscosity and resistance]. When in the

application of these equations one remembers that under certain cir-

cumstances [namely, wherever a continuous motion would give a nega-

tive pressure] there must form surfaces of separation with discontinuous

motion on the two sides, as I have sought to prove in a previous com-
munication to this academy,t then will disappear the contradictions

that by neglect of this consideration have hitherto been made to appear
to exist between many apparent consequences of the hydro-dynamic
equations on the one hand and the observed reality on the other. In
fact, so fiir as I see, there is at present no ground for considering the

hydro-dynamic equations as not being the exact expression of the laws
controlling the motions of fluids.

Unfortunately it is only for relatively few and specially simple ex-

perimental cases that we are able to deduce from these differential

equations the corresponding integrals appropriate to the conditions of

the given special cases, especially if the nature ofthe problem is such that

the internal friction [viscosity] and the formation of surfaces of discon-

tinuity can not be neglected. The discontinuous surfaces are extremely
variable, since they possess a sort of unstable equlibrium, and with every
disturbance in the whirl they strive to unroll themselves; this circum-

stance makes their theoretical treatment very difficult. Thus it happens

* From the Monatshericlite of the Royal Academy of Berlin, June 26, 1873, pp. 501

to 514. WissenschaftJiche Aihandlungen, vol. ii, pp. 158-171, Berlin, 1882.

t Berlin Monatsberichte, April 23, 1868. See also No. Ill of this collection of Trans-
lations.
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that where we have to do practically with the motious of fluids we are

thrown almost entirely back upon experimental trials, and can often,

from theory, i^redict but very little, and that only in an uncertain

manner, as to the result of new modihcatious of our hydraulic machines,

aqueducts, or propelling apparatus.

In this state of affairs I desire to call attention to an application of

the hydro-dynamic equations that allows one to transfer the results of

observations made upon any fluid and with an apparatus of given

dimensions and velocity over to a geometrically similar mass of another

fluid and to apparatus of other magnitudes and to other velocities of

motion.

To this end I designate by n r w the components of the velocity of

the first fluid in the directions of the rectangular coordinate axes x y z
;

by t the time, by ^; the pressure, b\' s the density, by Jc its coefficient of

friction (viscosity). The equations of motion in the Eulerian form in-

troducing the frictional forces, as is done by Stokes, in case no exterior

forces act upon the fluid, will now hav^e the following form :

_,^g J(».f) ?{v-^) [){n\^) ,j.

yt jx ~^
^1/

'^
:)z ^

'

1 jp ;)u ;)u ;)u ;)u , i fu d^u ;)hi t

€ dx dt i)j? dy d^ \ ?<" dy dz^ '

"3 dx \ dx'^dy^

To these are still to be added the two equations that are deduced from

the latter equation [la) by interchanging x and u with y and v or with

g and ic.

When now for another fluid the velocities are designated by U, V,

W, the pressure by P, the coordinates by A', 1", Z, the time by T, the

density by U, the viscosity constant by iL, and if we introduce three

constants q, r, and n, and put

E=qk (2)

E=re (2a)

U=nu
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the factor — and all the terms of equation {la) by the factoi?— . Of

the constants q,r, n, two are determined through the equations (2) and
(2a) by the nature of the tluid, but the third, n, is arbitrary so far as

the conditions hitherto considered come into consideration.

If the fluid is incompressible, then s is to be considered as a constant

and
-,
=0, and the above equations then suffice to determine the motion

in the interior.

If the fluid is compressible, we can put

p=a^€—c (3)

P=A^E-C {'.ia)

where c and C indicate constants to be added to the pressure and which
have no influence on the equation la.

For gases c and G are to be put equal to zero if the motion occurs

under such circumstances that the temperature remains constant. For
rapid variations of density in gases without equalization of temperature

(namely non-adiabatic motious), the equations (3) and (3a) would only

apply for the case of slight variations in density.

The equation {3a) is only satisfied by the above-given values for P
and E when

By this condition therefore the third constant, n, is determined. The
quantities a and A in this latter equation are the velocities of sound

in the respective fluids. These quantities must change in the same
ratio as the other velocities.

If the boundaries of the fluid are in part infinitely distant and in

part given by moving or quiet, perfectly wetted, rigid bodies, and the

coordinates and component velocities of these limiting rigid bodies are

transferred from one case to the other in the same manner as has just

been done for the particles of fluid, then will the boundaiy conditions

for U, V, W be fulfilled when they are fulfilled for u, v, tv. In this

I assume that on completely wetted bodies the superficial layer of fluid

is held perfectly adherent; that therefore the component velocities of

the surfaces of the rigid bodies and those of the adherent fluid are

equal.

For imperfectly wetted solids it is as a rule assumed that there is a
relative motion of the superficial fluid layers with respect to the solid.

In this case the application of our i)rinciples would require that a cer-

tain ratio be assumed between the coefficients of sliding superficial

friction of the fluid on the respective rigid bodies, and the internal

friction (or viscosity) of the fluid.

Similarly the boundary conditions at the free surfaces of a liquid over

which the surface pressure is constant, would be satisfied in case no
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outside forces like gravity have an influence. But since tliis case

occurs only in liquids [i.e., fluids that form drops] that can be regarded

as incompressible, therefore (for these) it is not necessary to satisfy

equations (3) and (3a). Therefore (for these) the constant n remains

arbitrary, and when for thi>5 case this latter constant is so determined

that —=1, then in equation (la) the intensity of gravity [i. e., the accel-

eration, — g) can be added to the left-hand member.

The boundary condition for a discontinuous surface is that the pres-

sure shall be equal on both sides of such a surface, which condition

will be satisfied for P when it is so for p.

As regards the re-action of the fluid against a solid body moving

in it, the pressure against the unit of area of surface increases as n-r.

In the same ratio, the frictional forces increase that are proportional to

du
the product of A- £, with the differential quotients such as — , and other

similar ones. But for corresponding similar portions of the surfaces of

the bounding bodies of the forces of pressure and of friction increase

as

n' -'

The work needed to be done by the immersed bodies to overcome

these resistances will therefore for equal intervals of time increase as

nq~r.

In general therefore for compressible fluids [gases] and for heavy

cohesive fluids [liquids under gravitation] with free surfaces, if the

movement is to be completely and accurately transferred from the first

fluid to the other, the three constants n^ q, r are completely determined

by the nature of the two fluids. Only in the case of incompressible

fluids without free surfaces does one constant remain indeterminate.

Kow there is a large series of cases where the compressibility not

only for cohesive, but also for gaseous fluids, has only an inappreciably

small influence. To such cases the following considerations apply: If

the constant 7i becomes smaller while r and q remain uncbanged, this

indicates that in the second fluid the velocity of sound diminishes pro-

portionally with », and similarly for the velocities of the moving mate-

rial portions, whereas the linear dimensions increase proportional to

the reciprocal of n. For a constant value of r, that is to say, a con-

stant density of the second fluid, a diminution of the velocity of sound

corresponds to an increased compressibility of the fluid. Therefore

with an increased compressibility, the movements remain similar.

Hence it follows that when we diminish n, while leaving the compressi-

bility of the fluid unchanged, the movements of the fluid themselves

change and become similar to those that a more incompressible fluid

would execute in a narrower space. Therefore for smaller velocities,
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even in extensive spaces, the compressibility loses its influence. Under
such circumstances gases move like cohesive incompressible fluids

[viz, liquids], as is well known practically from many examples.

If the velocities of the material parts are in general very small, as in

the case of exceedingly small oscillations, so that the course of the

movement remains sensibly unchanged for a uniform increase in these

velocities, then it will only be the velocity of sound that changes, and
our proposition will take the following form : The sonorous vibrations

of a compressible fluid can, in larger spaces, behave mechanically the

same as more rapid oscillations of a less compressible fluid in smaller

spaces. An example of the utilization of the similarity here spoken of

is found in my investigations on the acoustic movement at the ends

of open organ pipes.* In that study the possibility of replacing the

analytical conditions of the motion of the air by the simpler ones of

the motion of water depended on the principle that the dimensions of

the given spaces must be very small in comparison to the wave lengths

of the existing acoustic vibrations.

On the other hand the viscosity also shows itself less influential in the

movements of fluids in large spaces. If we let n remain unchanged
while q increases we obtain the same ratio between the frictional forces

and the pressure forces. That is to say, if we increase the dimensions

and the friction constants in the same ratio, then the movements in the

enlarged system remain similar so long as the velocities do not change.

Hence it follows that in such an enlarged model, when the friction con-

stant is not increased in the same ratio, but remains unchanged, the

friction loses in influence for the same velocity. That which holds

good for greater dimensions with unchanged velocities also obtains for

increased velocities with unchanged dimensions. For one can also

simultaneously let n increase jiroportional to q.

In fact, in most practical experiments in extended fluid masses, the

resistance that arises from the accelerations of the fluid, t and especially

in consequence of the formation of surfaces of discontinuity is by far

the most important. Its magnitude increases proportionally to the

square of the velocity, whereas the r3sistance depending upon the fric-

tion proper (internal friction or viscosity and surface-hesion), which
increases simply in proportion to the velocity, becomes appreciable only

in experiments in very narrow: tubes and vessels.

I^eglecting the friction, that is to say, if in the above equations we
put the constants

1c=K=0
then will the constant q also become arbitrary, and we can change the

dimensions and velocities in any ratio whatever.

If however the force of gravity comes into consideration as in the

" Borchardt's Journal fur Mathematik, 1859, vol. LVii, pp. 1-72.

t [These resistances are those that I have called " coavective " iu my Treatise oa
Meteorological Methods and Apparatus.

—

C. A.I
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case of waves on the free surface of water, then, according to the

remarks already made the ratio ^ must remain unchanged, therefore

q must be put =n^. Then will

Y=n^y T=nt.
Z=nH

Therefore when the wave lengths increase in the ratio n^ the duration

of the oscillations will increase only in the ratio ??, which corresponds

to the well known law of the velocity of propagation for the surface

waves of water, which velocity increases as the square root of the wave
length. Thus this result is attained very simply and for all wave forms,

without the necessity of knowing a single integral of wave motion.

The same principle is applicable to the relative resistances that ships

having n^ times the dimensions and n times the velocity, experience by

reason of the waves that they excite on the surface of the water. The
total resistance in this case increases as g^r, and since for the same
fluid r-=l therefore tlie resistance increases as n^ and the work needed

to overcome it as w", therefore in a rather larger ratio than the volume

of the ship, wliile the supply of fuel and the size of the boiler that must
do the work can increase only in the same ratio as the volume of the

ship, namely as it. Therefore so long as lighter machinery can not be

applied (including the supply of coal) the velocity of such an enlarged

ship can increase above a certain limit only by a ratio that is smaller

than that of the square root of the increase of the linear dimensions.

A similar computation holds good for the model of the bird in the

air. When we increase the linear dimensions of a bird and would take

into consideration the viscosity, we must put (/ and r equal to unity be-

cause the medium, namely the air, remains unchanged. Let w be a

vulgar fraction, then will the velocity be reduced in the same propor-

tion as the volume of the bird increases and the i)ressure (of the air)

against the total surface of the larger bird will only attain the same
value as for the smaller bird, therefore will not be able to bear up the

weight of the larger bird.

If we allow ourselves to neglect the friction, which according to the
above remarks we can do so much the more readily the more we increase

the dimensions, or for the same dimensions increase the velocities, then

q is arbitrary and the change of dimensions and velocities must be so

made that the total pressure against the surfaces shall increase as the

(fiweight of the body or we must have 5^= -' or q=n^. In order to ex-
n

ecute the corresponding motions, the work that will be necessary will

be
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but the volume of the body and of the muscles that do the work in-

creases only in the ratio ( —),

Hence it follows that the size of a bird has a limit, unless the muscles
can be further developed in such a manner that for the same mass as

now they shall perform more work. Now it is precisely among the

larger birds, that are capable of the greater performances in flying,

that we find those that eat only flesh and fish ; they are animals that

consume concentrated food and need no extensive system of diges-

tive organs, Among the smaller birds many grain eaters like doves
and the smaller singing birds are also good flyers. It therefore ap-

pears probable that in the model of the great vulture, nature has al-

ready reacheil the limit that can be attained with the muscles as work-
ing organs, and under the most favorable conditions of subsistence,

for the magnitude of a creature that shall raise itself by its wings* and
remain a long time in the air.

Under these circumstances it is scarcely to be considered as probable
that man even by means of the most ingenious wing-like mechanism
that must be moved by his own muscles will ever possess the strength

needed to raise his own weight in the air and continue there.

Concerning the question as to the possibility of driving balloons for-

ward relative to the surrounding air, our propositions allow us to com-

pare this problem with the other one that is practically executed in

many ways, namely, to drive a ship forward in water by means of

oar-like or screw-like organs of motion. In studying this we roust not

consider movement on the surface, but rather imagine to ourselves a

ship driven along under the surface. But such a balloon which pre-

sents a surface above and below that is congruent with the submerged
surface of an ordinary ship scarcely differs in its powers of motion from

an ordinary ship.

If now we let the small letters of the two above given systems of

hydro-dynamic equations refer to water and the large letters to the

air, then for 0° temperature and 7G0 mm. of the barometer, we have

1 -.o= i lO
r

According to the determination of O. E. Meyer and Clerk Maxwell,

g=0.80S2;

the velocity of sound gives for >i the value

H=0.2314

Hence the increase of linear dimensions is

?=3.4928

*[That is, by tbe work done by its wings ; this of course does not cover the case of

soaring where tbe muscles do no lifting work but simply keep the wings in tbe best

position for the wind to act on them.

—

C. A.^
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and the increase of volume is

(
^ ") =42.61
n

The work in this case is very slight, namely,

The ship, including the crew and the load, must weigh as much as

the volume of water displaced by it. The balloon, filled with hydro-

gen, in order to carry an equal weight with the ship, must have a vol-

ume 837 times as great. If it is tilled with illuminating gas of a specific

gravity 0.65 relative to that of the air, it must have a volume 2,208.5

times as great as the ship. Thus, the weight that the balloon must
have for the given dimension is now determined. The weight for the

42.6 1
hydrogen balloon would be ^777^=?Tr7T that of the shii) ; that of the

•^ *' 66 1 19.6 '-

42.6 1
illuminating gas balloon would be -o.,;vv^= rT^ that of the ship.

The work that is necessary under such circumstances to propel the

balloon, as the above number for the value o£ qhir shows, would, how-

ever, for the adopted small velocity, be reduced in much greater propor-

tion thauthatofthe weightof the balloon to the weight of the ship, so that

the work here required for the given weight is easy to accomplish in the

balloon. For even when we so choose the ship that its load in excess of that

of the driving machine (or in excess of the men who act as the machine)

is negligible, then the weight of the illuminating-gas balloon need

be only ^ part of the weight of this driving machine, but the machine

thus carried by it would also have to do only the one ^,-, , of the work
•^ 5114

of the ship's machine, it would, therefore, need to have a less weight in

about this latter ratio. Especially would this latter be the case when
we utilize men as the driving machine, whose work and weight both

increase proportionally to the number.
So far we can therefore apply the transference from ship to balloon

with complete consideration of the peculiarities of air and water. As
a maximum velocity for fast ships (large naval steamers), "The Engi-

neer's Pocket Book," published by the society " Die HUttc,''^ gives 18 feet

per second, or 2.7 German miles, or 21 kilometers per hour. Similarly

built balloons, with relatively very feeble or small propelling machin-

ery, can attain about one-fourth of this velocity.

Ships of the above-given dimensions find the limit of their efBciency

bounded by the limits of the power of the machinery (including the

fuel) that they can carry. However, the practical experience thus far

attained allows us to neglect the influence of viscosity for large, swift
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ships, and therefore to arbitrarily assume the coustant 5, as also n

(when we can neglect the movements at the surface). If we assume

that q increases proportionally to n, then the dimensions remain un-

changed, the velocities increase as w, the resistance as w^, the work done

as n\ If therefore we were able to build a marine engine of the same

weight as the present ones, but of greater efficiency, we would then be

able also to attain greater velocities.

We must compare the balloon with such a ship, although the latter

has not yet been constructed, in order to attain complete utilization of

the propelling machine that goes up with it. But for this case also

and for unchanged dimensions, when the velocity increases as n the

work must increase as n^.

Now the ratio between weight and work done by the men who are

carried by a balloon can only, for balloons of very large dimensions, be

perhaps more favorable than for a war shi[) and its machinery. For

the latter I compute from the technical data that to attain a velocity of

18 feet requires an expenditure of one horsepower to 4636.1 kilo-

grams weight.* On the other hand, a man weighing 200 poumls,

who under favoiable circumstances can do 75 foot-pounds of work }Hr

second during eight hours daily, gives on the average for the day

one horse-power per 1,920 kilograms. When therefore the balloon

weighs one and a half times as much as the laboring men whom it

carries, then the ratio is the same as for the ship. Dupuy de Lome
has carried out his experiments under somewhat less favorable circum-

stances ; in his balloon were a crew of 14 men whose weight was one-

fourth of the whole, and of whom only eight worked. Under these

circumstances it is a relatively A'ery favorable assumption when for the

balloon we assume the ratio between the weight and the work to be

the same as for a war steamer. We can therefore for the illuminating

gas balloon increase the ratio -4—^-between work and weight bv in-
•t, oll4rr

creasing n so that the ratio shall equal unity; that is to say, equal to the

value for ships. lu this case we must have

w=4. 6208.

Since now the velocity U of the balloon which we have before com-

puted under the assumption of a perfect geometrical similarity in the

*The special data ou which the computation is based are as follows :

L= length of the ship over all= 230 Prussian feet.

£= breadth of the ship over all = 54 " "

fi"^ total height of the ship = 24 feet.

T— depth under water = H— ^ B
V= volume of water displacement = 0. 46 L. B. T.

Weight of one cubic foot of sea water ^63. 343 lbs.

A the area of the immersed principal section = 1000 sq. feet.

The total work = C A V^

Where ^ — 0. 46.
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luoveineuts lias ouly 0. 2314 that of the velocity u of the ship, therefore

there results

:

U=0. 2314. n. n= l. (»C925u.

For the hydrogen balloon under the same assumptions the velocity

will be somewhat larger, since in this case we have to assume

5114

Hence,

»= 6. 390

r=0.2314 .n .u= l. 47SGm>

which is nearly one and a half times the velocity hitherto attained in

naval steamers. This last velocity for a hydrogen balloon w^ould suffice

to go slowlj forwards against a fresh breeze.

But it is to be remarked that these computations relate to colossal

balloons whose linear dimensions are three and a half times larger

than those of the immersed portion of a large man-of-war, and that

the inflammable gas balloon would weigh G0220 kilograms, while that

of Dupuy de Lome only weighed 379D kilograms. In order to return

to dimensions that are attainable in actual practice, one must so

diminish q and ti as that the ratio of the work to the weight shall re-

main unchanged, therefore, so that

whence q = n"^-

In this way the velocity n will diminish as the cube root of the linear

dimensions or as the ninth root of the volume or the weight. This

reduction is relatively unimportant. If we pass, for example, from

our ideal balloon down to one of the weight of that of Dupuy, there

results a reduction of the velocity in the ratio of 1.3G to 1 ; this would

give a velocity of 14.15 feet per second, or 16.5 kilometres per hour. The
linear dimensions of the balloon would therefore exceed in the ratio 1.4

to 1 the dimensions of the ship that is compared with it.

The ratio between work and load in Dupuy's experiments correspond

to the above assumptions very nearly. The eight men that worked for

hini are, according to our previous estimate, to be put down at 800 kilo-

grams, which is rather more than onetifth of the total weight. Since

however the experiment ouly lasted a short time, therefore these men
could work the whole time through with their whole energy, whereas-

in our computation only the average value of eight hours of work is

assumed for the whole day. Therefore these eight men are equal to>

twenty-four steady workers, whereby the difference is more than made
up. Dupuy gives, as having been attained independent of the wind.
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on the average 8 kilometers per hour for the whole duration of the

experiment, and 10:^ kilometers attained by intense work. He is there-

fore not very far behind the limit that ray computations show attaina-

able with a balloon of such dimensions.

In the preceding computation we have however only taken account

of the ratio between the efltective force and the weight, and have

assumed that the form of such a balloon and of its motor can be

attained with the materials at our disposal. Bat here seems to me to

lie one of the principal difficulties of the practical execution. For the

parts of a machine made of rigid bodies do not by a geometrically

similar increase in their linear dimensions retain the necessary stiff-

ness; they n)ust be made thicker, and therefore heavier. If on the

other hand with small motors one would attain the same effect, by
means of greater velocity, then work is dissipated. The pressure

against the whole surface of a motor (a ship's propeller, or oars or pad-

dles) increases as ((- r. If this pressure, which determines the propel-

ling force, is to remain unchanged, we can only diminish the dimen-

sions in so far as we increase n, and therefore also the velocities
; but

then the work increases also as q^nr, and therefore proportionally to n.

Therefore one can work economically only with relatively slew-moving

motors of large surface. And to realize this in the necessary dimeii-

sions without too great a load for the balloon will be one of the great-

est practical difficulties.

k
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0\ ATMOSPHERIC MOTIOXS.

{FIRST PAPER.)

Bv Prof. H. VON Helmholtz.

I. INFLUENCE OF VISCOSITY ON THE GENERAL CIRCULATION OP
THE ATMOSPHERE.

The iiitiueiice of fluid friction in the interior of very extended regions

that lire tilled with fluid and contain no vortex motion is always rela-

tively very small. This can be proved from considerations that are

based upon the principle of mechanical similarity. If we form the

Enleriau hydro-dynamic ecpiations and in them indicate by «, r, w the

components of the velocity parallel to the axes of .r, y, z ; by 6 the den-

sity, hy p the pressnre, by Pthe potential of the forces that actt ujion a

unit of mass of the fluid; then if we consider P, f , ?>, «, i\ ic as func-

tions of X, ij, z, t we have, as is well known, the following partial differ-

ential equations for a fluid under the influence of friction +

:

Jx £ Jx~ Jt M'

Jt c)-» c)l/ .^^

Two other equations symmetrical with regard to the other coordinates

are to be added to the first of these equations. If now we have found

any special integral whatever of these equations, which obtains for a

definite region, then the equations will also hold good for a second case

where all the linear dimensions x, y, z and also the time t and the fric-

tion constant Ti^ are increased by a factor n, but where P, p, e, ti, t\ m
retain for every value of the new coordinates nx, 7iy, nz, nt, the same values

as they had in the first case for the original coordinates a', y, Zj t. Hence
it follows that when in the movement of the magnified mass the friction

conistant can be also simultaneously and correspondingly increased, the

* From the Sitzungsberichte of the Royal Prussiau Academy of Science at Berlin,

1888, May 31, pp. 647-663.

[t Namely viscosity as represented by Maxwell's kinematic coefficient v or Helm-

^ ,
,^2 0.0(101878 „ ,.,,,^Tholtz' 7=-o:ol;T^=0-l'^'ll']

78
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movemeut takes place in an analogous manner, only slower. When
this is not the case and when the friction retains its value unchanged
then will the influence of the friction on the increased mass be very

much less than upon the smaller mass. In consequence of this the

greater mass will show the effects of its inertia as influenced much less

by friction.

It is to be remarked that the potential P remains unchanged by the
iP 1

increase of the mass, but the force ' is reduced to - of its value and
,U' n

that the whole process as alreatly remarked requires for its completion

n times the time.

Since the density and pressure are to remain unchanged therefore

also any temperature difterences that are present retain their magnitude

and influence and do not disturb the relations implied in the mechani-

cal similarity.

Unfortunately we can not imitate in small models the varying density

of the atmosphere at different altitudes since we can not correspond-

ingly change the force of gravity that is included in the expression

)P
^—-

. Our mechanical comparisons are only able to imitate an atmos-

phere of constant density. Such an one must, as is well known, have an
altitude of 8026 metres at 0^ C. in order to produce the mean baro-

metrical reading of 76 centimetres of mercury. If we desire in a model
to represent the atmosphere by a layer of one metre in altitude, then

we would need to reduce the day to 10. S seconds, or the year to 65. 5

minutes, and the influence of friction in movements at velocities that

correspond to those of the atmosphere would in a small model be 8026

times as great as in the atmosphere. The loss of living force in the

atmosphere during a year would therefore correspond to that lost in

65 5
our model in -^— of a minute, which corresponds to less than a half a

8026

second.

On the other hand it is possible with the measured value of the

friction constant of the air to compute for some simple cases how long

a time would be required in order to reduce to one-half of its velocity

any motion that is hindered only by internal friction. In this case the

assumption of a constant density is for our purpose more unfavorable

than the adoption of the actual variable density.

Assume that a stratum of air whose constant density is such as that

of the lower stratum of the atmosphere, spreads over an unlimited plane

and has a forward movemeut whose velocity is u in the direction of x
parallel to the plane. Let z be the vertical coordinate, then the equa-

tion of motion for the interior of the mass is

,3
= ,.„„,.. . (2)
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Assume that the fluid adheres to the earth's surface where z = 0,

therefore for this surface we have

n = 0_o {2a'

At the upper boundary surface where c = /( the fluid experiences no

friction, therefore for that surface we have

^ = 0,_„ {2b)

Of the special integrals of the equatiou {'2) that fulfill the boundary

condition (2ft), namely:

It — Ae~"'sin {(jx)

n = ~ if

the one that also fulfills the condition {2^) and is the most slowly dimin-

ishing is given by the value

7T

^ = 2h

Hence follows

n-. -J' W
The factor <?-"' becomes 1 at the time t—0: in order that this factor

may be equal to one-half we must have

nt = nat. log. 2 = 0.69315.

According to Maxwell's determinations (Theory of Heat, London

1871, p. 279, where - is expressed by r and P by /u), we have

^ = (U3417 [1 + ».0U3C(i^„] .
[i!55'™?^'

^ L
1

<j second

where f^,. indicates the temperature centigrade. From this there re-

sults, for the temperature O** 0.,

t = 42747 years.

If we distribute the same mass of air throughout a thicker stratum

with less density so that f . Ji, as also the A- which is independent of €,

retains its value unchanged, then t must increase with h. Hence it

follows that in the upper thinner strata of the atmosphere the efl'ect of

viscosity propagates itself through atmospheric strata of equal mass

more slowly than through the lower denser strata.

On the other hand an increase of the absolute temperature 8 will

cause the time t to diminish as ^ . Thelower temperature of the upper
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strata of the atmosphere also diminishes the effect of the viscosity here

under consideration.

This compntation also shows how extremely unimportant for the

upper strata of the air are those effects of viscosity that can arise on
the earth's surface in the course of a year.

Only at the fixed boundaries of the space that the atmosphere fills, or

at the interior surfaces of discontinuity where currents of different ve-

locity border on each other, do the surface forces remain the same when
the scale of dimensions is increased and the coefficient of friction is

not simultaneously increased, and this allows us to recognize that the

annulment of living force by viscosity can take place principally only at

the surface of the ground and at the discontinuous surfaces that occur

in vortex motions.

A similar relation obtains with regard to those temperature changes

that can be effected by the true conduction of heat in the narrower

sense, namely, the diffusion of moving molecules of gas between the

•warmer and colder strata. The coefficient h of conduction for heat,

when we choose as the unit of heat that which n^arms a unit volume of

the substance by one degree in temperature (or the thermometric co-

efficient of conduction), is, according to Maxwell (Theory of Heat, page
302):

where y is the ratio between the two specific heats of gases.

In order to solve the corresponding problem for the conduction of

heat this h is to be substituted in equation (2) instead of -, and if we

j3ut ;/ = 1.41 it is seen that in the above-assumed atmosphere of uniform

density under a pressure of 76 centimetres of mercury and at a tem-

perature of 0° an interval of 36164 years would be necessary in order

by conduction to reduce by one-half the final difference in temperature

of the upper and lower surfaces. Therefore also in the interchange of

heat only its radiation and its convection by the motion of the air need
be taken into consideration, except at the boundary between it and the

earth's surface and at the interior surfaces of discontinuity.

On the other hand, simple computations have frequently shown that

an unrestricted circulation of the air in the trade zones can not exist

even up to 30° latitude.

If we imagine a rotating ring of air whose axis coincides with that of

the earth and which, by the pressure of neighboring similar rings, is

pushed now northward and now southward, and in which we can neg-

lect the friction, then, according to the well-known general mechanical
principle, the moment of rotation of this ring must remain constant.

We will indicate this moment as computed for the unit of mass by /2,

80 A 6
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and the angular velocity of the ring by oo, and its radius by p; then, as

is well known,

n=oop^ (3)

and therefor co must vary inversely proportionally with p^. If we
indicate the mean radius of the earth by R = 6379600 metres, the

geographical latitude by /i, and the velocity of diurnal rotation of the

earth by coo, then the corresponding relative velocity at the earth's

surface for a ring of air that preserves a calm at the equator is

R
p {CO — GJo) = cjQ \ —— Ecos/i

For air that is resting quietly at the equator in the zone of calms and

is thence pushed up to tbe latitude of 10^, this expression gives the ac-

quired wind velocity 14.18 metres per second, and similarly for air

jiushed up to latitude 20^,57.63 metres, and for 30^, 133.65 metres per

second.

Since 20 metres per second is the velocity of a railroad express train,

therefore these numbers show without further consideration that such

gales do not exist over any broad zone of the earth. We therefore

ougbt not to make the assnmption that the air which has risen at the

equator reaches the earth's surface again unchecked in its motion even

20° farther northwards.

The matter is not much better if we assume the atmospheric ring

resting at some intermediate latitude. In that case it would give an

east wind at the equator, but a west wind at 30° latitude ; but both ve-

locities would far exceed the ordinary velocities of the observed winds.

Since now in fact observations do demonstrate a circulation of the

air in the trade-wind zone, therefore the question recurs : By what
means is the west-east velocity of this mass of air checked and altered?

The resolution of this question is the object of the following remarks:

II. ON THE EQUILIBRIUM OF ROTATING RINGS OF AIR AT DIFFER-

ENT TEMPERATURES.

If we introduce into equations (1) only rotatory motions about the

axis, whereby &?, n, and p retain the significance just given them we
then have

v= —z 00= —z.—f

w=yoo=y:

I
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aud if we consider a steady mode of motion, in which il, p, P, and e are

functions of x and p only, then the equations (1) become

yP_yP^O (3a)
,lf € JX

^p' p £'?p'p 'p*

dp'p e'dp'p "'/>*'

The two last equations combine into the one following^:

'l+lj£=% (3&)
,)/j 6 :\p p^ ^ '

Equation 1,, is satisfied by the above adopted values of u, v, w. There-

fore the only equations to be satisfied are (3«) and {3b).

As concerns the value of the density e, this depends upon the pressure

p and the temperature 6. Since appreciable eifective conduction of

heat is excluded, therefore we must here retain the law of adiabatic

variations between p and € ;
therefore we have

P \^ ^

Po/^
•

wherein ;/ again represents the ratio of the specific heats. If we indi-

cate by the temperature that the mass of air under consideration

would acquire adiabatically under the pressure jh (wherefore 6 indi-

cates the constant quantity of heat contained in the air while its tem-

perature is varying with the pressure), and if we put

then we have

^
*
c)P \P J^ ' Po ' ^P^

or if, for further abbreviation, we put

r
2i^.sR.^'f^=(Z ...... (3c)
-1

V—

1

j)-y=7r (Sd)

we shall have

€ dp~'- " dp
^P=q.d.^,
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wherein q indicates a constant peculiar to the gas and independent of

6 and ^>. Similarly we also have

and therefore within a stratum of air having a constant 6 and fl we
have, according to equations (3a) and {3h),

1 PJ
p^ci.6'7r = -^y~^

^3^^

The very slight deviation of the earth from a spherical form allows

us to simplify the computation on the one hand by regarding the

earth's surface as a sphere, but on the other hand by giving the

potential P an addition, the effect of which is that for the normal

velocity of rotation cj,, of the earth, its spherical surface becomes a

level surface. To this end we put

P=—
^. +-,&;(,W^

I

Where G= normal force of gravity: r=distance from center of

gravity" to point or stratum in the actual atmosphere.]

This gives the component in the direction of x, of the forces acting

upon the unit of mass,

?P_ Gx

and, for the component in the direction of p,

-p dP G.p ,

Jp r-*

If to the latter the centrifugal force -\-cj--ft is also added, there re-

mains only one force on the rotating earth and which is directed normal

to the spherical surface. Thus the spherical surface becomes the level

surface of the combined potential force and centrifugal force, as indeed

the surface of the earth really is.

Thus our equation (3e) becomes

<I-^-^=-l'^+^-]oj.:'^r+C .... (3/)

- The function tt which is some power of the pressure jt; with positive

exponent, increases and diminishes with p, and remains unchanged

when 7? remains unchanged, so that we can determine the direction of

the changes ol the pressure easily by the changes of tt.

Within a uniform stratum and with unchanged r, that is to say, for
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a constant elevation above the earth's surface, n has a maximum value

at the station and latitude where

or, if we introduce cc instead of /2 from equation (3), the maximum oc-

curs where

that is to say, where the [movement of the] ring causes a calm [on the

earth's surface]. Towards this locality the pressure increases both
from the pole and from the equator.

III. EQULIBRIUM BETWEEN ADJACENT STRATA HAVING DIFFERENT
VALUES OF i) AND il.

On both sides of the surfaces separating such strata, i^ and therefore

also q^'Tz (see equation 2>d) must have the same value. If we distinguish

the quantities on either side [of the boundary surface] by the indices 1

and 2 we obtain from equation (3/)

This should be the equation of the boundary curve, linear with res-

pect to r and quadratic with respect to p^.

In order to find the direction of the tangent to this curve we differ-

entiate equation (4) with respect to r and p, whence we get

or, if instead of il we introduce the corresponding value of go from

equation (3),

+ %=p.dp. {c-^'-W)^.-{oo,^-W)e2 _ ^^^^^
Y- Ui— 62

In order to decide how the two layers must lie with respect to the

boundary surface if they are to have stable equilibrium, we reason as

follows : The equation of the boundary surface (4) can, in accordance

with the method of its deduction, be also written

7ri— ;r2=constant (4c);

or, if we designate by ds one of its elements of length,

L\n,-7t2]=0,

Now 7tx and ttj are functions that also have a meaning when continued

beyond the boundary curve, and can be so extended by continuous

k
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change [i. e., without discontinuity]. The difference {tt^ — 712) will there-

fore in general increase on one side of the surface for increasing dis-

tance dn from this surface, but decrease, that is to say, become nega-

tive, on theother side: and thus on the side where ——K — is positive

we must have '- (;ti— ;t2)>0 or positive for every other direction (?//,

in which one moves from any point of the surface towards the same
side as dn.

If dh is drawn toward the other side of the surface for which

7ti~7i2=0, then will

y (7ri-7r2)<0, or negative.

If now the difference is positive on that side of the surface designa-

ted by the subscript index 1, then in case there is an infinitely small

protrusion of the boundary surface toward this side, this protrusion will

be pressed back by the exterior and greater tti; similarly an infinitely'

small protrusion toward the negative side will also be pushed back,

since there, on the other hand, tti diminishes more rapidly in the interior

of such protrusion. Therefore in both these cases the equilibrium is

stable. On the other hand, the equilibrium is unstable when the dif-

ference {711— 712) on the side of tti is negative.

Now we need not form the differential quotients for the direction dn.

It suffices to form them for dr or dp, and to merely determine whether

the positive dr or dp look toward the side whose index is 1 or that

whose index is 2.

By forming these differential quotients from the equation (3/) there

results

diTti — Tti) _
Jr

The differential quotient is positive vlien ^, > 60. The partial dif-

ferentiation with respect to r while p remains unchanged, indicates a

progress in an ascending direction parallel to the earth's axis; that is

to say, in the direction of a line pointing towards the celestial pole.

The equilibrium is stable ichen the strata containing the greater quantity

of heat lie at higher elevations on the side toivards the celestial poles.

We now form the other differential quotients

cT ._ _. 1 /n,2 i^22\ _., /I 1

= p [^!!=pl-55!=^j (4/).

If in these equations 61 indicates the greater quantity of heat, then

the equilibrium is stable when everywhere along the boundary surface

we have

p~—.^-~>p.^^— (4^7).
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Both these values are positive where the west wind prevails; both

negative where the east wind prevails.

The equation (4e) can also be written

Jp ir Oi ^2 L ^1— 6^2 J

In order that this may be positive at all latitudes, the following iu-

equality must be satisfied

or,

Ordinarily this will be the case, since in general 6 increases simulta-

neously with p and from a definite value at the pole to a finite value at

Ihe equator. Similarly ili'' also increases with p, and from zero at the

pole to cjf^ p^ at the equator, so that -^ also increases from zero at the
u

pole to a definite positive value at the equator. We will therefore des-

ignate this case as the normal case. Exceptions can only occur under

special conditions within limited zones.

lu the normal case as we progress along the same level, the warmer

TTi lies on the side of the greater p; that is to say, on the side towards

the equator, and equally on the side of the greater r if we progress

toward the celestial pole ; that is to say, p and r increase toward the

same side of the boundary surface, and this surface must be so inclined

that the tangent of its meridian section intersects the celestial sphere

between the pole and the point of the horizon lying immediately be-

neath it. Near the equator, where the pole rises very little above the

horizon, this gives an inclination to the boundary surface such that it

makes a very small acute angle with the horizon.

In accordance with this, equation (4a) shows us that under those cir-

(It
cumstances t— is negative along the boundary surface itself.

Therefore the normal inclination of the bounding surface is in an

ascending direction toward a point situated beneath the celestial pole.

If on the other hand exceptional localities should exist at which

oo,-p^-\-
^'^;~_^f'

<^ ^^^^

d.Y
then in such cases according to equation (4a)—i- will be positive ; that

is to say, the boundary line will ascend to higher levels as we depart

from the earth's axis.

Since moreover equation (4(Z) shows that as we proceed in the direc-

tion of a line drawn to the pole, the warmer air must lie higher, there-
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tore this line can not twice intersect the boundary surface between two
layers, and consequently in the abnormal case this line must necessarily

lie between the boundary surface and the horizontal plane located at

the pole. Therefore the tangents to the meridional section of the

boundary surfaces must intersect the greater arcs on the celestial

sphere somewhere between the pole and the equatorial side of the hor-

izon.

The smaller the difference of temperature is relative to the difference

of the velocities of rotation so much the nearer does the tangent just

referred to approach the pole.

Moreover at different i^oints of the bounding line of the same two
layers there can occur both normal and abnormal inclinations. For
since in the expression (see equation -ih) on whose positive or negative

value such occurrence depends, the /2 and 6 throughout the extent of

each layer are constant, therefore for the same altitude above the earth

this value can have a positive value near the equator but a negative

value near the poles. Between these the boundary curve must attain

a maximum altitude where the quantity under consideration passes

from positive through zero to negative. At this iilace also, according

dr
to equation (4a), we have j- = 0, therefore r is a limiting value and

is here a maximum.

Locution of the strata in the case when the velocity of rotation varies

contitmoHsly until the quantity of heat contained.—The considerations

hitherto set forth can also be extended to the case where fl is a con-

tinuous function of 6, and the value of fl in the atmospheric strata is

continually changing. The individual strata are in this case to be con-

sidered as indefinitely thin. Equation (4cr) now becomes.

dr dp
Or —2^

"[r] ...

d{-^

4:[^-4f--vO
In order that the equilibrium may be stable the quantity of con-

tained heat (see equation 4/i) must increase in the direction towards the

celestial pole. But the layers of similar air are less inclined than the

inclination of the polar axis at all places where the quantity

de
'

but on the other hand their inclination is steeper where the left-hand

side of this inequality is greater than the right.
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IV. GRADUAL VARIATIONS OF THE EQUILIBRIU3I BY FRICTION AND
HEATING.

It is well known how very differently the propagation of changes of
temperature in the air goes on according as heat is added or withdrawn
below or above.

If the lower side of a stratum of air is warmed, as occurs at the sur-

face of the earth, by action of the solar rays, then the heated stratum
of air seeks to rise. This is effected very soon all over the surface

in small tremulous and flickering streams such as we see over any plane
surface strongly heated by the sun , but soon these smaller streams
collect into larger ones when the locality afibrds opportunity, especially

on the side of a hill. The propagation of heat goes on relatively rapidly

through the whole thickness of the atmospheric layer, and when it has
a uniform quantity of heat throughout its whole depth and is therefore

in adiabatic equilibrium then also the newly added air seeks de nova
to distribute itself through the entire depth.

The same process occurs with like rapidity when the upper side of a

stratum of air is cooled.

On the other hand, when the upper side is warmed and the lower side

cooled such convectivc movements do not occur. The conduction of
heat operates very slowly in large dimensions, as I have already ex-

plained above. Radiation can only make itself felt to any considerable

extent for those classes of rays that are strongly absorbed. On the

other hand, experiments on the radiation from ice and observations of

nocturnal frosts show that most rays of even such low temperatures

can pass through thick layers of clear atmosphere without material

s\bsorption.

Therefore a cold stratum of air can lie for a long time on the earth,

or equally a warm stratum remain at an altitude, without changing its

temperature otherwise than very slowly.

Similar differences exist also in the case of the change of veloc-

ity by friction. For the normal inclination of an atmospheric stratum

its upper end is nearer to the earth's axis than its lower end. If the

stratum appears at the earth's surface as a west wind, then the moment
of rotation of the lowest layer is delayed [by resistance of the earth's

surface], its centrifugal force is diminished, and on the polar side of the

stratum this lowest portion will slide outwards, approaching the axis

in order to find its position of stable equilibrium at the upper end of

the stratum. This movement will ordinarily take place in small trem-

ulous streams similar to the ascent of warm air and must diminish the

moment of rotation of the whole layer rather uniformly, but in the

upper portions a little later than in the lower. Since, however, this

latter effect distributes itself throughout the whole mass of air, it will

become much less apparent on the lower side of the stratum than if it

were confined to the lower stratum.
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For the east wind matters are reversed. Its moment of rotation is

increased by the friction on the earth's fiurface. The accelerated mass

of air [the ground hiyer] already finds itself in that position of equi-

librium which it has to occupy within its stratum, and can only press

forward equatorially along the earth'o surface into the stratum lying

in front of it. If it is also simultaneously heated then the resulting

ascent takes place more slowly than would occur in a stratum of air

that is at rest at the bottom.

Hence it is to be concluded that in the east wind, the change due to

friction is confined to the lower layer of air, and furthermore that it is

relativel}' more effective here than in the case of a west wind of equal

velocity. In general, the retarded layer of air will press forward to-

ward the equator, in the Tl^orthern Hemisphere as northeast wind. In

this motion it will continue to appear as an easterly wind since it is con-

tinually arriving at mon^ rapidly rotating zones on the earth. The air

of the stratum lying above the retarded layer will, where the region is

free from obstruction, as at the outer border of the trade wind zone, fall

behind and will appear as an east wind, retaining its moment of rotation

unchanged and gradually pushing toward the equator will itself in its

turn experience the above described influence of friction. I would liere

further remark that the water so abundantly evaporated in the tropical

/one also enters into the trade wind, but with the greater velocity of

rotation of the revolving earth and must diminish the retardation of the

latter with respect to the earth.

The lower layers of the trade wind can press in under the equa-

torial calm zone itself onlj- when any difference between their velocity

of rotation and that of the earth's surface is entirely destro.ved. They
then blend with the zone of calms and increase its mass so that the lat-

ter broadens with its inclined boundary surface always higher above

the layer of diminishing east wind beneath it.

Thus it is brought about that whereas below [nearer the earth's sur-

face] mostly continuous changes are taking place in the tenjperature

and the moment of rotation of the strata, on the other hand above, the

boundaries of the broadening zones of calms (that have the great mo-

ment of rotation that pertains to the equatorial air and which at 10°

latitude must appear as a strong west wind, and at 20° latitude as a

westerly storm), occur in direct contact with the underlying stratum

that has less velocity of rotation and lower temperature. Evidently

the upper side of this latter [lower] stratum can scarcely be changed as

to the quantity of its contained heat and of its moment of rotation,

while after the loss of its lower layer it is being pushed sidewise and
towards the equator.

As I have already shown in my communication to this Academy,
April 23, 1868, on " Discontinuous Fluid Motions,"* such discontinuous

motions can continue for a while, but the equilibrium at their boundary

* [See No. Ill of this collection of Translations.!
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surfaces is unstable, and sooner or later they break up into whirls that

lead to general mixture of the two strata. This statement is confirmed

by the experiments with sensitive tlames and by those in which by
means of a cylindrical current of air blown from a tube we make a sec-

tion in a flame and thus make visible the boundiiry of the moving and
the quiet mass. If, as in our case, the lower stratum is the heavier it

can be shown that the perturbations must at first be similar to the

waves of water that are excited by the wind. The process is made
evident by the striated cirrus clouds that are visible when fog is pre-

€ipitated at the boundary of the two strata. The great billows of water
that are raised by the wind show the same process which is different in

degree only, by reason of the greater difference of the specific gravi-

ties. The severer storms even turn the aqueous billows to breakers,

that is to say, they form caps of froth and throw drops of water from
the npper crest high into the air. Up to a certain limit, this process

can be mathematically deduced and analyzed, on which subject I pro-

pose a later communication. For slighter diflerences of specific gravity

the result of this process must be a mixture of the two strata with a

formation of whirls and under some circumstances with heavy rainfall.

An observation of one such process under very favorable circumstances

I once made accidentally upon the Eigi and have described.*

The mixed strata acquire a temperature and moment of inertia whose
values lie between those of the component parts of the mixture, and its

position of equilibrium will therefore be found nearer the equator than
the position previously occupied by the colder stratum that enters into

it. The mixed stratum will descend toward the equator and push
back the strata lying on the polar side. Into the empty space thus

created above, the strata from which this descending portion has been
drawn stretch upwards, and thus their cross section must be dimin-

ished. Wherever the lower layers are pushed apart by descending
masses of air, as is well known, there arise anti-cyclones ; wherever
cavities or gaps arise by reason of ascending masses of air, there arise

cyclones. Anti-cyclones and the corresponding barometric maxima
are shown, with very great regularity, by the meteorological charts t

along the very irregularly varying limits of the northeast trade in the

Atlantic Ocean—in the winter, under latitude 30^; in summer, under
40° latitude. On account of the inclined position of the strata, the

rain that frequently forms by reason of the mixture of air (Dove's Sub-
tropical Eain) falls somewhat farther northward because the water must
iall down almost vertically, t

• See Proceedings of the Physical Society in Berlin, October 22, 1886.

t Daily Synoptic Weather Charts. Published by the Danish Meteorological Insti-

tute and the German Seewarte, Copenhagen and Hamburg.
t [The results stated in the above paragraph were subsequently greatly modified

by Heliuholtz. See Section v of his second memoir, or page 98 of these Transla-
tions.

—

C. A.}
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Therefore the zone of cyclones begins there, but these become more
frequent farther northward. We can certainlj- assume that the process

of mixture is not perfected immediately at the exact border of the

trade-wind zone, but that a part of the rapidly-rotating warm upper

stratum remains unchanged or half mixed, which will presently bring

about new mixtures farther on toward the pole.

In general, in this zone of mixture, even below at the earth's surface,

the west wind must retain the upper hand because the increase of the

total moment of rotation which the mass of air, through friction, experi-

ences in the east wind of the trade zone must finally rise to such a irltch

that somewhere the west wind again touches the earth and experiences

sufficient friction to entirely give back the increase that it had. The
masses of air resting in the equilibrium of stratification can certainly

have no long-continued motion of rotation that differs essentially from

that of the earth beneath them. When therefore they are mixed with

the stronger west wind of the air from above, they receive a movement
toward the east. Moreover the falling rain that in great part comes

from the upper west winds, must transmit its motion to the lower strata

through which the rain falls. Eventually all zones that are pressed

polewards by intermixed masses moving equatorially and descending

from them will become west winds.

Another permanent source of winds is the cooling of the earth at the

l^oles. The cold layers endeavor to flow outwards from each other at

the earth's surface and form east wind (or anti-cyclones). Above these

the warmer upper strata must fill the vacancy and continue as west

winds (or cyclones). Thus an equilibrium would come about, as is

shown in Sect, ii, if it were not that the lower cold stratum acquires,

through friction, a more rapid movement of rotation, and is therefore

competent for further advance. In doing this, according to the above
given views this lower stratum must remain on the earth's surface.

That in fact it does so is shown by frequent experiences during our

northeast winter winds whose low temperatures frequently enough do
not extend up to even the summit of the North German Mountains.

Moreover on the front border of these east winds advancing into the

warmer zone, the same circumstances are effective in order to bring

about a discontinuity between the movement of the upper and lower

currents, as in the advancing trade-winds, and there is therefore here

a new cause for the formation of vortex motions.

The advance of the polar east wind, although recognizable in its

princii)al features, proceeds relatively very irregularly since the cold

pole does not agree with the pole of rotation of the earth, and also>

because low mountain ranges have a large influence. In addition to

this comes the consideration that in the cold zone fog causes only a mod-
erate cooling of the thicker stratum of air, but clear air brings about
a very intense cooling of the lower layer. By such irregularities, it is

brought about that the anti-cyclonic movement of the lower stratum
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and the great and gradually increasing cyclone of the upper stratum

(that should otherwise be expected at the pole) break np into a large

number of irregular, wandering cyclones and anti-cyclones, with a

preponderance of the former.

From these considerations, I draw the conclusion that the principal

obstacle to the circulation of our atmosphere, which prevents the

development of far more violent winds than are actually experienced,

is to be found not so much in the friction on the earth's surface as in

the mixing of difl'erently moving strata of air by means of whirls that

originate in the unrolling of surfaces of discontinuity. In the interior

of such whirls the strata of air originally separate are wound in contin-

ually more numerous, and therefore also thinner layers spirally about

each other, and therefore by means of the enormously extended surfaces

of contact there thus becomes possible a more rapid interchange of

temperature and equalization of their movement by friction.

The present memoir is intended only to show how by means of con-

tinually effective forces, there arises in the atmosphere the formation of

surfaces of discontinuity. I propose, at a future time, to present fur-

ther analytical investigations as to the phenomena of such disturbances

of continuity.



VI.

ON ATMOSPFIEKIC MOTIONS.

{SECOXD PAPER.)

By Prof. II. \()X IIei.miioltz.

ON THE THEORY OF WINDS AND WAVES.

Ill my previous coiniimnication made to the Academy on tlieSlst of

]\Iay, 18SS, I endeavored to prove tbar, conditions must regularly recur in

the atmosphere where strata of different density lie contiguous one

above another. The reason for the greater density of the lower stratum

is conditioned by the fact that the latter has either a smaller amount of

heat or a smaller velocity of rotation, if in fact both conditions do not

work together. As soon as a lighter fluid lies above a denser one with

well-defined boundary, then evidently the conditions exist at this

boundary for the origin and regular propagation of waves, such as we
are familiar with on the surface of water. This case of waves as

ordinarily observed on the boundary surfaces between water and air is

only to be distinguished from the system of waves that may exist

between different strata of air, in that in the former the difference of

density of the two fluids is much greater than in the latter cas-^. It

appeared to me of interest to investigate what other diiferences result

from this in the phenomena of air waves and water waves.

It appears to me not doubtful that such systems of waves occur with

remarkabh^. frequency at the bounding surfaces of strata of air of

different densities, even although in most cases they remain invisible

to us. Evidently we see them only when the lower stratum is so nearly

saturated with aqueous va[)or that the summit of the wave, within

which the pressure is less, begins to form a haze. Then there appear

streaky, parallel trains of clouds of very different breadths, occasionally-

stretching over the broad surface of the sky in regular patterns. More-

over it seems to me i)robable that this which we thus observe under

special conditions that have rather the character of exceptional cases,

is present in innumerable other cases when we do not see it.

* From the Sitzung8-he7-ichte of the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences at Berlin,

July 25, 1889, pp. 761-780.

94
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The calculations performed by me show further that for the observed

velocities of the wind there may be formed in the atmosphere not only

small waves, but also those whose wavedeugths are many kilometres

which, when they approach the earth's surface to within an altitude of

one or several kilometres, set the lower strata of air into violent motion

and must bring about the so-called gusty weather. The peculiarity of

of such weather (as I look at it) consists in this, that gusts of wind often

accompanied by rain are repeated at the same place, many times a day,

at nearly equal intervals and nearly uniform order of succession.*

I think it may be assumed that this formation of waves in the at-

mosi)here most frequently gives occasion to the mixture of atmospheric

strata and, under fiivorable circumstances, when the ascending masses

form mist, give opportunity for disturbances of an equilibrium that had
already become nearly unstable. Under conditions, such as those

where we see water waves breaking and forming white caps, thorough

mixtures must form between the strata of air.

In the beginning of ray previous paper I have explained how insuffi-

cient are the known intensities of the internal friction and the thermal

conductivity of gases in order to explain the equilibration of motions

and temperatures in the atmosphere. Since now the mechanical the-

ory of heat has taught us to consider friction in gases as the mixture

of strata having different movements, but the conduction of heat as

the mixture of strata having different temperatures, it is therefore in-

telligible that a more thorough mixture of strata in the atmosphere

must bring about, to a still higher degree, the effects of friction and

conduction, t but certainly not in a quiet, steady progress, but pro-

ceeding irregularly as is indeed the special character of meteorological

processes.

Therefore I have considered it important to develop the theory of

waves at the common boundary surface of two fluids. Hitherto in

studies on waves of water, so far as known to me, the influence of the

air and its motion with the water has always been neglected, but this

may not be done in the present work. The problem becomes thereby

much more complicated and difQcult; and since even the simpler

problem that takes no account of the influence of the wind has at the

hands of many excellent mathematicians received only incomplete and

approximate solutions, under assumptions chosen to simplify the

problem, therefore I piay to be excused in that I also have at first

treated the simplest case of the problem, namely, the movement ot

rectilinear waves which propagate themselves with unchanged forms

* This assumption of the formation of billows in the atmosphere that I recently

briefly expressed in my first contribution has since then also been propounded by
Jean Luvini {La Lumiere £lectrique. T. xxx, pp. 368, 617, 620).

t Perhaps this would correspond to the assumptions that form the basis of the

theory submitted to this (Berlin) Academy by Oberbeck, March 15, 1888. [See Nos.

XII and XIII of this collection.—C. A.'\
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and with uuiform velocity on the plane boundary surface between in-

detioitely extended layersof two tiuids of different densities and having

different progressive movements. I shall call this kind of billows

stationary billows, since they represent a stationary motion of two

fluids when they are referred to a system of coordinates which itself

advances with the waves. Since in the relative motion of the difleieut

parts of a closed material system nothing is changed when the whole

receives a uniform rectilinear velocity toward any direction, therelore

this rearrangement of our problem is allowable.

Moreover I propose to-day to give only the results of my mathemati-

cal investigations. The complete presentation of these I reserve for

publication in another manner.

Before I advance to the theory of atmospheric billows, I will however

introduce a supplement to the considerations given in my communica-

tion of May, 1S8S, by which the region in which we have to look for

the conditions that give rise to atmospheric billows is better defined.

V. THE ASCENT OF MIXED STRATA.

In Section iii of my previous communication I have shown what
would be the law of equilibrium, in case such a condition should be

attained, between atmospheric rings of different temperatures and dif-

ferent speeds of rotation, which however are all assumed as being com-

posed of mixtures that are similar to each other. I now return to equa-

tion 4a (page 85). Let the location of a point in the atmosphere be

^iven b}' the quantities

/3, the distance from the earth's axis.

r, the distance from the center of the earth.

Let ojo be the angular velocity of the solid earth ; and ili and £!> be

the constant moments of rotation of the unit of mass of one or the

other layer of air :

Let 6] and 62 be the quantities that I have called the contained ca-

loric of the unit of mass of air, and that certainly may be better desig-

nated by the term potential temperatures, so well chosen by Bezold,

namely, those temperatures which the respective masses of air would

assume when brought adiabatically to the normal pressure.

Let G = constant of gravitation. In accordance with equation (4rt)

we now have at the boundary surfaces the relation

G ^ dp rni Oi—m 61G dp mo.-nio, -1

The ratio ^ . indicates also the ratio of the sines of the two angles

which the tangent to the curve in the meridional plai e makes on the

one hand with the' earth's axis, and on the other hand with the horizon.

When, as is ordinarily the case, the warmer layer has also the greater
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moment of rotation, the ratio
^^^.

is then negative, and the tangent to

the boundary surface cuts the celestial vault below the pole. The

colder, more slowly rotating mass, which we will designate by tlie sub-

script (2), lies in the acute angle between the boundary surface and that

part of the terrestrial surface which is on the polar side of the given

poiut.

When now at the boundary surface of the two strata, a mixture

takes place of the component masses nii and Wj, then will the moment

of rotation (fl) of the mixed masses be given by the equation

{mi-\-m2)fl=mi£li+ m2fl2,

since the sum of the moments of rotation does not vary when no exterior

rotatory forces are at work. Equally will the potential temperature

of the mixture be given by

(mi+W2) 0=mi 6i+m2 02-

If now in equation (1), we at first substitute the mixture in place

of the cooler mass (2). in order to find the direction of the

boundary line between the mass (1) and the mixture, and indicate by

dpi and dvi the corresponding values of dp and <?r, then our equation (1),

after an easy transformation, gives

3^r^ fir-^ wi Hi {ni-n2?
^r^tdp~dp_\-mi-{-m2 (Jz-Si

•
• • • l^»;

Since in stable equilibrium ^><^i, therefore this equation shows that

dvi dr dpi dp

(fpi dp ^^
dri dr

that is to say, that the boundary surfaces between mass (1) and the

mixture must ascend more steeply with reference to the horizon than

the boundary surface between (1) and (2).

Similarly it follows that the ratio ^^ between the cooler mass (2)
dp2

and the mixture will be given by the equation

—

^G rdr2 dr

r^ Jlp2 dp_

7M2^2 (i^i —0.2

nii+mz 61—62

Therefore ^— >^!-; that is to say, the boundary surface between the
dp2 dp

cooler mass (2) and the mixture must make a more acute angle with

the horizon towards the pole than does the boundary surface between

the mixture and the warmer mass (1).

It is to be noted that the ratios — are positive when the tangent to

the boundary line is more inclined than the line to the pole—in the

other cases they are negative—and furthermore that the increase of a

negative quantity means the diminution of its absolute value.

80 A 7
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But the required directions for the two boimdary lines of the mixture

can only exist when this mixture passes upwards between the two

masses (1) and (2). Only thus can there be a condition of equilibrium.

Hence results the important consequence that all newly formed mix-

tures of strata that were in equilibrium with each other must rise

upwards between the two layers originally present, a process that of

course goes on more energetically whnn precipitations are formed in

the ascending masses.

While the mixed strata are ascending, those parts of the strata on

the north and south that have hitherto rested quietly approach each

other until they even come in contact, by which motion the difference

of their velocities must necessarily increase since the strata lying oa

the equatorial side acquire greater moment of rotation with smaller

radius, while those on the polar side acquire feebler rotation with a

larger radius. If this occurs uniformly along an entire parallel of lati-

tude we should again obtain a new surface of separation for strata of

different rates of rotation whose equatorial side would show stronger

west winds than the i)olar side, which latter might occasionally show

east winds. On account of the numerous local disturbances of the

great atmospheric currents there will, as a rule, be formed no contin-

uous line of separation, but this will be broken into separate pieces

which must appear as cyclones.

But as soon as the total mixed masses have found their equilibrium

the surfaces of separation will again begin to form below, and new
wave formations will initiate a repetition of the same processes.*

From these considerations it follows that the locality for the forma-

tion of billows between the strata of air is to be sought especially in

the lower parts of the atmosphere, while in the upper i^arts an almost

continuous variation through the different values of rotation and tem-

perature is to be expected. The boundary surfaces of different strata,

of air, along which the waves travel, have one edge at the earth's sur-

face and there the strata becomes superficial. Experience also teaches,

as does the theory, that water-waves that run against a shallow shore

break upon it, and even waves which originally run parallel to the

shore propagate themselves more slowly in shallow water. Therefore

waves that are originally rectilinear and run parallel to the banks will

* In the last section of my previous paper [see ante -p. 91] I located the origin of

the discontiniuty principally in the upper strata of the atmosphere. But in that

paper the point of departure "was diiferent from the present. In that the question

considered was : If at any tfme the atmosphere has attained an initial stage of contin-

uous steady motion ^Yithout surfaces of separation, where will such a surface first

form ? To this the answer is : At the upper boundary of the tropical belt of calms.

At present the question is, Where in consequence of processes of mixture will the

surfaces of separation necessarily be renewed ? But I must take back the proposi-

tion on page 91 that treats of the descent of mixed strata, now that I have found

the law expressed in this paragraph.
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in consequeDce of the delay become curved, whereby the convexity of

their arcs is tnrued toward the shore; in consequence of this they run
upon the shore and break to i^ieces there.

In the next paragraphs I will show in what respects the movements
and forms of water-waves must be changed in order to be applicable

to the air. These relations are indeed not to be rigidly transferred

from water-waves that break upon the shore to the air, and even the

siropler theory hitherto developed, which neglects the influence of the

air, gives no complete explanation on this point.

But the conditions are not very different from those cases in which
we can make a strict application, and I therefore believe there is no
reason to doubt that waves of air which in the ideal atmospheric circu-

lation symmetrical to the axis could only progress in a west east direc-

tion, must, when once they are initiated in the real atmosphere, turn
down toward the earth's surface and break up by running along this in

a northwesterly direction (in the northern hemisphere).

Another process that can cause the foaming of the waves at their

summits is the general increase in velocity of the wind. My analysis

also demonstrates this : it shows that waves of given wavelength can
only co-exist with winds of definite strength. An increase in the differ-

ential velocities within the atmosphere indeed often happens, but oue
can not yet give the conditions generally effective for such a process.

1 will here also mention another point that ma,y give rise to consid-

erations against my explanation. Water-waves forced up to a great

height always have narrow, strongly curved ridges and broad, flat,

curved troughs. Analysis shows that this feature is independent of

the nature of the medium. Atmospheric waves have, on the other

hand, rounded heads when they become visible to us as bands of cirri.

But we must remember that according lo the proposition first formu-

lated by lleye, air that has formed cloud or mist is lighter than it was
before. Therefore what we see as mist rises up and increases the size of

the summit of the wave more than would be the case iu transparent air.

VI. CONSEQUENCES DEDUCED FROM THE PRINCIPLE OF MECHANICAL
SIMILARITY.

If we confine ourselves to the search for such rectilinear waves as

advance with uniform velocity without change of form, we may, as be-

fore remarked, represent such a movement as a stationary one, by
attributing to both the media a uniform rectilinear velocity equal and
opposite to that of the wave. It is well known no change is thereby

introduced into the relative motions of the different parts of the masses.

In this way the bounding surface of the two media appears as a sur-

face fixed in space; above it the upper medium flows in one direction;

below it the other medium in the opposite direction. At a great dis-

tance from the bounding surface both movements become rectilinear
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currents of uuiform velocity, but in the ueigliborbood of the wavy

boundary surface the motion must follow its direction.

Designate by u and v the comimneuts of tbe velocities of the liuid

particles at the point corresponding to tbe rectangular coordinates x

and }/; these velocities are by assumption, independent of tbe time, and

(for an incompressible Huid whose current is free from vortices) can be

presented in the form

n = — --

r = ^-^

'

^x

wbere //• is such a function of the coordinate as satisfies tbe differential

equation

'^+'^^"=0
(2)

Tbe equations

?/-=const.

are in this case, as is well known, tbe streamlines of the tluid. Tbe
boundary line of both tluids must be such a stream-line, and we will

give it for both sides the value

cS= and ^2=^-

Tbe above overscored letters will, in what follows, always indicate

values on the boundary surface.

The first boundary condition that we bave to satisfy is therefore that,

wbeii we express (.S and c'-o as functions of x and y. then tbe two equa-

tions

?'.=o=y^2 (2«)

sball admit of an accordant solution.

Tbe second boundary condition is that the pressure at tbe bounding

surface sball be the same on both sides, or

lh=lh (2i)

Now, under tbe adopted assumptions and when s is the density of

tbe tiuid and C is a constant, we bave

Therefore the equation {2b) can be written :

Const.=(.,-.,)^i+i.,(|||/-^J;;^y .... (3)
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The equations (2) and (2a) reniain trne when we increase either the

values of the two coordinates x and y or those of y-j or tf-2 in any given

ratio. Since the densities Si and Sz do not occlir in these two equations,

therefore also these can change to any amount. But equation (3) re-

quires that the quantities

^^r* Y I and -j^rm i

shall remain unchanged. When therefore Si and s-z vary and we ])ut

their ratio

S-z

-and when further the coordinates increase by the factor n, but ipi by
the factor «i and </'2 by the factor (tz, then the quantities

0- «i' „„^ 1 «2'and
l — ff'n^ l— <j'n^

must both remain unchanged.

Or when we, in the expressions for these quantities, put

6,= ^iand&2=^^
n n

as the ratios by which the velocities are altered, then the above propo-

sition becomes equivalent to saying that the geometrically similar wave-

forms can occur when

•^ '.'and 1
"''

l— ff n 1— <J n

remain unchanged.

(1) If the ratios of the densities are not changed then in geometrically sim-

ilar leaves, the linear dimensions increase as the squares of the velocities of

the tico media ; the velocities therefore will increase in equal ratios.

Therefore for a doubled velocity of the wind we shall have waves of

four times the linear dimensions.

This j)roposition is not limited to stationary movements, but is quite

general.* The following propositions however will hold good only for

stationary waves.

(2) When the ratio of the density g is varied, the quantities

bi^ Si bi^

*See my paper "On a Theorem relative to geometrically similar movements of Fluid

Bodies," in the Monats b. der Akad. Berlin, 1873, pages 501 to 514
;
[or see No. IV of

this collection of Translations. ]
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must remain constant ; that is to say, the ratio of the licinfj forces of the

corresponding units of volume must remain unchanged. As correspoud-

ing units of volume, thos'e must be used that hold good in the region of

rectilinear flow far from that of the wave surface ; but also for such

units of volume as have centers that are corresponding images for each

other the same proposition holds good.

(3) If for a varied density the geometrically similar waves are to

have the same wave-length, namely, n— 1, then

hi must increase as , /— 1= /'
S2—SI

Si

hi must increase as h—(j^= -——.

For air and water at a temperature of 0-^ C. we have the ratio

I

ff=
116A

For two strata of air whose ten)[)eratures are 0° and 10° the ratio be-

comes

273
^=283

If both boundary surfaces are to show congruent waves and therefore

also equal wave-lengths, and it i designate by ftx and (iz the values of

the quantities hi and hz in this last case, then we have

Z>i= l 45.21 /i,

^2=5.310/^2

therefore both the velocities, especially that of the wind relative to the

waves of water, must be considerably dimiuisbed for the case of airial

billows.

The value of the quantity

which is invariable for any change in the material for a given form of

wave whose store of energy is equal to that of the rectilinear flow along

a i)lane boundary surface is given at least approximately according to

my computations, as

P= 0.43 103.

If by a wind-force ic we understand the difference of the movement of

the two media

u'=hi-\-h2
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then will for air aud water

^^=0.0G9iG9
ic

- .„ ^„ metres
and it tv =10 ysecond

A=0.208965 metre

;

on the other hand for the two strata of air

A _0.67135

andfortr=10 '-B^^I^ we have
second

1=549"\05

Hence it results that when we would obtain for this form of atmospheric

wave the same wind velocity as for geometrically similar water-waves

we must increase the wave-length of the air wave in the ratio of 1 to

2630.3.

This ratio becomes somewhat smaller when we execute the computa-

tion tor the lowest waves for which

This gives lor air and water

p=0.15692

^2=0.090776

and for a wind velocity of 10 metres per second,

A=0."'83222

The necessary magnification of the wave-length for equal strength

of wind would be 1:2039.6 which gives a wave-length of more than 900

metres for a wind of 10 metres per second.

Since the moderate winds that occur on the surface of the earth,

often cause water-waves of a metre in length, therefore the same winds

acting upon strata of air of 10° diflerence in temperature, maintain

"waves of from 2 to 5 kilometres in length. Larger ocean-waves from

5 to 10m long would correspond to atmospheric-waves of from 15 to 30

kilometres, such as would cover the whole sky of the observer and

would have the ground at a depth below them less than that of one

wave-length, therefore comparable with the waves in shallow water,

such as set the water in motion to its very bottom.

The principle of mechanical similarity, on which the propositions of

this paragraph are founded, holds good for all waves that progress

with an unchanged form and constant velocity of progress. Therefore

these propositions can be applied to waves in shallow water, of uniform
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depth, provided that the depth of the lower stratum iu the image varies

in the same ratio as the remaiuing linear dimensions of the waves.

The velocity of propagation of such waves in shallow water depends

on the depth of the water. For water waves of slight height aud with-

out wind it can be computed by well-known formuke. When we iudi-

2;r
cate the depth of the water by h and put «= -^, then is

A

which for h=y^ becomes

H 'In

aud for small values of /( becomes

When however the depth of the water is not small relatively to the

wave length, then the retardation is unimportant, thus for

'=^ the speed of propagation diminishes as 1:0.95768
A 1

=- the speed of propagation diminishes as 1:0.80978
4

=—the speed of propagation diminishes as 1:0.394:27

When it is calm at the earth's surface the wind beneath the trough of

the aerial billow is opposed to the direction of propagation, but un-

der the summit of the billow it has the same direction as that. Since

the amplitudes at the earth's surface are diminished in the proportion
g-«A. Y with respect to the amplitudes at the upper surface, therefore

these latter variations can ouly make themselves felt below when the

depth is notablv smaller than the wave-length. Variations of baro-

metric pressure are only to be expected when decided changes in the

wind are noticed during the transit of the wave.

VIT. FUNDAMENTAL FORilULyi; FOR THE COMPUTATION.

1 will here give the theory of the calculation ouly so far as is neces-

sary, so that any investigator familiar with analytical methods can

verify my results. I introduce two new variables, rf and 6^, which are so

connected with rectangular coordinates x and ythat

e'"'+'" =«[C0S (6'-f ?;/)— cos £j (1)

wherein w, «, and e are constants. The boundary line between the two
fluids corresponds to a constant positive value of //, namely

:
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Hence for this Itouiulaiy Hue result the equations

e«^ cos {nii)=<i(co'^ ih cos ^— cos e)
')

e'« sin (/<//)= —%in (//O sin ^
..... (la)

By the elimhiation of H this gives an equation between x and y as the

equation of the boundary liue. Beside the coustaut a which deter-

mines the initial point of the £P coordinate and thew which determines the

wave-length this equation contains two arbitary parameters h and e

that determine the form of the curve.

We take x vertical, Increasing upwards, and then for the space oc-

cupied by the upper fluid, for which we use the subscript j put

by which f^cp^i becomes simultaneously a function of {x-\-i/i). When
/i=;/, then '/'i=0, so the boundary line on the lower side coincides with

the stream liue. When ?;=+(x then

n{x-\-iji)= }}—id=^ [il:i+ cp{i]+ n

or
ip^= nbiX,

(pi=nbiy,

so that at great altitudes the motion is a rectilinear flow with the ve-

locity nbi.

For the lower space where ?/</< and x has generally a negative

value, 1 put

Hence for ?/=A there results

^ ,l-^=-nx-\-\ogf ij W/t-2 > T-"''.e-'"'. cos (ea) cos a6~\.

When we determine the value of x from the equation (1) it is seen that

for i/=h there results //•2=0, therefore it is seen that the boundary line^

for the second medium is also a stream-line.

According to equation (1) for j?=— co we have

cos ^.cos 7;i=cos£

sin f^ . sin ?/i=0
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The values corresponding to these are

sin 7;i=0

cos f>=cos e

In consequence of this tlie equation above given becomes

i-. f=— n.r-\-\off ( f^ )
+h—2 \

|

e-°\ cos^ (eg)

^ " / / 1 U. cos {ahi)j

(.r= -x)

The first term of the right-hand member is infinite, bnt all the others

finite when /( is a positive quantity. Therefore at great depths the

value of if-2 reduces to

!/•>= —nh-yX

that is to say that even there also the motion is a rectilinear flow with

the velocity —nhz.

The second boundary condition which has respect to the equality of

pressure on both sides of the boundary surface can, however, by reason

of the assumptions already made, be satisfied only approximately for

waves of small altitude. The convergence of the series under consid-

eration in this case depends upon the factor e-"\ When the quantity

h is positive and not too small the series converges relatively rapidly

and we obtain for this case suflicient approximation to the true value,

in that in the value of the pressure as deduced from equation (3) we
equate to zero the terms multiplied by the first to the third j^ower of

e-", or of
.

, • The terms that do not contain these factors serve

only to determine the value of the constant of integration which forms

the left-hand side of the equation. These terms just mentioned are

linear functions of cos f>, cos 2fi, cos 3H, and by equating to zero the co-

efficients of these three quantities we satisfy equation (3) to terms that

contain the fourth or higher power of ?-.• But this assumption cor-° ^ cos hi ^

responds only to a single possible form of wave, not to the most general

form. It has been chosen as an exarajile on account of the simplicity

of computation. The three equations that we obtain in this manner

are those given below. For brevity we have put

s-z hi^ . 7t

gTX{S2 — Si)

cos nt

z = Z cos £
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The quantity c; determines the altitude of the wave, which according

to equation {la) is

—

^ = ,A_^,og„at.(l±|).

The three equations referred to may now be written:

I. z ;D[2-2^^ + 4:-j4-^[2 + tr^]-(i-:^);=:0.

11. ci[2^2— :2]-^.:--^c^ + i:2 = o.

III. z{ £i \2z' - r.'] + %<.^-h^'- + i:'\=o.

Of the four quantities that occur herein any three may therefore in

general be determined by the fourth. Only one system of values,

namely,

z = and Cl + %^ = a,

leaves C undetermined. This solution holds good for the eutire lower

wave, for which s' is to be neglected as compared with C.

Since in general one of the four quantities in the equations I to III

remains undetermined, therefore for given properties of the medium
and for a given strength of the wind, there remains always one varia-

ble parameter of the stationary wave; and in fact the further investi-

gation shows that this variable is connected with the quantity of energy

that is accumulated in the wave.

The simplest method of computation is to express the remaining

quantities as functions of cos f.

Q = 7 cos^ £— /4-

36' cos^ s—%

m 1 2 , 1 r> 1
(COS^ f — i).(C0s2 f — 3)

C'[£l (cos^ f _ 1) _ 3 n;^ ^_ ^j = £> + si^ _\

Since Q and %^ must necessarily be positive, it follows from the first

of these equations that

cos2f> § = 0.066667;

or

cos2f<-i^, =0.642857.

The equation for ^|i would also allow cos'^ ^>t7 ^^^^ ^^^^

0.5 <('0s2 6< 0.642857.

Piually the equation for T^ can be written

-2=0 4 X (Q-Q^<j1^-^'0s' ^) (<^'t>s' f+2.1 861 5)
^ (COS'' f—0.66537) (cos2£4-1.465'3"7)'
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Since T' must be positive it follows that

0.6G537<cos2 £<0.G8G15;

so that values of cos^ s that are smaller than 0.043 are thereby excludetL

But when we consider that for values of C that are larger than 1, the

above-given series for the coordinates of the boundary surface are UO'

longer convergent, there results a lower limit that is still higher than

the preceding, which corresponds to the value

cos2 6>0.672G4= -i + /¥•

For this value the altitude of the wave will still be finite, namely

:

H= ^y X 2.5112= A 0.399G7.

But the fact that the value of the coordinates can no longer be de-

veloped in converging series, according to the powers of cos (ad) and

sine {(^0), shows that a discontinuity or an ambiguity of the coordinate*

must have come into existence. In fact the equations (la) also show-

that for small values of h

, , , h sin
tang (ny) = y.

"^ ^
'^' cos f^— cos e

e-"^= a^(cos d—cos ey.

From the first of these it follows that wherever tan (n y) has a finite

value then cos must be nearly equal to cos f, and only at the points-

where tan (« y) is very small and passes through zero can 6 increase

and rapidly pass through the interval to the next point, where cos 8'

approaches again the value, cos s.

Now for such values of A the diminution of the terms in the series

expressing the value of the pressure will not be rapid enough, in order

to express the value of the function sufiQciently well by using only the

first three terms of the series, and the true form of the wave curve lor

such values of h can only be obtained by further approximations.

However, these relations show that waves which rise too high lose th&

continuity of their surfaces. But sharp ridges can not occur on the

surfaces of the waves except when they are at rest relatively to the

medium into which they protrude. For when the medium flows around

the edge there would occur infinite velocity and infinite pressure at

the place in question, which must violently draw up the other liquid,

as in fact is occasionally observed in high and foaming waves.

In the case of waves that advance with the same velocity as the

wind the summits can in fact have a ridge of 130° before they break

into foam.
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The above given formula' show tbat when cos e diminishes from its

upper to its lower value, then both Ci and 4> and C-^ must continually

increase. For waves whose lengths remain constant the increase of %s

and Cl means an increase of the two velocities bi and b? as well as their

sum, i. e., the wind velocity tv=bi-\-b2. If the latter remains constant,

then the wave length must necessarily diminish with increasing cos e.

It follows from this, that within certain limits the same wind can

€xcite this form of waves of greater and smaller wave lengths. The
longer waves will at the same time hav^e a relatively greater altitude.

This relation depends upon the store of energy that is accumulated in

the wave.

VIII. THE ENERGY OF THE WAVES.

When we investigate the energy of the waves of water raised by the

influence of the wind, and compare it with that which would be ap-

jjropriate to the two fluids uniformly flowing with the same vi'locity

when the boundary surface is a plane, we find that a large number of

the possible forms of stationary wave motion demand a smaller storage

of energy than the corresponding current with a plane boundary.

EJence the current with a plane boundary surface plays the part of a

condition of unstable equilibrium to the above-described wave motion.

Besides these, there are other forms of stationary wave motion Avhere

the store of energy for both the masses that are in undulating motion

is the same, as in the case of currents of equal strength with plane

bounding surfaces; and finally, there are those in which the energy of

the wave is the greater.

The reason for this is to be found in the following circumstances:

In the undulating masses of water two forms of energy occur, namely:
First, potential energy, represented by the water raised from the wave

valley' to the wave summit. This quantity of work increases with the

increasing height of the wave, and must always be positive; it is only

absent for perfectly smooth surfaces.

jSecoiid, living force is common to the two forms of motion under com-

parison, and according to the original assumption there is an equal

quantity of it in the portions of the fluid masses distant from the

boundary surface. The difference of the two modes of motion is not

affected by the participation of the more distant strata of fluid, the

difference between the two motions depends only on the strata that lie

near the boundary surface. The wave surface which we again imagine

to ourselves fixed in space afitbrds to the two fluids streaming along it

an alternately broad and narrow channel ; where the bed is broader the

fluid moves more slowly, the upper fluid above the wave valley, the

lower fluid under the wave summit. Thereby the living force of the

portion flowing through a broadening of the channel will be alternately

smaller, while that flowing through a narrowing of the channel will be
greater than the living force in the corresponding part of the uniform
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stream with the plane bouudmg surface. But the volumetric exteusioii

of the part with diminished living force, that fills the broader channel,

is greater thau the volume of increased velocity in the narrow channel

Therefore in the sum total the living force of the diminished portion

prevails.

^Nevertheless only the terms of the fourth degree in C which first oc-

curred in the computation by considering the terms witli T^ in the val-

ues of X and y, give a basis for the computation of the differeuce of

energy. This difference, as couiputed for one wave-length according to

my calculation in the class of waves discussed in Section Yii, is as

follows

:

or

E.

Tcos^g ,
[5-2cos^.][cosV-ii,J ^ lr4ri5.0S45-eos^.l.[cos^-f+0.0S43]

J 44 • cos^f—

t

48" ^
J L ^ J

In this the Cl is the only factor that changes rapidly for small changes

of cos f, a circumstance that very materially lightens the numerical

computation. For jE = 0, we find the value cos-£ = 0.075148,

which is not verj^ far from the limit of convergency or cos£- = 0.672C4.

Corresponding to E = we find

e = 0.740333

^;i = 0.1717(513

r = 0.G899

z = O.oOCSfj

77 = 0.20404 X A

e" = 2.52000

Since these are the waves that can be immediately x)roduced by a
constant wind, therefore these are the values that lie at the foundation

of the computation quoted in Article G, whereas the values for the

lowest waves are found when we assume for cos^s the upper limit of its

values, namely, 0.08015.

Theory shows, moreover, as also the above numerical example, that

the waves of this form for large values of cos e and for the same mate-

rial and same strength of wind have greater wave-lengths ; that, how-

ever, their altitudes form a smaller fraction of the wave-length, and that

their energy when cos^f >0.e75148 is smaller than that of the recti-

linear fiow of both media with the same velocities. The differeuce of

energy is zero for very low waves ; it is negative when we pass to rel-

atively high waves; it reaches a maximum, then diminishes, and is

again zero for the given l)oundary value.
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It is sufficient to have proven that for one form of wave billows due

to wind are possible, which billows have a less store of energy than

the same wind would have over a plane boundary surface. Hence it

follows that the condition of rectilinear flow with plane boundary sur-

face appears at first as a condition of indifferent or neutral equilibrium,

when we consider only the lower powers of small quantities. But if

we consider the terms of higher degree, then this condition is one of
unstable equilibrium, in view of certain disturbances that correspond to

stationary waves between definite limits as to wave-length; but on the

other hand is a condition of stable equilibrium when we consider shorter

waves.

This result is evidently of great importance for the origin of waves.

It follows from this, as we everywhere see confirmed in nature, that

even the most uniform wind can not blow over a plane surface of water

without on the slightest disturbance causing waves of a certain length,

which for a given height acquire regular form and speed of propaga-

tion. If the wind increases then the heights of all these waves in-

crease, the shorter ones among them break foaming, so that new longer

cues of less height can be formed.

The greater energy that is necessary in this case in order to push the

shorter waves up higher becomes possible in that the previous feebler

wind had already given a part of its energy to the mass of water, and
the new stronger wind finds this i)art already i^resent there.

Breaking, foaming atmospheric billows cause mixture of strata in

the mass of air. Since the elevations of the air-waves in the atmos-

phere can amount to many hundred metres, therefore precipitation can

often occur in them which then itself causes more rapid and higher

ascent. Waves of smaller and smallest wave-length are theoretically

possible. But it is to be considered that perfectly sliarp limits between

atmosi)heric strata having different motions certainly seldom occur,

and therefore in by far the greater number of cases only those waves
will develop whose wave-length is very long compared with the thick-

ness ot the layer of transition.

The circumstance that the same wind can excite waves of different

lengths and velocities, will cause interferences to occur between the

waves, and also higher and lower wave summits to follow each other

interchangeably. This is a process observed often enough on the

shore of the ocean. But where two wave summits of different groups

of waves reenforce each other a height will easily be attained at

which they break into foam, and thereby, as in the analogous case

of the production of sonorous combination tones, longer waves can
be formed which, when they are favored by the strength of the wind,

can also grow larger. This is one of the processes by which waves of
great length can arise.



YII.

THE ENERGY OF THE ALLOWS AND THE WIND.*

Bv Prof. H. Von Helmholtz.

In 1113^ comnninication to the Academy on July 25, 1889, 1 called atten-

tion to tbefact that a planesurface of water above which a steady wind

is blowing- is in a state of unstable equilibrium and that the origin of

large waves or billows of water is essentially due to this circumstance.

I have there also shown that the same process uuist be repeated at the

boundary of two strata of air of difterent densities gliding over each

other, but that in this case it can assume much larger dimensions and

without doubt has an important meaning as a cause of noni)eriodic

meteorological phenomena.

The importance of these processes has induced rae to investigate still

more thoroughly the relations of the energy and its distribution between

the air and the water; at first, however, as before, with the limitation

to stationary waves in which the motions of the particles of water only

take place parallel to a vertical i)lane in which the coordinates are re-

spectively [x) vertical and (y) horizontal. Since however we can

only solve even this si)ecial problem by the development into a converging

series whose higher terms rapidly diminish in magnitude but otter com-

paratively complex forms therefore the conclusions that we may have
drawn from a knowledge of the first largest term of such a seri( s are

necessarily always limited to waves of slight altitude and cause the

correctness of many more important generalizations to appear doubtful.

Many of these difficulties have been surmounted in that I have been
able to reduce the law of stationary rectilinear waves to a problem of

minima, in which the variable quantities are the potential and actual

energies of the moving fluids. From this problem in variations many
general conclusions can be deduced as to the decrease and increase of

the energy, and the difference between stable and unstable equilibrium

of the surface of water.

Theoretically considered, there arises here a rather new problem in

so far as we have to do, not with the difference between stable and un-

* From the Sii::ungsherichte of tbe Eoyal Prussian Academy of Scieuces al Berlin,

1890, v«»l. VII, pp. 853-8T-2. Wiedemanu, Jmiahn, 1890, XLi, pp. 641-662.
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stable equilibrium of masses at rest, but with moviug masses that are

in steady motion.

Some examples of such differences have indeed been already treated,

as in the rotation of a solid body about the axis of its greatest or least

moment of inertia, and in the rotation of a fluid ellipsoid subject to

gravity. But a general principle such as is giveu for bodies at rest, in

the proposition that stable equilibrium requires a minimum of poten-

tial energy, has never yet been established for a moving system of bodies.

The following investigations lead to such propositions, which more-

over can also be considered as generalizations of the propositions that

1 have deduced from the general equations of motion given by Lagrange
in their application to the motion of " poly cyclic" systems.*

I. THE THEOREM OF MINIMUM ENERGY APPLIED TO STATIONARY
WAVES HAVING A CONSTANT QUANTITY OF FLOW.

As in my paper of last year,t I indicate by u and v the component
velocities of the particles of water during any motion that is free from

vortices by the equations

:

I again assume, whenever the opposite is not expressly stated, that

the coordinate system for x y is at rest with reference to the wave, x
being vertical, positive upward, y horizontal. Therefore the wave sur-

face is at rest with reference to these coordinates M'hile the two fluids

:flow steadily along it. The wave curve will be considered as i)eriodical

with the wave length A. On the other hand, the flowing fluid will be

considered as bounded by two horizontal planes whose equations are

x=Hi and x=—E2 (la)

Corresponding to this, I indicate the remaining quantities that refer

to the fluid which is on the positive side of x by the subscript 1 ; those

that are on the negative side of x by the subscript 2.

The wave-lines and these two horizontal boundary lines must be

stream lines—that is to say, ?/' must have a constant value throughout

their whole length. Since each of the functions ^' can contain an arbi-

trary additive constant, therefore we can assume arbitrarily both of

the values of ip for one of the stream lines. I assume that for the wave
fine for which

X = X
we have the value

^ = (lb)

* Eronecker tmd TTtyo'strass, Journ.fiir Mathemai., iy.^4, vol", xcvii, p. 118.

t [See the previous paper, No. VI, iu this collection of Translations. ]

80 a 8
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On the other hand, for the bouudary Hue, for which

[
(It-)

we have Vi = Pi )

aud for the other boundary line, whose e<iuation is

X = — 17.)

[
(1^7)

we have //•> = p2 )

The quantities pi and p2, as is well knowu, give respectivelj' the vol-

umes of the fluid that flow in the unit of time through every section

between the wave surfaces for whicb </•] = i/^z = 0, and through the

upper or lower bouudary surface.

These are the quautities which I have above designated as quantities

of Jioic. In taking the variations of these quaurities, I shall, in this

l)aragraph, consider pi and p2 as invariable.

That altitude will be adopted as the initial point for x, at which the

boundary surface of the two quantities of fluid under consideration

would be at rest, which is expressed by the equation

X (hj = {le)

/..

that is to say, x = is a plane such that as much water is raised above

it as sinks below it.

Finally the si)ace within which lie the quantities that are subject to

variation is also bounded by two vertical planes that are separated

from each other by one wave length. Since the movements are to be

periodical and consistent with the wave length A, the velocities at the

right vertical surface and at the left vertical surface must be equal or

^x ^x

therefore for the same values of x

tr=^'l (1/)

and

~^-~w (^^^

According to Eq. (1) this last equation can also be written

;)(p,_d(pi

dx ^x

or

<7>,.— ^,= constant (1/i)

Now it is known that equations (1) are resolvable when {i/:-\-(pi) can be
represented as a function of (x+j//), which function must show no dis-

continuity and no infinite values within the region filled by the fluid in

question.
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When the form of the wave-line is given, the values of the two func-

tions, ?/', as is well known, are completely determined by the above
given boundary conditions (lb) to [Ig) and in that case the two integrals,

which multiplied by one-half of the density of the respective fluids, give

the living forces, namely :

"WlKtK'i;]- <^'

aud

become absolute minima for such variations of the functions y-i, as are

possible under the given circumstances, when at the same time the

values pi and p2 are considered as invariable.

Ou the other hand the form of the wave-line is not yet determined

b}^ the conditions hitherto given, except in so far that it must be period-

ical with the period A. We can however determine the form of this

boundary line corresponding to the physical condition that the pressure

shall be the same ou either side of it, in that we require that the varia-

tion of the difference between the potential energy ^ and the living

force L=Li+Lz sball disappear, or

6[0-L]=O , . . . . {2b)

The potential energy depends upon the unequal elevation of the dif-

ferent parts of the surface of heavier fluid above the level surface x=0.
Its amount is easily seen to be given by the equation

^=y{S2-s,)/x'cly (2c)

If Sz is the denser fluid, then the positive x, as already remarked,

must be assumed as ascending perpendicularly and y must be taken as

a positive quantity.

When the linear element d s of the boundary-line of the two fluids is

displaced upwards normal to its own direction b^' the infinitely small

quantity S JV, then the variation becomes

6 ^=(j{s2-Si)J'xSy. ds {2d)

The variation of L can be executed in two steps. In the first of these

we imagine the boundary-line displaced in the above-given manner and
first allow the two functions if-i and y-g in each point of space to remain

unchanged, but in doing so, on that side where space is gained by the

displacement d s, imagine this strij) so gained to be filled with the con-

tinuous prolongation of the ip that pertains to this side, and so that the

equation J ^'=0 continues to be satisfied in that region [and so that the

prolongation of ?/? just mentioned enters here instead of the value of the

other function of if- previously existing here]. This prolongation of the

function ip into the strip just described is, as well known, only possible

in one manner without forming discontinuities. Only when a cusp of
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the appioi)riate function //exists in tbeori<?iual boundary, therefore, es-

pecially when the boundary -line forms a sharp corner, is a continuous

prolongation of the function excluded. The special physical signifi-

cance of such a case we shall have to consider later on.

By this first step in the variation of i we obtain

.. .=i/[. (;| )%(*)>..^.

But now the values of //i and i/'2 aie no longer zero at the new
boundary, but we have there, approximately

and in order again to make these equal to zero we must execute a

second step in the variation, such that the function //' shall so vary that

these now again become zero at tbe new boundaries. Since according

to the general laws of potential functions we have

S"L=-s, J jp^
d,/^, ds-s, j ^p 6^2 ds

therefore when we (as is necessary in our case) put

we obtain the final value

:

6L = S'L + S"L=-i f[s: {jPJ-^, (jPJ] <h SS. . (LV)

Since finally tbe volume of each of the two liquids must remain

unchanged during the variation, therefore it is necessary that

f d N ds=0 (2/)

Hence results the variation,

,{^-l} =-f dssis^\, (.,-..) -. 4- |(;^j- 1(^)V. }

= -/f7sr5xY|j>2 -pi.J (2^')

Here pi and ;)] designate the fluid pressure on the upper and lower

sides, respectively, of the boundary surface as they result from Euler's

hydrostatic equations. Since jjg and j?] contain arbitrary additive con-

stants c can be omitted.
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. Wheu, therefore, the equation {2b) is to be satisfied, that is to say,

when we must have

d
{
^-i i =0

then must p/=Pi throughout the boundary surface, which is the con-

dition of a stationary surface.

The stability of the steady motion.—For any form of surface that nearly

corresponds to a stationary form, and which therefore still shows dif-

ferences of pressure, it lollows from the preceding- that such a surface

when it changes with the differences of the pressures experiences there-

fore a positive displacement rfiV where pi >i>i, therefore the quantity

{0—L) diminishes and consequently ai)proximates to a neighboring

minimum of ((?— X), and must therefore depart from the neighboring

maximum of the same quantity.

The hydro-dynamic equations show in fact that the equality of pres-

sure in such cases can only be brought about by accelerations which

act in the direction from the stronger to the feebler pressure and
must disturb the steady motion.

Therefore the stable equilibrium of a stationary waveform must

(among all possible variations of such a form) correspond to a minimum
of the quantity {0—L), just as in the polycyclic systems for a constant

velocity of their cyclic motions. When on the other hand this same

quantity (^

—

L) attains a maximum value or a cusp value for some

other form of curve, then the condition of equality of pressure on both

sides of the boundary" surface is at least temporarily fulfilled; but

individual or the very smallest disturbances of the form of equilibrium

must continue to increase : the equilibrium will thus become unstable

as is actually recognized in natural water-waves by the foaming and

breaking of the crests of the waves.

On the other hand it is to be remarked that these propositions hold

good only when the functions Li and Li are determined as minima in

accordance with the boundary conditions of the spaces within which

they hold good, and for every variation in the form of the boundary

line the functi(ms experience a change in accordance with this condi-

tion that they shall be minima.

rjnder the assumptions already made, the function ^ is certainly

positive and fiuite, since only a finite quantity of liquid is present

which can be raised up only through the finite altitude Ex. L is also

necessarily positive but can become +go, since the summit of the wave
can approximate to the upper but the trough of the wave to the lower

boundary surface and the total constant quantity of moving fluid must
then be pressed with infinite velocity through infinitely narrow crevices.

The quantity {<P—L) must therefore have a positive value for plane

boundary surfaces where ^=0, and it can become — cc for increasing

wave altitudes. Whether a minimum occurs between these limits, and

for what value of p this could occur, can only be decided by investigation
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of tlie individual forms of tlie wavt's. At least one cusp value occurs

lor a plane surface.

Only this much can be at once seen, that when an absolute minimum
exists there must be a transition leading from this to the infinite nega-

tive value of ((?— i), which transition at first begins with an ascending

value and then again diminishes. There mnst then be a lowest value on

the transition curve between the ascending and the descending values

that corresponds to a maximo-miuimum (absolute minimum ) of the quan-

tity (^— i), therefore also to a stationary form of wave, but such an one

as corresponds to an unstable equilibrium, and which is on the point of

becoming a breaker.

If such a minimum exists, then for it any variation in the form of the

"wave that makes <^ increase will make L increase by the same amount.

The same is true of the cusp value when we consider such waves as

form trough-lines. But if we increase the values of pi and 1^25 that is

to say, if we increase the velocity of the wind and the rate of i)roi)aga-

tion of the waves through water, then the partial differential coeflicient

of X will be greater at both places and the two limiting values must

approach each otlier and finally coincide, whereby the absolute mini-

mum ceases to exist and the equilibrium becomes unstable. Hence it

is to be concluded that with increasing rate of flow, stationary waves
of a given wave-length will finally become impossible.

Necessary formation ofhrealers ichen the velocity is excessive,—Tliat,for

a constant definite value of the wave-length, minima of the function

(0

—

L) are no longer possible for large values of pi and p2 exceeding a

certain definite amount, can easily be shown as follows: We compute
the values of ij and X2 under the assumption that ).'>i=po= l, for any

arbitrarily chosen form of wave and then for an arbitrarily chosen value

of d<P seek the two variations of the curve which respectively^ make 6L1

and 6L2 to become maxima.

Among the possible variations of the form of the wave that give

positive values of 6^ are those that give higher summits and lower

troughs for the wave. Since the upper fluid has the greatest [least ?

—

C. A.] section above the summits of the waves, but the smallest [great-

est"?

—

C. A.] section above their valleys therefore above the summits a

greater velocity of flow must prevail tban above the valleys, that is to

say the value of -^w wiHst be greater absolutely on the summits than

in the troughs. Hence follows from equation (2e) that when we raise

the summits and depress the valleys we obtain not only positive values

of d<P but also positive values of dLi and 6L2. Consequently the de-

sired maximum values of the two quantities SLi and 6L2, that belong

to the prescribed positive values of d'P are necessarily positive, and for

a finite altitude of the wave the ratio v:i-as also -r-r- must necessarily

be finite.
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"We now indicate by a a proper fraction and imagine that we have ex-

ecuted a variation of Li to the amount expressed by ar, such as would

correspond to the variation a. d^. On the other hand we perform the

variation dLi^ to the amount (1— «). Then the total variation for ^ is

6^= [«+(!-«)] 6^^

6L = a. 6Li + (1— ^1'). 6L2.

If now SLi > 6L2 we obtain the maximum variation of dL when we
make a = 1; but for the opposite case we shoukl have to make « = 0.

Tlius 6L attains the greatest value that it can have for the given value

of (J^ and the adopted form of wave.

When the greatest positive value of SL is smaller than 6<^ then a

value for pi^ can be found that in any case will make

and therefore, for at least one method of change of form, which need not

necessarily be a minimal form, will make the variation d {0—L) nega-

tive.

Since ^ always remains finite one can always execute finite varia-

tions in its magnitude that shall be of the same order of magnitude as

tbe displacement 6N of the elementary line ds, and which latter give

always finite variations of Li and L-z, at least for finite velocities of fiow

along the surface.

Infinite velocities can only occur at the projecting cusps of the wave-

lines and, when there is a current there, give infinite negative pressures,

that is to say, the phenomena of breaking or frothing. Oulj' when there

exists no relative motion of the wave with respect to the medium into

which the sharp edges of the waves project, namely, when the wind has

precisely the same speed as that of the wave, can such cusp points

long endure.

Except these latter cases, that lie on the boundary of breaking and

frothing, we shall therefore for all continuously curved forms ot waves

have for every S^ a maximum of 6L of the same order of magnitude.

And when we seek for the smallest value of the ratio -.— and seek for
d(p

a value of p^ which shall be greater than the greatest of the values of

1

6L thus obtained, then for the corresponding strength of current the

60
possibility of stationary wave-formation for the prescribed wave-length

A is entirely excluded.

Therefore stationary waves of a prescribed wave-length are only possible

for such values of the velocities of flotv \\- and p2^ as are less than cer-

tain definite extreme limits.

On the other hand, these same considerations further show that the
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dimimitiou of tbe values pr and ^.V will necessarily make the larger

values of SLi and 6L2 with respect to (^^ disappear. Then variations

of d'P can not be counterbalanced by opposite and equal values of L
aud then can at the most ouly one limiting value exist, /. e., that which

corresponds to the plane surface. The limit for the smallest allowable

values of \\ and p2 results from the preceding investigation as follows :*

Hence the range of values of {pifand {\y,Y that permit stationary waves

of the wave-length A is limited on its loiver side.

It is to be noticed that the quantity pz determines the progressive

velocity of the wave with respect to the water; p], on the other hand,

determines the velocity of the wind relative to the wave. Either of

these can be small if the other is sufficiently large.

II. THE THEOREM OF MINIMUM ENERGY APPLIED TO STATIONARY
BILLOWS WITH A CONSTANT VALUE OF THE VELOCITY POTENTIAL.

The value of the living force, as given in equation (2), can by partial

integration be written

in which the integral relates only to the upper horizontal boundary line.

The portions of the integral for the other limit of the space Sx all disap-

pear. Since now according to equation (1)

dx dy

there results

Of, if we put

which difference is independent of .r, we obtain

i^i=|Vli . (3)

and similarly

L,=.-J^^2 : . . (3rt)

* My attention has been called to the fact that Sir William Thomson has already

given this eqnatiou as the first approximation, taking into consideration the streugih

of tlie wind, I'hilns. Ma;/., 1871 (4), vol. XL, p. 3G2, where, moreover, the influence of

capillarity is also considered.
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The quantities p and f are dependent on each other as soon as the

form of the space is given for whose boundary they hokl good ; so that

we can put

where 9t indicates a value that depends onlj' on the size aud form of this

space. Hence there results

L=^P. f = ^P^t=5^ [Sb)

When therefore 'M experiences a chauge (^iH., then if f remains un-

changed we have

(Ji=;^. p. rfst

on the other hand, when p remains unchanged we have

6\)=0.

Both variations therefore have the same values with opposite signs..

We can therefore, instead of

which is the form of variation for the stationary condition where the

variation of S L is deduced from the variation of the form of the

region, also write

d fi -=d [2 = 0.

The quantities f according to their definition have the value:

{u. dx+v. dy)

the integral being taken for any value that leads from the point {x,y)

to the point (ir, y + A). When we choose the stream-line ip= constant

for this path between these points then the integral also indicates a
path along which a series of material liquid particles would flow. The
value of the integral fi, as computed for such a series of material flow-

ing particles as is well known remains unchanged, whatever motions
may otherwise be going on in the liquid, provided there are no differ-

ences in the sum total of the pressures and potentials of the exterior

forces between the beginning and the end ot the series, and provided
there is no friction. This is the same sum that also remains unchanged
in the vortex motion in every closed ring of material particles. We
can therefore in fluid motions consider s, fi and s-i h as the moments of
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motion, whicb remains invariable except for the influence of direct ac-

celeratinjj forces, while the quantities of flow i\ and p2 thereby receive

the significance of velocities. Thus the two problems iu variations,

here solved, are complete!}^ analogous to the propositions developed by

me in the theory of polycyclic systems, that

6{'P-L)=-2[PaS2K-] (3e)

when the velocities (/,,
of the cyclic motions are maintained constant.

In this equation p,,, are the variable coordinates, and P.^ are the forces

tending to increase these coordinates. Stable equilibrium, as is easy

to see, corresponds to a miniinuui of the {0—L).

On the other hand, when we assume the moment of motion ^ to

be constant we have

6{<P+L)=-2[P,dVa]

Here, also, stable equilibrium demands that the quantity (^ + i^, that

is to say, the total energy of the body be a minimum.
The equation (2^) corresponds throughout to the above equation (3e)

for polycyclic systems, only that in tlie former the number of variable

coordinates 6N of the surface elements ds is infinitely large and the

force which, in it corresponds to P^, namely, the fluid pressure, is a con-

tinuous function of y: hence the integral is used instead of the sign of

summation.

That stable equilibrium, even in the theory of waves, also corresponds

to the minimum of energy for a constant value of f is evident when we
consider the influence of friction which can restore a disturbed stable

equilibrium but not a disturbed unstable equilibrium. Friction always

diminishes the store of energy that may be present. It can, therefore,

restore a disturbed minimum of energy but not a departure from a maxi-

mum.

III. THE THEOREM OF MINIMUIvI EXERGY APPLIED TO LAYERS OF
INFINITE THICKNESS.

In the following we shall consider the two layers of fluid on whose
boundary surface the waves form, as very deep in the vertical direc-

tion, therefore the values Ri and if. as very large and as respectively

increasing beyond all limits to infinity, in order to free the theory of

waves from those complications which are brought about by the influ-

ence of the upper and lower horizontal boundary surfoces.

Under these circumstances the motion on these two far distant hor-

izontal boundary surfaces does not difler sensibly from rectilinear uni-
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form velocity. For the surface Hi we put fl, for tbis velocity, for the

surface H2 we take {—a-i) since we give the latter a motion in the oppo-

site direction to that which would be given to it in the normal cases

where the wind outruns the wave.

We have at once

—h= f(2' ^

and in the higher layers of the fluid

where Jh is a constant to be determined by the equation (le).

Similarl^^

4-2+ (P2
i= —C2 (^*4-2/')+ /'2

For plane boundary surfaces when for these as above assumed

^'i= ;/-2=0, and also ^=0, we should also have hi and li^ both equal to

zero, and the living force in this case becomes

When on the other hand billows have arisen, Li is smaller for a con-

stant valiie of cii and therefore also of fi, since, as we have seen then a

uegative value of SLi results from an increase in the altitude of the

wave. We can therefore under these circumstances put

Li=^a{- {Hi—ri). A

wherein rx has a positive value that depends on the form and height

of the wave, but not on /Zj. If we imagineriTi increased by the quan-

tity D Hi and the quantity Xi correspondingly increased by I> Li then

iu the strip thus added to the field the velocity is uniformly equal to ay

and therefore

DLi=%a\.DHi

A+ i>ii='J-«' [(5'i + I>^:)-r,].A.

Therefore the same value of ?-j also holds good for the greater alti-

tude independent of the value of D Hi.

The formula (4) gives directly

\\= -\i{Hi-ri) (4«)

Compared with galvanic conditions, pi measures the total flow or the

intensity of the current; h is the difference of potential between the

boundary surfaces. Hence {Hi—Vx) is the conductivity which is pro-
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portional to the sectional area. Therefore n corresponds to that con-

stant diminution of tlie sectional area which causes the current to

diminish just as the irreguhir obstruction by the waves does.

For a constant value of a^ and «,, respectively, since A, JTi, and H2
remain unchanged, the condition that a minimum of [0 -\- L) should

exist gives

S[<P+L)= S0—.,aldri—:,a:6r,=O (4^)

The other niiuinium condition in which ^/,, a-, are to be replaced by

Pi 1 P'a,= ^^^ and a.=^r-.

is

which agrees perfectly with that tirst found.

The quantities ri and r-i depend only on the form of the wave, and are

generally found by simple computations as soon as we have found the

form of the functions (j-i and if-o.

Horizontal trnnsportation of the superficial layer.—The quantity of

flow pi and p2 of the two fluids is no longer the same as it would be

over plane surfaces of water for equal values of the velocities Oi and

«25 but it is smaller than before in the upper medium by the quantity

Vi «! and in the lower medium by the quantity Vo a-z.

Imagine now the velocity' {—(h) added to both sides so that the lower

medium comes to rest, but the waves progress with the velocity {
— a-z).

Then beneath plane boundary surfaces all motion disappears, but be-

neath billowy surfaces a general current is set up of the magnitude

—a-z Vz, and thus the wind in the upper region travels not with a uni-

form velocity (aj + rtj), but just above the billowy surface there occurs

a diminution of the How of air to the amount of rti Vi.

These two currents cause tlie mass of air and water taken together to

have a different moment of motion in a horizontal direction than if they

flowed with the same velocitic. «i and az over plane boundary surfaces,

and this difference of moment of motion, reckoned as positive in the

direction of the wind, is

jl = s-z «•> Vz — Si tti ri (o).

This can only be equal to zero when

s-, az rz=Si GiVi (5rt),

or, if we introduce u\ the velocitj- of the wind,

iv = Cti -\- Uz (5&)>
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then equation {5a) becomes

S2 r<i w — a\
?, rx + s-i r-i

Si Ti tC = a2.
Si n 4- 6'2 r-2

Siuce now Vi and r-z nave valnes that differ but little for the ordinary

waves (as the subsequent computations will show), and since for air and
water

S2 773.4' •

therefore this condition gives the rate of propagation of the wave
against the water as approximately

For waves of low altitude equation I, Section vii of my paper of the

previous year,* neglecting the small quantities z and r, becomes

> , o g-^ {s-i — si)
Sitti'--^ .S2 a-i- = \,

If we put to=10 metres which corresponds to a rather strong wind,

then for low waves of a constant moment of motion, we have

ai = 9".98709

a2 = 0™.0]291

A = 0°i.082782

These waves of only 8 centimeters in length evidently can corre-

spond only to the first crumpling of the surface, such as a strong wind
striking upon it immediately excites. Only when the same wind blows

for a long time over these initial waves, and gives them a part of the

moment of motion of a long stretch of air, can waves be thereby pro-

duced with greater velocities of propagation.

Hence in accordance with experience it follows that wind of a uni-

form strength striking a quiet surface of water can only produce more
rapidly running waves, namely, those that are longer and higher, when
it has acted for a long time on the waves that first arose, and has

accompanied these for a long distance over the surface of the water.

At the same time it also becomes clear that for a uniform wind the

waves can only increase in size when the wind advances faster in the

same direction than the waves themselves.

Energy of progressive waves on quiet water.—As in the case of the

moment of motion, so also with the storage of energy in the wave.

Our previous comparisons of the energy of different waves among
themselves has reference to the energy of relative motion of the fluid

with reference to the stationary wave.

* [See page 107 of this collection of Translations.]
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The well known propositiou that the Jiving force of any coiuplejf me-

chanical system is equal tQ the living force of the motions relative to its

center of gravity plus the living force of the motion of the center of gravity

atwliich toe imagine the whole 7nass of the system to be concentrated, can,

with only a small change iu the method of expression, be applied to

our case. For since the total mass of the system multiplied by the

velocity b of the center of gravity, gives the amount of the total mo-

mentum of the system iu the direction of this velocity, therefore we can

also put the living force ^^1 of the center of gravity

"s^ = ^ M n = * ^W IV- (G)

where M is the momentum of the whole system iu the direction of D

and ^lU is the mass of the system. If we now compare with each other

two diti'erent conditions of motion and configuration of the system iu

which Li and L. are the living forces of the motions relative to the

center of gravity, 0i and ^2 are the potential energies, i\ and 1^2 are the

parallel velocities of the center of gravity, then the difference iu the

total energy of the system in the two conditions is

El - JE2 = <Pi - <P2 + ii — X. + * «U in'- i m. l>2'.

If now, without changing the relative motions, I in both cases add

the quantity c to the velocity of the center of gravity, then the above

difference of energies changes into

IJ,'-E-/= E^-E2+ c (Jf, -M2).

If Mi—M2=0, then the value of the difference in energy is not

changed by the addition of the velocity c. This must be true even

when Hi and /Zo, and therefoi e the masses of the moving fluids, increase

to infinity, since for our undulating fluids the differences {E1—E2) and

{Ml— Mi) are finite for each wave length.

Therefore the difference of the energy for stationary waves and for

stationary deep water will be equally great only for waves that satisfy

the condition (5a). According to the propositions above deduced, sta-

tionary waves of this kind must have less energy than smooth water,

which is therefore also true iu this case for this kind of waves above

quiet water.

For waves that have larger values of a^, the addition of a common
velocity (— «2), which brings the deep water into rest, changes the dif-

ference of energy between the two states, that of a smooth surface and

that of a wave fornuition, by the quantity

Ei'—E-2'=Ei -E2+a2 [S2a2r2-siairi].

The index 1 refers to the billowy surface, the index 2 to the plane

surface, the accented E' refers to quiet deep water, the non-accented E
refers to stationary waves.
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Hence it results that when waves of considerable progressive veloc-

ity trench upon quiet deep water the generally very small differences

[E^—JUJ-z) lose their negative and assume a positive value.

Here also the energy that is given to the previously quiet water in

the form of an elevation of its surface and the living force of its mo-

tion must be abstracted from the atmosphere. In order to obtain a

sufficient amount for the formation of large waves, it will on this ac-

count be necessary that long layers of air shall blow over and shall

give up a part of their living force.

In the first momeut when a new gust strikes the surface of the water

stationary waves only can be formed for which 21=0 and Ei—Ei=0
and a-i has the value given in equation (5a). The last condition shows
that these waves will be near the point of s]iirting, as we in fact often

see in the case of small ripples suddenly excited on the surface of the

water. Moreover in these small ripples, as Sir William Thomson has

shown, the capillary tension of the liquid comes into consideration,

which somewhat increases the store of energy of the billowy surface.

In general therefore, stationary waves are not formed immediately

at the beginning, since the waves of constant momentum would leave

behind an excess of energy. But when from the very beginning waves
that have partly a positive and partly a negative difference of momen-
tum and of energy are successively produced on the quiet water, then

the sum of these differences can become zero. These systems of waves,

having different wave-lengths and progressive velocities, cause mani-

fold interferences as they progress, and, according to the principle given

by me for combination-tones (which in its application to the tidal wave
has already received a very beautiful confirmation by Sir William

Thomson's analysis of the tidal observations collected by the British

Association), waves of greater wave-length can gradually be formed.

So long as the wind outruns the waves it steadily increases the store

of energy and the momentum of the waves, and furthermore, so long-

as the energies computed for stationary waves diminish and can form

a still lower minimum, the inclination to attain the form of least en-

ergy under the cooperation of all the small perturbations which the

other concurrent waves bring about, in the case of nature, will develop

still further. This will finally lead to the value corresponding to the

i'ormation of a cusp and to the foaming of the upper ridge in case this

can be produced by the given wind velocity.

In April of this year [1S90] I endeavored by observations that I in-

stituted at the Cape of Antibes [near Marseilles] to arrive at some con-

firmation of these consequences drawn from theor3^ With a small port-

able anemometer I lueasured the strength of the wind directly at the

edge of the steep cliff" of the narrow tongue of land which projects

rather far into the sea. However, the observations showed that many
times a stronger wind must have prevailed out on the sea than I had
been able to observe on shore. I also counted the number of approach-

ing billows.
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With water-waves the same as with souud-waves it is to be assumed

that, through all deviations, delays, and diminutions that they experi-

ence, the time of vibration remains unchanged. This time may there-

fore be determined near the shore even though the progressive velocity

in shallow water is changed and the form and the length of the waves

change. The number, X, of the waves in a minute is expressed by

,._ GO.a.

When ((2 increases to naz then A increases to n-A, as shown in my paper

of a year ago, and therefore

jy n •

n

A velocity «2=10 metres would give 9.4 waves per minute; on the

other hand a velocity «2=5 would give 18.8.

The counting of the waves without registering instruments is now not

to be executed with great accuracy, since on the sea, so far as I have

seen it, there are always numerous adjacent waves of rather different

periodic times which interfere and give phenomena corresponding to

the acoustic beats. During the minimum of motion one can easily make
errors in the counting; by repeated countings at the same place we
obtain therefore variations of about one-tenth or even more of the

desired number.

The strength of the wind that I observed on the shore did not exceed

G.l metres per second. This was on the evening of my arrival in

Antibes, April 1, 1890; the wind was from east southeast; I counted

between 8.0 and 10 waves per minute. On the next morning, April 2,

there were still 10 to 10.5 waves per minute, although the wind had

almost entirely gone down. This number of waves would be expli-

cable only when a wind about 10 metres per second had blown steadily

over the open sea. On the 2d of April the wind rose in the course of

the day to a velocity of only 4 metres per second. Yet on the 3d of April

also the number of waves was still 9.5 with a very feeble wind ; on the

4th of April for the first time an increase was perceptible up to 12.3

waves per minute.

During a series of quiet days the number of steadily diminishing

waves gradually increased to 17 or 18. Finally on the 7th of April the

wind began again to increase. In the morning I found a velocity of 3.3

metres per second, which in the course of the day increased to 5.5 and
brought the number of waves down to 11 5. This time, however, the

location of the increased wind was demonstrable. In Marseilles during

the previous night a sev<^re whirlwind had prevailed and the larger

waves excited by it stretched as a sharply defined dark-gray band from
the sea horizon hitherward and reached Cape Antibes about midday,
long be'ore the stronger wind that had given rise to them and which
had morever at the latter place by no means the same force as in Mar-
seilles.
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These few observations therefore show a connection between the

number of waves per minute and the strength of the wind and even an
agreement, at leastiu the order of magnitude. But the numbers of waves
are all somewhat smaller than they should be as computed from the

strength of the wind on shore and leave us to conclude that a stronger

wind must have prevailed in the open sea. They show however also

that the re-action of a strong wind may last many days.

For a progressive velocity of 10 metres the waves would in one day
travel 7f degrees of longitude. Therefore, had the Mediterranean even

to the Gulf of Sidra been on the 1st of April covered with waves ex-

cited by a strong breeze of 10 metres velocity, these would need two and
a half days before the last ones would reach the coast of southern

France.

It will of course be possible to solve the problem more thoroughly

only when we hav e at hand continuous registers of the billows and ex-

tended observations of the velocity of the wind. These latter are un-

fortunately not yet collected for the mouth of April of this year, or at

least not yet published, and could therefore not be used by me,

80 A 9



VI r I.

THE THEOEY OF FREE LIQUID JETS.*

Hy T'rof. G. Kirchhoff.

Helmlioltz in his communication on discontinuous motions in liquids,

Berlin, Monats-herichte, April, 1868,t has for the first time determined

the form of a free jet of liquid in a special case. The method used by

him in this determination can, as will here be shown, be so generalized

that it leads to the solution of the same problem for a large number of

cases.

It is assumed that the fluid is incompressible, that no exterior forces

act upon it, that its particles do not rotate, that the currents are steady,

aud finally, that the movement is everywhere parallel to a fixed plane.

Let X and y be the rectangular coordinates of any point of the space

occupied by the flowing liquid reckoned parallel to the fixed plane and
let q) be the velocity potential at this point, then (/> is a function of x
and y such that it satisfies the equation

In this equation '-^ and '^ are the velocities parallel to the axes of
^x Jl/

X and y and Up is the pressure and p is the density, then we have
further

"^'-m^h&n
where c indicates a constant. If the flowing liquid has a free boundary
then this must correspond to a stream line and the ])ressure must be
constant throughout it. The second of these conditions, if we adopt a
proper system of units, will be expressed by the equation

&f+(Mf--
* From Borcliardt's Journal, 1869, vol. lxx, or KirchhoS Gesammelte Abhandlungen^

Leipsic, 1882, pp. 416-127.

t [See also No. Ill of this present collection of Translations.]
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The partial differential equation for qj is satisfied if we have

where i= -/ITr, and o; can be auy function of ^. Therefore

the equation of any curve of flow or stream line is //•=coustant, and we
have

Jx

dq> d(p

njp\\njp\'^
\»J^\3yJ C^^\',f']lX(.%y-m

if we assume that x and y on the right-hand side of these equations can

be represented as functions of q) and //•. Therefore the conditions for

a free boundary of the jet are that for it i/'=constant, and

crjvc;^--
The problem is therefore to express co as such a function of ^aswill

satisfy these conditions.

To this end we put

(Iz

and select the function f{co) so that it is real for a certain value of ip

and fur a certain range of <p, and so that it lies between the limits —1
and +1. For this value of //' and for this range of cp we have

whence

that is to say, the stream line corresponding to the value of ?/' can form
a free boundary to the moving liquid in that portion which corresponds
to the range of q). If there are many values of if: for which /(cy) has
the described property then all the stream lines that correspond to

these values can be free boundaries.

In general gj is defined by the equation above given for

doo

as a many-valued function of z for any definite assumption as to f{co).

Let the region of z^ that is to say the space tilled with the moving liquid,
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be SO bouuded that, witliiu it, no branch of oj merges into another

;

such a branch, therefore, represents a possible mode of fluid motion.

The desired object will be attained when the region of co is appropri-

ately bounded.

In reference to the boundary of the region of ai it is recognized, first,

that it is a line that returns into itself and without cutting itself and
that consists of parts for which //• has a constant value and of parts

for which q) has an indefinitely large positive or an indefinitely large

negative value.

Within the region of cj,/(&?) is a single-valued function of co. If we
had adopted an expression for/(Gj) that represented a many- valued
function, then at its cusp point should start the sections for which w

has a constant value.

Furthermore y/ J\oj)f{ay)— l should also be made a single-valued

function of co. in that through those points for which /(CL))= i 1, the sec-

tions pass for which //• has a constant vahie. For any point of the

region of co the sign of the radical quantity is still at our disposal. If

points occur for which /(a?) is infinite or Infinitely great,* then for one

of these points we may make

^ff{co)f(co)-\= ^f{co)

and assume that this equation holds good for them all.

It is further assumed that the function /(&?) is only infinite at its cusp

points if it is so anywhere, and even here it is infinite only in such a w ay

that if f{oo(s) is infinite then {co—con)f{co) approximates to zero when co

has a value approximating that of co^.

Within the designated region of co therefore z is a single-valued

function of this variable and such that it is never infinite.

Now consider CcD as a function of ;;. The region of s that corresponds

to the adopted region of co does not extend through infinity, and is

bounded by a line that returns into itself and which is made up of the

lines whose equations are cp=— x> and (^= + 00 and of stream lines; a

certain portion of the latter cm be considered as a free boundary of

the moving fluid, the other part can be considered as a fixed wall.

Within this region of z, co has no cusp point, since at no point of it

dz
does^ become zero. Therefore under the condition that the boundary

of the region of z shall not intersect itself, co becomes within that

region a single valued function of z.

This function of z is completely determined as soon as one has found

a single value of z corresponding to a given value of co.

(I.) An example that constitutes a generalization of the case treated

of by Helmholtz is obtained if we put

/(Gj)=/v-+e-<"

* By infinite, I designate the reciprocal of zero, but by infinitely great, the recipro-

cal of an infinitely small quantity.
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where, as also iu the following examples, /, indicates a positive real

fraction, and where the region of oj is bounded by the lines

tp=0, q)=— -^
;

The expression adopted for /(a;) is single value. The multiple points

of Vf\a))Y{oj)—l that do not lie outsidethe region of go are the points

^=-log(l-A-), ^-=0;

(p=-log (1+A;), ip^Tt.

These lie in the boundary of this region, and, therefore, it need not be

further bounded by sections.

The equations of the boundary of the region of co are also the equa-

tions of the boundary of the region of z. If we assume that for (p= -

log (1 -|- A-) and //' = tt we have x = and y = 0, then these equations

when developed become the following

For tp^Tt and cp <^ — log (1 + A) there results

/•*

y=0 and .r=
j

(/,-_e-*_ ^(/^_e-<|.)2_l) d cp
t/— Ice iH-i)

where the root (as also hereafter every root of a positive quantity), is

taken to be positive. By these equations the positive half of the axis

of X is represented; this is to be taken as a fixed wall; at the initial

point of coordinates it merges into the free boundary. For this fieii

boundary, namely, for H'= 7r and cp y — log (l+ A) we have

(A-
_ 1,,„ ( J.!-

e-*)fZ q)

- leg
(
1+i)

y=- / ^l-{l--e-'^]^ dcp

Furthermore for i/-=0 and q) <—log (1 - A) we have

J -log
i
1 -*

)

^ /

y=h

and for ip=i) and ^> —log (1— A)

x=
I

(fc+e-"^) dcp+ci
1/ -log(l-i)

y=- / Jl-{-k-\-e-^Ydcp+b

where « = A- log +- -2— tt ^iTTF

h=-2 7tk

The first part of the stream line ^'=0 which is a straight line paral-

lel to the axis of x and extending to the point x=a, y=b, is to be con-

sidered as a fixed wall ; the second part is to be considered as the free

boundary of the outflowing jet.
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The approximate course of the lines ^=/T and //'=() is showu iu Fig. 4

The completiou of the boundary of the regiou of z is formed by tht

Hue q)=— X, namelj',

—A, «

,r=2 A- cp—le cos '/•+fli

y=-2l- ,i--\.2e"''sini/-+bi

and by the line, ^=+00, namely,

II
=1- (p- v/i"r^2.9+/>2

where «j, &i, Hi. b> are constants whose values are easily obtainable

and which are i)art]y used in the

computation of a and h. The first

of these two lines can be defined as

a half circle that is described withl

an infinitely large radius about thei

origin of coordinates; the second is

a straight line that is perpendicular!

to the jet at an infinitely gre^it dis-

tance from the ori-in; at this dis-

tance the jet forms an angle with the

positive axis of .r whose cosine

equals A'.

If we assume that A; equals 1 them
a becomes infinite and the point t!

[a, h) removes to infinity ; the region 1

of cj can in this case be bounded I

by the lines //•= ;r and tj-= — 7T instead of by the lines c''= 7rand ^=0;;
thus we come to the case treated of by Helmholtz and illustrated by

Fig. 5.

^ ^

I
ac

(

V~^

Fis. 5.

,JC.

Yi<'. 6.

If we make A- equal zero then will h equal zero; in this case the

boundary of the moving fluid is represented by Fig. 6.
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(II.) As a second example the case where

f{c.>)=k+ -
V cj

will be treated and the region of &; stretches indefinitely far in all direc-

tions.

In order to make f{co) a single- valued function we draw a section

from the jioint oj=0, for which section ^'=0 and ^>0 and assume that

for ^=+ and ?/'=+0 the real part of -/ci^ is positive. The cusp points

of the curve ^/Jl^i!^)Y{GJ)^^ilve the points for which cj=0
,

=1— ^^
vcy

-7—= — (l+A-); therefore they all lie on the section already drawn

therefore do not require the making of a new section. As concerns the

sign of V;'{oL)}f{Go)— i it must be so determined according to the

adopted rules that the real part of this radical quantity shall be positive

for ^= + 0, and //'= -|-0. Finally it is assumed that gj and s disappear

simultaneously.

The line for which ?/=0, and (p>0, is the boundary of the region of

z. This line is composed of many parts which are to be distinguished

from each other. For //'==+ 0, and 0<ot< i we have
(I-Af

Then again for '/=— 0, and 0<fp< -^
' (1— A-)

These equations represent a part of the axis of x which is to be

adopted as the fixed wall. If we use the relation

/V(>+7=z)-i^'''^=

Iirfc2
^(AV(p-fl)--^+

^j^_y,,^j
arf sinni-c2);/<^_fcj

we find for the end of this part (of the axis of x) the expression

1+ A--A'^ 1 /;r
,

. ,\
•^=2(i^£l)(i:iF)+ (r:^e C2 + '^^^ ^^"

'V
and

1-A--A2

(1+^(1 -A^)-(T^.(g- "'"«'"*)
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where the arc whose sine is A- is to be taken between zero and ^^^

For ^/•= -fO and f/>> rf^r.-^-z ^e have

and for

dgj

dcp

'^^v^Z--^'-('^v,j

?/•=—Oand (p>
1+A-;

we have

= k
1 1

^-^/-C-v^;
The lines that are represented by the integrals of these equations,

when we determine the constants of integration so that these lines

start from the previously indi-

cated termini of the fixed walls,

are the free boundaries of the
3/ moving liquid. The other

boundaries of the region of 3' lie

at infinite distances, as is seen

from the fact that when a;=oo

we have

dz
a:

W dco
= A'-?Vl-A-2

Fig. 7.

this equation shows at once
that at an infinitely great dis-

tance from the origin of coor-

dinates the flow takes place

with the velocity 1 in a direc-

tion that forms an angle with

the axis of x whose cosine is A. Figure 7 illustrates the boundary of

the region oi z ; besides this boundary the figure also gives the stream

line for which y=0, and <^<0.

(III.) Still one more example may be introduced. Let there be

and let
>f:
vary between —tt and +;r, but cp between— x) and -f-c.

From the point cl?=0 draw a section for which //'=0, and q>'> 0, and
assume that for ^=+ 0, and V=+ 0, the real part of /(cj) is positive.

The points of bifurcation of y/J\(a)J\G3)^-[ are the two points (y=0, and

cj=— log (1— A-) both which are found ui)0u the section that has been

drawn. The sign of the radical quantity Vf{Gj)f{co)— l is determined

by the rule that its real part shall be positive for ^= + 0, and ?/-=+0.
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Finally we assume that co and c disappear simultaneously.

At the bouudary of the region of ~ we have, first the line for which

^•=0, and ^>0. This line is composed of the following* portions:

For //= + 0, and 0<(^<— log [i—k'') we have,

*/'
A,-

.rCvr^F?+Vi^.,-i y^p

For //•=— and 0<(^<— log (I— A') we have,

y=o
These equations represeut a portion of the axis of ,v that is to be

assumed as the fixed partition. Adjoining this fixed partitiou there

comes as the free boundary of the moving fluid the line for which

./'=+0, cp> -log {l-Jc%

therefore

drp -/i_e-*' dq) V l— e-e-'t'

and also the line for which

//'=-0, cp>-\0g(i-k'),

whence

dx k dy =- /i ^
dq)~ A/i_e--^ ^ dq)'

The remaining boundaries of the region of z are the Hues

>f-
=— 7r, y-= 4-,T, (7>=— Gc, ^=+ 00.

For if:= — 7T we have,

dx_ k
_

dij

d(p~ sJiJ^e^V dqi V --j^g_,|,

dy_ I
p

—

For i/-= -{-Tr we have,

These two stream lines are free boundaries throughout their whole
extent.

T-i 1 dz
lor m=—y: we have-r-= — *

;

'

doo ^

dz
for ^=+Go, and '/<0, wehave t— =:_A;-i vT^^^

and for (p=+ y3, and '/>0, we have ^^=k— i y/Y—k^
doj
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For cp=—r., we tberefore haTey=+;x, and the stream flows with a
velocity of 1 in the direction of the negative axis of 2/; for <7.= + x, we
have x= ifco, and ?/=-cc, and the stream flows with a velocity of I'in a
direction that makes an angle whose cosine is =f^- with the direction of
the positive axis of .r.

In Fig. 8 the boundaries of the moving fluid are represented for this
-case.

Pig. 8.



IX.

ox DISCOXTIXUOUS MOTIOXS IX LIQUIDS.

By Prof. A. Oberbeck.

It is customary to designate by the term discontinuous liuid mo-

tions, those phenomena ofmovemeutin which the velocity is not tlirough-

out the whole space tilled with the fluid a continuous tuuctiou ot the

location. Therefore iu such movements there occur surlaces within

the fluid that separate from each other regions within whu-h the veloci-

ties differ from each other by tinite quaudties. Ti»e fundamental luin-

<iil)le8 of the theory of these motions were first given by Helmholtz.t

If we assume that a velocity i)otential {qj) does exist for so called

steady- fluid motions then the hydro-dynamic differential equations can

be summarized iu the one equation,

''=<^-mj^m<'i1
Now Helmholtz has shown that the pressure j> and consequently the

velocity can be discontinuous fuuctions of the coordinates and that

there are a great number of phenomena of motion for which the assump-
tion of a discontinuous function is necessary. Especially has this theory

been applied by Helmholtz and by Kirchhott" to fluid jets,! and the

boundaries of free jets can be given under the following assumptions:
[a) That uo accelerating force acts upon the fluid.

[b) That the movement is steady.

[c) That the movement depends only upon two variables, j^-aud ?/, and
is therefore everywhere parallel to a fixed plane.

If in other cases, for instance for jets that are symmetrical about au
axis or that are under the influence of the accelerating force of gravity,

* Read at the session of the Physical Society' in Berlin, May 11, 1877. TraDslated
from Wiedemann's Annalen der Physilc und Chemie, 1877, vol. ii, p. 1-16.

t See the Berlin Monatsberichte, 1868, p. 215 [or No. II of this series of Translations.]

t See Crelle's Journal vol. Lxx, p. 289-299, [and Nos. Ill and VIII of this collection of
Translations.]
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it is not yet possible to determine the free boundaries by computation,

then this is only because of the analytical difficulties. In general, how-

ever, one can judge of the nature of these boundaries from a considera-

tion of the results already found.

The mathematical investigations just referred to hold good equally

well for liquid jets that are bounded by quiet air as for those that are

bounded by similar quiet liquid. In the actual production of such liquid

jets it of course makes a great difference whether we allow water to

flow into the air or water to flow into water. In both cases disturbing

circumstances occur of which the mathematical theory takes no consid-

eration. The jets of water projected freely into the air have been most

thoroughly investigated.*

In these experiments the formation of jets occurs just as would be

expected according to theory. On the other hand, however, it is knowu

that water jets are influenced to an important extent by the capillary

tension of the free surface, and that in consequence of this at certain

distances from the orifice they break up into drops.

If we allow a liquid to flow into a similar quiet liquid then these

capillary effects do not occur; but in place of this another disturbing

cause, the viscosity, influences the phenomena. The viscosity has hith-

erto not been taken into consideration in the theory of the discontinu-

ous movements of fluids. If we attempt to consider it we stumble upou

a peculiar difficulty that has led the present author to experimentally

investigate this class of fluid motions.

II. .

It is well known the theory of viscosity of fluids can be developed

from the assumption first framed by I:^ewton,t namely, that the retard-

ing or accelerating influence of two portions of fluid flowing past each

other with different velocities is proportional to tlieir relative velocity.

Esi)ecially has O. E. Meyer from this hypothesis developed the general

difl'erential equations for the motion of linids.t

If we assume that all parts of the moving fluid describe ])arallel ])aths,.

say in the direction of the axis of ^, and that the velocities v are only

functions of x and that finally /i is the coefficient of viscosity, then will

the influence of two neighboring parts upon each other be represented

by the expression

^ dv

* Besides the older experiments of Bidone aud Savart see especially Magnus, Pog-

geudorff J»«aZeH, vols, xcv aud cvi.

t Matbematical Principles of Natural Philosophy : Germau translation by Wolfers,.

Berlin, 1872, p. 368.

+ See Crelle, Joiirnul, vol. lix, jip. '2'29-303, and Poggeudorfif Atuialeii, vol. cxiii^

pp. G8, 69.
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If V is a discontinuous function of x, then at such a locality the dif-

ferential quotient will be indefinitely large. Therefore two neighbor-

ing^ portions would exert an indetinitely great influence upon each other.

If therefore one of the fluid portions is at rest while a neighboring por-

tion that belongs to the jet flows by the first with a constant velocity

communicated to it by some exterior influence, then the first or quiet

particle must immediately begin to take part in the movement of the

second, but the second on the other hand must begin to lose a definite

fractional part of its velocity. The jet must therefore rapidly set the

surrounding quiet fiuid in motion with it. It would according to this

appear to be doubtful whether sharply defined jets such as are de-

manded by the above-mentioned theory of Helmholtz could be formed

in a fluid subject to viscosity.

The few experiments made hitherto upon this question appear to con-

firm this suspicion. Especially notable is an investigation by Magnus
(Poggeudorfif JL/tH«7e/i, lxxx, pp. 1-40), who allowed pure water to flow

from a cylindrical opening into a weak solution of salt and by means
of a glass tube drawn out into a fine point, led away a small quantity

of the inflowing water in the neighborhood of the opening. The liquid

thus caught was examined as to its salinity. From the latter one could

calculate to what extent the inflowing liquid had become mixed with

that which was previously in the vessel. It resulted that pure water

could not be caught at any point of the inflowing liquid; that therefore

everywhere the original quiet liquid was carried along with the mov-
ing liquid.

The analogous case of jets of air and of smoke, as also that of the

free jets of water in the air, demonstrates that in all these, we have to do
with phenonena of very slight stability. It is well known how sensi-

tive such jets frequently are with respect to the feeble periodic disturb-

ances produced by waves of sound.*

It seemed to me therefore of interest to investigate more accurately

the formation of water jets in water and therein to utilize a method that

allows of following the course of the phenomena of motion better than

was possible in the experiments of Magnus. This object is most simply

attained in that we allow feebly tinted water to flow into colorless water.

Fuchsin is used as coloring material. It is well known that with a very

small quantity of this material an intense red color is produced with no
fear lest hereby the specific gravitj' of the water be essentially changed.

In the first experiments performed with this it resulted that the jet of

colored liquid broke up at a very slight distance from the orifice into

reddish clouds and drops that mixed with the quiet liquid and carried

it along with them. By further investigation however, it became pos-

sible to determine conditions under which real jets of considerable

length and sharp boundaries were formed. These were of great sta-

* See John Tyndall on Souud, pp. 289-292 of the Gerinau editiou edited by Helnj-

holtz and Wiedemann, Brunswick, 1869.
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bility, so that small disturbances had only a rapidly diminishing in-

liaeuce upon their course. At the forward end of these jets there

formed peculiar surfaces of flow that plainly allowed the influence of

viscosity to be seen. These phenomena of motion are of remarkable

beauty and delicacy, of which any one may convince himself who per-

forms the easily repeatei! experiments.

Since the theoretical investigations mentioned in the introduction

treat of the modilicaiions of jets by solid bodies, and Kirchhofl'

esi)ecially gives a series of interesting examples bearing upon this,

therefore this question has also been taken into consideration in my ex-

periments. Very stable forms of jets are also thus formed that have

more similarity with those deduced by theory than one could have ex-

pected.

III.

The experiments were made with the following simple apparatus:

A cylindrical glass vessel (Fig. 9), of about GO centimetres height and

12 ceutiuietres diameter, was tilled with water. Into this there passed

a flow of water from a filter through an

India-rubber tube, a glass stop-cock, and a

glass tube. The Alter, as also the entire

tubular system, was tilled with the colored

liquid. After filling with water the glass

cylinder (in whose place one ujay also use

any large glass vessel), one must wait a long

time until the motion of the water has been

destroyed by viscosity. The experiment

succeeds best when the water has stood for

many hours in the cylinder, since then cur-

rents resulting from differences of temperature are no longer present.

By a quick opening of the glass stopcock one can allow a definite quan-

tity of colored liquid to enter into the quiet liquid, or by a longer

opening one can attain a steady stationary current. By elevating or

depressing the filter one can easily regulate the height of the upper

fluid level. The use of a small diflerence of pressure was found to be

the principal condition for the maintenance of regular current forma

tions.

The majority of the experiments if no other problem was on hand

were executed with an excess of pressure of about liU millimeters. By
means of proper arrangements solid bodies could be oi)posed above the

jet. For exact observation it is necessary to fasten a surface of white

pa[)er behind the glass cylinder.

Fix. 9.

IV.

In order to understand the forniation of jets it is advantageous,

first to learn the behavior of a definite quantity of liquid entering under
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a small excess of pressure into the quiescent liquid. I therefore begin

with a description of the experiments relative to this.

If we allow the stop-cock to be opened for only a short time, then

even with the smallest differences of pressure of two or three milli-

metres, a sharply defined mass of liquid penetrates into the quiescent

liquid. The original form of this mass is soon modified by viscosity

and by the participation of the hitherto quiet liquid in its motion, in a
peculiar manner, and finally it rolls itself into a ring. The colored mass
of liquid goes through the series of forms presented in Figs. 10, 11,

12. and 13. Of these drawings, as of most of the following ones, it is to

be noted that they represent a section of the mass of liquid by a plane

that passes through the axis of symmetry of the formation. In order

to find the true form therefore, one must imagine the figure revolved

about this axis.

Q
Fin-. 12.

Fis- 10. Fig. 11.

With the form of Fig. 13, the ring formation is completed. More-

over in general even for differences of pressure of 10 to 20 millimetres,

the living force of the liquid was consumed so that this figure long-

floated motionless in the colorless liquid.

If we use somewhat larger differences of pressure we observe that

the liquid within the ring continues rotating for a longer time. The
original progressive movement has therefore been transformed into a

vortex movement. The vortex movements have been theoretically

treated by Helmholtz* and he has in the introduction to his memoir
referrtd to the necessity of the transformation of any current or move-
ment that has a velocity potential into a vortex movement in conse-

quence of viscosity.

Many other consequences drawn by Helmholtz in his memoir just

referred to can be easily observed by the help of the apparatus used
by the present writer.

*Crelle's Journal lv. pp. '25-56, [and No. II of this collection of Translations. ]
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If by alternately opening and closing- the stop-cock we allow two

droits to enter into the colorless liquid in rapid succession, then there

arises a ring formation for each droj) and the following one always

catches up with the preceding one. Different cases are then possible,

according to the differences of pressure that are used ; if these are

slight then the second ring is not able to penetrate the first one and a

formation, as shown in Fig. 14, remains for a long time visible in the

fluid. With greater differences of pressure, on the other hand, ring

No. 2 passes through ring No. 1, since the former contracts while the

latter expands. One can then observe that afterwards ring No. 1 en-

deavors on its part to pass through ring No. 2. Bat generally the

living force is by this time consumed, so that ordinarily the two rings

settle into the formation shown in Fig. 15. This interchanging passage

^
2 T

2r
Fig. ]4. Fig. 15.

of the vortex rings through each other was predicted by Helmholtz

from theory in the memoir above referred to.

Reusch has occui)ied himself experimentally with the formation of

vortex rings.* After having described in detail the formation of smoke
rings in the air, he passes to the formation of rings by the sudden en-

trance of a small quantity of colored liquid into colorless liquid. Al-

though in his arrangement of the experiments the transition of the

progressive into the vortex motion is very rapidly completed, still he

also has frequently observed the intermediate stages shown in Figs. 11

and 12 and described them very appropriately as mushroom formations.

The manner of this transition is seen directly from the examination of

Figs. 10 to 13. Evidently there arise two currents in the quiescent

liquid. The one current, indicated by the arrows A and 5, is produced

by the progressive movement of the drop, which moves forward in the

liquid almost as a solid body. The other current, in the direction of

the arrows C and i>, is principally produced by viscosity. The forma-

tion of the spiral surface of rotation is finally the necessary consequence

of these two opposite currents.

*Poggendorli''8 u4n«a7eH, vol. ex, pp. 309-316.
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We can now i)as.s on to the foiuiatiou of jets proper by steady

currents. If we allow the stop-cock to be open for a loii<i' time thei-e

arises (at first rapidly, afterward slowly) a jet whose upi)er ])ortion has

great similarity with the forms hitherto described. TL'.e jet soon attains

a certain altitude that depends upon the difference of pressure and

above which it does not ordinarily go, or at least only with extreme

slowness. Thus for a difierence of pressure of 5 millimetres the alti-

tude of the jet is about 20 millimetres; for 10 millimetres pressure

the altitude is about 80 milliir.etres; for 20 millimetres pressure the

altitude is 200 millimetres; and

for 30 millimetres diiferenee of

pressure the jet attains the upper

limit of the water at an altitude

of about 400 millimetres in about

80 seconds. The colored liquid

spreads out over the surface of

the colorless water and thence

diffuses very slowly downward.

The above given numbers do not

])resent any general law, but only

give approxiaiatelv the connec-

tion between the altitude of the

jet and the difference of pressure.

The former also depends some-

what on the specific gravity of

the inflowing liquid, which varies

a little with the quantity of added
Fig. lu. coloring material. It depends

also on the size of the discharg-

ing aperture. Moreover the form of the front part of the jet is not

always exactly the same; in the figs. 10 and 17 are given two of the

ordinary forms of jet. In both these forms the jets proper are the

same; the bell-shaped expansion, however, is formed in a somewhat
different manner, perhaps conditioned by small variations of tempera-

ture in the colorless liquid.

By the avoidance of all disturbances the jets here described remain

many minutes entirely unchanged. Only the bell-shaped portion con-

tinues to extend slowly somewhat further downwards. Moreover, with

respect to small disturbances the jets showed themselves by no means
very sensitive. If by a gentle pressure on the India-rubber tube the

velocity of the discharging liquid is diminished for au instant, then

water presses from all sides into the jet; after the cessation of this

pressure the origiual form of the jet is immediately resumed. Even
SO A 10

1< ig. 17.
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when the pressure on the rubber tube is periodically increased and
diminished for a long time the continuity of the jet is not completely

broken. Such a jet presents a very remarkable appearance, which is

reproduced as well as possible in Fig. 18.

The phenomena hitherto described occur with

difi'erences of pressure of GO millimetres at the

maximum, but very different results are obtained

|if larger differences of pressure are used. With 80

or 90 millimetres we obtain jets of the greatest

sensitiveness. By every small disturbance the con-

tinuity of the jet is broken, and it must then form

for itself a new path every time. Above 100 milli-

metres difference of pressure there are formed only

very short jets in the immediate neighborhood of

the opening. These at a slight altitude break up
into a cloud of individual small drops that under

the rapid motion immediately mix with the color-

less liquid.

When (as an experiment) colored liquids were

used whose specific gravity differed considerably

from that of the colorless water, no regular dis-

continuous currents could be obtained; thus in

one experiment a solution of salt was added to

the colored water, in another experiment some

alcohol was added. The salt solution immediately

after its discharge fell in thick, irregular, heavy

drops back upon the discharge pipe, while the alco-

hol moved in very thin threads, frequently broken

up, toward the upper free surface of the water.

From the experiments hitherto described it follows that in fact steady

jets form with small differences of pressure. The viscosity therefore

does not prevent discontinuous currents. Viscosity appears in general

to exert so unimportant an influence upon the cylindrical portion of the

jet formation that we are tempted to assume the real possibility of the

sliding of moving particles of water past those at rest, as the simpler

theory assumes to be the fact, without any consideration of viscosity.

If, however, the transition from the finite velocity of the jet to the quiet

fluid does not take ])lace within the thickness of a mathematical cylin-

drical surface but gradually within a layer of a definite thickness then

this thickness can only be extraordinarily small and appears not to

change with the time. That on the other hand the viscosity plays an

important role in the origin of the jets is already mentioned above. The
principal proof of this consists in the invariable formation of spiral sur-

faces of rotation into which the jet is transformed. The origin of these

assumes that the colorless liquid in the neighborhood of the jet r< ceives

a certain velocity in the direction of the jet.
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The greater sensitiveness of the jets for large velocities of current,

as also the impossibility of forming alcohol jets in water, is a direct

consequence from the theory of discontinuous fluid motions. Since the

difference of pressure in the moving and the quiet fluid is proportional

to the square of the velocity, therefore for greater velocities the quiet

liquid presses directly into the jet as soon as a slight disturbance occurs

in its uniform course. When finally, with more rapid outflow, such

disturbances occur continually, then in general a jet can not form.

Yi.

As already remarked above it is of interest to know the path that a

jet will describe when it meets a solid body in its path. The bodies

used for this purjiose by me were of different kinds, and by a simple

arrangement were brought in the neighborhood of the discharging

aperture before the jet was produced by opening the stopcock. It is of

course understood that at the beginning of the experiment one waited a

long time until the movements of the liquid caused by these operations

had subsided. Equally also was the solid body first freed from the air

bubbles that adhered to it.

The processes that occurred are most easily seen by considering the

following experiment. If the jet strikes upon the sharp edge of a thin

sheet of iron that passes parallel to the direction of the jet and through

its axis, theu it is cut into two por-

tions which are deviated from the

vertical direction of the current.

The angle between these side cur-

rents and the original direction of

Giyg) the jet becomes smaller little by

little. The cause of this phenome-

non consists in the fact that not only

the solid body but also the fluid

attached thereto force the moving
fluid into a departure to one side.

With currents of longer duration

on the other hand a part of the quiet

liquid is carried along so that the two
upper branches of the jet slowly change their direc-

tion of motion and more and more nearly approach Fig. 20.

the plane of the sheet-iron. Still one can always

observe quiet colorless liquid between the moving- colored liquid and
the sheet-iron. The progress of this phenomenon depends upon the

original difference of pressure or correspondingly upon the velocity of

the flowing liquid. For a small velocity the current flows as shown in

Fig. 19; for greater velocities, on the other hand, the two portions of

the jet after a time take the position shown in Fig. 20, where the dotted

part of the figure is intended to show the initial direction of the current.

Fig. VJ.
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The peculiar behavior of the origiually adhereut quiescent liquid,

whicli is afterward carried alonjj-, <'xplains the slow changes in the

jiathofthe current that is also observed with other solid bodies of

different shapes.

If a jet strides upon a small brass sphere then with steady flow the

stream path gradually takes the form shown in Figs. 21, 22, 23, and 24.

G>. (fc) ^

(£^

9

Fis.21. Fii:. T2.

We see how at first the sphere and the adherent liquid force the moviug
liquid to a deviation almost at right angles from its original course.

Then gradually the quiescent liquid is carried along, the stream sur-

lace follows the surface of the sphere continually more and more

closely. A consideration of the thin stream surface that finally en-

closes the greater part of the s[)here tempts one to assume that the

moving fluid glides along the surface of the sphere. At least, by means
of small solid bodies occasionally occurring in the liquid, one recognizes

that in the immediate neighborhood of the fixed obstacle the liquid

moves with finite velocity.

The phenomena just described do not appear to depend especially on

the substance of the solid body, assuming of course that it is provided

with a smooth surface. Instead of the brass si)here an ivory sphere

may be used. This is in the same way gradually covered over with a

close-fitting stream surface. Similar to this was the process when the

jet struck against the lower end of a test tube. With a steady current

the lower part of the tube is slowly covered over with a thin stream

surface, which at a distance of about 4 centimetres from the lower end
of the glass surface bent away and ran into the spirals that here also

perpetually recur.

Of further special interest is the case where the jet meets a definite

thin partition perpendicular to its own direction, since this current has

been theoretically treated by Kirchhoft' (Crelle's Journal, vol. lxx, p.

298), but under the rather different conditions already mentioned.

Therefore, a small circular plate was placed ])erpendicular to the jet.

The stream lines in this case depend essentially on tlie ratio of the

radii of the plate and the jet. If the radius of the circular plate is
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^ ^

Fig. 25.

Fig. 36.

materially larger thau that of the jet, then the latter will be deviated

at the plate through a right augle and flows in a thin layer radially

along the plate, which it leaves in a horizontal direction, as in Fig. 25.

If, on the other hand, the

radius of the pai tition is

only a little larger than

the radius of the jet, then

will the stream lines be de-

viated by a smaller an-

gle from their original

airection. This process is

shown in Fig. 26, which

has a great similarity to

the drawing given by Kirchhoft at the place just

refered to.*

A thin sharp-edged partition that extends to

about the center of the jet exerts a very similar

influence to the thin circular plate. In this

case, while one part of the jet spreads in a thin layer along the plate

the other part is deviated through an acute angle. In this experiment
also the material of the plate appears to exert no sensible influence on
the course of the stream. Disks of thin glass and of glazed drawing
paper were used, while the above-mentioned thin partition was replaced

by a sheet of tinfoil, which was stretched over a glass frame, and one-

half of which had been removed along a straight line. The stream

phenomena remained exactly the same. The angle by which the jst iu

this last case was deviated from its initial direction depended princi-

pally upon the depth to which the thin partition penetrated into the jet.

The phenomena here described of flow against solid bodies succeeded

only for small velocities of the jet such as corresponded to difierences

of pressure of 20 or 30 millimetres.

VII.

Since it was the main object of the author to investigate discon-

tinuous liquid motions in their simplest form, therefore he has for the

present confined himself at first to the above-described experiments.

Still these shall be extended as soon as possible in different directions.

As the next points for study the following especially commend them-

selves:

[a) The flow of a colored liquid into a colorless one through an open-

ing in a thin partition. Some preliminary experiments with an imper-

fect apparatus showed that the jets thus formed are similar to the above

described under otherwise similar circumstances.

(b) The discharge of a liquid into another liquid of equal specific

gravity that is not miscible with the first liquid. In this experiment

[See No. VIII of this collectiou of Translations. ]
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one could make use of the liquids employed by Plateau, namely, oil and

alcohol of equal specific gravity. The question will here arise, in what
manner the formation of a jet is modified by capillary action.

{c) A stream of air in moving- air, the latter being made visible by

smoke.

Yin.

The results of the present investigation can be summarized in the

following theorems

:

(a) The viscosity of fluids does not ])revent the formation of steady

discontinuous fluid motions. In consequence of friction these motions

in the beginning suffer important modifications by reason of simultane-

ous sjiiral movements; but with long continued flow they form sharply

defined fluid jets.

{b) The jets thus formed are very stable for small velocities, and even

after small perturbations again immediately assume their original form.

For greater velocities, on the other hand, they become very sensitive.

If the velocity exceeds a certain limiting value, then only very short

jets form in the immediate neighborhood of the opening.

(c) The jets are not only modified in taeir movement by solid bodies

but also by the liquid adhering to these. The latter adherent liquid is

slowly pushed aside by the jet. If then the body is bounded by a con-

tinuously curved surface the flowing liquid surrounds it in a thin layer.

If, on the other hand, the solid bodj* is bounded by a surface that at

certain points has an indefinitely large curvature, such as a shari) edge,

then the stream lines follow it onl^' up to this edge and from that point

on leave the solid body.

{(l) The theory of discontinuous fluid motions, as Helmholtz and Kirch-

hoff have thus far developed it [for perfect fluids], also gives in general

the phenomena observed in a fluid subject to friction. The only differ-

ence is the formation of vortex motions simultaneous with origination

of the jets.

In conclusion we may call attention to the fact that in nature we find

a whole series of processes that have a common origin with those just

described. These are to be observed in the currents in rivers and canals,

especially at places where the banks have sharp corners or where solid

bodies, like the piers of a bridge, retard the uniform movement. The
eddying motions there occurring clearly show where the quiet and the

moving liquids border on each other. Since as a specially noteworthy

result of the investigation here communicated has been to show that

discontinuous motions arise even for very small differences of pressure,

therefore it is easy to see that they must occur often enough in the last

mentioned streams.
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THE MOVEMENTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE ON THE EARTH'S SURFACE.*

Bv A. Oberbeck

I. INTRODUCTION.

The iDvestigatioiis of Guldberg aud Molint ou the motions of the

atmosphere certainly occupy a prominent place in the development of

theoretical meteorology. If not the first they are at least the most ex-

tensive and successful attempt to explain the most important phenomena
of the motion of the air by the principles and fundamental equations

of hydrodynamics. I would especially indicate as the special service

of the authors that they have brought the problem of the motions of

the air into a form amenable to mathematical treatment by simple but
as I believe thoroughly appropriate assumptions. They themselves
have already computed a series of interesting atmospheric movements
that frequently occur in nature, especially the cases where the isobaric

systems consist of parallel straight lines or concentric circles.

I have attempted in the present work to go further on in the patii

laid out by Guldberg and Mohn, especially in that I have endeavored

to apply to the atmosphere the methods developed in hydrodynamics
for other problems.

In the present memoir the steady movements of the atmosphere, or,

as Guldberg and Mohn call them, " invariable systems of winds," are

principally treated. It is natural to refer the movements of the atmos-

phere back to the general modes of motion of fluids, that is to say, to

motions that are characterized by a velocity jjotential aud to vortex

motions. In this way it is possible to attain solutions of great gener-

ality that can be api)lied to any system of isobars whatever. By this

method of treatment it is further possible to overcome a difficulty that

occurs in the theory of cyclones of Guldberg and Mohn, without as it

would appear haviug been hitherto observed. These investigators dis-

tinguish correctly an inner and an outer region for each cyclone, in

* Translated from Wiedemann's Annalen der Physik und Chemie, 1882, vol. xvii.,

pp. 12S-148.

t " Studies on the Motions of the Atmosphere.'" Christiauia, Part i., 1876, Part ii,

18d0.
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which the espressious for the velocity of the air at the earth's surface

aud for the pressure follow different laws. But they have not at-

tempted so to deduce the expressions for the velocity and for the pres-

sure in these two regions from one common principle, that these veloci-

ties and pressures luerg'e into each other continuously at the boundary.

In the computation oi" numerical examples they have sought to help

over this difficulty by not applying their formula to the region in the

neighborhood of the boundary, but have here by interpolation intro-

duced numerical values passably good, but therefore certainly- rather

arbitrary. Above all however it is a serious matter that according'

to their theory the direction of the wind at the boundary suddenly

varies through a dehnite angle. The want of continuity here spoken

of can originate either in the assumptions adopted as a basis or in the

execution of the computation. I have arrived at the conviction that

the latter is the case.

I have therefore started from the same assumptions as Guldberg and

Mohn ; these are given in the following Section (ii) and I add only

thereto the following principle, about which there can be no doubt

:

" The pressure of the air, as also the velocity of the air and its direction.,

ought to experience only continuous variations throughout the whole region

under consideration.'''

By theapplication of this fundamental principle thetheory of cyclones,

even in the case of circular isobars, deviates not a little from the theory

established by Guldberg* aud Mohn.

II. ASSUMPTIONS THAT ARE THE BASIS OF THE PRESENT TREATMENT.

The following assumptions form the foundation of my mathematical

development

:

[a) The portion of the earth's surface coming into consideration is

assumed to be a i)lane. A constant average value will be assumed for

the geographical latitude of this region.

[b) The air will be treated as an incomi)ressible fluid.

[c) The investigation here carried out refers only to a stratum of air

of moderate height above the earth's surface. The latter surface ex-

erts a retarding influence on the movements of the air that can be con-

sidered as a force opposed to the movement and proportional to the

velocity.

[d) The currents of air at the earth's surface are ordinarily directed

toward a center or flow away from the neighborhood of such a center.

Such currents can not be imagined without the existence of a vertical

current in their neighborhood. If, therefore, we in general confine our-

selves to the consideration of horizontal currents, still the consideration

of vertical motion is not to be avoided for the neighborhood of such a

center. We have, therefore, to distinguish between regions of ])ur('

horizontal motion and regions with vertical motion. As to the latter.
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the following simple assumption is made :* If we adopt a system of rec-

tangular coordinates such that the plane of ,*
// is the horizontal plane

while the axis of z is directed vertically upward, then for the vertical

component of an ascending current of air we have the expression

iv^c.z.

If the boundary of the region above which this current ascends is

known, while outside this boundary' the movement is exclusively hori-

zontal, then the whole system of winds (the cyclone) is thereby com-

pletely determined. The quantity c can be designated as the constant

of the ascending air. For regions with descending air currents ihe

tiegative sign must be given to the constant.

The region for which

w=c.z

will, for brevity, be designated as the inner region of the cyclone ; that

for which
ic=0

will be designated as the outer region.

The vertical component is to be considered only in connection with

the equation of continuity. Therefore for the outer region this equa-

tion becomes

^Aj,='^ •
• •

(^«)

and for the inner region

For bo:h regions, moreover, the ordinary equations of hydro-dynamics
for movements in one plane hold good, namely

:

- , + M— + r ~-= 1 —

in which the letters have the ordinary signification.

The accelerating forces whose components are A' and Fmust express

the influence of the rotation of the earth and of friction.

The consideration of the earth's rotation necessitates the introduction

of a forcet whose components are

A'l = — Xv, Yi = -f \v.

*This agrees eutirely wirli the assumption of Guldbero; and Mohn as to the vertical

currents. (See Etudes, 187G, part 1, p. '28.)

tSee G. Kirchhoti', Vorlesitngen iiber llechanik, Leipzig, 1876, pp. 87-95.
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In these we have put

X = 2a sin fi,

Tvberein a is the angular velocity of the earth (0.00007292) and ft the

mean geographical latitude of the region in question. Herein the sys-

tem of coordinates is to be so taken that the resultant produces in the

northern hemisphere a deviation of the path toward the right. There-

fore the axis of Xis positive toward the east and the axis of T positive

toward the south. For the resistance of friction, according to the

adopted assumi)tion (c), we put

X, = -/.-», r,= -A- r.

The factor A- is dependent on the nature of the earth's surface. It is

smaller for the surface of the ocean than for that of the land and is of

the same order of magnitude as A.

By the introduction of these forces in the equations of motion (2) we

obtain
du ^H yn

, ,
1 ,^/;]

-.- + ?r - + ?' = — A' n — Av— -- ^-

?v 0«" ?r
, , 1 ^p \

' ' ' ' ^

''

-T -1- i( V 4- i' ^ = — A- r -4- A« — -
^

If after the addition of ±c (c^r/J).r) to the first equation and of ±?(

{^ii X ?y) to the second we introduce the double angular velocity T in

reference to the axis of Z, so that

(4).

then equations (3) can be written in the form

^- H; + * (^'^ + r'} l + ff + In = - (A + r) r

j

Jy\~^i(^'' + r')\+^ + 1^r= (A+ r).
j

(5).

III. DEDUCTIONS FROM THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR
TRANSrOR3IAT10N.

From equations (5) we can deduce without further special assump-

tion a theorem that expresses a general relation between the gradient,

the wind velocity and the wind direction. As is well known in mete-

orology, the term gradient indicates the difference in the atmospheric

pressure at two localities that lie at a definite distance apart in the di-

rection of the most rapid change of pressure. According to this we can

consider the differential quotient

1 dp
p dn

i
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as the analytical expression for this quantity, omitting a factor that

depends upon the adopted units, and in which dn is an element of the

normal to the curve whose equation is i? /p=constant.

I put

r = ^^'':=L/(^^Y+(«Y
p dn py\JxJ^\J!/J

Furthermore, let the velocity of the wind at a point d? y be <i? so that

<i;2=;(2-|-r- and let e be the angle between go and ;/, in which y must

indicate the direction of diminishing pressure. Then we have

n^P+ v

or

cos 6=
. . . /a\

^ P\ J'l' ?yj

If we multiply the first of equation (.l) by xi and the second by v and
add together, there results,

or

7 ,
?IGO ?)00 /)(i9

y cos e = /va7+^_|_M —+vV-

for which by introducing the notation

we can write

(It dt dx ^y

1 ,
d(sD ,ovy COS e = kQj-{-—^' (8)

From these equations many consequences can be drawn that lead to

specially simple theorems when the velocities of the wind are so small

that the term

«—+ !',
?x ;)y

•can be neglected. But the following theorems will also be approxi-

mately true even if the velocities are larger,

(a) If we compare an invariable system of wind and one that is va-

riable as to its intensity, and of \^hich we will assume that at any given

instant there prevails throughout it everywhere uniform velocities and

L
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uuiform gradieuts, theu the angle between the direction of the wind and
the gradient is smaller in the variable system than in the invariable

when the intensities increase, and, inversely, larger when the intensities

are diminishing.

(b) If in one and the same system of winds having a progressive

movement we compare two points that have equal velocities and equal

gradients then the deviation of the wind direction from the gradient is

smaller at the point where the wind velocity is increased than where it

is diminished. Therefore in general the departures from the gradient

will be smaller throughout the advancing half or front of a moving-

cyclone than within the rear half.

((') For steady motions of moderate intensity, where therefore

dt

the velocity is proportional to the projection of the gradient on the

direction of movement. Furthermore for equal gradients and equal

velocity the deviation of the direction of the wind is greater in propor-

tion as the friction is less.

Some of these theorems have been proven already for special casea

by Guldberg and Mohn. The theorem expressed in paragraph (c) has
also been attained in an entirely different way by A. Sprung.*

I pass now to the investigation of the invariable systems of wind,

and therefore assume that

If further we put

P=|4-i^,(u^+ r-')

(9)

then the equations (5) give

^+^.= _(A+r).; 1

If in these we introduce for u and v expressions of the form ordina-

rily used in hydro-dynamics, namely :

s
* See Wiede.mauu, Beiblatier, 1881, vol. v, page 240 : and Sprung Meteorologie, Ham-

burff, 1835.
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and furthermore put

(12)

•we thus obtain

^x ?y ^y ?y dx J
I

I

(];3)

According' to the equations {\a) {Ih) aud (4) the functions qj and IV

must for the outer region satisfy the partial differential equations

Z/(7J=0 (14tt)

but for the inner region the equation

zjq)=—c (14/>)

and for both regions

/IW=Z (15)

where we have used the abbreviation z/ for

?x'^,li/^

For regions of pure horizontal motions solutions of these equations can

be given of great generality, which will now be separately treated of.

IV. ATMOSPHERIC CURRENTS IN REGIONS OF PURE HORIZONTAL
MOTION.

When in accord with the assumption of purely horizontal motions we

have J(p=0 throughout the whole region under consideration, then we

can also put r=0. In this case we can satisfy equation (13) if we put

/i= constant, /2= constant.

The second of these equations gives

Tr=-|c^ (i(i)

in which an arbitrary constant can be omitted. Then from the first of

these equations, namely, for/i, there results

A2P=constant- A-9>/ 1+^2^ (17)
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The compoueut velocities are:

^^^^_A ^ ^=^^j^l ^ (18)

riually, from equation (17) we obtain

= cou.taut_(l+^:)|.^+j[(;;|/+(|')']}.. ,20)

All these expressions still contain the as yet undetermined function qj^

which is only limited by the condition J<^=0. Such functions can be

easily found in various ways. Thus if we bring the function of a com-

plex variable x-\-\\j into the form

F [x^hj)= (p^if,

then both q) and also ?/' satisfy the above given difl'erential equations.

Moreover, both functions stand in the following relations to each other.

With the assistance of these equations one can easily find the general

equation for the path of the wind. We obtain this from the diflerential

equations
u cly=v (Ix,

^ J ^^dx+^^-dy I =^^dy-^'^dx.
k \ M ^ :^y

^
j M ?y

If we introduce //• into the right-hand side of this equation we obtain

as the equation for the path described by the wind

//•—'-^^= constant (21)

The path of the wind intersects the system of lines defined by the

condition q)= constant at an angle that is everywhere the same.

If we designate by s the angle that the direction of the wind makes
with the normal to the curves g)= constant then we have

tan £=^.
k

For currents of air of moderate velocity the term

in equation (20) can be neglected in comparison with qj. In this case

the isobars, for which p equals a constant, are identical with the curves

fp= constant and we obtain the following general theorem

:
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In regions of pure horizontal motion, and for moderate loind velocity,

the angle between the direction of the wind and the gradient is constant

and depends only on the constant of rotation and the constant of friction

and is independent of the direction of the isobars.

The ^bove given relation had beea found by Guldberg and Mohn*
for the special cases of rectilinear and circular isobars.

The general solutions contained in equatious (18, 19, and 20) can now
be so applied that we may adapt the function cp to any other given

system of isobars. When this is achieved, then the motions of the

air are determined by the first two of these equations.

If, for instance, we have to do with a region that is under the in-

-fluence of numerous but distant maxima and minima of pressure, then

we can approximately put

cp=2 c. log p.

In this expression p indicates the distance of the point (xy) from the

vertical currents of the individual regions, assuming that the dimensions

of these regions are small in comparison with the distances. This

value of q) would be exactly correct if all inner regions [namely,

as defined on page 153] were bounded by circles. Then p would

indicate the distance from the center of the circle. The constauts c

depend upon the intensity of the respective vertical currents. They
are positive for the minima and negative for the maxima [i. e.,for areas

of low and high pressure respectively]. The assumption

F{x-{-iy)= {x-\-iy)^=(p+i/p

whence

(p=x'-y'
;

?f^=2xy

leads to a special example already treated of by Guldberg and Mohn.t
The potential curves

jc'^— j/-=constant

and the stream lines

2xy—Y{x^—y'^)=constant

are systems of equilateral hyperbolas.

* See their Etudes, etc., ParL i, pp. Q3-2(). \Etudes, Part ii, pp. 51, 52.
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It we assume

F{x+ iij)=\og (.r+ iy)= (pJt-i'/-

and if we substitute

.T;=r cos ^ ; y= r siu ^

tbeu follows

f/j=\ogr, il-= H.

lu this case the isobars consist of coucentric circles. The paths of the

wind are logarithmic s[)irals having the equation

tt—'-, los:>'=constant.

T. STEADY SYSTEMS OF WINDS.

It is certainly at present g'enerally assumed in meteorology that the

winds at the earth's surface owe their origin and maintenauce to ver-

tical currents of air that arelioiited to definite regions. Let us assume
that there is given such a region having any arbitrary boundary above

which a current of air ascends whose velocity in tlie neighborhood of the

earth's surface is determined by the constant (c). By this assumption

the whole system of winds dependent thereon, as well as the distribu-

tion of pressure, is determined for the whole region. It is therefore

the province of mathematics to determine all the quantities coming

into consideration both for the inner and also for outer region.

To this end the functions cp and w are to be properly determined. The
first of these is found without further difficulty from well-known theorems

in the theory of the potential. Since these functions must in the outer

region satisfy the partial differential equation Acp=0, and in the inner

region must satisfy the equation J(^=— c; therefore*

9= -,~Jr(ff\ogp (22)

In this p indicates the distance of the element of the surface da from

the point x, y. The integral is to be extended over the whole of the

given inner region. Therefore the velocity potential is the logarithmic

potential of a layer of matter having the density—c/2 tt that covers the

region of the ascending current of air. The function qj itself, as also

its first dilT'irential quotient, varies continuously throughout the whole

l^lane up to the boundaries ot the outer and inner regions.

*See G. Kirchhoff, Vorlesungen ilber Mechanik, 187(i, p. 195.
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Therefore, the function W is known for the outer region and is

In order to determine tliis function for the inner region also one must
go back to the equations (13)

c\v dy '\ dy :)x J

?y ?J^ ' V ?'X' ^y

First we make the assumption that C is constant throughout the

whole inner region : We can then write

|(/,_C TT )- •^(;/,+C ^ )=0

These equations are satisfied if we put

/i— r Tr=constant; /o+T <^=constant.

By considering equation (12) there follows from the last equation

especially

A- Tl'-4-(A+^) <7>=Constant

TT"= ^<7>+Constant.
n

From the first of these equations we also obtain,

I- J ir+(A+r) J (p=0
or

A- :=c (A+r)
whence

C=5 and TV —— = ffl+Constant

But in general the values of IT thus found merge continuously into

€ach other at the borders of the two regious quite as little as do their

differential quotients. Hence it follows that the component velocities

also, and therefore both the velocity and also its direction, suffer sudden
changes of finite magnitude at the boundaries of the two regions. We
have therefore found only one special solution, and not one that obtains

in general. This special solution is that which Guldberg and Mohn
have used in the special case of a circular boundary for the inner

region. Corresponding to it they find that in the outer region the di-

80 A n
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rectiouof the ^ind makes an angle e with the radial gradient such that

tan ^ = '. whereas in the inner region the corresponding- angle £' is given
A.'

l)V the equation tan i'= Y-^—

.

k—c
Still less allowable are the consequences that follow when we imagine

the inner region bounded by some other curve sueli as an ellipse. In

this case by utilizing the special solution it results that at special por-

tions of the bo,uudary more air flows inward from without than flows

away, but at other s|)ecial portions of the boundary the relation is

reversed. One can easily persuade oneself of this by using the known
value of the logarithmic potential of an ellipse.* When therefore W
can be considered as the logarithmic potential of a stratum of the inner

region still it is not to be considered as constant. Its value is to be
specially determined for each given region. This computation will now
be executed for the case of a circular region.

YI. CYCLONE WITH A CIRCULAR INNER REGION.

Let the region of ascending air currents be bounded by a circle of

the radius FL Let the center of the circle be the origin of the system

of CO ordinates. We put

r-=.r-+}f.

First the velocity i)otential is easily computed as follows

:

For an exterior point

<p,--^'^R\n'r ) (23^0

For an interior jioint

cp,=—^^EU2]ogR-l)-\-r^\ . . . (236)

Furthermore for an exterior point we have

W,^=^Ir log r

Of the fuuctions :, Wi and P, which are still to be determined, it can

certainly be assumed that they depend upon r only.

If we further consider that

}x dr ' r'

then equations (13) can be written ;

dr dr \ dr dr J
*KirchhofiF, Torlesungcn iiher Mechanik, 187(>, page 217.
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If we multiply the first by x the secoutl by y aud add we obtain

dr " dr

or if we introduce the value of /i

'Lf=_fc'^+(A+r)'^ (24)
dr dr dr ^

If ou the other haud the first of the above equations is multiplied

by y the second by x aud subtracted there results

dfi __ f- dq)

dr ^ dr

or

fc^+(A+r)^=0 ...... (25)
dr dr

Since furthermore

r dr \ dr

and

dcp__c
dr~ 2*'

therefore we have in equation (25) an ordinary differential equation for

the determination of Wt.

If furthermore we put

~= ^^ (26)

then equation (25) becomes

d / dW\
,

, ., / dW .

This gives the following integral where A is the constant of inte-

gration :

dW , .
A ,

dr j^—2

\

This may finally be written

—

d\V
, 1 .

A

dr ^ /x—2
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The constant A is now to be so determined that on the borders of both

regions, that is to say for r = F, the movements pass continuously

from one into the other. Since now

r' dr r <Ir '

y da? X dW
r dr r dr

therefore at the l)oundary we must have

dcp„_djj^ d ]r„ d Tf

,

dr ~ dr dr ~~ dr
'

This condition is satisfied for the function q). We have still to bring

it about that the correspoudiug ecjuation shall be satisfied by tbe

function W. Since

dW„ Ic

therefore for r=E we have

dW, Xc ^
dr 2k

This latter will be the case when we ]»ut

— 2AA=- ^,.i?2-^

Therefore we have finally

dlF,__ X i _2/'r\'^-2 )

or if for abbreviation we i)ut

we obtain

dW A^.=^ ,./(,) (2S)

The function / (>•) can according lo e(j nation (I'd) also be written— 1

This gives / (>•)= ! for r=:0 and / (r)= fcl^ for r= R.
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In accordiiuoe with these conditions oar results are now as follows :

{(() for the outer region

c R' i A
)

c R ( A
/ -f

tan f = T

{b) for the iuner portion

(29)

. 6'

(30)

tan f = ^./(/-)

In these equations f indicates the angle between the direction of the

wind and direction of the gradient, which latter coincides of course

with the radius of the circle.

These expressions differ from the solutions given by Guldberg- and
]\Iohn (not to speak of some small changes in the notation) by the

introduction of the function/ (r) in whose place the factor 1 is given

by them.

The above-given expressions are subject to one limitation. It is

necessary that we have pcyz or A;>c, since otherwise for r = o f{r)

would become iutiuitely great, and in the iuner region a deviation of

the wind from the gradient toward the left would occur instead of to-

ward the right-hand side.

The deviation of the wind direction from the gradient is constant in

the outer region, but in the inner region it increases continuously and
for T^o itattains the limiting value

—

A

I pass now on to the computation of the pressure. According to

equation (17) we have for the outer region

—

P„ = constant — kq)^ ( ^ ~f" i-i )
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(joijsequeutly
7 , 12

P,= coustaut +V^
(

1+ '

.,
\E- loo- r.

For the iimer region the eqiuitiou (24) is to be used. Accordiui;' to it

we have

—

dr ' dr '

'^^'
dr

Bat according to equation (25) we have

—

A + : =

Therefore,

P = const — I- (p — I-

The arbitrary constant can be considered as determined in that the

value ot P IS supposed to be given for >•=(). (For the center of the

depression we have /=(• aiHKP=''^.) Let P,, be this value. Then we
P

have—

P,=P,+ F(r),

Since P„ and P, must at the boundary merge continuously into each

other, therefore the constant in the exjiression for P„ is to be deter-

mined in accordance with this condition, and we have

—

P„=Po+P(K)+ ^|(l+^,')PMog^, . . . (32)

From equation (9) we obtain the expression for the pressure

—

P

If we designate by />,,, the pressure at the center of the depressioD,

where ft)=0, then in the inner region we have

—

i>-2)„_

P

but in the outer region

—

F[r)-hcJ' (33)

l^ = F{R) + ^(\+ ^;y^^\og'^-^_co^ (34)
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Til. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE FOR A CYCLONE: NOTE ON ANTICY^CLONES.

In order to show the applicability of the formuLne obtained in the last

section to cyclones as they actually occur in nature, I have executed

the following computation of a numerical example:

In this computation I have assumed

A = 0.00012

This value corresponds to an average latitude of 55.5°. For Jc I have
assnmed the same value, whereby the value obtained for the influence

of friction is rather large.

For the complete determination of the system of winds the constant

c of the ascending current of air and the dimensions of the inner region

must also be known. We can obtain this in various ways. We can
assume as given, a definite difference in pressure between the center

and a circle of known radius ; or on the other hand, we can assume
that the velocity of the wind is known at a certniu distance from the

center. I have chosen the last assumption.

The wind system may therefore be characterized by the assumption
that at a distance of 1000 kilometres from the center the wind velocity

shall be 10 metres ])er second.

According to eqnatiou (29) wlien we put X=k we have

c F' 1

If in this we put a? = 10 metres and r = 1000000 metres we then

have c E^ = 10000000 ^2 • Since furthermore <'<^m therefore the same
equation shows that we must have B > 343.3 kilometres.

In the selection of appropriate values of c and JR,, another circum-

stance is to be considered. The discussion of the formu'he (30) for the

velocity go shows that under the assumption here made of A = A-, the

maximum velocity of the wind occurs at the boundary of the two
regions. The smaller the inner region is chosen, by so much larger

results the maximum vek)city cj,.. In the following table some coor-

dinate values c, yu, E, and co,. are given.

Table I.

c
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I have also executed the farther complete coinputatiou for the first

4
case where c=-k', the results of this work are s'i^eu in Table 2. lu this

5

computation the equations (29) and (30) were used for the determina-

tion of the velocities go and the deviations s of the direction of the wind

from the radial gradient. Furthermore, the difterences of pressure

{p—})-) with respect to that at the center, in the circles of radius r, were

computed according to equations (31), (32), (33) and (34). These latter

are, however, converted from the units ordinarily used in hydro-

dynamics into differences of barometric pressure {b— h„). This latter

is easily done if we recall that for &=7G0 millimetres the ratio - is

equal to the square of the Newtonian velocity of sound ; therefore we
have the proportion

[h-K) im=-^{p-iKy, (279.9)-^

The gradients ;/ are in our present case the differences of barometric

pressure for a horizontal distance of 100 kilometres.

Table II.

r
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iDg currents of air aud the cyclones arisiug therefrom. It would be

easy iu au entirely similar way to develoi) the theory of descending

currents of air and the anti-cyclones resulting therefrom, and here

also, as an example, to assume an inner region bounded circularly.

Before the actual execution of the exact computation I had believed

that this was simply a case of the change of the sign of the constant c.

But in this operation we stninble upon a peculiar difficulty. The

function /(r)= l ( -r,
)

( wherein //=
_ j which enters into the

expression for the component velocities iu the inner region becomes in-

finitely great for negative values of e aud j.i aud for r = o. The same is

true of the function F (r) entering into the expression for the pressure.

Hence it follows that the formula just given can not be applied to anti-

cyclones with a reversed sign of c.

Therefore minima and miixim.i of pressure show a characteristic dif-

ference in their theoretical treatment. But this, as I believe, corre-

sponds also to the real conditions of the true phenomena. Depressions

are ordinarily confined to limited areas, but are of considerable inten-

sity, while on the other hand the maxima of pressure extend with slight

intensity over broad areas.

Fig 27.

Moreover, both pheuomeua stand in close connection, such that one

can consider the ascending currents of air as the cause of the descend-

ing currents. Hence to a complete cyclone there belong an inner

region with ascending air current, a zone surrounding it of purely
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horizontal luoveinent, aud at a greater distance from the center a ring-

shaped region of descending cnrrents.

If we assume that the boundaries of the three regions consist of con-

<?entric circles, it would not be difticult to compute the wind system for

the whole region by the help of the potential theory as above employed.

In this case, where we have to do with an annular region with a

descending current of air, the use of the function / (r), even with a

negative sign before the /./, is allowable, and can be adopted in order

to produce the necessary continuity of motion at the boundary of the

two annular regions. If there are several regions of depression with

ascending currents of air, as at A, B, C, fig. 27, then each of them is

immediately surrounded by a zone of purely horizontal movement, which

is bordered by an outside annular zone of descending movement. I

have in the figure (27) distinguished the region of ascending and de-

scending current by double and single shading. In the region where

the different ring systems of ascending air currents merge into each

other there will lie a region of highest pressure with auticycloual

movement of the air somewhat as within the isobar M, N, P. How-
ever, the characteristic difference between ascentling and descending

currents of air always consists in this, that the former consist of defi-

nite, simply connected areas ; the latter, on the other hand, of a net-

work of several comi)lexly connected regions.

Halle a. S.,June, 1882.

/'. S.—After sending the above treatise to the editor of the Annahn, I foinid iu the

May miuiber of the Zeitschrift of the Austriau Association for Meteorology (vol. xvii,

pp. 101-17;')) a review by Dr. A. Spriiug of the second part of the collected memoirs

by VV. Ferrel, under the title of "Meteorological Researches."

From this I perceive that the views expressed by me as to regions with high

pressure had been already expressed by Ferrel. Therefore, although my point of

view is no longer new. still I rejoice to see that it is shared by a prominent meteor-

ologist.



XI.

ox THE GULDRERG-MOHN THEORY OF HORIZONTAL ATMOSPFTERIC
CUKREXTS.^

By Prof. Dr. A. Obkubeck, of ilic Unirer.sitii of llaUv.

Starting from the generally known results of recent meteorological

observations in so far as these relate to the distribution of pressure

ami the direction and force of the wind, the author states that one of

the most important problems of the mathematical theory of the motion

of fluids is to explain quantitatively the connection of the above-named
phenomena. The recently published investigations of Guldberg and
Mobil {Etudes sur les mouvements de Vatmosijhere. Christiania, 1876

and 1880) are to be considered as a specially successful attempt in this

direction. It mast be of interest also for the larger number of geog-

raphers to know the most important results to which the Norwegian
scientists have attained.

In order to understand the horizontal movements of the atmosphere
it is important for a moment to consider their causes. As such we con-

sider the differences of pressure at the surface of the earth as observed

with the barometer. But whence do these arise ? This question has

been answered along time since. It is heat which is to be considered

as the prime cause of the disturbance of equilibrium in the atmosj)here.

Because of the slight conductivity of the air the process of warming
can progress only slowly from below upwards, so that as is well known
the temperature of the air steadily diminishes as we ascend. The
heated air expands. The pressure becomes less. If the heating takes

place uniformly over a large area there will be at first no reason for

horizontal currents. But vertical currents can certainly be brought
about by this means. If we imagine a circumscribed mass of air trans-

ported into a higher region without any increase ordimiuution of its

heat its temperature will sink because it has expanded itself propor-

tionately to the diminished ]>ressure. If its temperature is then equal

to that i)revailing in the upi)er stratum it will remain in equilibrium

at this altitude as well as below. The atmosphere in this case exists

in a state of indifferent equilibrium. If its temperature is lower the

* Translated from the rerliaiHlJintfien des Zweiten Deiitschen Geotiraphentanes. Halle,

April, 1882.
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mass of air will again sink down ; in the reverse case it will rise liigher.

Tbe air in these cases is then in stable or unstable equilibrium respec-

tively. In the latter case any vertical movement initiated by some acci-

dental disturbance will not again disappear, but rapidly assume in-

creasing dimensions. The current will also continue uniform for a long

time.

This is the explanation first given by the mathematician Reye,* of

Stiasburg, of the ascending air currents in the whirlwinds of the tropics.

The winds of our (temperate) zone also presup[)Ose such ascending

currents whose origin must have been quite similar. The ascending

current is in general restricted to a definite region that we can desig-

nate as the base. Since the ascending current consists of warmer air,

therefore above its base the i)ressure sinks. A barometric depression

is inaugurated there. The pressure increases from this region outward
in all directions. The isobars therefore surround the region of ascend-

ing atmospheric currents in closed curves. At greater heights the up-

per cooled air flows away to one side and in other regions gives occasion

to descending currents of air. At the earth's surface itself, the air

flows towards the depression; its influence thus extends over an area

much greater than that of the base. If we neglect the curvature of

the earth's surface we find over this larger area only simple horizontal

movements. Mathematical computations should now reveal to us the

nature of such horizontal movements. To this end all the causes of

motion, or the forces that come into consideration, are first to be col-

lected.

The diflerences of pressure have already been several times spoken

of. We take as t lie measure of these diflerences, the gradient which gives

for any point the direction and amount of the greatest change in pres-

sure. In horizontal movements the eflect of gravity can be omitted.

On the other baud attention must be given to the rotation of the

earth on its axis, since we are only interested in the paths of the winds

on the rotating earth. This influence can be taken account of if we
imagine at every point of the mass of air a force applied which is per-

pendicular to the momentary direction of motion and is equal to the

product of the double angular velocity of the earth by the sine of the

latitude and by the velocity of the point. In the Northern Hemisphere

this influence causes a continuous departure of the path towards the

right hand side. Since the movement takes place directly on the earth's

surface the direct influence of that surface, namely the friction, remains

to be considered. Its influence diminishes with the distance from the

earth's surface. Furthermore it depends on the nature of the earth's

surface, whether sea or land, plains or woorfed mountains. For this

computation Guldberg and Mohn have made a convenient assumption

in that they introduce the friction as a force which opposes tbe move-

*[This explanation is oF course much older than Reye (1864), who was preceded by
Espy aud Henry in the United States and by Wm. Thomsou iu Great Britain. C. A.J

A
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meiit and is equal to the product of a giveu factor aud the velocity.

This factor can Lave diti'ereut values according to the nature of the

earth's surface [and will be called the friction constant].

All these forces are to be introduced into the general equations of

motion of the air. If however one desires solutions of these general

€quations for special cases there is still needed a series of assumptions.

Let there be only one single vertical current of air present. The to-

tality of all the atmospheric movements depending upon this one verti-

cal current is called a wind-system. If the strength of the ascending

current is variable or if the base itself changes its place, then the wind-

system IS variable. In the first case the system stands still, in the

second case it is movable.

If on the other hand the ascending current of air retains its strength

antl location without change, or, which is the same, if the isobars for a

long time retain their position, then the wind system is invariable.

It is evident that the last case is by far the most simple. We will

therefore begin with its consideration.

In order to execute the calculation the location of the isobars must be

known. Even in this respect also in a preliminary way, one must limit

himself at first by simple assumptions. Let the isobars be either par-

allel straight lines or concentric circles.

In the first case the computation leads to the following simple results

:

(1) The parallel isobars are equally distant from each other. The
gradient is therefore everywhere of equal magnitude.

(-') The paths of the winds consist of parallel straight lines. The
strength of the wind has everywhere the same value.

(3) The direction of the wind forms an angle with the gradient whose
tangent is equal to the quotient of the factor arising from the velocity

of the earth's rotation divided by the friction constant.

The deviation of the wind from the gradient is therefore greater in

proportion as friction is smaller. If the earth's surface were perfectly

smooth the wind would blow in the direction of the isobars.

This result, following directly from the computation and at first sur-

prising, finds its confirmation in a variety of observations. For exam-
ple, in England we observe a deviation of 61° for land winds, butof 77°

for sea breezes. From this it follows that the friction on the land is

more than twice as great as on the sea.

Conditions of pressure like those here considered frequently occur.

In the regions of the trade winds and monsoons they ordinarily prevail

either during the whole or about the half of the year.

The circular isobars to the consideration of which we now pass pro-

duce systems of wind that can be considered as the simplest types of

cyclones aud anti-cyclones according as the pressure in the interior is

a minimum or maximum. We confine ourselves here to the considera-

tion of cyclones.

As alreadv remarked cyclones are not conceivable without an ascend-
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iiig- ciineiit of air, wliose area iu oar case is <letined b3' a circle. Out-
side of This circle horizoutMl movements prevail exclusively; iuside of
it there is also the vertical inovemeut to I)e considered. Therefore the

computations for the outer and inner regions are ditterent. In this way
we obtain the following results:

(1) Tlie pressure incieases from all sides outward from the center

;

the giMdient increases also from the center out to the limit ot the inner

region; thence outward it diminishes and at a great distance becomes

inajtpreciable.

(li) The wind-paths in both regions are curved lines, logarithmic

spirals, which cut the isobars everywhere at the same angle or make
everywhere the same angle with the radial gradient. Theiefore the

movement of the air can be considered as consisting of a current toward

the center and a rotation around the center, the latter in direction o])-

posite to the hands of a watch. This departure from the gradient is of

different magnitudes in the outer and inner regions. For the former the

departure has the same value as for straight-line isobars, that is to say,

it dei)ends alone upon the rotation of the earth and the friction. For

the inner region the departure is greater, nnd depends besides upon the

intensity of the ascending current of air. If both regions were sepa-

rated Irom each other by a geometrical cylindrical surface then the wind-

paths in these would not continuously merge into each other, but would

form an angle with each other. This of course can never occur in nature.

We must therefore assume a transition region in which the wind is con-

tinuously diverted from one into the other diiection. At any rate ac-

curate and comparative obsei vation of the wind direction in the inner

and outer region of a cyclone would be of great interest. From these

one could draw a conclusion as to the limitation of the ascending cur-

rent of air. This limit is moreover also notable because at it tiie winds

reach their greatest force.

There are no other arrangements that have been discussed theoreti-

cally as yet exce])tthe straight line and the circular and nearly circular

forms of the isobars.

We have as yet only spoken of the invariable systems of wind. In

fact however their duration is relatively short. Xo sooner is a de-

pression formed than it tills up. Furthermore the central region of

depression generally does not remain long in the same place but wanders

often with great velocity, drawing the whole system of winds with it.

We must look to the density of the horizontal current flowing in to-

wards the ascending current of air as the cause of these changes. The
system of winds remains unchanged only when, as has hitherto been

silently assumed, the tem[)erature and density of the horizontal and

vertical currents are alike. If the inflowing air is warmer the depres-

sion increases iu depth ; in the opposite case it becomes shallower.

Finally, if the inflowing air is not of the same temperature on all

sides, but has on the oue side higher and on the other side lower
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temperature thau the asceudiug air, theu it will on the oue side be

strengthened and its area increased, on the other side enfeebled and

its area diminished. The consequence of this is that the current of air

or the region of depression moves along; the cyclone progresses.

Since in the cyclones of our north temperate zone the air entering on

the east side comes from more southern—therefore in general—warmer

regions, while the air entering on the west side comes from the north

and is generally colder, therefore the cyclone progresses from west to

east or from southwest to northeast. This is in fact the path of most

cyclones in northern Europe. For a moving cyclone the isobaric curves

must have a different shape than for one that is stationary; therefore

oue can inversely from the shape of the isobars infer the direction of

motion. If the region of ascending air has a circular form the compu-

tation can be rigorously executed. Wirhoiit going into the details of

this interesting problem in this place I will only remark that the isobars

consist in closed curves similar to an ellipse. There is one direction

from the center outward in which the isobars are most crowded together,

while in the opposite direction they are furthest apart. The movement

of the cyclone is in a direction at right angles to this line. With the

solution of this problem we now stand about at the limits of what

analysis has thus far accomplished. Still there is hope that it will

make further progress so far as concerns the relation between the

pressure and the motion of the air at the earth's surface.
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ON THE PHENOMENA OF MOTION IN THE ATMOSPHERE.*

( F/ff.ST COMiirXICA TIOX. )

By Prof. A. Oberbeck, of the ruii-ersitij of Greifswald, (ierniany.

The meteorological observations of the last ten years have given a

series of notable laws that principally relate to the connection between

the currents of air and the i^ressiue of the air in the neighborhood of

the earth's surface.

Of course one can only hope to obtain a complete insight into the

complicated mechanism of the motion of the air when one understands

more accurately the condition of the atmosphere in its higher strata.

But difBculties that are perhaps never to be overcome oppose the

observation of these strata. On the other hand, the completion of this

and many other gaps in the theory of the motion of the air is certainly

to be expected from a comprehensive mechanics of the atmosphere.

The Treatise on Meteorology, by A. Sprung, Hamburg, 1885, gives a

summary of what has hitherto been accomplished in this field, from

which summary it is seen that only special individual problems have

found a satisfactory solution.

The principal features of a rational mechanics of the atmosphere

are given in the memoir by W. Siemens, "The conservation of energy

in the earth's atmosphere." t It appears to me worth while to follow

out mathematically the questions there treated of and to develop a the-

ory of the motions of the air as general as possible. The results thus

far attained by me, are collected in this present memoir.

On account of the magnitude and difficulty of the problem to be

solved, I have at first confined myself to the determination of the cur-

rents of the air. A corresponding investigation of the distribution of

pressure will follow hereafter. Moreover the phenomena of motion

* Read before the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, at Berlin. March 15, 1888.

Translated from the Sitzungsberichte Ebnigl. Preus. AJcad. der Wissenschafien. 1886,

pp. 38.^-395.

tSee Berlin Sitctiugsberkhte, 1880, pp. 261-275.
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will here be cousidered as "steady niotioii." On the other baud I

have labored so to arrange the calculation that it can be applied to

anj^ condition of the atmosphere and to the general currents between

the poles and the equator, or the atmospheric circulation, as well as

also to individual cyclones or anticyclones.

In order to test the applicability of the formula thus obtained, the

first of the problems just mentioned is completely solved.

1 begin with an enumeration of the factors upon which the movement

of the atmosphere depends, and with a description of the manner in

which I have introduced these into the calculation.

II

(1) Since the ultimate cause of the motion of the air is to be sought

in the eifect of gravity and in the differences of temperature in the

atmosphere, therefore the attraction of the earth must enter into the

equations of motion as the moving force. But it is entirely sufiScient

here to consider the earth as a homogeneous sphere.

(2) The temperature of the atmosphere is to be considered as a

function of the locality, but entirely independent of the time. The last

condition is necessary if one confines himself to steady motions. For

the temperature T, the analytical condition

,-)2T fT ?"T

must be satisfied.

This equation, as is well known, follows from the assumption that

the heat is distributed through the medium in question according to

the laws of the conduction of heat. Although I am by no means of the

opinion that the conduction of heat principally determines the flow of

heat from the earth's surface through the atmosphere into the

planetary space, still it is very probable that the totality of all the

phenomena here coming into consideration (conduction, radiation from

the earth's surface with partial absorption in the atmosphere, vertical

oonvection currents, etc.) will bring about a distribution of tempera-

ture analogous to that due to the conduction of heat.

(3) According to the rules of mechanics, the influence of the rota-

tion of the earth can be expressed by a deflecting force, so that after

its introduction the earth can be considered as at rest.

(4) Friction is furthermore to be considered, since without it the

atmospheric currents under the continuous influence of accelerating

forces would attain to indefinitely great velocities. In my opinion, the

attempts made hitherto to give a correct theory of the motions of the

air, especially one that can be developed analytically, have failed

because of the insufficient or incorrect introduction of friction. I have
adhered to the si modest assumption, namely, that the same law of

friction holds good for atmospheric currents that has also been shown
80 A 12
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to be correct iu the inotiou of liquids.* But I would not hereby assert

that the same uuraerical coefficient is to be used as is given by the

laboratory experiments on the internal friction of the air made under

the exclusion of all attendant disturbing circumstances. More likely

is it that along with the greater horizontal currents there will arise

small vertical currents of a local nature which will increase the

friction. The air can either be held fast at the earth's surface or glide

with more or less resistance. This fact, as is well known, is exi)ressed

in the boundary equations of condition by a number, the coefficient of

slip, whose value may lie between zero and infinity.

(5.) The density of the air must be considered as dependent upon
the temperature, since the effective cause of the currents results from

this. But I have not objected to use, as the equation of continuity,

that simpler expression that ol)tains for incompressible liquids. The
error introduced hereby can be eliminated if, at places where the

density is less than the average, one increases to a corresponding extent

the velocity found for that locality, but considers the velocity as dimin-

ished at locations where the density exceeds the average.

(6) A hydro-dynamic problem is only perfectly defi^nite when the fluid

occupies a definite space, and its behavior is known for all limiting-

boundary surfaces, 1 have therefore assumed that the atmosphere is

bounded both by the earth's surface and by a second spherical surface

concentric therewith. The distance of the two spherical surfaces, which

I will briefly designate as the height of the atmosphere, can remain un-

determined. But this is quite small in comparison with the earth's

radius. The above assumption just made however, only expresses the

idea that for a given altitude above the earth's surface the radial or

vertical currents are very small, or rather that when they are present

they exert an inappreciably small influence on the remaining motions.

This is certainly the case, since at very large altitudes the density is

very small. Since moreover it is assumed that the air can glide without

resistance on the upper spherical surface, therefore in my opinion no
limitation of the motions of the atmosphere, contradictory to the real

phenomena, results from the introduction of such an upper boundary
surface.

III.

The following notation will be used for the principal equations of the

problem. The position of a point in the atmosphere is determined by
the rectangular coordinates x, y, z. The center of the earth is the origin

of coordinates and the earth's axis in the direction of the North Pole is

the positive axis of z. The positive directions of the two other axes are

to be so chosen that the axis of y as seen from the Xorth Pole must be
turned through an angle of 90° in the direction of the motion of the

hands of a watch in order to be made to coincide with the axis of x.

*[The term liiction as here used therefore includes vi.scosity and slip, but excludes

the resistance due to wave motion and to vortex motion and all the resistances

implied in turbulent How of lluids.

—

C. J.]
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Let tbere be furtbenuore

—

«, r, ic, the compouents of velocity;

p, the pressure;

//, the density;

A-, the coefficient of friction
;

G, the acceleration of gravity
;

R, the radius of the earth
;

>•, the distance of any point from the center of the earth

;

f, the angular velocity of the earth.

Then we ha%'e

—

1

(It ?X /-I ^x ' /x

I

dt ^ij i^dy fi )..,... (1)

dt :)z M ?^ M

Jx ?y ^z

Since according to the law of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac

we may put

The zero point of temperature is arbitrary. It is most appropriate

to assume for it the average temperature of the atmosphere.

If c is the Newtonian value of the velocity of sound, then we have

Mo

After the introduction of these expressions into the above principal

equations, imagine the latter divided throughout by 1 + o'T. Except-

ing in that member in which the gravity occurs, one can omit from

consideration the influence of the factor jrr^'- ^^ the term just men-

tioned one can, as a first approximation, put (1 — a T) for the value of

this factor. Furthermore let

Jc— = K
M
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The first of the equations of luotiou uow becomes

at ^ ;)x jx

If the temperature of the atmosphere depended only on the altitude

above the earth's surface and were therefore only a function of r, then

would these equations be fultilled by i)uttiug «, r, w respectively = ;

the atmosphere would then be in equilibrium. Therefore put

T = To + 1\

wherein To is a function of r only, but T, is also a function of the longi-

tude and latitude : therefore

Finally one may put

' Jx Jx r i)x

p =ih -(14-''

The quantity v in this latter equation expresses those changes of press-

ure that are caused by the phenomena of motion. Since v is small in

comparison with unity, therefore instead of log (1 -f v) the quantity v

itself can be substituted. By this means the first principal equation

becomes

(lu

(it't ;)x i r J r- ) ,^x M'

After transforming the two other principal equations in the same man-
ner we can put

cHogpi = constant + GR' \
^ ~^

_i_ ,, T^'V^r [ • • (2)
I r J ^"

'

This equation gives the diminution of pressure at larger altitudes

above the earth's surface, and can for smaller diflerences of altitude

easily be transformed into the ordinary equation of barometric hyp-

sometry.
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The followiug' system of equations relating to the phenomena of mo-
tion proper now remains :

dt r ;)x ,U'
'

dt r Jy ,^y^

dt r Jz Jz^

;)x yy"^ ;)z

One can now compute first those components of the current that de-

pend only on temperature differences; after that those that are brought
about by the rotation of the earth. If we put u=Ui-^U2', v—v^+ v,; iv

= Wi-\-iC2', y=i'\+yt-{-y?.i then will the following two systems of equa-

tions be those that are first to be discussed:

(•^)

dx r ' ;)x
+ hJui

and

(T ^—'= . i '+ H/Slh
Jy r ;)y

C* -—-= i-f KZ/U'i
dz r dz

dy

dz

Thus there still remain the following equations which are no longer

linear and which will serve principally in the computation of the varia-

tions in pressure produced by the motion

:

dx^ dx' Jy Jz

,ii/^ dx^ dy^ dz
^'

^' 34-M \ \- VV+ M7 V= ^•
dz dx dy dz

The first two systems of equations are linear. When therefore Ti

consists of a sum of terms we shall obtain corresponding sums for the
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component velocities. The solution will be quite sin]])le when Ti is

<leveloped into a series of spherical harmonics.

If we put

and for breritv

/3=aGR\

and indicate by Q any ternj of the series with its corresponding con-

stant then the solutions of the tirst two vSystems of equations are as

follows :

'< t .'y .11/ t

(4)

In this U and F are 1 unctions of r only, and must satisfy the ditler-

eutial equations

fd^F 2 dF. fj,^Q(\-ydF dEx C

The constant a must be added in order to obtain the number of con-

stants needed in the consideration of the boundary conditions. The
terms depending upon the earth's rotation are

H^ { ^x ,\r ^11 }

(rv2=——JA

(G)

Here also J and H are functions of r only, and must satisfy the differ-

ential equations

fdy 2dJ\^ -,dJ
^_Q-^Q(E-b) 1
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The constant b must also here be added for the same reason as above

given.

The function K is to be computed from the equation

j^+^:^(^.^"-^9. ^ \=o (8)
dr \^y r ^U- r J

^

From this last equation it follows that the introduction of the func-

tion K can be omitted when the teuiperature of the atmosphere is as-

sumed symmetrical with reference to the earth's axis. In this case

tCi—i) and the [atmospheric] movement resulting from the rotation of

the earth consists exclusively in a movement of rotation depending on

the geographical latitude and the altitude above the earth's surface.

In order to present in the ordinary manner the currents of air for a

given point in the atmosphere, the following components are to be in-

troduced instead of ii, v, w:
V, the vertical component computed positivelj" upwards

;

N and 0, the two horizontal components, of which the first indicates

movement toward the north, the latter, movement toward the east;

6, the complement of the geograi)hical latitude of a given place;

//', the longitude counted from an arbitrary meridian;

then we have

V=-{-{u cos '/--fv sin tp) sin 6-{-iv cos 6
^

]S'= — {u cos tf'+ v sin ?/<) cos S-^ic sin 8 > .... (9)

0=— w sin ?/'4-r cos ^•. )

The formulae (4, C, and 9) contain the general solution of the problem
so far as this is at present intended to be given, assuming the distribu-

tion of temperature to be given and that the functions jEJ, F, J, H, K
are determined in accordance with the boundary conditions.

IV.

When one attempts to represent the distribution of temperature on

the earth's surface by a series of harmonic functions then the most im-

portant term is a harmonic function of the second order. Therefore as

a first approximation we put

Ti= (' Ar^ + ~J )(l-3 cos^ B).

\

This function, with a proper determination of the constants, ex-

presses the great contrast in temperature between the equator and the

pole. If now one would take into account the variation with the sea-

sons one must next introduce harmonic functions of the first order.

The consideration of the various peculiarities of the earth's surface will

of course demand further terms that depend on the geographical longi-

tude also.
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T have at first limited myself to the computation for the above given

distribution of temperature, and put

Q=Ar' (1-3 cos- H)

^^'=^3-' (1-3 cos-' ^).

The functions U,F,E,J are now to be computed witli the help of ,|

this Q, and the corresponding E', F', H', and J' with the help of this Q'.

We first obtain the general expressions

:

F= ^^'(1-3 cos-' fi) U
j
r^'^^+ 2r {F+E)

J

jV
j
/IF' _r^ -^, p^ )

-|

iV = — "^^^^
G cos /^. sin h[ Ar{F-\-E)+^^'^{F'-^E')

\

„ H ["(1—3 cos^ fl)
{
Ar fr^^ + 2 {H-\-J)^

+ 7/^^ -3 [B'+ J')
) [

+0 cos^ H
{
Ar {H^rJ) -f ^(H'+J')

| ]

The actual computation, having due reference to the boundary con-

ditions, of the functions here introduced, gives results that are difficult

to be discussed. But this is simplified when we make use of the cir-

cumstance that the atmosphere fills a very thin shell in comparison with

the terrestrial sphere, wherefore the distances from the earth's surface

are all small in comparison with the earth's radius. If we put

thtMi is o small with respect to unity. If we introduce these quantities

in the above given equations and put

/^+2 {E+F)=Rf{cj), F+E= Rcpia) ;

r^-3(E'+F)= Rf{a), F'-\-E'=R(p' {a)r,

r^+2{n+J)= R'g{<j), E+J=R'y{a)

/-K-Z{H'+ J')= R:'f/'(cT), H'-\-J' = Rv^v' (a):
<lr

' '

then by restricting ourselves to the terms of the lowest order, we can

obtain simple exi)ressions for these functions. Primarily we Ui.d that

the functions/ and/', (p and cp', g and <j', y and y' are identical.
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Moreover the two constants A and A', wbich occur in the combina-
tion

A'
A R^ + ,,3

can be expressed in terms of the temperatures of the earth's surface at

the equator, T^, and at the pole, T^. We have

Finally we put
3 {T„-T^^)=AmJr%

The numerical value of these two last constants can not be given,,

since, as before remarked, the coefficient of fiiction, n, will not agree

with that determined from laboratory experiments. In any case D is

considerably larger than C, since in D the lourth power of the radius

of the earth occurs, but in C only the second power. The components
of motion of the atmosphere are, therefore:

V=C {l-3i-os,^ 6).f{ff)

1^= —C.i) cos 6 sin d.cp [a)

0=D sin 6
I
(1—3 cos^ 0) g (a) + 6 cos^ e.y {(j) \

If we take R.li for the altitude of the atmosphere as above defined,

then the four functious,/, ^, g, y, are to be so determined that they
satisfy the prescribed boundary conditions for (j=0 and ff=h. I have
executed this computation for the most general case, namely, that in

which at the upper limit slipping occurs without friction, but at the

lower limit sliding with friction. Undoubtedly however the condi-

tion of the atmosphere on the earth's surface is much more nearly that

of adhesion than that of free slipping, so that I will here communicate
only the solutions for this latter case. For this case the motion at the

earth's surface is everywhere zero. But for this motion one can easily

substitute the motion at a slight altitude, that is to say, for small

values of a. For the four functions we find the following expressions:.

(p{(j)=^~
I
6h'-l5hff-{-Sa'

I
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According to this solution the following gives a picture of the at-

mospheric circulation, which in its principal points agrees with that of

W. Siemens.

(1) Currents on a spheroid icithoiit rotation.

These currents consist of currents in the meridian, and of vertical

movements.

(a) The meridional current in the northern hemisphere is southerly

below, but northerly above, since the function cp changes its sign when
<7 increases from zero to /*. It attains its largest value at 45°, and dis-

appears at the equator and at the poles.

(b) The vertical circulation is zero at the earth's surface and at the

upper limit of the atmosphere. From the equator to 35° 10' north and

south latitudes the flow of air is positive—that is to say, ascending

—

but in higher latitudes it is descending. Its velocity at the poles is

twice as great as that at the equator.

By the comparison of the expressions for/ (c) and qj {a), it appears

that the former function contains the fourth powers of the small quan-

tities h and a; the latter function contains their third powers. There-

fore, the vertical How is to the horizontal flow, so far as magnitude is

concerned, as h is to 1, or as the altitude of the earth's atmosphere is

to the radius of the earth. From this we can scarcely assume that we
should be successful in the direct observation of the vertical current.

The great effect of the vertical current arises from this, that it rises or

sinks over a very extensive area.

(2) Currents in consequence of the rotation of the earth.

Under the assumption here made as to the distribution of tempera-

ture on the earth's surface, these currents consist exclusively of move-

ments along the parallel circles of latitude. As in the case of the two
terms in the component 0, so here we distinguish the two following.

(«) The movement depending on the function g (c). Since this func-

tion is invariably negative; therefore to begin with at the equator the

motion is directed toward the west. It changes its sign at latitude 35o

16', and then becomes a motion directed toward the east.

{h) The second current is zero at the equator; becomes a maximum
iit 54° 44', and is exclusively directed toward the east. Both currents

disappear at the poles.

The two motions (a) and [h) differ from each other fundamentally in

that y {ff) differs from zero first when a has larger values. It is there-

fore a current that only occurs in the higher strata of the atmosphere.

But thereby the function ^ is of a higher order than y for the small

quantities h and a. Therefore at great altitudes the current {b) must

greatly exceed the current [a] in velocity.

The components la and 2a combine at the earth's surface to form the

xegular movement of the air that we designate as the lower trade wind.
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On the ocean where this system of winds can freely develop in the

manner here assumed, without the intiuence of continents, their course

is in sood atjreement with the conclusions of theory. Thus, on the

northern hemisphere, between 0° and 35° latitude, east and northeast

winds prevail; at 35° nearly north or in general only feeble winds;

in higher latitudes northwest and west winds.

It results from the preceding that the two currents (la) and ^16) are

of the same order of magnitude and give moderate winds in the lower

strata of atmosphere. Since now the current {2b), in comi^arison with

{2a) is of a different order of magnitude, therefore the formt^r is by far

the most intense of all currents of air, but onl}' in the upper strata of

the atmosphere.

In so far as this component combines with the upper current (In), it

forms in the tropics the southwest or upper trade wind. In higher

latitudes the purely westerly current prevails. So far as is known to

me, the observations of the highest clouds which show ])revailing west

winds agree herewith. That the just-mentioned rotation-currents attain

a great velocity has its reason in this that they can circulate around

the whole earth without being hindered by the friction of a lower oppo-

site current, as for instance is the case with the meridional cnirents.

I consider it probable (as also W. Siemens has already announced) that

in this powerful upper current we have to seek for the i)rincipal source

of the energy found in the wind system of the lower strata.
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ON THE PHENOMENA OF MOTION IN TFIE ATMOSPHERE.*

iSECOXD COMilUNICATIO.y.)

By Prof. A. Uberbeck, of Greifswald.

I.

A comparison of the hig:hest and lowest atmospheric temperatures at

the siufaee of the earth shows permanent differences of 70°C. If the

pressure were uniform everywhere these would correspond to differences

of density of the air of more than 20 percent. Since, however, pressure

and density mutually iuliuence each other one should therefore expect

uiinima of pressure at places of highest temperature and maxima of

pressure at i)laces of low temperature of a corre.spondiug intensity.

Instead of this the average differences of pressure on the earth's sur-

face attain only 6 or 7 per cent., and even the largest rapidly passiug

barometric variations scarcely exceed 10 per cent. We explain the

relativel}' small value of these differences of pressure bj- the formation

of corresponding currents ; a lower current at the earth's surface in the

direction of the increasing temperature and an opposite upper current.

Still the above-mentioned rule as to the connection between temperature

and pressure must be true in general. But this is by no means always

the case. While the e(iuatorial zone of highest temperature shows a

feeble minimum of pressure there occurs a maximum of pressure be-

tween the twentieth and fortieth degree of latitude from which toward

either pole, and especially markedly in the southern hemisphere, the

atmospheric pressure very decidedly sinks-

It appears to me not to be doubted that we can explain this re-

markable i)hen«menon only by the influence of the rotation of the earth

upon the currents of air that originate in temperature differences. lu

a previous memoir t I have endeavored to carry out an analytical treat-

ment of these phenomena of motion under certain assumptions which

* Read before the Royal Prussian Aea<lemy of Sciences at Berlin, November H, 1888.

Translated from the Sitzungaberichie Konigl. Preus. Akad. der JVissetischaften zu Berlin.

188-^. pp. ir29-ll;58.

t [See the previous number (XII) of this collection of Translations.

—

C. A.J
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are there given in detail. In tliat memoir the pressures were not ex-

plained ; this is done in the present treatise. I have arrived thus at

the result that the distribution of pressure just described finds its ex-

planation completely in the currents of the atmosphere, and that from

the observed values of the pressure a conclusion can be drawn as to

the intensity of the atmospheric currents.*

II.

In conformity with the notation of my first memoir the temperature

of the atmosphere will be expressed by

r = To -f Ti

where To depends only upon r. the distance of the point in question

from the center of the earth, while Ti is a function of r and of 6, the

polar distance.

Let the pressure at the given point be

In this expression ^>o also depends ou\yupou r, while ^is a function of

r and 6. So far as the observations of atmospheric pressure show, ^^can

be considered as a small numerical quantity in comparison with unity.

For determining po the following equation holds good :

c2 log i>o= constant +GR-lj.+aj J'^dr\

from which the diminution of pressure as a function of tlie altitude

above the earth's surface can be computed when the law of the diminu-

tion of temperature with the altitude, that is to say, the value of To as a

function of r is known.

Let us further put

in which

GRhxT^

while J^i, vt^ 1^3 shall indicate the values determined in the previous me-

moir (pages 180 and 181).

The first two terms of this summation vo+f'x gi^'e those changes in

pressure which result directly from tiie ditierences of temperature on

the earth's surface; that is to say, without considering the rotation of

the earth.

If the temperature diminishes uniformly on both hemispheres from

the equator toward the poles; or, in other words, if the temperature

* [Ferrel had pnblisbed similar conclusions in 1859 but Oberbeck's independent con-

firmation is none tlie less valuable.

—

C. A.']
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depends ouly on the geographical latitude (aud not also on the longi-

tude), then the motion of the air can only consist in vertical and me-

ridional currents, and which (corresponding to the above given compo-

nent velocities Ui, v^, u'l) consist of one lower current toward the equatt»r

and of one upper current toward the poles. The distribution of pres-

sure y()-\-v\ existing in connection with this furnishes (by means of th&

equation (4), page lS2of the previous nieaioir)the anticipated result that

on the surface of the earth the pressure increases from the equator to-

ward the pole, while at a medium altitude the differences of pressure

disappear, but that finally, at greater altitudes, the pressure is greatest

at the equator and least at the poles.

Since as above remarked, the actual distribution of pressure in no-

wise agrees with the above, it must be concluded that the influence of

the term n+^i on the pressure can only be slight.

From the previous developments it results that the term v., disappears

under the assumption of a uniform distribution of temperature symmet-

rical with the earth's axis, so that as was already indicated in the first

memoir, v^ will be the most important term.

III.

In the computation of this quantity Kj the system of equations pre-

viously given is to be used, namely :

.Jy-i ^u ^11 ^u ^^

^x M' i)y ?^

.-,^^1 M' ?^' Jv
(^\ + U\ + V\-+ IV—=— 2fM2

?!/ ^v ^y ^z

i)z ^x Jy i)z

Since according to the accordant opinion of meteorologists, as alsO'

according to my previous deductions, it is very probable that the inten-

sity of the rotatory currents of the atmosphere materially exceeds that

of the meridional currents, therefore I have only introduced into the

further computation the rotation currents, whose components are des-

ignated by W2 au^l I'z-

Since we have to do with a movement of rotation about the axis of ^

therefore we can put

"2 = —
,1'Z/,

'•-'= + I.r, 1^2=0,

and these values can also be used for u, v, aud ?o, in the above-given

system of equations.

The relative angular velocity x is to be deduced from the expression

for the easterly component (see equation (9), page 183). This is a func-
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tion of 6 and of r or also of a the altitude above the earth's surface. The
first system of equations is therefore transformed into the following:

c''^ = (2e+x)XX,

Since x i-^ '^ functiou of r and ^, or of p and z if we put

z = r cos ^

p = r sin i9;

therefore, we can not find one function 7^3 that shall satisfy the three

equations. If x were independent of 3; we should find

fVs = constant + (2f+ j) xP ^P

Since however this is not the case we must therefore conclude that

the above-given system of equations still needs a supplement; that

therefore a movement of rotation of a fluid to the exclusion of all other

movements can only exist when the angular velocity in the direc-

tion of the axis of rotation is everywhere the same. If this is not the

case then further currents occur perpendicular to the rotary motioti.

In our case these latter would consist of vertical and meridional move-

ments. Their components may be designated by u^ rs ic^. These are

to be introduced into the above system of equations as was done in the

corresponding fundamental equations (3) of the first memoir which now
become

^v>
c"— = {26+x) XX+ « ^^3

o-~— = xJtVj

3U3 JV3 llC3 _
;)x

"*"
:)y

"^
Jz J

(2)

If the component motions indicated by the subscript 3 that directly

depend on the movements subscript 1 are materially less in intensity

than the movements of rotation, then in any computation of the pressure

their introduction ought not to be omitted. The former memoir gave
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a rather complicated value for tbe angular velocity X. I lia^e iutro-

duced a siini^litied expression for this in that, while retaining the

dei)eudence upon the i)olar distance 6, as there given, I have tempo-

rarily introduced a constant average value instead of the dependence
upon the distance above the surface of the earth. According to this,

one can put

X=Xi cos2 6-X-2 (3)

oi with a slight difference

X=)^
I
Xx^-X^

]
(i)

In these equations Xi ^"'^ Xi f^^e considered as constants. Therefore,

as before found, the movement of rotation of the air in higher latitudes

is positive, that is to say, has the same sign as the axial rotation of the

earth. For a specihc latitude the average value is 0, and at the equa-

tor the movement has the opposite sign.

Further computation shows that the relative angular velocity j is

small in comparison with that of the earth e. so that the simpler e<iua-

tions to be solved are as follows :

^X +
?y

— 2exx-\- uJus

(5)

In solving these we first determine a function ^ that is of such form

?7s

^^
=2exx/-^=2eXy.

as to satisfy the conditions ^^

These conditions give

Furthermore we put

?L ;)L ;)L , .f

Jx ^y ^z

(C)

{<)

where L and M are two new functions of x, y, and z, we can then write

the system of equations as follows

:

cU- ;)x
"-^ '

.")'-

i)x

:}y ?y ?y '
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The eqiiatioD of continuity uow becomes

JL= -^-^^
. . , „ „ . . . . . (8)

The three first equations lead to the two following :

c^ vs = Constant + a — « — ^9)

JM = '^ .^^^
(10)

If the functions L and M are so determined that they satisfy the

boundary conditions then the problem is to be considered as solved

and equation (0) gives the desired distribution of pressure. As
boundary conditions I have retained those previously laid down, viz,

adhesion to the earth's surface, slipping on an upper boundary surface

at an altitude R. h above che earth whereby h is to be considered as a

small number in comparison with unity.

For further calculation it is expedient to introduce the vertical and
meridional components of the current or F and N. These are con-

nected with L and Mhj the equations

Y=^J^ j^ Mcosd ]
dr I

} - (11)

JV = - L ^J + M sin d I

The equation of continuity now becomes

^li+^F=i cot^-.V+'^S (12)

The elimination of L gives the further equation

The calculation gives the following values :

y=~R'\xi+ ^X2-Q{^Xi+X2)<iOs'd+35xiCOs'f^\.f{(j) . (14)

i\r=-i2-^ sin (V cos ^j-Ii—2j2+ 7^1 . cos'' ^ p 99(0-) . . . (15)

In these /((T) and cp {a) have a signification similar to that in the

previous memoir, namely,

f{ff)= ^{h-ff){Sh-2(T)

80 A 13
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Moreover, a is determined by the same equation as before,

Finally, from the equation (9)

C K3= ('0 1 1 S t+ t's
— K-

dz

there results the followiuo-.-

c-V3=coust+6i^''
j (-^+Xi ) cos'^ '9— x\ cos^ H \

This last equation allows of a direct comparison with the above-men-

tioned observations of the distribution of pressure.

IV.

The average values of the pressure of the air in the Southern Hemi-
sphere are given in the following table (under the column of observa-

tions) as a function of the latitude.*

Air pressure at the earth^s surface.

Latitude.
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Furthermore, if we make the very probable assumption that the vari-

ations in pressure here considered depend exclusively on the moveoieut

of rotation, that therefore

where jh rei)resents the pressure at the equator, then is

P-Pn
^3 =

P.

Therefore

^3= cos-
^"(31.2295-G1.094 cos^ d

=0.0413 cos- ^-0.0800 cos" ^ (19)

But the computation of K3 had already given

eR' _, ^ ( 3;^,
,="^008^ d

I
'1^+X2-Xi cos^' ^

\

wherein the appended constant can be omitted.

Hence, the two expressions for ^3 can be put equal to each other,

and for the computation of the motion of rotation we obtain the two

equations

+j3 =0-0413

If in these we put

then we shall obtain

^=0379600°^; c=280°»;

f=0.00007292

,Yi =0.0292 €

j2=0.0836 xx-

Hence, the relative angular velocity of tlip rotary motion of the air is

j=0.0293 s
I

cos- ^-0.0830 \ (20)

This is small in comi)arison with f, the angular velocity of the earth,

therefore it nowhere leads to improbably large movements of the at-

mosphere. If we form the product xi ^1 "^^ obtain for it the value

13.58 metres per second. But the true linear velocity corresponding to

the rotatory motion is

I
= X- R' siu ^.

'he maximum value of this occurs at S. latitude 56° 27' and amounts to

59 metres per second. From the S. pole to 1 6° 49' S. latitude the average
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valt:e of tbe rotatory niotiou is positive, that is to say, directed toward

the east ; tbeuce to tbe equator tbe value is negative, therefore directed

toward tbe west.

Tbese results cnu easily be combined with tbe conclusions of my pre-

vious memoir, accordiij<^- to which tbe motion of ro ation can be consid-

ered as the sum of two terms that are of entirely different natures. Of

the second term It was remarked especially that the current correspond-

ing to it tirst attains sensible values at great altitudes. This therefore

becomes at that altitude materially larger than tbe above deduced av-

erage value. The first term gave a movement entirely confined to the

lower strata of the atmosphere: it is directed towaid the east from the

pole down to 35'^ latitude, but directed toward the west exclasively in

tbe equatorial zone and less in velocity than the first com])onent move-

ment. The numerical computation leads to tbe same conclusion, since

j2 i-^ small in com]>aiison with Xi Since from 35° of latitude down to

tbe neighborhood of tbe equator there are two currents of 0])posite

signs flowing over each other, therefore the place where tbe average

movement of rotation is 0° will lie nearer to tbe equator than to 35°.

Therefore the conclasion of W. Siemens, which gave tbe tirst stimu-

lus to the present investigation, has to be subjected to a modification

only in so far as we must consider that the westward movement of the

upperregionsand higher latitudes has a predominance over the easterly

movement of tbe lower regions and lower latitudes, because the former

loses a much smaller fraction than tbe latter of its living force in con-

sequence of friction.

The vertical and meridional components V and iV'are to be added to

the corresponding components that were computed in my first memoir.

The vertical comjionent is positive at tbe equator and at the i)ole, it

therefore gives an ascending current at both places, whereas Fis neg-

ative throughout a broad central zone. Therefore at the equator the

ascending current is strengthened, at the pole the descending current is

enfeebled.

The meridional component iV is zero at tbe surface of the earth at tbe

equator ; it is negative, i. e., it is directed toward the south from thence

to about 24° latitude ; thence to the pole, where it is again zero, it has a

northerly direction. Therefore in the tro])ics it strengthens tbe equa-

torial current and in higher latitudes it enfeebles it. Perhaps this ex-

plains the occurrence of northwest winds which frequently occur in the

southern hemisphere between 50° and 00° south latitude.

Finally it may be remarked that tbe formula abo\'e used for the dis-

tribution of pressure agrees stdl better with tbe observations if a third

term with a Gth power of cos 6 is introduced. This term would also

find its explanation by the analytical devel()})ment, since the newly

found meridional current should ]iroi)erly be again evaluated, in order

to further compute the movemeutG of rotation that are to be added
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to tlie first a])pioxiination, aud which will briug about a corresponding

change in the for.iiiila for pressure.

In other words, by a series of approxiiu atious one seeks the true so-

lution in a manner similar, for instance, to that used in the computation

of inutnal inductive effects of two conductors, in which computation we
imagine the total inliueuce developed into a series of individual influ-

ences of the first conductor upon the second and then again of the sec-

ond upon the first, and so on. It is easy to foresee that the further pro-

longation of the computation must afford a corresponding term in the

expression for the pressure. By tliis means the expression for the ro-

tatory motion will suffer some change ; still it is to be seen that the or-

der of magnitude of this is already correctly established. After the

execution of the further computations just indicated, I expect then to

elaborate in a similar manner the average distribution of pressure in

summer and in winter in order to determine more precisely the chauges

of the rotatory motion with the seasons. The formula above found is

only to be ap[)lied with caution to the northern hemisphere, since in

this hemisphere the fundamental condition that the temperature is a

function of the geographical latitude applies much less truly than in

the southern hemisphere.



XIY.

A GRAPHIC METHOD OF DET?]RMINING THE ADIABATIC CHANGES IN THE
CONDITION OF MOIST AIR.*

Bv Dr. H. Hkhtz.

The theoretical meteorolofjist daily has to discuss considerations as

to the changes of condition that take phice in moist air that is com-

pressed or expanded without the addition of any heat. Hence he

desires to attain answers to these questions with the h^ast possible ex-

]»enditnre of time, and he does not care to use any of the complicate*!

formulae of thermo-dynamics. Actually he generally uses the small

l)ractical table that Professor Hanu communicated in the year 1S74

(Zeit. der Oest. Ges.f. Met., 1874, ix, p. 328). Still it appears that with

at least an equal convenience one may attain a greater completeness if

one makes use of the graphic method, and the table accompanying this

paper ])resents an attempt in this direction. This contains notiiing

theoretically new except in so far as that it als.i comiiletely cpnsiders

the peculiar behavior of moist air at 0° C, which, so far as I know, has

hitherto not been treated of.t In the following 1 will now in Section i,

collect together the exact formulae of the probletn, since a complete col-

lection of such appears to be wanting. Under Section ii, the presenta-

tion of the formulas by the graphic table is described. Finally under

Section iii, I explain completely, although purely mechanically, the ap-

jilication of the latter to a numerical exami)le. If one Ibllows this ex-

ample with the diagram in the hand, one attains a judgment as to the

use of the table and a knowledge of the method of using it without the

necessity of going through the computations of Sections i and ii.

In a kilogram of a mixture of air and aqueous vapor let A represent

the proportional weight of dry air and /< the proi)ortional weight of un-

saturated aqueous vajjor contained therein. Let the i)ressure of the

mixture be p and its absolute tem])erature be T. Our problem is:

What conditions will the mixture pass through when its pressure is di-

'Trauslated fron the Meleorolof/ische Ztitsclirift, 1884, vol. i, pp. 421-431.

tSee, however, Guldberg and Mohu, " Studies on the movement of the atmosphere,"

part 1, pp. 9-16, and, also, by the same authors, Oest. Zcit.f. Meteorologie, 1878, xiii,

p. 117.

198
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minished indefinitely without addition of beat? We must distinguish

different stages.

First stage.—The vapor is unsaturated ; liquid water is not i)resent.

We assume that the unsaturated vapor follows the laws of Gay-Lussac

and Mariotte. Let e be the partial pressure of the aqueous vapor

;

p — ehe that of the dry air ; t' the volume of a kilogram of the mixture.

We then have jJ — e = X ; c = /.i —— where R and 7?] are constants

of well known meaning and value.

Since now the total pressure ^j is the sum of these two values, there-

fore

pr= {XR-\-j.tE^) T

iind this is the so-called equation of condition [equation of elasticity]

for the mixture. If further, c, is the specific heat of air at constant

volume and c\ the same for aqueous vai)Or, then in order to bring

altont the changes dv and dT, the quantity of heat to be added to the

air must be

dQi=x\c,dT-\-ART- \

On the other hand, the quantity of heat to be added to the aqueous

vai)or must be (see Clausius Mechanische Wdrmetheorie. 1876, vol. i,

p. 51.)

dQ,=M^c\dT+AB,T~y

Therefore for both together, the quantity of heat is

dQ = (A CV+ // c',) dT-^A{XR + ju R,) T~

But this quantity of heat must be zero for the adiabatic changes now
investigated by us. In order to integrate the differential equation

arising from putting dQ equal to 0, we divide it by T. From the

mechanical theory of heat we know beforehand that by this operation

the equation becomes iutegrable, and we find this confirmed a poste-

riori. If we carry out the integration and eliminate r by means of the

equation of elasticity, in that we recall that c. + AR is equal to c^ or

the specific heat under constant pressure there follows

(Ac,, + //C'giogf -A(Ai^ + //Z^,)logf'=0 . . . (1)

The quantity that forms the left-hand side of this equation has a

l>hysical significance. It is the difference of the entropy of the mixture
in the two conditions that are characterized by the quantities pTand
j>o To. Moreover the mixture evidently behaves exactly like a gas
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whose density and specific heat have values midway between those ot

the aqueous vapor and the air.

We now have to compute the limit of }) up to which the equation (1)

may be used. Hereafter let e be the pressure of the saturated aqueous

vapor at the temperature T; e is a function of T, but of T only. The
mass V of saturated aqueous vapor that is present in the volume v at

the temperature T amounts to

"--w ^^''^

and this quantity must be greater than /< so long- as the vapor is un-

saturated. Therefore the limit occurs when // = i\ If we substitute

for V its value from the equation of elasticity, then this latter condition

(// = )/) takes the form

As soon as T and ^9 attain values that satisfy this equation, we must

relinquish the use of equation (1) and pass over to the equations for

the second stage.

Second stage.—The air is saturated with aqueous vapor and contains

also additional tiuid water. We neglect the volume of the latter. We
can therefore here also consider the air on the one hand and the water,

with its vajjor, on the other hand, each as though the other were not

present. To both are to be ascribed the same volume v and the same
teujperature T as that of the mixture ; on the other hand, the pressure

y of the mixture is equal to the sum of the partial pressures, j9i=^!
V

for the air and pi = e for the aqueous vapor.

R T
The equation p = A + e

V

or ip—e) v = l R T

is therefore now the equation of elasticity of the mixture. The quan-

tity of heat that we must communicate to the air in order to bring

about the changes (IT and dv is as before

ndvdQ,= \ \ c,dT+ART— \.

On the other hand, the quantity of heat that must be communicated to

the water in order to bring about the change dT, and to simulta-

neously increase by dr iiu- <jiiauiu.\ /' of aqueous vapor, while pressure

and volume change correspondingly, is

dQ, = TdQ^\ + McdT.
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This equation is deduced in Clausius ^fech. W((rmet/ieorie, vol. i, sec-

tion vi, art. 11 ; aud iu it c is the specitic heat of liquid water, r the

external latent heat of vapor, both of them expressed in units of heat.

Therefore the total heat communicated to the mixture is

dQ =X
I

c,d T + AET'^^^
I
+ dT(^''pj+ iiedT.

Here also we have to put dQ = 0, then divide by T and integrate.

With the help of the equation of elasticity aud equation (la) we elimi-

nate the quantities v and cfrom the integral equation, and thus obtain

(Xc^, + lic ) log l^-^XAR logi^"

+ ^RATp:^e-%J^,S~'' •
• ' • •

(2).

Here also the quantity on the left hand that is equated to zero

represents the difference of the enrroj)ies between the final and the

initial conditions of a kilogram of the mixture. The equation thus

obtained can be used until the temperature attains the freezing point,

then we arrive at the third stage.

Thirdstage.—In thiscase,in addition to the vapor and the liquid water,

the air contains also ice. By further expansion of the air, the temper-

ature will now not sink immediately further, for the latent heat of the

freezing water will, even without a lowering of temperature, furnish

the force necessary for overcoming external pressure. But the heat

of liquefaction must uot be applied to this purpose only, but also to the

evaporation into vapor of a i)art of the nlieady condensed water.

For since the volume increases daring the expansion without allowing

the temperature to sink, theiefore at the end of the process again,

more water is become vapor than before, therefore the weight of the

ice that is formed will be less than that of the Huid that was present.

Let now, again, k be that portion of j.i that is iu the form of aqueous

vai)or, ff the part that exists as ice, and q the latent heat of liquefaction

of a kilogram of ice. T, e, r are constants. Since therefore dT=0, we

have now onlv to communicate to the air the quantity of heat A ART—
V

and to the water that we evaporate the quantity of heat rdv, and to the

water that we allow to freeze the quantity —qdff. Therefore the quan-

tity' of heat given to the whole mixture is

dQ=XART^^--^rdv-qd(T.

If we put dQ=(), divide by T aud integrate, there follows

L
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The (livi.siou by T wns uecessarv in this case only in order to give tbe

left-hand vside of tbe equation tbe form of a dilferenee of entropy,

^Vitb the hel]) of the equation of elasticity and the equation (1^0 wecau

eliminate v and ;', and introduce instead of them the pressure p. The

equation then shows us how the quantity o of ice that is formed varies

with tbe change of pressure. Tbe details of this process however in-

terest us less than the limits within which it takes place. Tiierefore we

let the subscript index figure refer to tbe condition in which the mix-

ture just reaches the temperature 0° in which therefore ice is not pres-

ent, and where (7ii=0. On the other hand we let the subscript index

figure 1 refer to the condition in which the last particles of water are

freezing, in wbicli therefore tbe temperature just begins to fall below

zero, in this condition, evidently, (T=//— i', since only ice and vapor

are now present. If now we substitute these values after introducing

the pressure, there results

A AR log +A ^ . . —^

—

A.^ . . „— /^ y~ =U . . ,3).

This equation connects the pressures ^^o and^Ji, at which respectively

the third stage is attained and relin(]uished.

It was not necessary to apjiend an index figure to the quantities e and

r since they are alike for the initial and final conditions.

Fourth stage.— If no^v the temperature sinks lower, we have then only

vapor and ice. The relations that we have to consider are tbe same as

in tbe second stage, and tbe final formula is also the same. Only here

the specific heat of evai)oration has another value from that there given.

Here, namel}', it is equal to r-{-q since the heat that is necessary' to

immediately change ice into vapor must exactly equal the beat that is

needed to first melt the ice and then change tbe water into vapor. If

we would be perfectly rigorous we ought not to assume q a-< constant,

but must consider it as slightly variable with the temperature, but the

difl'erences are so small that here they may remain out of consideration.

In this fourth stage we may attain to those low temperatures at which

tbe air itself can no longer be considered as a permanent gas.

The four stages that we have here distinguished, one can very i)rop-

erly designate as tbe dry, the rain, tbe hail, and the snow stage.

If one is now in a position such that he is obliged to exactly follow

tbe changes that a mixture containing a considerable percentage of

water must undergo, then nothing further remains than to abide by these

more complicated formulne. In that case one i)roceeds in tbe following

manner : First we substitute tbe values of A and // in all tbe equations.

Then we substitute tbe quantities jj,, and To for the given initial condi-

tion in equation (I). We then consider tbe resulting equation and the

equation {lb) as two simultaneous equations with tbe two unknown
quantities j) and T. Solving those equations with reference to these

quantities, we obtain that condition through which we must go in pass-
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ng from tbe first to the second stage. The values thus obtained are

tlien lo be substituted as po J^nd To in equation (2). By substituting

T=273o in the equation thus obtained, we obtain that j^,, which occurs

n the equations of the third stage. If now we furtlier determine from

Llie equation (.3) the final pressure 2>\ of the tliird stage then this

pressure and the temperature 273° form the j?o and To of the equations

3f the fourth stage. It will frequently happ-n that the temperature

lown to which the first stage holds good will lie below the freezing

point ; in that case one passes directly over to the fourth stage, omitting

the second and third. After we have thus <letermiued for all the

equations the coefficients and the limits for which each equation holds

gooil we can use them in order to determine the T belonging to any
given p or inversely. All these computations can however only be

executed by successive approximations, and one would do well to take

the necessary approximate values from the accompanying diagram. If

we have determined /> and Tfor any special condition then the remaining

•characteristics are easily found. The density of the mixture follows from

the corresponding e(]uation of elasticity. The equation (la) gives the

•quantity of water still present in the form of vapor, and therefore also

the quantity of water already liquefied. Frequently one desires to

know the difference in altitude h that corresponds to the dilferent con-

ditions ^0 and 2h under the assum[)ti()n that the whole atmosphere is

found in the so-called condition of adiabatic e(piilil>rium. If one de-

sires the exact solution of this ])rohlem, it must be attained by the

laborious mechanical evaluation of the integral

j
rdp

;

but s nee it is precisely with regard to this ])oint that an exact deter-

mination never has a s|)ecial value, therelbie here one may always
abide by the accompanying convenient diagram.

II.

If we had to deal only with one mixture whose composition is exactly

"tnown for which we therefore can have only one value of the ratio n : A,

then we could exactly re-produce the formuhe above developed by a

graphic table that Avould enable us to directly perceive the adiabatic

changes of the mixture for any condition.

We should represent pressure and temperature by coordinates in one

plane and cover this plane with a system of curves that should con-

nect all those conditions together that can adiabatically pass from one

to the other. It would then only be necessary to glide from a given

initial condition along the curve going through the corresiiondingi)oint

in order to i)erceive the behavior of the mixture as it i)asses through all

these stages.

Since however the meteorologist must necessarilv deal with mixtures
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of very viiiiou.s proportions, tberefore by this method a great num-
ber of tables wonhl be required. But it can now be shown that one

can also manage with only one graphic table, if first we confine our-

selves to those cases in which the weight and pressure of the aqueous

vapor is small in comparison with the weight and pressure of the air^

and if secondly we do not require of the results any greater accuracy

than corresi)onds to tlie neglect of those quantities in comparison with

these. If we neglect // and e as coaj pared respectively with A and p, then

the form of the curves to be drawn is the same for all the absolute values

of //, therefore the same carve can be used for all the dift'erent mixtures.

But the points at which the different stages i)ass into each other will be

located very differently for different mixtures, and S[)ecial devices will

therefore be needed by means of which this point may be determined.

The graphic table, Fig. 28, is therefore constructed in accordance with

the following principles.

The pressures are laid off as abscissas on the adopted scale for tln^

interval between 300 millimetres to 800 millimeters of the barometer;

the temperatures are laid off as ordinates for the interval between — 2ii^

Cels. and +30° Cels. But as we see by the diagram, a uniform increase

in the length of either of these coordinates does not indicate an equal in-

crease of pressure or of temperature; on the contrary the diagram is so

constructed that an equal increase of distance corresi)onds to an equal

increase in the logarithm of the pressure and in the logarithm of the ab-

solute temperature. The advantage of this arrangen^.ent consists in the

fact that thus the curves with which we have to do bi^conie, some of

them esact,atul some of them approximate straight lines, which brings

an important advantage in the accurate construction and use of the

table.

Now theadiabatics of the first stage (if we neglect // with respect to A)

are given by the equation

Cp log T— .4.7? log j) = constant {a)

In this diagram the logarithms are always those of the natural sys-

tem. With Clausins we put

Calorie
c„= 0.2375

A=

Cels. degree x kilogr.

Calorie

i2=29.27

423..55 Kilogram metre

Kilograrametre

Cels. degree X kilogr.

These adiabatics ai)pear in our diagram as straight lines. One of

them is distinguished by the letter alpiia (rt)and the whole of this system

may be called b^" this letter. The individual lines are so drawn that
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from one to the uext tbe vilue of the constant (wbich is the entropy)

increases by the quantity

Calorie
0.0025

Cels. degree x kilogram'

These lines therefore appear at equal distances apart from each other.

One of them is drawn to the point 0° Cels., and the pressure 760 milli-

metres.

The curves of the adiabatics in the second stage must satisfy the

equation*

—

(V
log T—AR log p + -

. ^, ^^ = constant .... {ft)

p
In this equation -rr is the density of aqueous vapor in reference to the

air, and therefore is equal to 0.G219. According to Clansius,

r = GOT - 0.708 (T - 273) ^^^^^,^ ' kdogram

I have taken the value of e for the different tem[)eratures from the

table computed by Broch {Travaux. du Bur. Internat. des Poids ct Mes-

nres, tome i). The curves run along with feeble curvature from the

right hand above to the left hand below. One of these is distinguished

by the letter beta [ft). They also are so drawn that the entropy in-

creases from one to the next by a constant value of

—

0.0025
^^^^""

Cels. degree X kilogram

or the same as before for the aljiha system, and so that one of them
passes through the point 0^ C, 760 millimetres.

The curves that correspond to the third stage coincide with the iso-

therm of 0° C.

Finally the curves of the fourth stage are entirely similar to those

of the second stage, but are not exactly the same, for their formula is

derived from that belonging to the second system by substituting /• + ^
for r where q is equal to 80 calories per kilogram. They are distin-

guished by the letter gamma (k), and are drawn according to the same
rules as alpha [a) and beta (/i) curves. In general the gamma curves

are not precise prolongations of the /i system.

We have now to tind some means by which the points of transition

* Although /< is neglected in comparison with A, still it is questionable whether c/<

is negligible iu comparison ivith CpX, since c is four times larger than Cp. Even al-

though within the limits of the diagram // does not exceed /o A, yet the c/^ is -,-,; c^A.

But in nieteorologic applications we recall that in these extreme cases the liquid water
is not generally wholly carried up with the air. Frequently so large a fraction of it

falls from this air as rain that we keep nearer the truth when we entirely neglect the

specific heat of the liquid water, rather than to introduce it with full value into the

computation.
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can be foiiud for the different stages. The dotted lines serve to show

the end of the first stage. These lines g^ive the greatest qnantity of

water, expressed in grains and com[)uted according to the formula

B e
v= ^'

J,
that a kilogram of the mixture in the different conditions can

coutaiu as vapor. Thus, for instance, the curve designated by 25 con-

nects all those conditions in which one kilogram of the mixture when

saturated contains 25 grams of vapor. These curves are drawn Irom

gram to gram. If a mixture contains n grains of vapor in every kilo-

gram of mixture, then evidently we have to follow the curve of the first

stage up to the dotted line /t, but then we must pass either to the second

or fourth stage.

The limit of the second stage, with resi)ect to the third, is given by

the intersection of the corresponding adial)atic beta with the isotherm

of C^ C. By the pressure ^>u, that corresponds to this intersection, and by

the quantity /< of water, is determined the pressure ^>i, at which the

transition takes place from the third to the fourth stage. The small

auxiliary diagram that is given beneath the main table of Fig. 28

serves for the graphic determination o{ jh- This auxiliary diagram con-

tains as abscissa the pressure arranged as in the larger diagram, and

as ordinate the total (quantity /< of the water in all conditions ex-

l)ressed in grams per kilogram of the mixture. The obli(j[ue lines of

tljis small table are the curves that corresi)ond to the equation (3) of

the third stage, when in this equation we consider />„ ^is constant, but

j>i and j.i as the variable coordinates. These lines are not perfectly

straight, but are not to be distinguished from such in a diagram on

this scale. The highest point of eacii of these lines corresponds to the

case jJi — 2h' The corresponding j.i is not zero, but is equal to the least

value, r, that /< must have in order that the mixture may be saturated

at 0^ C, and the auxiliary table come into use. If one wishes to find

the j>i belonging to a definite value of p^ and /<, then we seek that

oblique line whose highest point lies on the abscissa j?,,, and tiien we
l)ass along this line downwards to the ordiimte //. The pressure at

which we attain this ordinate is the desired pressure^i. lu this pres-

sure we have the i)oint of transition from the third to the fourth stage.

Uaving in this way determined the totality of the stages through

which the mixture runs, we find the remaining desired quantities for

each stage in the following manner:

(1.) The dotted line which one selects, (corresponding to the condi-

tion given,)indicates directly the number of grams of water still remain-

ing in the form of vapor. If we subtract this quantity from the original

total quantity /<, we obtain the (juantity of water that has already

been condensed.

^2.) The density 6 of the mixture can under the adopted approxima-

tions be computed for all conditions by the formula

>)

6 = •^,; or log 6 = log y;— log T— log R.
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These can also be read off graphically if the diagram is covered with

another system of lines of equal density. We see that these lines will

constitute a system of parallel degrees of density.

Onl,^ one of these lines is in reality drawn on the accompanying

diagram, namely, the line marked 6 (delta), in order not to confuse the

diagram. But with the assistance of this one we can also compare the

densities in anj^ two conditions Ci and C2, according to the following

rule: From the points 1 and 2, representing these conditions on the

diagram, draw two straight lines, respectively, parallel to d, until they

intersect the isotherm 0° C, and read oft" the pressures pi and 2)2 for

these points of intersection. The densities for the conditions Ci and d
are in the ratio of the pressures pi : ih ; as is seen from the considera-

tions that the densities for the condition [pi, 0°), and for (p2, 0^") are ac-

cording to Mariotte's law in the ra*io of pi to p^, and are equal to the

densities for the conditions Oi and Ci since they lie on the same line of

equal density with these.

(3.) The difference of altitude h that corresponds under the assump-

tion of adiabatic equilibrium to the passage from tl.e condition ^0 to the

condition p is given by the equation

dp.

jp ^ jp p

In using this equation we take T as a function ofp from the diagram

and then perform the integration mechanically. Actually however
the assumption of adiabatic equilibrum is always so imperfectly ful-

filled that it is not worth while to trouble about an exact development

of its consequences. On the other hand, for moderate altitudes, we
commit a relatively very unimportant error when we give T an average

value, and consequently consider it as constant. Within the limits of

the diagram T ranges only between the values 253 and 303; if there-

fore we give it the constant value To = 273, then the error in h will

scarcely exceed one-ninth of the whole value. If we are satisfied with

this error, then we have

h = constant— BTo log p,

and we now can, along with the pressure, directly introduce the altitude

as abscissa. Consequently an equal increase in the length of the

abscissa will everywhere correspond to an equal increase in altitude.

The scale of altitudes is introduced at the base of the diagram. Its zero

point is put at the pressure 760, because this is usually taken as the

normal pressure at sea-level.

III.

In order to illustrate the use of the table by an example, we propose

to ourselves the following concrete problem : Given a mass of air at sea-

level under the pressure of 750 milimetres, the temperature 27 degrees
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centimetre, and relative humidity 50 ))er cent., it is desired to find what
conditions this mass of air will ]iass through wheu it is carried without

change of heat into the higher strata of the atmosphere, and therefore

into a lower pressure, and at wliat approximate altitudes above the sea-

level the different conditions will be attained.

We first seek from the diagram the point that corresponds to the ini-

tial stage. We find it as the intersecting i)oint of the horizontal iso-

therm 27 and the vertical isobar 750. We remark that it lies almost ex-

actly on the dotted line 22. This indicates tiiat our mass of air must

contain 22.0 grams of aqueous vapor in each kilogram of its own weight

in order to be saturated. Sinue however it has only a relative humid-

ity of 50 per cent., therefore it contains 11.0 grams of water ]>er kilo-

gram. We note this for future use. Furthermore, we go along down
the isobar 750 to tlie scale of altitude tliat is found at the lowest edge

of tlie diagram, and here we read off
10(J

metres. The point of the

scale of altitude therefore lies about 100 metres below the sea-level

adoi)ted by us as a base, and therefore we have to subtract 100 metres

always from all the direct readings on the altitude scale, in order to

obtain the altitude above sea-level. If now we raise our atmospheric

mass upward, then the series of conditions which it runs through will

be directly given by that line of the Alpha system that passes through

the initial condition.* An engraved line not being given for this case

we therefore interpolate such an one {i. e., the — . . — . . line ot the

diagram). If the number of intersecting lines appears to be bewil ier-

ing, then we take a strip of paper and lay it parallel to the system

under consideration, when all confusion disappears. In order now to

recognize the condition in the neighborhood of the altitude 700 metres

we seek for the point 700 4- 100 = 800 on the scale of altitudes, and go

perpendicularly up until we intersect our Alpha line. The intersection

gives this point at pressure GS7 milimetres, and temperature 10.3° C
But we ought to use the Alpha line only to that point in wiiich it itself

intersects the dotted line 11 (or the line of absolute weight of con-

tained water). The attainment of this line indicates that we have ar-

rived at a condition in which the air is only just able to contain 11

grams of water per kilogram in the form of aqueous vapor. Since now
we have 11 grams per kilogram, therefore with any further cooling con-

densation begins. The pressure for the point at which precipitation

commences is G40 milimetres; the temperature is IS.S*^ C. This is not

the temperature of the original dew-point, but it is lower. The dotted

line, eleven, intersects the isobar 750 at 15.8° C, and this is the initial

dew-point. But since besides cooling our air has also experienced an

increase in its volume, therefore the vapor has remained volatile to a

*The letters a, /J, y, that designate the systems are to be found iu the small circles

at the edge of the diagram. For each of these there corresponds one line of the sys-

tem that it designates. A line of special dots and dashes in the diagram indicates

the change of condition of tlie air in our illusbrative example.
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temperature 13.3. The altitude at which we now find ourselves corre-

si)onds to the lower limit of the formation of clouds, and is about 1,270

metres. lu order to follow the conditions further we draw a curve of

the Beta {fi) system through the point of intersection.

This curve is inclined much more slowly toward the axis of abscissas

than the Alpha line hitherto used, therefore the temperature now
changes with the altitude much more slowly than before, which is due
to the evolution of the latent heat of the aqueous vapor. We have now
risen 1,000 metres since the commencement of condensation, but the tem-

perature has sunk only to 8.2°, or only 0.51 o to each 100 meters. We
now iind ourselves on the dotted line 8.9, and perceive that 8 9 grams
of water are still in the state of vapor ; that therefore in this first 1,000

metres of the cloud layer 2.1 grams of water have been condensed per

kilogram of air. We attain the temperature zero degrees C. at the

pressure 472 millimetres, and at the altitude 3,750 meters, whereas if

the air has been dry, and we had not been obliged to leave the Alpha
line, this temperature would have been attained at an altitude of 2,G00

metres. It now appears that by this time 4.9 grams of water, or 0.45 per

cent, of the total contents, have been condensed, and during further ex-

pansion this portion begins to freeze and form hail [the reader will re-

call that although 45 per cent, has been condensed into visible cloud,

yet it has not separated from its original air and been precipitated as

rain, but is still rising with the air and of course cooling- with itj. But
the temperature can not sink further until the last particle of water is

frozen, and we therefore must retain the temperature d^ uniformly dur-

ing a certain distance of further ascent.

In order to ascertain this distance we make use of the auxiliary

diagram between the scale of altitude and the larger diagram, we
pass down the isobar 472 millimetres to the dotted line of this diagram;

we draw through this intersection a line parallel to the inclined

line of the auxiliary table, and go along this line until we reach that

horizontal line that is characterized by the number 11, or the total

weight of the contained water, and which we easily interpolate between

the engraved lines 10 and 15. As soon as we have attained this line

we read ofl" the pressure p = 463 millimetres, and turn back to the larger

diagram. At the i^ressure thus found the process of freezing is fin-

ished, and the layer within which it all takes place has a thickness of

about 150 metres. It must surprise one that, according to the dotted

line, the quaniitv of water in the form of aqueous vapor has again in-

creased a little during the process of freezing. But this is quite cor-

rect ; in fact, the volume has increased without lowering the temper-

ature. We leave the temperature 0° C. at the pressure 4G3 millimetres.

The water which hereafter is precipitated passes directly over into the

solid condition. Since there is now but little water as aqueous vapor,

therefore the temperature again begins to sink more rapidly with the

altitude. We ascertain the different conditions in that we make use of

80 A 14
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tlJiU special Gamma line that can be drawn thiougli the point 4G3

millimetres on the isotherm 0^ C. The temperature— 20 down to which

our table can be used is attained at the altitude 7,L*00 metres, and at

the pressure 305 millimetres, at which only two grams of water per kilo-

<:ram remain as vapor, the other nine having been condensed. If it

interests us to know how the density in this condition is related to the

density in the initial condition, we draw through the corresponding

l)oiuts two lines parallel to the Delta line. These intersect the isotherm

of 0° C. at the pressures 330 and 080 millimetres. The densities are to

each other as these pressures, uamely, as 33 to 08; and as 33 and GS are

to 7G, so they are related to the density of the air in its normal condition

of U° C. temperature and 700 millimetre pressure.

All these items are directly read oft" from the diagram. Errors that

could be injurious certainly occur only in the altitudes. These latter

refer strictly speaking to ascent in an atmosi)here of a uniform temper-

ature of 0° C. But it would have been generally better to have as-

sumed that the temperature of the atmosi)here is everywhere the same
as that of the ascending mass of air. The resulting error can be ma-
terially reduced by a very little computation. Thus we found that

the point where condensation began, is at the pressure 040 millimetres.

To this corresi)Ouds au altitude of l,-;70 millimetres, provided that the

temi)erature is 0^, but in our case this is between 27° and 13°, there-

fore on the average about 20°. For this temperature the altitude must
be al)out

-.f-^%-
or -Jj greater, since the density of the air is by this sanse

fraciion smaller than for 0°. Therefore the altitude really lies between
1,3 iO and 1,400 millin^etres.

We must still supplement the above example by the mention of

s|iecial cases:

(1) We assume in the above that during the hail stage the total

quantity of water originally ])reseut in the air, uamely, 11 grams, was
still contained therein. This will certainly only be an appropriate as-

sumption in the case of very ra[)id ascents. In other cases perhaps the

greater part of the condensed water falls as rain, and therefore only a

fraction of it remains to be frozen. If one has any estimate as to how
great this fractional part is, then the diagram will always allow us to

ascertain the correct conditions. Thus if in our example one had reason

to assume that half of the water condensed at 0° were removed, chen

on attaining the isotherm of 0° only 8.5 grams of water per kilogram

of air wouhl be present. We should then in using the auxiliary table

not descend to the horizontal 11, but only to the horizontal 8.5, and
should have started from the temiierature line of 0° at the point corre-

sponding to the pressure 400 millimetres (instead of 403 millimetres);

this would have been the only difiference.

(2) If we had assumed not 50 per cent, but 10 per cent, relative hu-

midity in our example we should then have been able to use the Al-

pha line only to the dotted line 2.2. This point of intersection occurs
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at pressure 4:Oo millimetres, and at temperature— 13.0° C, therefore

considerably below 0. Therefore there would have been no formation

of liquid water and therefore no stage for the formation of hail but

only sublimation of water from the vaporous into the solid condition.

We should then from the intersection of the Alpha line with the dotted

line 2.2 have followed directly the line of the Gamma system that might
have passed through this intersecting point.

The question is not uninteresting— what dew point is the highest

that our mixture could have possessed in its initial condition as to

pressure and temperature, in order that the condensation of liquid

water, that is to say, the condensation at temperature above 0° C. should

be just avoided ? In order to answer this we follow the Alpha line to

the isotherm 0° and here find the dotted line 5.25. We therefore at

the highest could have had 5.25 grams of water per kilogram of air.

In order now to ascertain at what temperature the air would then have

been saturated under a pressure 750 millimetres, we slide along the

line 5.25 up to the isobar 750 and intersect it at the temperature 4.8° C,
and this is the desired maximum value of the dew point.

Kiel, October, 1884.



XV.

ox THE THERMO-DYXAMICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

(FmST COATMUXICATIOX.}

Bv Prof. ^VlLHELM V(.)X Bf.zold.

lu the application of tbe mecbauical theory of heat to the processes

goiug on in the atmospliere we have hitherto almost exclusively con-

fined ourselves to those cases in which one can disregard the increase

or loss of heat during the expansion or compression.

The so-called convective equilibrium of the atmosphere, the unstable

equilibrium in cyclones, the phenomena of the fochn winds have all

hitherto been treated of under tl^ assumption that we have to do with

adiabatic changes of condition.

In fact, especially in the last-mentioned phenomena, the quantity of

heat used or produced bj" expansion and compression as also by the

changes in the physical condition of the water, are so prominent in com-

parison with those that, in these rapidly executed processes, are intro-

duced or taken away by other sources that the above-mentioned as-

sumption may be said to be thoroughly allowable. In the investigation

of the convective equilibrium we obtain, under this assumption, at least

a glimpse of the special case that lies as a limiting case between the two

greater groups that correspond to the loss or increase of heat. Not-

withstanding these extremely restrictive assumptions, still through the

above-mentioned investigations, the comprehension of meteorological

processes has been furthered to such an extent that we must consider

their introduction as one of the characteristic features of modern me-

teorology. But the more valuable are the results that are already at-

tained in this manner, so much the stronger must be the desire to free

ourselves from the above-given limitations, and to extend the applica-

tion of the mechanical theory of heat to those atmospheric processes in

which the increase and diminution of heat from without can be no longer

neglected. That this generalization had not already been long before

taken is certainly because the formulte are extremely complicated, so

* Translated Ircnu the Sitznn;jsberiekte der Konig. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenscha/ien

zu Btrlin: Berliu, April 26, l!?8e. pp. 485-522.
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that one always runs in danger of losing the leading thought in the

midst of the notation and signs.

But in consideration of the fundamental importance that the applica-

tion of the mechanical theory of heat in the most comprehensive maa-

Der i)ossesses for the development of -meteorology, one evidently ought

DOt to be frightened by these extreme difficulties. This has induced me
to make the attempt to introduce a method into meteorology that has

proved so remarkably fruitful iu the ap[)lication of the mechanical

theory of the heat to the theory of machines : I mean the graphic

method that Clapeyrou* has invented in order to make the ideas first ex-

pressed by Sadi Carnott visible and comprehensible. Already, some
years ago, a step in a similar direction was taken by Hertzf in a highly

meritorious work on a graphic method for the determination of the

adiabatic changes in moist air; but the problem that Hertz had before

him, as also the method which he adopted, were materially different

from those that I have now in mind. On the one hand, Hertz confined

himself, as his title states, exclusively to the consideration of the adia-

batic changes, and on the other hand, his object was only by means of

a siuiple graphic process to avoid the complicated computations that

one has to execute in following these changes. My object, on the other

hand, has been to give a method of presentation that can serve as a guid-

ing thread iu the still more complicated formulas with which one has to

compute as soon as we disregard the restrictive assumption of adiabatic

change, and that also allows one to draw certain important conclusions

even from the form of the geometrical figures. To attain these objects

however, scarcely any mental presentation is so appropriate as that in-

troduced into science by Clapeyrou, of course with such extensions as

are required by the condition that iu meteorologi(!al problems we have

not as there to consider only two independent variables, but three, or

in special cases, even still more.

But before I enter upon the subject itself I must touch upon another

point on which notwithstanding itstundameutal importance, remarkable

to say, still perfectly clear views do not prevail. This has respect to

the true reason of the cooling that occurs iu the ascent of air to higher

regions as well as the correspouding warming for descend] ug air.

While Sir William Thomson, § Keye,|| Hauu,^] Pesliu,** and with these

investigators probably also the greater part of all physicists and meteor-

ologists, correctly consider the cooliugof ascending air as a consequence

of the expansion occurring therein, ou the other hand, Giililberg and

"Poggeudorff's ^«naZeft, vol. 59, pp. 446-566.

^Reflexions siir la puissance motrice dufeu. Paris, 1824.

t Me'eorologisihe. Zeit., 1834, i, pp. 421-431. [See No. xiv of this collection.]

$ Proc. of Manchester Soc, 1862, li, 170-176.

\\Die Wirbelstiirme, Hannover, 1872.

11 Zeitschrift d. Oesterr. Ges. f. Met., 1874, Bd. ix, pp. 321, 337. 8mithson. Rep. 1877,

p. 397.

* * liitU. Itelid. de V Assoc, scientif. dc France, 1868, Tome in, p. 299.
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JMobu* fiud the reason therefor iu the work tbat is done in raising- tbe

air, and that is bahmced by an equivalent quantity of heat taken from

tbe air. Since by both methods of consideration the same vabie is

found for the diminution of temperature with the height, therefore in

the well-known excellent treatise of Sprung t both methods of consid-

eration are i)resented beside each other as equally proper. But in fact

only the first of these two is allowable, while that of Guldberg and

Mohn contains in itself an error as to which one can only wonder that

it could have escaped two such thoughtful investigators, and evidently

also has hitherto not been remarked by others.

In order to obtain i)erfect clearness on this point one must first recall

Low it is that the ascending and descending currents in the atmosphere

come to exist at all. This is, however, always brought about by differ-

ences iu specific gravity that cause an ascent at certain jilaces, while a

corresponding mass descends at other i)laces. The work that is re-

quire<l to raise the air at the one place is therefore always obtained by

the falling of an equally great mass at another place. If no friction

occurs the corresponding rising and falling movements once started

would continue without any further addition of energy to infinity, and
such an external addition of energy is only needed in order to overcome

these frictions. These latter, however, are left out of consideration in

all the discussions that are here considered, and this will also be done

in the present memoir. We can consequently then comjjare the process

with which we have to do, with movements iu closed systems of tubes,

such as a closed series of hot water pipes, or the movements of a con-

tinuous chain that hangs freely upon a roller. But it would never

occur to any one to consider that the ascending water in the warmer
half of a conduit, or the ascending i)ortion of an endless chain must cool

because of the work done in raising it. Similarly in the case of the

ascending or descending currents in lakes or in the ocean, we must ex-

pect cooling or warming in consequence of these motions, if the ascent

is accomplished at the expense of the heat latent in the i3uid. The tern-

l^erature changes occurring in the vertical motions of the air are there-

fore exclusively to be attributed to the work of expansion and com-

pression, which is to be done or acquired respectively, and they would

occur to precisely the same extent if the corresponding changes in pres-

sure and volume occurred within a horizontal cylinder where rising

and sinking was entirely out of the question.

On the other hand if we have air compressed within a vertical cylin-

der whose base is fixed, but which is closed above by a movable piston,

and if we should now by a proper change in the load cause an expauv

sion of the air then, besides the work of expansion, it would be neces-

sary also to consider the work necessary in order to raise ihe center of

gravity of the inclosed mass of air, and thus the cooling would be more

* Zeit. OestP.rr. Ges. Met,, 1878, xiii, p. 113.

t Lehrbuch d. Meteorologie, Hamburg, 1865, p. 162.
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cousiderable than when the whole change of condition took place "with

a horizontal position of the cylinder.

If the piston were without weight and without auj' loading, and if it

were only at the beginning held fast but then suddenly loosed, and first

lield fast again at some other position at a greater distance from the

base, then indeed the cooling would be attributable alone to the work

which was necessary to be done in order to raise the center of gravity

of the mass of air, since in this case no work of expansion is accom-

plished. By the explanations that I have made in such detail, in con-

sideration of the Inndamental importance of the question, it certainly

ought to be perfectly clear that the cooling and warming in ascending

and descending currents of air in the atmosphere are to be considered

only as consequences of the work of expansion and compression; not

of the work that is consumed in raising the air or that is gained by its

tK'seent, unless the ascending and descending masses belong perma-

nently to one system. Since however the work of exi)aiisiou and com-

jnession ought never to be left unconsidered, therefore in Guldberg

and Mohn's method of consideration these, under all conditions, should

have been further taken into consideration, and there would then have

resulted for the rate of change of temperature with altitude a value

exactly double that given by them. This being premised I will now
pass to the i^roblems mentioned in the oj)ening paragraphs.

For our purpose it is first necessary to establish the fundamental

quantities that come into consideration in investigations into the change

of condition of a mixture of air and water or aqueous vapor. If in this

I do not accord wholly with the steps that Hertz has chosen, this is be-

cause he has made various simplifying assumptions that are approiiri-

&te to the attainment of the end that he had in view, but that are not

allowable in the general theoretical investigation that I contemplate.

For the same reason I must again review the equations for the various

conditions through which the mixture of air and water can pass, and

which Hertz has developed in such a perspicuous manner, since not only

by reason of the somewhat different notation, but also by the consider-

ation of certain points intentionally neglected by Hertz, some material

differences result.

Hertz and others in their investigations have made the assumption

ordinarily used in the mechanical theory of heat that the unit of mass

of the substance under consideration is given, and that it in succession

passes through the different conditions. This assumption can not be

rigorously adhered to in the case of atmospheric processes. A kilo-

gram of moist air retains its mass unchanged only so long as during

the expansion no condensation of aqueous vapor occurs, but suffers a

diminution as soon as the formation of precipitation begins and rain,

snow, or hail falls from it. When therefore a mass of moist air that

is rising within a depression, or on the windward side of a mountain

during a foehn on the lee side, is followed on its way through the atmos-
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pbere until it fiually, either witbiii an anti-cyclone or under the well

known conditions of the loehn wind on the lee side of a mountain, comes

again to its initial level, it is not the whole mass that we again find

there present, but only a ])ortion, although it may be a very consulera-

ble fraction, since a part of the water has been lost.

One can therefore begin the comi)ntation with the unit of mass of the

mixture, but must consider the loss in mass that may occur in the course

of the processes (a gain only occurs when the air passes over moist sur-

faces). But in this we have to combat the difficulty that, according to

the point of departure that we choose, or according to the prevailing

absolute humidity of the air at the point of departure, we have present,

not only different quantities of vapor, but also diflterent quandties of

dry air, since the sum of the two must be equal to unity. It is there-

fore more ai)propriate to consider the unit of mass of dry air as given,

and the water as an ad<litional variable mixture.

This being premised, we will now indicate by jI/^, J/j, j\J^, M^ the mas-se»

of the mixture in the four stages so well distinguished by Hertz, namely,

the tJri/, the rain, iliv Jidil, and the s)ioic stage, and will also attach to-

the other quantities similar subscri[)t letters as indices, in so far as a

distinction of the respective stages may be necessary. But in com-

putations that relate throughout to only one stage these indices maybe
dropped, in order not to overburden the formula? too much. This being

premised, we next find for the four stages the accompanying equations

that may be temporarily designated as the equations of mixture.

[A).—The dry stage :

M„ = 1 + x„

or abbreviated

jM = 1-\-x

wliere x or .r^ designates the mass of aqueous vapor that is mixed with

the unit mass (one kilogram) of dry air. In this it is assumed that the

air is not saturated with aqueous vapor, and therelore a-„ indicates

always the mass of unsaturated (overheated) vapor that is contained

in the mixture. This mixture remains, in general, constant in the free

atmosphere, since in this stage precipitation is excluded and an api)ie-

ciable intioiliu'tioii of atpieous vapor is only possible at the surface of

the earth, and again since the quantity of aqueous vapor that is ex-

chan^^ed in the atmosphere between masses of air of diifereut absolute

humidities can certainly at first be wholly neglected.

{B)'—The rain stage.

M,,=l-\-x,-\-x,'

or, when confined to one stage as before,

M = i -\- X + x'.

In this Xyy indicates the mass of satuiated aqueous vapor that is con-

tained in the air, x'^ is the additional mass of water liquid that is;

present.
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If we assume that by cooliug, as for example through adiabatic ex-

pansion, the air has passed from the dry stage to the rainy stage, then

will

wherein the equality sign is the limiting case but in general the in-

equality is to be considered as the characteristic sign. The quantity

x\ IS always very small and can only assume a somewhat greater value

in exceptional cases, as for instance in the case of a remarkably strong

ascending current of air that hinders the fall of the rain or rather that

carries the drops upward with itself. How large this value may become

we have as yet no indications whatever.

(C).—The hail stage: for this case

wherein x^ is the quantity of saturated vapor; x'^ the quantity of water

present in the fluid condition ; x"^ the quantity of ice that is present.

Here as above, under the corresponding assumptions, we have

this stage can, in general, only occur when fluid water is mixed with the

air and this mixture is cooled to 0° Cent.

(D).—The snow stage; for this case

J\I,=l-\-x,+x",

where the notation is easily understood by what precedes and where

again so far as the mixture can be considered as coming from the pre-

vious stage, we must have

In the most common case, where an ascending mass of air j) by cool-

ing gradually goes through all the different conditions, x' and x" are

generally exceedingly small, so that the hail stage is entirely passed

over, and in all formulae only one independent variable x appears. In

this case M steadily diminishes.

Hertz in his investigation has not considered the change of M, but

has considered this quantity as constant. This was allowable in view

of his object, but here as already stated in the beginning, this limita-

tion must be avoided. The present more general consideration leads

first of all to the recognition of the fact that here we have to do with a

class of processes which so far as I know have not yet been considered

in the mechanical theory of heat; such namely, as are reversible in

their smallest parts but are not reversible as a whole.

So long as the quantities x' and x" are not equal to zero but possess

a finite value even though exceedingly small, then can the quantity of
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vapor that is condensed by cooliug, as in expansion, be again evapo-

rated by warming- or compression. But as soon as the small quantity

of water is evaporated, then by a further warming', the air enters again

into the dry stage, but with a different quantity of vapor than it

originally had, so that now it will pass through other conditions than
at first, when the air expanded under continued loss of water. In order

now to be able to deteruiine perfectly the condition of tiie mass of air,

we need beside the variables that occur in the equations of mixture to

know also the volume v that the mass 71/ occupies and the pressure^.

The latter we measure by the pressure in kilograms i)er square metre,

wherein we now have to understand by kilograin the weight that a

kilogram of mass has at 45° Lat. The simple relation

J, = 13.G/i

exists between the pressure p thus measured or the so-called specific

pressure and the barometric pressure /i expressed in millimetres of

mercury ; whereas expressed in atmospheres it has the value

10333

so that one can without difficulty pass from one mode of measurement

to the other.

This much being prefaced, we can now establish the equations for

the gaseous condition [equations of elasticity] for the different stages.

Their general form is

f{v, p, t,jc)=0

therefore they contain one variable more than we generally find in the

equations of elasticity. The quantities .v' and x" do not appear in these

since in general they are so small that they exert no influence on p
and V.

If now we would geometrically picture a condition of mixture we
must (besides p and r which will be represented in the ordinary method
by ordinates and abscissas in a rectangular system of coordinates with

the axes OP and V) make use further of a third coordinate; as such

we advantageously choose the value of .r, and lay this off j^arallel to

the axis OX in a direcrion perpendicular to the plane PV. In this

method of presentation, all conditions that correspond to any value of

X find their representation in one and the same plane, which only

slightly diflers from the P V i:)lane if we adopt the atmospheric pressure

as the unit of pressure, and adopt lines of equal length in the direction

of the axes of V and X as expressing the units of volume (one cubic

metre) and of mass (one kilogram).

If now we imagine successive planes lying above each other, on

which conditions are represented that differ progressively from gram to

gram (that is, by a thousandth of the adopted unit), then these will lie
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like sheets above each other, and iu the study of the changes in condi-

tion one can simply adhere to the consideration of the curves described

by the projection of the represented points upon the PF plane. There-

lore, this plane will frequently hereafter be briefly designated as the

coordinate plane. VYe can therefore execute the mental presentation

of these processes in this phme, if only certain artifices are used, of

which mention will be made hereafter, and when we consider the result-

ing curves after a manner similar, as it were, to the lines on a Rie'mana

surfoce. The most inii)ortaut result is, that thereby the external work

consumed or expended finds its mental representation precisely as in

the simple method of Clapeyron. The formula

d Q = A d U+ Ajidv

expresses the quantity of heat to be added for an infinitely small change

of condition, under the notation* here adopted, and the special assump-

tions here considered; or if we pass from an initial condition over to

the final condition

JJQ = A[U2—Ui] + A
I
pdv.

In this equation the quantities x, x', x" are contained in the values for

the energy, and indeed play a very important part therein
;
moreover,

^ is implicitly contained in v. but notwithstanding this I pan -^vill beJ'i'22)dv will

represented bj- the area included between the curved portion (more

accurately, the projection on the PV i)lane of the curve) rei)resenting

the change of condition, the initial and the final ordinate and the i)or-

tiou of the axis of abscissas lying between these ordinates.

In the following sections the equations of condition for the individual

stadia will now be considered, from them those of the characteristic

curves (isotherms, adiabatics, and curves of constant quantities of sat-

uration) will be deduced, and finally the course of these in the geo-

metrical form of presentation will be investigated.

A. THE DRY STAGE.

If we indicate by2>A the partial pressure exerted by the dry air, hy ps
the pressure resulting from the vapor and in general distinguish all

quantities relating to the air and vapor, in an analogous manner by the

same indices then we obtain directly

RkT
^

RiT

or, i:>v={Bk-\-xR&)T (1)

* I adopt Zeuner's method of vrriting as more familiar to me ; that is, I assume that

the energy is expressed iu units of work.
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where R^ and B^ are the coustants of the eciuatious of elasticity* for air

and vapor, namely, -Ra= -9.272 and i?g = 47.0G1. If now x remains con-

stant, then for a constant T this equation becomes that for an equila-

teral hyperbola. The isotherm for moist but not saturated air is there,

fore, as for dry air, an equilateral hyperbola or a portion of one; but

for certain values of v this equation loses its meaning;.

The fundamental condition of the dry sta<^e consists simply in this:

that the pressure lu shall be smaller than the pressure e corresponding

to that of saturated vapor at the same temperature, or expressed alge-

braically

V

where e is a quantity depending upon T and rapidly increasing with T.

The equation (1) holds good, however, only when

^>^^ (-')

and, therefore, the effective portion of the hyperbola begins with the

point whose abscissa is

X?^
(3)

Since e increases more rapidly than T, therefore this initial abscissa,

diminishes with increasing temperature. The initial points of all

isotherms belonging to one and the same quantity of vapor x lie there-

fore on a curve whose course is to be seen approximately on the figures

to be given hereafter, in which such curves are designated by 8 S with

corresponding indices.

Hence the area within which are represented the conditions of

the dry stage for constant quantities of vapor x is bounded by this

curve on the side toward the coordinate axes. If this curve is so in-

tersected by another curve, representing any change of condition that

one jjasses from the side that is concave awny from the axis over to

its convex side then one leaves the dry stage and arrives in that of

condensation, that is to say, in the rain or snow stage. I will therefore

designate this curve as the curve of saturation or of dew-point. Points

on this saturation curve are, in accord with the considerations just de-

veloped, determined by the hyperbolic isotherm and the initial abscissa.

We can, however, equally well utilize also the corresponding ordinates

and the initial abscissa. In the dry stage the following equation holds

good for the ordinate

:

P=P\ -i- ps<p\ + e

consequently for the initial ordinate of the isotherm T, which will be

* Througbout this work, tlie
'

' equation of elasticity " is used as a translation of the

German Zustandsgleiclmng, as being preferable and more general than the ordinary

expression '• Equation for a gas" or " equation of condition."

—

C. A.
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designated hj p^ as being located on the curve of saturation, the equa-

tion is

1',

or tinall}' after substituting tlie value of v,

^'- xKb ^
^

It is therefore easy to determine the correlated values of t\ and p, for

any constant quantity of moisture x and for any given temperature.

On the other hand, only with the greatest difiiculty and even then only

by the use of empirical formuhe is it possible to bring the curve of

saturation into the ordinary form:*

F {v„ p,)=0.
t

We also will therefore entirely relinquish all attempts in this direc-

tion. By so much the more important is it therefore to show that from

the curve of saturation for a given value of x one can with ease (Induce

such curve for any other quantity of moisture. If T and hence also e

is constant, then it directly follows from the equation

RsT
v,=x

e

that the initial abscissas of isotherms corresponding to equal tempera-

tures but diflerent quantities of moisture are proportional to these

quantities of moisture themselves, or if we indicate by Vi and r> the

initial abscissas belonging to the quantities of moisture Xi and .r2, we
have

Vi : Vy=Xi : x-i.

If therefore we have any j)oint such as Ni of the dew-point curve /Sj

corresponding to a given temperature T this will be the initial point of

the isotherm (T, .r,) if as in the above given manner we indicate the

point corresponding to the temperature T and the quantity of vapor

j?i; now draw the isotherm (T, Xi) for the same temperature T but for

another quantity of vapor .r2, then we have onlj- to increase or diminish

the abscissa of ^"i in the ratio x^: Xi in order to obtain the X2 of the

* We see this from the following consideration: Since a-ccordiug to equation (4)

e=<p (jJs, X), and since again e^F{T), and moreover T=ip (ps, x); since further the

equations (3; and (4) give Vs ps^B\-\-x lis) T, therefore v^ Ps^(Bk-^x Bs) . ip {[},, x),

or ifwe omit x from under the functional sign as heing constant,

V, ps—{R\+xRs). tp{p,)

an equation which contains only )•, and p,, hut not explicitly, as variables.
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initial point No of the isotherm {Tx..) originally considered as being

unlimited; that is to say, in

order to obtain a point in the

dew-i^oint curve *S2 correspond-

ing to the quantity of moist-

ure Xi.

The dew-point curves S2, S3,

of tigure 21) therefore corre-

spond respectively to quanti

ties of vapor a72 = 2a'i; ar3 = 3,ri

when iS^i corresponds to the

quantity of vai)or x^.

The isotherms {T, Xi) and

[T^x-i) ruu so near each other

that they can oidy ap})ear sep-

arated in a figure drawn to a

very large scale,* since be-

tween the ordinntes^i and ^^
of the two isotherms belonging to a given v, the following relations-

'i

exist

;

or also

P\-Pz = {'ri — X2)
RiT

V

Pi

A'a -j- .^_, l\i

Butthisquotieutisalways very nearuiiity, since all the values of a." that

here come into consideration lie between zero and 0.03. In the umjonty

of cases one can consider all the isotherms (T, .r) corresponding to a»

given value T as coinciding witli each other and have then oidy to re-

member that accor<ling to the value of x they have their initial ])oiMts

at different places on the same hyperbola. Therefore from any one dew-

jjoint curve IS\ we obtain another one S-, in that as already done in

figure 29 we simply go with a constant ratio of exi)ansiou or compres-

sion further along an equilateral hyperbola drawn through *S'].

If we confine our consideration still to that portion of the plane of a

constant quantity of vapor x that lies to the right (that is to say, ou

that side of the dew-point curve that is distant from the coordinate

axes) that is to say to the dry stage, then in this region the same
theorems will hold good for the characteristic curves as for the so called

perfect gas, and particularly as for air, with such very small changes

in the constants as depend on the mixing ratio [or the quantity .r].

* It must Lere be expressly remarked tbat all the diagrams occuriuor in this memoir
have a purely illustrative character. If we should introduce the separate quantities

as they result from the computation the dia<;rams would lose perspicuity. The method
here given therefore will need special modifications (as is hereafter to he shown)
before it can be applied to graphical computations.
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In this stage the isodyuamic lines are also equilateral hyperbolas, and

moreover the equation

holds good also for the adiabatic lines, when pi and I'l relate to a definite

initial condition, but p and v to an arbitrary final condition.

The constant k can be adopted without notable error the same as for

dry air, namely, u = 1.41. The quantity of vapor therefore disappears

entirely from the formula and the adiabatics have the same course in

all the planes corresponding to the different values of x. If now the

adiabatic curves are considered as lines of constant entropy and we
therefore take the equation S-Si = as the fundamental condition

where — >S' is the entropy, then the equation of the adiabatic lines re-

ceives the following form

(c, + xc/) \os-^ -A{R, + xRs) logP- =
-'i Pi

where the capacity for heat of superheated aqueous vapor under con-

stant pressure is indicated by e*.

If one knows the jjath of any one adiabatic in the dry stage, then it

is easy to construct any given number of others by means of it. To
this end we consider that for any further progress along one and the

same isotherm, according to well-known propositions, the following for-

mula holds good for the quantity of heat needed in the expansion from

Vi to Vi :

where, for the sake of simplicity, we put B\ + xBs = R*
Therefore we have

^f = AR*log^^ (5)

But the quotient -^^ is nothing else than the diminution of the en-

tropy in tlie isothermal expansion from the volume rj to v^. If, there-

fore, we start from a line of constant entropy (an adiabatic), and pro-

ceed along various isotherms that cut this curve, so that the ratio of

expansion remains constant, then we attain to points on a second adi-

abatic.

If now we put Vi=v and V2=v-\-^v, and then make Jv= vVy where y

is a constant (an appropriate proper fraction), and if in a correspond-

ing manner we put JQ for Q and ^jS for the difference of the entropy,

we find

JS = '^=AR* log (l+v)

Therefore as soon as the course of one adiabatic line is known (just

* For the problems here presented, as is done by Zeuner in tbe application of the

mechanical theory of heat to machines, it is recommended to give the positive sign to

L
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as iu the case of the dew-point curve) one can by a simple metbofl of

construction cover the plane of coordinates with a series of such adi-

abatics, each of which, with reference to its neighbor, shows a constant

difference in the entropy by the amount JS.

B. THE EATN STAGE.

For the rain stage, as already stated, there obtains the equation of

mixture

.1/=! -f J' + .r',

where x' is in general very small, but .r, except in exceptional cases,

can only diminish. The equation of elasticity, on the other hand, is

P = ^^'+e (0)

where e is the vapor pressure, which in this stage, that is to say in the

condition of saturation, dei)euds simply and alone on the temperature

T. Moreover, there obtains also the equation developed as a limiting

condition iu Art. 3 above, viz :

xEsT .„.
e= (7)

This last formula shows at once the above suggested fact, that here we

have in general to do with changes that are reversible to only a very

limited extent. If, for instance, T is put constant while v increases,

then the equation can only be fulfilled when x increases. This same

holds good (because c increases rapidly with increasing T) when v is

kept constant and T increases, or, as expressed still more generally,

it holds good for all changes in condition tLsat are represented in the

diagram by a movement toward the concave side of the dew-point curve.

But an increase of j? is only to a very limited extent possible in gen-

eral in the free atmosphere, namely, only when liquid water, in addi-

tion to the vapor, is suspended in the air, and only so long as this

store of liquid holds out. The latter iu most cases is soon exhausted,

since it is precisely the liquid drops of water that fail as rain as soon

as their mass becomes considerable.

Therefore in the rain-stage, changes of condition toward the concave

side of the dew-point curve are possible only to a very limited extent

and only until the condition of supersaturation comes to its end and

the quantity of heat communicated to the air. Therefore an increase of the quotient

Q
^ corresponds to a diminution of the entropy according to the definition of entropy

as given by Clausins (see Clausins's Collected Memoirs, Brunswick, 1884) Memoir
IV, page 140, and Memoir vi, page 276.

i
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becomes that of simple saturation.* This occurs as soon as the curve

of change of couditioii attains the dew-point curve x + x' . Having
iu mind the geometrical presentation one can express this proposition

as follows

:

In the rain or snow stage, changes of condition are only reversible

when and so long as they find their representation above the dew-point

surface. If they hud this in the dew-point surface itself, then only

those changes are possible by whicli the representative point approaches

the quasi horizontal coordinate plane, that is to say slides down toward

the surface or in the limiting case becomes the dew-point curve itself.

An ascent to the dew-point surface is in the free atmosphere only im-

aginable in exceptional cases (as for instance in case of the falling of

rain through other layers or the mixing of other layers with moist air);

a further progress toward the concave side of the dew-point curve or

toward the lower side of the dew-point surface indicates a transition

over into the dry stage.

Therefore in making use of the graphic presentation one must always

keep in mind that in the rain and snow stages the curves in general

can only be travelled over in one direction best rei)resented by arrows

and that a backward movement on the same curve is an impossibility.

Nevertheless for the forward progress in the one possible direction

exactly the same formula* are applicable as for the reversible changes
of condition. Therefore the case here occurring may with propriety

be designated as " limited reversible."

We now turn to the consideration of the isotherm and the adiabatic

for the rain stage. The equation of the isotherm we obtain at once as

soon as we consider the temperature T as constant in the equation of

elasticity

i)
=—^ h e.

V

Since in this case e is also constant, therefore this curve as in the dry

stage is an equilateral hyperbola, one of whose asymptotes, as in the

dry stage, coincides with the axis of 7;, but the other is by the small

quantity e shoved from the axis of v toward the side of positive j?.

At the same time however, in so far as we exclude super-saturation and
starting from a given initial condition, this equation holds good only for

•diminishing values of v.

Moreover a glance at the equations of the isotherms in the dry and
the rain stages sufl&ces to show us that the two curves for any given

temperature differ from each other only very little and that iu the

transition from the dry to the rain stage only a very small indentation

* In a certain sense the case where liquid water or ice is mixed with the air should

certainly also be called that of super saturation, but of course with the reservation

that any confusion with the condition of super-saturation properly so called, iu which
the excess above the quantity needed for saturation is present in gaseous form, shall

Tae excluded.

80 A 15
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cau be seen with the vertex toward the right and above. This results

from the circumstance that the isotherm for the rain stage contains the

initial points, of all isotherms for the dry stage, which points corre-

si)ond to values of j'„ that are smaller than the value of jci, from which

one starts out.

In order to obtain the equation of the adiabatic we must know the

quantity of heat, dQ. that is to be communicated for a very small change

in the condition. This dQ is composed of thequautity of heatr/^)^ that

is given to the dry air and of the quantity dQ^ that is commuui-
cateil to the intermingled water or aqueous vapor. The following

equations hold good for these quantities:*

ndvd(h= C,dT+ AR^ T-
V

and dQ, = Td Q":
J
+ (^ + X') dT

[Where r is the quantity of heat required to vaporize a unit mass of

water at the teini)erature T and the pressure
^^.J

In these x' has values that lie between and x^—x where x^ indicates

the (juantity ot vapor that was given to the original kilogram in its

passage from the dry stage to the rain stage, x' is equal to wlieu all

the condensed water immediately falls down and is thus sei):tiated from

the mass; it is equal to x^—x when all such water is carried along with

the mass. The two liu)iring cases will occur relatively quite seld(jm in

nature, but since at present we have no basis for determining to what

extent liquid water is suspended in the air or can be carried along with

it, therefore one must in the theoretical investigation confine himself

to these limiting cases. Expressed in the language of the graphic

presentation one must content himself with investigating those cases

in which the indicating point either remains in the same plane as in the

dry stage or on the other hand goes further on over to the dew point

surface itself. Hitherto the first case only has been taken into consid-

eration, although in general the second better agrees with the conditions

occurring in nature.

Therefore the above given equation for dQ^ assumes different forms,

according as we consider the one or the other limiting case and we have,

either

dQ,= Td Q^^^Y^adT

for the case where x^ is constant when all the water formed by conden-

sation remains suspended,

or dQi=Tdf^\-\-xdT

where x=-^^

for the case when all this water immediately separates from the mass.

• See Clausius Collected Memoirs, Brnnswick, 1884, Memoir v, page 174, or Hirst's

translation of Clausius, pages 153 and 3r)3.
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The first case corresponds to ci super-saturation limited only by the

original amount of water, or, as I will briefly call it, the " maximum
super-saturation ;" the second case corresponds to the " normal satura-

tion," rejecting any supersaturation.

For the quantity of heat dQ=d(J\-\-dQ3 communicated to the mixture

we obtain therefore two equations, namely

:

(1) For " maximum super-saturation:"

dQ={c,.+x^,)dT+TdQ^^+AR^T^^'
(8)

(2) For the "normal saturation:"

dQ=c,dT+xdT+Td(^''^^^+ AKATp. ... (9)

If we jnit dQ=0 then we obtain the ditfereutial equations of the

adiabatics for the two limiting cases. But in doing this we ought uot
to overlook the fact that strictly speaking in satisfying the condition

dQ=0 we have to do with an adiabatic in the ordinary sense of the

word only in one of these limiting cases, namely, that of maximal
supersaturation. For if we establish for the adiabatic the single con-

dition that for the given change of condition heat shall be neither

gained nor lost, then we have in both cases true adiabatics to deal with.

If however we define the adiabatic change of condition as one in

which not oiih' all exterior work shall be done at the cost of the energy,

but also where the whole loss of energy shall be consumed in exterior

work then will the definition for the second limiting case and also for

all intermediate cases corresponding to values of x'yo and x'<.x„—x'

equally agree with changes of condition that satisfy the condition

dQ=0.
When, namely, the condensed water separates from the mass the

energy diminishes not only by the quantity needed for the performance

of exterior work, but also further by that quantity which is carried

away by the water that has precipitated at a given temperature. I

will therefore call those changes of condition for which dQ—i) but x+x'
<.r,„ that is to say, those changes for which th*^ water wholly or partly

separates the "pseudo-adiabatic," and especially that curve which

obtains for the complete discharge of the water of condensation, the

"pseudo-adiabat."

Corresponding to this method of distinction the equation

{c,,+xjdT-^Tdj^+AR,T~=0 (9)

obtains for the adiabat and the equation

{c.+x)dT^Td (^'^)+ AR,t'^^=0 .... (10)

obtains for the pseudo-adiabat.
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From these two equations we see, first of all, that the pseudo-adia-

bat descends more rapidly thau the adiabat. Since for rfr>0 we always

have dT<. and since moreover x < .r„, therefore the absolute value of

dT in the case of pseudoadiabatic expansion must be larger than for

adiabatic; that is to say, the temperature must sink more rapidly when
all the condensed water is immediately discharged than when it re-

mains still susi)ended.

Furthermore, both curves must sink more rapidly than the dew-point

curve, or, in other words, for dv'^Q we must always have dx<.0. This

follows directly from the circumstance that in expansion along the dew-

l^oint curve heat is to be added as also is shown from the manner in

which the adiabatics of the dry stage intersect this curve. On the

other hand, changes of condition with increase of heat are always

represented by curves that descend less rapidly toward the axis of

abscissas than do the adiabatics.

Therefore in the expansion of air the adiabatics depart from the dew-

point curve toward the axis of abscissas and therefore x diminishes.

The equation (S) is easily integrated and thus gives the following

equation of condition for the adiabat

:

AR^\og':'Mc,-V-r,)\og^'+%'-''p=^^ . • . .(10)
Vx ±1 ±2 J^l

or if V is expressed in terms of 2h e, and T with the help of the equation

of elasticity

;

AE.logff-;^+ (.V+^'JlogJ^+^^-'P=0 . . . (11)
pi— €2 ±1 -L2 -LI

or finally by consideration of equation (7) and by the substitution of

the corresponding values of j^i and X2',

^z.,iog;;^+(,+.jiog|4^-|f^=o . . (12)

or

If we consider the final condition as variable and corresponding to this

drop the subscript index 2, then the equations become the following:

TV
AR,\ogv + {c,.+x„)\ogT+rp=C - (lOrt)

XV
.-AR^\og {2y-e) + {c,.+x,)\og T+^=C .... (Ua)

AR,]ogv+ {c,-^x,)logT+-£'j,2=C (12«)

-AR,\og{p-e)-^{c^,^x^,) \og T
J^^IJ^

'

y^^j^^
= C . . (13rO
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Simple as are these collected equations in certain respects, still none of

them allow us to express the relation between v and T or j) and T or

even between j> and v explicitly, and in using them we are obliged to

proceed by trials.

On the other hand one can, in comparatively simple manner, con-

struct the curves in question when we remember that the left-hand

side of equations (10) to (13), in all cases, even when they are not equal

to 0, must still always give the value of

when we take this integral tVom the initial condition v^pi to the final

condition Vyp2y aud thereby apply the notation oi' the limits as here

given, and as is easily comprehended.

But this value is nothing else than the diminution of the entropy

during the passage from the initial to the final condition.

If therefore we compute this quantity for various properly chosen

pairs oi v-y and p-z we thus obtain the value of the entropy for the cor-

responding points, excepting only a constant that holds good for the

whole system. Thus we shall be enabled to iuterpohite the corre-

sponding values for intermediate points and thus to draw lines of equal

entroi)y, namely, adiabatics. It is especially desirable to so choose

these points that they come to lie in regular succession on the isotherms.

Then we have for the difference of the entropy due to the jiassage

from a point 1 to a point 2 of the same isotherm, that is to say, for

T:=T2=T

r^^^=9^=ARAog^-+ (n-^;). r (U)

Ci'

where r = r> yj^z
that is to say, a quantity that remains constant for

the same isotherm. This equation also teaches that the isentro])ic

curves in the rain stage cut the isotherms at more acute angles than in

the dry stage, for which latter the equation (5) holds good, namely,

^l;' =AR* log"^'T VI

From the comparison of both equations, (5) and (14), it follows that a
given change of the entropy in the dry stage corresponds to a greater

change of ii than in the rain stage. Since now the isotherms in both

stages can be considered as having very nearly the same course and,

when we consider a very small i)art of the coordinate plane, can be con-

sidered as parallel straight lines, therefore for the given change of

entropy in the dry stage one has to go a greater distance along the

isotherm than in the rain stage.
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Since, however, on the other hand, the dew-point cnrves descend

more rapidly than the isotherms toward the positive side of the axis

of abscissas, therefore theadiabatics must

experience a bend at the dew-point curve

in the manner shown in the ligure 30.

In this S /S presents a part of a dew-point

curve; A A, A' A', etc., adiabatics; T T,

T T', etc., isotherms.

The differential equation of the pseudo-

adiabatic can be treated in a similar man-

ner to that of the adiabatic, but whereas

in the adiabatic the integration was p08-

&iblc even when the connection of the independent variables was not

exidicitly given, on the other hand this is not the case for the pseudo-

adiabatic. That is to say, instead of equation (10) we have for the

pseudo-adiabatic the following:

^i^.log ; -f c, log :+ / -
+-iJ- ' '=0,

or, i)referably,

Fig. 30.

AR,\osJ+{c„+x, loi
Ty j, 1) T '

T,
=0 (15)

If therefore the point (1) is at once located in the dew point curve

then will Xi = Xg,; and if then we consider the point (2) alone as vari-

able, that is to say, omit the subscript index 2 entirely, we obtain

(2)

AEAlog^^+ ic + .r„) log
^-P'-

— x) dT ,rr x^ri =
(i)

or after farther modifications

(IG)

AR^logv + (e,, + a-J log T+
(2)

xr_ n
T J

{x,-x) dT= C

(1)

(1-)

We omit the development of formula? entirely analogous to equations

(11) etc., and it suffices to say that in them all the integral occurs as a

correcting term. Happily its value remains always within very moderate

limits, so that in the c()m])utation one can be satisfied with more or less

perfect approximations. One can therefore omit the further considera-

tion of the pseudo-adiabatic process and only call attention to the fact

that it follows from equation (IG) that the pseudo-adiabatic curve de-

scends more rapidly than the adiabatic as was already pointed out

above. For since when rj > ^i we always have dT <. therefore the

definite integral that still occurs in the equation has always a negative
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value and because of the miuus sign before the integral it therefore

always exerts its intiuence in the same direction as the term AR^ log

'^^. Therefore for the same starting point and for equal values of T2,

we must have Vo in the case of the pseudo-adiabatic smaller than if we

had gone along on the adiabatic.

C. THE HAIL STAGE.

The above given equations hold good for the value T> 273^; as soon

as the temperature 0° C. or the absolute i;emperatureT=273 has been

attaineil, then very different equations replace these but only when

liquid water is present. In this last case the following equation of mix-

ture holds good, namely

:

an equation that can only be true for the temperature 0° C. since only at

this temperature can water and ice occur together. The equation of

elasticity therefore tben acquires the simple form

while the equation .r=^*' becomes .r=^^ . . . (18)
R& 1 (iRs

wlieiein rt=273, «?o=()2.5G. But the one possible change of condition

ill I Ills stage consists in an isothermic expansion. For this case there-

foie, the (IT also falls out of the equation for the transfer of heat and
tills takes the form,

dQ=rodx-l(U"+ARKa^ (19)

I
»„= latent heat of evaporation at 0° C; /= latent heat of liquefaction

of ice.J

In this equation the first term on the right-hand side must be ])os-

itive, the second must have a negative sign when dx and dx" are con-

sidered as positive, since an increase in the quantity of vapor x makes
an addition of heat necessary, but an increase in the formation of ice

demands a withdrawal of heat.

If we put dQ=:0 then we have the differential equation of the adia-

batic which in this case coincides with the isotherm and is moreover
always a pseudo adiabat, since the ice that is formed falls away under
all circumstances.

If we consider that

then the differential equation of the adiabat takes the form

AR^a—-^^dv-ldx"=0 (20)
V aRi ^ '
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beuce we obtain by integration

Ai?,«log^,^+^|^(r,_rO-/.r,-=0 (21)

where we assume the iutes'ral to be taken throughout the whole stage

from the initial value i\ that corresponds the entrance into tiiis stage

to the final value v-z that refers to the exit therefrom, and remember
that the initial value of x" namely, Xi" is equal to under these condi-

tions. If however the integral extends only up to a value of v lying

between these two limits and which v can then be considered as vari-

able, then the equation can be again brought into a form analogous to

that above given and we obtain

AB^a\ogv+ -^-'f' v-Ix" = C (22)

This equation allows us to see directly that for increasing values of

V that is to say for continued progressive expansion the quantity of

hail also steadily increases whereas on the other hand from [equation

(18) or] the expression

dx=~^dv
(iKs

it follows that an evaporation goes hand in hand with the freezing of

the water, so that at the end of the hail stage the quantity of vapor

present is greater than it was at the entrance ujjou this stage.

With the help of the above described geometrical presentation we
rei)resent these results in the following manner.

The condition that must exist at the entrance ui)on the hail stage

finds its representation at the termination N' of a straight line iV"o^"' per-

pendicular to the chief plane of coordinates and which rises up above

the dew point surface. The length of this straight line is x-\-x'. It

cuts the dew point surface at a point N that is distant from the plane

of FV by the quantity x. If now the mixture exi)ands along the

isotherm then iV rises along the dew-point surface slowly* upwards,

while the foot .Vo of the straight line advances along an equilateral

Iiyi)erbola. But at the same time, the total quantity x-]-x' diminishes

in consequence of the discharge of the ice and N' sinks correspond-

ingly down until N and N' coincide in a single point N2 and with this

the hail stage has reached its end.

It is now of especial importance to learn how much water is thrown

down in the form of hail ; this question is answered by the following con-

sideration. At the beginning of this stage we have only water and

vapor, at the end onl^^ ice and vapor while the sum of these in the first

and in the second case remain the same, if we take the precipitated ice

also into the comi)utation. Let .r,' be the quantity ot liquid water present
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at the entrauoe iuto the hail stage, thea according to what has just

been said,

X'i-\-JCi=X" 2+ ^2

or

X"2=X'i-(X2— Xi)

or finall}', making use of the equation (18),

,r"2=x\--^^^{r2-r,) (23)

If we substitute this value in equation (21) then after an easy trans-

formation we find

^i?.«log ':i^^I^}^{v2-Vr)= Ix\ .... (24)
Vi ati^

From this we can now first find ih by trial ; the value thus found can be

substituted in equation (23), whence in this manner x"i is ^bund.

If we are justified in the assumption that all the vapor of water

originally present is also after the condensation carried along until the

entrance upon the hail stage, as appears to be the case in heavy hail-

storms, then we have x'i=Xg^ and this is certainly large with respect to

Xx and Xz, and cherefore so far as concerns the absolute value of ^^"2 we

may briefly put j;'i=.»"2, since the difference x^—Xi no longer comes into

consideration. In cases in which this difference is appreciable, as for

instance in the determination of i'^, one can of course not make use of

the above approximation.

The equation (23) also shows in a very clear manner that in general

the hail stage can only occur when liquid water is suspended in the air,

that is to say, when .r'i>0 and that it acquires a greater extent the

greater this value of x\, that is to say, the greater the quantity of sus-

pended water that is present. Already, many years ago, Keye showed

that on days of thunder storms the conditions are present in a con-

spicuous degree for the suspension and carrying up of water.

D. THE SNOW STAGE.

If the air, saturated with aqueous vapor, be cooled below 0° C, then

a part of this vapor must be precii)itated as snow. The v«ame formula

can be applied to this process as that whieh we have used in the rain

stage if only in place of the heat of evaporation r there be inserted the

sum r-\-l where I as above indicates the heat of liquefaction of ice.

Therefore we can after small modifications apply to this stage all the

I equations developed in Section b. I confine myself to the re-writing

in this modified form the two equations (10a) and (17); they thus become

for the adiabatic

AR^\ogv+ {c^+cx,)\ogT+'^-^^^= G . . . (25)
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and for the pseiido ailiabatic

< 7-, I , , . SI ^ x(r-\-l) ("^c(x.—x)dT ^
AB;,\ogv+ {c„+cx,)logT+^ ^^-J

^ ^

.^/ =C . . (26)

where x, is tbe quautity of vapor at tlie begmning of the snow stage

and tbe limits a and T are introduced into tbe integral, because in the

bail stage, as in tbe beginning of tbe snow stage, T=a=273;c is tbe

specific beat of ice. Since x is always smaller witb diminisbiug T and
finally approximates to 0, therefore in tbe snow stage tbe deeper tbe

temperature falls tbe more does tbe adiabatic approximate to tbat of

tbe dry stage.

In the investigation just finished, attention has been especially di-

rected to the course of the adiabatics, as bad also been done in the above-

mentioned older investigations. Bat in truth the adiabatic expansion

and compression constitutes only a rare, exceptional case, as is already

shown by the fact that tbe vertical tem[>erature diminution computed
under this assumption (according to tbe so-called couvective equilib-

rium) results considerably larger than is given on the average by ob-

servations. It is therefore important to deduce tbe quantity of heat

absorbed or emitted for given changes of condition, as determined by
the values simultaneously observed of pressure, temperature, and mois-

ture. In this process tbe method of geometrical j)resentation here de-

veloped is applied with great advantage. First, a glance at tbe man-

ner in which the curve representing any given change of condition

cuts tbe adiabatic suffices to give a decision as to whether in this change

one has to do with a gain or loss of beat. Moreover the curve puts one

in a position to deduce the quantity of heat exchanged by graphic

planimetric methods or by a combination of computation with plani-

metric measures. According to what was said in the beginning tbe

equation

Q=A[U2-L\]+A ['"''pdv

holds good also for tbe processes here considered witb three independ-

ent variables, and therefore also for a closed cyclic process

(J = AF,

where F is the surface inclosed by the projection of the points that are

imagined to be upon the Pl^plane. Assuming that

<^ ^—,....;;^ any change of condition is given by its projection on

\^ ^^3 this plane and is represented by tbe line between

N. \ the points a and b in Fig. 31, then we obtain tbe

^N^ quantity of beat Cj>„,, involved in this change easiiy

-p.„ 3^
in the following manner: Onedraws through a (Fig.

31) any curve of change of condition for which it

may be easy to compute the increase or diminution of heat; also draw
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through b an ailiabatic and prolong both curves until they cut each

other in a point, c; then is Qt,, = 0, and the quantity of heat is given

or.

(,U-<Lr = AF,

and therefore, also,

CIj,= AF-{-Q^,.

When now Q,, ^ is determined by ('(imputation, but F is found by plaii-

imetric method, this formula gives the value of Q^j,.

If the curve ac is the curve of constant energy (or isodynamic), then

'Q„,.=AIj, where L is the exterior work and is therefore also directly

obtained as a surface from the diagram, and then we have to execute the

well-lvnown grai)hic construction for the determination of the quantity

of heat gained or lost by a given change of condition. But the method
here given possesses the advantage of greater generality and much
easier applicability.

This consideration also holds good when we have to do with limited

reversible changes, only one has then to remember that the closed curve

projected upon the plane of P(^ must also be the projection of a c/oierf

<5urve in space. If the curve in si)ace that re[)resents the change lu

<iondition is not closed, but if it only has the peculiarity that at the

initial and final condition the coordinates p and v have equal values,

then it indeed gives a closed projection, but the quantity of heat com-

puted by the above-given method is erroneous, and that too by the

•quantity which corresponds to the increase in internal energy aL the

passage from the initial to the final point, that is to say, by the addi-

tion of the necessary quantity of vapor.

The circumstance that one and the same point of the PF plane can

correspond to very different conditions appears at first sight to exclude

the general presentation of the processes in this plane alone, and thereby

to materially diminish not only the ajiplicability of the last-given con-

struction but in general to detract from the whole conception here

described. But by a closer consideration this is seen not to be the case;

rather does it specially apply when for every point in the plane ofP Fone
lias given the corresponding dew-point curve. An example will eluci-

date this: Let us assume that one desires to obtain an idea of the dif-

ference in the internal energy that is present in the dry stage for equal

values of 2> and r, but different quantities of vapor. If, in Fig. 32, P
is the point having the coiirdinates ^ and r, but the quantity of vapor

is in one case x,„ and in the other .r,„ then these latter correspond to two

different dew-point curves, ;8',„ and *S'„. One can now convert the whole

internal energy as it existed in the initial condition into external work

by moving from the point P forwards adiabatically lo the absolute
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zero point, which of course woukl demand a continuation of the adia- •

batic to intiuity. If we do this in the case when the quantity of moisture-'

isj7„„then will the projection of thfr'

adiabatic be represented by the linfr

PM J/>, but by the line FN N2 when «

the quantity of vapor is x„, because-'

in tbe tirst case under the pressure

j\I M,, in the second case under the

pressure T A^^, the air passes out of

the dry staye into the rain stage,

and therefore the adiabatic descends-

according to another law, and in

fact less precipitously. But the dif-

ference in the internal energy cor-

responding to the (juantity of vapor-

belonging to the condition repre-

sented in r, and which by a self evident notation is expressible as

.1
[ U,,, — C,,], is graphically represented by the surface .1/.. .1/ N N2, in so

far as we imagiue il/2 and N-, extended to intinity and tliere united

together.

When expressed analytically we find for this difference the expres-

sion

—

Fig. 32.

A [ r„, — V„] — x,„ t„ — x„ /„ 4- x„, p„ -I'n />„,

wherein p expresses the internal latent heat, and one has to remember
that for given values of j; and v the temperature varies with the inter-

mixed aqueous vajjor. However, this ditference is so slight that in most
cases it may be neglected, and one can therefore be satistied with the-

ai»proximation —

^
1
r,„ - r„] = (.r,„ - ,r„) {t + ij).

By this simplification the a])plieation of the above-described combina-

tion of jdanimetric measures and computations to the determination of

the quantity of heat interchanged is very much lightened. If the tem-

peratures are below O"^ then the last formula must be slightly modified,

which here need only to be referred to.

After having thus exi)lained and established in general terms this

new method of presenting the fhermo-dynainic j)ro(;esses peculiar to tlie

atmosphere their applicability will now be elucidated by a i^\w exam-
ples.

(1) Tliefoehn.

Moist air expands during its rise up the side of a mountain chain, and
is then again compressed in its descent without having any heat added
or withdrawn.
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This is represented by a diagram, as shown in Fig. 33. Let a be the

initial condition, the corresponding dew-point carve S^^ then the air ex-

pands according to the adiabatic for

the dry stage nntil it cats the

curve S^ in a point h, the curve ab

thus lies in a plane parallel to that

of PV distant therefrom by x^. A
glance at the course ofthe isotherms

(of which only the one correspond-

ing to the initial temperature is

drawn and designated by TJ shows

that in this passage from a over to

b the temperature sinks rapidly.

As soon as the condition Z> is reached

the representative point [the iudi-

cator] slides down on the dew point Fig.oj.

surface, the adiabatic of the dry stage goes over into 6c, or that of the rain

stage, and forms at h an obtuse angle with the former. The tempera-

ture, with continued uniform progressive expansion, sinks much more

slowly than before, water is condensed, since the curve he prolonged

•cuts the dew point lines of lower quantities of vapor. The condensed

water is deposited first as rain, afterwards as snow, and therefore he is

the projection of the pseudo adiabatic.

: In this case the hail stage is entirely wanting, and although the cool-

j iug due to the continued expansion goes on beyond the freezing point,

!

still this does not make itself so strongly felt in the course of the pseudo-

adiabatic as that this transition should be perceptible in a drawing like

the present diagram.

Let expansion continue up to a coudition c, and now let compres.

Ij sion occur, that is to say, the air reaches the summit or ridge of the

1 <livide and the ascent now becomes a descent on the other side. ]!sow,

all depends upon whether the condensed water was really completely

precipitated or not. If not precipitated then during the compression

there will be a retrogression of the indicator along the curve ho in the

direction from c to 6, and so much the farther along in proportion as

more water has been carried with the air. If all the coniensed water

has remained suspended, then the change of condition in the retrograde

direction continues back to 6, and thence beyond to a, and we find on

reaching the same level on the other side of the mountain again the

same r lations as in the beginning. This is always the case when-

ever the curve of saturation is not reached in the expansion, that is

to say, when the whole process is entirely transacted in the dry stage

in which ease also the characteristic peculiarities of the foehii are

wanting.

If however the rain siage is attained, and if in it the condensed

water is actually precipitated theu the process can not be reversed, and
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then by the compression the cliauge of couditiou from c onward goes

further along the adiabatic cd of the dry stage. In this case a glance

at the diagram shows Immediately that for this change of condition the

initial temperature will be attained even at a ])ressure that lies far be-

low the initial i)ressure, and that in the farther progress towards ])res-

sures that are near the initial pressure, that is to say, in the des(!ent to

the old original level, much higher temperatures will be attained. At
the same time the quantity of moisture is much less since the dew-point'

curve aS'c (which however is not drawn in order not to confuse the dia-

gram), lies nearer the coordinate ])lane than the curve Sa-, and since the

curve of condition cd remains with S,. in the same plane which is itar-^

allel to the plane PV. The quantity of moisture which in the initial

condition was Xa is now at the end Xd=-x^<iXa^ while for the temperature

the equation Ta^Ta holds good. Therefore after the passage over the

mountain one has warm dry air, whereas at first it was cool and damp.
At the same time we see directly from the diagram {hat the charac-

teristic peculiarities of the foehu must stand out so much the plainer in

jjroportion as tlie point a is nearer to the curve of saturation, that is

to say, the warmer and moister the air is before its ascent and again,,

the longer the portion h e is, that is to say, the inore extensive is the

expansion in the rain stage, or in other words, the higher the summit
is that has to be surmounted.

Therefore we understand also at once why it is that in the Alps, in-

dependent of the prevailing conditions of atmospheric pressure, north-

erly foehns are so much rarer than the southerly foehns, as also why
descending winds that have surmounted no summit, but have only

passed along over a plateau, as for example the bora, have not the char-

acteristic warmth of the foehn.

(2) The interchange of air between cyclone and anticyclone in summer.

Between an anti-cyclone and the cyclones that feed it, similar rela-

tions exist as between the masses of air on the two sides of a mountain

range to be surmounted by them. In cyclones one has to do with an

ascending current of air that afterwards descends in the anticyclone.

Hence arises the precipitation in the region of the cyclone, the dryness

and the clear sky in the region of anti-cyclone. But, whereas in the

foehn the ascent and descent occur at points in the neighborhood of each

other, so that in the short path there scarcely remains time for gain or

loss of heat, but the whole jirocess may in fact be considered as adiabatic

;

on the other hand very different relations obtain for the ascent and de-

scent in cyclone and anti-cyclone. These two opposite processes in gen-

eral occur at i)laces so distant from each other that in the transit from

one to the other extended opportunity is offered to take up or give out

heat. In this i)rocess during the summer season the increase of heat

prevails, but during the winter time the loss of heat ; the day-time also
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in its relations follows more or less closely tUesuuimer, while the night-

time is like the winter.

Under the assumption of ii prevailing- increase of heat the process pre-

sents itself somewhat as shown in the diagram (Fig. 34) ;
starting with

the condition a (in a cyclonic area)

the expansion with a diminution of

temperature proceeds according to

the curve a 6, which descends rather

less steeply than does the the adia-

batic curve. Corresponding to this,

and also without reference to the

initial quantity of moisture, the dew-

point curve is tirst attained later,

that is to say, at a greater altitude

above the earth's surface than it

woidd be inadiabatic expansion.

In the rain stage, therefore, the

curve of change of condition experieuces a deflection toward the upper

side of the adiabatic, and therefore remains nearer the curve of satura-

tion.

If now tijero occurs a still farther greater addition of heat, as must

be the case during the period of insolation and at great altitudes, where

the condensation is less and the density of the clouds is correspond-

ingly diminished, then the air can again pass over into the dry stage

as is indicated in the portion c d of the curve.

Thus the upper limit of the first layer of clouds then would be at c.

At this limit, during the summer days, more intense warming is in fact

to be expected, which through a further expansion, that is to say at a

greater altitude, on account of the diminislied absorptive power of the

atmosphere, again passes over into the approximate adiabatic c (7, by

which process, however, the dry stage is finally left and the snow stage

d e is entered.

To this greater increase of heat at the upper limit of the clouds the

fact is certainly to be ascribed that the cirrus (or snow) clouds are not

directly continuous with the (lower or) water clouds, but generally

separated from them through a wide space such as corresponds to the

expansion from c to d.

During the descent in the anti-cyclone or by reason of the compres-

sion the process must take place according to the curve e /, which in

general nearly agrees with the adiabatic of the dry stage. As we

approach the earth's surface however, on account of the strong absorp-

tion of heat occurring there, then and for that reason this curve can

depart to the right upwards from the adiabatic. This latter can how-

ever only occur temporarily, since in such a case we should have to do

with a condition of nnstable equilibrium.
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The filial pressure p,, with which the sinking air reaches the ground

in the anticyclone, is greater than the initial pressure p,, that prevails

at the ground within the cyclone, and correspondingly /is higher above

the axis of abscissas than a. In this case it may occur that the point/

comes to lie not only (as is self evident) above, but also to the right of a,

so that lyy r„ or in other words that the air at the base of the anti-

cyclone, notwithstanding the higher pressure, is specifically lighter than

in the cyclone, because the temperature more than compensates for the

influence of tiie pressure.

This shows in a very clear manner that in the exchange of air be-

tween cyclone and anticyclone we have to do not only with the specific

weight of the mass of air, but that liere dynamic relations are of first

importance, a ])oint to which Hanii has called attention lately in the

discussion of the observations taken on the Sonnblick.* It will be well

in the more accurate investigation of this question to give increased

attention to the processes above the aqueous clouds especially at their

upper l)oundary surfaces.

As to the relations of the humidity to the processes just considered

these are nearly the same as those in the case of the foehn. Here also,

that is to say in the anticyclone, the air arrives in the neighborhood

of the ground warm and dry, but in the immediate neighborhood of

the ground the evaporation stimulated by uurestrained insolation will

rapidly add moisture to the air, so that the indicator, which moving from

b nearly to e has steadily aj^proached the PV plane and from e on the

way towards /has remained a long time at the level of e, must now be

imagined as rising immediately before reaching /. If now the air that

has descended in an anticyclone again flows toward a new depression

then will it (under the assumption of the same conditions in this as in

the first cyclone), by reason of a continuous acquisition of aqueous va-

por, pass through conditions that are represented in the diagram (Fig.

34) by the line/«. This line we have to imagine as slowly rising, so

that the diagram here drawn presents in fact the projection of a closed

line.

(3) The interchange of air between cyclone and anticyclone in winter.

In winter the diagram for this process of interchange has a figure

essentially different from that in Summer. First, all changes in con-

dition, at least insofar as concerns the initial and final conditions (see

Fig. 35), take plaoe nearer to the coordinate axes since the tempera-

tures that come into consideration do not rise so high as in summer,
and since, corresponding to this, the isotherms that lie far from the axis

are not attained. Again, we have here lower pressure and higher tem-

perature at the starting point a, but at the end d higher pressure and
lower temperature, so that d is to be sought to the left and above a.

* Meteorohf/ische Zeitschrift, 1886, vol. V, page 15.
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Furthermore, the lines whose projections are here considered are not

so far from the coordinate plane as in summer, because the absolute

capacity for moisture remains always slight.

If now we follow more accurately the change of condition during

ascent in the cyclone, we may at first assume that the process up to the

attainment of the upper limit of the

cloud stratum very nearly agrees

with the adiabatic expansion, since

below this limit radiation, either to

or from, can only plaj' an unimport-

ant part. If however a departure

from the adiabatic process does oc-

cur then it can be only in the oppo-

site direction to that which occurs

in summer, that is to say, the lines

will descend, more decidedly than in -^^^^Sr^
'^^-.2^^

summer.

In Fig. 35 this latter case is as-

sumed, as also that the passage out

of the dry stage into the snow stage takes place immediately. From
this point onwards the curve of condition again sinks more gradually, but

with steadily increasing gradient in consequence of the overpowering

cooling that certainly occurs at higher altitudes, until finally the turning

point is attained and compression takes the place of expansion. The
entire course of the change of condition to this point is presented by
the curve ahc. From this point onwards in consequence of the compres-

sion, the curve of condition must gradually advance to the point d. So
far as our knowledge of the actual conditions of the atmosphere has at-

tained hitherto, this gradual return to the point d occurs in such a way
that at greater altitudes the compression proceeds adiabatically accord-

ing to the adiabatic of the dry stage, whereas on approaching the ground
the cooling by radiation that prevails there causes a deviation of the

curve of condition from the adiabatic toward the axis of ordinates,

and corresponding thereto the curve shows a course like cd. This curve

however is nothing but the graphic expression for the well-known in-

version that occurs on clear winter days in the vertical distribution of

temperature. By reason of this inversion the curve near d approaches

the dew-point curve, and can even pass it, so that condensation must
occur and in the form of ground fog. But with the beginning Of the

formation of fog the radiation increases materially and corresponding

to it the temperature diminution becomes always more intense with the

proximity to the earth of the descending current of air.

Whether the passage from c to dhe also possible by some other path
by which from the very beginning of the compression the cooling and
therewith the departure of the curve from the adiabatic makes itself

felt, is a question that can be decided only after an accurate test com-
80 A 16
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putatioii with the aijpropriate numerical data. At auy rate such pos-

sible process would assume that in the anticyclone, at a certain height

above the ground, exactly the same pressure and the same temperature •

prevail as at less altitudes above the base of the cyclone, since the pro-

jection of the curve of condition in this case must possess a double point.

These few examples, given only in their outlines, will suffice to enable

one to realize the varied and useful applications that the method of

graphic presentation here developed is capable of. By a further com-

pletion and development of the numerical side this method will give

not only an excellent auxiliary means for the discussion and evaluatioQ

of existing data of observation, but above all will afford an indicatiou

as to the direction towards which materia) is to be collected in order to

afford a deei)er insight into the thermo-dynamics of the atmosphere.

If anything should seem especially suited to enable us to recognize

the importance of the method of consideration here developed, it is the

abundance of questions that press upon us at the first step we take m
this way and that can at present be scarcely enumerated. 1 am think-

ing now, not only of the further development of theoretical conse-

quences, therefore especially of the meaning of the thermal changes that

occur in the atmosphere (especially the api>lication of the seconii

theorem of the mechanical theory of heat to these processes which may
be devel()i)( d in subsequent communications), but also, above all, of the

stimuli that are to be derived therefrom to the observations of mountain

stations, and especially in balloon voyages. For the latter it is full of

meaning that in thermo-dynamic investigations the knowledge of the

altitude above the sea can be entirely dispensed with and that it is en-

tirely sufficieut if we know the simultaneous values of the pressure,,

temperature, and moisture.



XVI.

ON THE THERMO-DYNAMICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE.*
C

(SECOND COMMVNICATION.)

B-- Prof. WiLHEi.M VON Bezold.

In a memoir published several months siuce,f I made an att<unpt to

so extend the Clapeyrou method of graphic presentation of thermo-

dyuamic processes as to allow of" its application to atmospheric

changes. At the same time I showed by some examples how with the

assistance of this method of representation even complicated

phenomena can be studied with comparative ease, and how by means
of it we are put in the i)osition of being able to draw most important

conclusions almost like child's play. In the following, the same method
will be applied to other questions not then or only lightly touched upon.

First, I will treat of a concei)tion that has lately been introduced

into meteorology by von Helmholtz.f and which appears to me to

possess great siguificance in this science. This is the idea of
'' warmegeiialt," or total amount of heat contained within a body.

Helmholtz measures the heat contained in a mass of air by the abso-

lute temperature that this same mass will assume when it is brought

adiabatically to the normal pressure. The quantity that we here deal

with is therefore not as one might easily have believed a quantity of

heat but a temperature, and therefore it seemed to me, upon my first

study of the memoir in question, desirable to replace the term " warme-
gehalt" by another. In a conversation upon this matter von Helm-
holtz recognized the objection expressed by me as proper, and proposed

that the word " warmegehalt" should be replaced by the evidently

much more proper expression "potential temperature." This latter

expression will therefore be used exclusively in the following memoir, but

at first this idea itself will be more accurately considered. Its presen-

tation in a diagram will be attempted and a general theorem deduced

from it.

* Read before the Academy of Sciences, Berlin, November 15, 18d8. (Translated

from the Sitzungsherichte der EonUj. Preiiss. Akademiedir Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1888,

vol. XLVi, pp. 1189-1206.)

t [See the preceding number of this collection of Translations. ]

t "On Movements in the Atmosphere," Sitzb. Berlin Akad., 1888, vol. xlvi, p. 647.

[See No. V of this collection of Translations.]
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I. THE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE.

According to what has jiist been said tbe potential temperature is

that absolute temperature that a bod\' assumes when without gain

or loss of heat it is adiabatically or pseudo adiabatically reduced to

the normal pressure. I intentionally give this definition the form

here chosen since we are here concerned with the api)lication of the

idea to meteorological processes, and since in our case the processes

without increase or loss of heat do not need to be strictly adiabatic

in the ordinary sense of the word. As I have shown in the pre-

vious memoir we have only to do with adiabatic processes when the

water formed by condensation does not fall to tbe earth but is carried

along with the air, a condition that is only fultilled in exceptional cases.

As soon as water is lost, and this is generally the rule, even though

no heat be gained or lost, we have to do with a process that is only

pseudo adiabatic. When therefore in the following, mention is made
of adiabatic changes, the pseudo-adiabatic will always be included

therein in so far as this class is not excluded by the special term
" strictly adiabatic."

This much being premised we may now first investigate whether and

how the potential temperature can be represented in a diagram. The
answer to this question is extremely simple. From the equation of

condition for the dry stage

vj) = R* T

there results

P

or if we substitute forp the normal pressure ^o

R*

Po

Therefore under constant i^ressure the absolute temperature is simply

proportional to the volume, that is to say to the abscissa. But this

absolute temperature under the pressure 2?o is the "potential tempera-

ture" for all other conditions that find their representation on the

adiabatic passing througii the point whose coordinates are v and p^.

We therefore obtain the following rule:

If a condition is given that is represented in the diagram, Fig. 3(5, by

the point «, then tee find the corresponding potential temperature by draw-

ing an adiabatic line through a and seeking its point of intersection N'

tinth a straight line I\ N drawn parallel to the axis of abscissas and dis-

lantihcrefrom by p„. Ihe distance of this point of intersection 1^' from

the axis of ordinates, namely, the abscissa of X' {or y Po) is now a meas-

ure of the potential temperature.

We find the numerical values of r and T belonging to p,^ (and which

I will now designate by v' and T corresi)ondiug to the point A'', while I
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designate by i\, and T,. those corresponding to the initial condition a)

by combining tlie equation of the adiabatic

PaV a=PoV"'

,

with tlie equation of elasticity

and we thus obtain

PaVa

T'
= R*

T = (P"

where h = 1.41.*

But this simple method of consideration is only allowable so long as

the changes of condition take place within the dry stage. If this stage

is left then the potential temper-

ature belonging to a definite intial

point has no longer a constant

value, bnt it increases with the

quantity of precipitation that is

lost. A glance at the figure suf-

fices to show this

:

Assuming that the adiabatic of

the dry stage drawn through a

intersects the dew-point curve

(which for simplicity is not shown
in the figure) in b and that we now
allow the air to still further ex-

pand, then one has to pass from b

down along the adiabatic (or

pseutlo-adiabatic) of the rain or snow stage, that is to say along be.

If now we seek the potential temperature for a point, c, of this line

(in order to simplify the figure I have drawn the line bo only just to

this point), in that we bring it again adiabatically to the normal pres-

sure, then one ought not to run back along the curve be, since on ac-

count of the precipitated water the conditions represented by this por-

tion of the line are not again attainable, but on the other hand one can

only attain to the line of normal pressure by following the adiabatic cd

corresponding to the dry stage, but a dry stage with less quantity of

aqueous vapor than before.

If we indicate by iV" the point at which this occurs or at which the

normal pressure is thus attained, then as the measure of the potential

* lu the previous memoir, in consequence of an oversight, k was used instead of k
by von Bezold, but at his request this has been changed in the present translation.

Fig. 36.
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temperature we have the leugth Poxr">Po^"' ; that is to saj-, the poten-

tial temperature T", as attained by adiabatic chauge after jiassing into

the condensation stage and after precipitation of some water, is higher

than the potential temperature T of the initial condition and of all the

conditions previously passed through in the dry stage 0.

Analytically this may be proved in the following manner:

For the transition from a to h the following equation obtains

If this equation remains in force after crossing over the curve of sat-

uration, then we obtain for the pressure proj)er to the volume i\ a value

Py<Pc where Pc is the pressure that in the condensation stage actually

corresponds to the volume t\.

But

and since

and since also

therefore

py < r.

C'<C".

But from this it further follows that v,">v' and T">T' where v' and v"

are the volumes corresponding to the normal pressure 2>o on the adia-

batics ab and cd ; hence,

p„r"'= C'

and

beside which the following equation holds good:

v':v"=T':T".

Thus we attain to the theorem

In adiabatic changes of condition in moist air the potential tempera-

ture remains unchancjed so tongas the dry stage continues^ but it rises icith

the occurrence of condensation and so much the more in proportion as more

water is discharged.

Since in the free atmosphere, in general, evaporation does not occur

and since also the carrying along of all the water that is formed, at

least in the case of heavy condensation, must be considered as an ex-

ceptional case only, therefore, this theorem can also be brought into

the following form

:

Adiabatic cha,ngcs of condition in the free atmosphere, assuming that

there is no evaporation, either leave the potential temperature unchanged

or elevate it.
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From this theorem, which iu its latter form reminds one of the

theorem of Clausius iu respect to the entropy, "The entropy strives

towards a maximum," though not identical with it, one can draw con-

sequences of the greatest importance. The next two sections will 1t>e

devoted to these.

/II. THE VERTICAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENT.

All motions in the atmosphere can be considered as analyzed into

vertical and horizontal components. The latier, in so far as they do not

closely follow the irregularities of the earth's surface, are subject in

only a slight degree to thermo-dynamic changes. On the other hand,

in consequence of the expansion or compression in ascending and de-

scending currents, the thermo-dynamic cooling or warming plays a very

important role. The horizontal movements will therefore for the

l)resent be left entirely out of consideration, but the processes going on

in the vertical currents will be thoroughly investigated. The changes

of condition going on within ascending and descending currents must
be considered in the free atmosphere as adiabatic so long as we con-

tent ourselves with a first approximation, and that we must do at first,

since in the free air there is only a small opportunity given for active

radiation and absorption. On the other hand the increase and diminu-

tion of heat will always make themselves felt decisively either where

the absorbtivity and emissivity are remarkably increased or where the

air comes into direct contact with bodies which themselves can strongly

emit and absorb or otherwise take in or give out heat. This is the

case:

(a) Iu the neighborhood of the earth's surface, where besides the
increase in absorbtivity and emissivity of the air due to cloud or fog,

the warming and cooling of the ground by radiation, as well as the

ovaporation, the formation of dew or frost, the thawing and freezing,

have a powerful infiueuce.

[b) In fog or cloud, which also possess a special power of absorbtion

and emission, and where moreover evaporation can occur; and
especially is it the upper limiting layer of clouds that one has to take
into consideration.

In so far therefore as one can leave out of consideration the special

localities just indicated, as also the mixture witli other masses of air,

one can approximately consider the processes in ascending and de-

scending air currents as adiabatic. Even taking into consideration the

special locations above mentioned, one can consider a scheme drawn
up under the assumption of adiabatic change as to a certain extent

an average or normal scheme, since such a scheme always occupies

an intermediate position between those where the incoming radiation

and those where the outgoing radiation prevails. How such a preva-

lence of either radiation must show itself has already been indicated

in the previous communication [p. 212J, where the interchange of air
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between cyclone aud anticyclone in summer and winter was investi-

gated, at least in its principal features.

But in this study it is not necessary to limit oneself to the summer
or the winter, but rather one can apply the scheme for the summer
generally to all cases where the radiation is in excess, that is to say,

not only to the summer time in general, but to the day-time and the hot

zone; the scheme for the winter, on the other hand, is ai)plicable not

only to tlie winter season, but to the night-time and the cold zones of

the earth. This normal scheme for the ascending and descending cur-

rents will therefore appear as shown in Fig. 36. The portion a b has

reference to the ascending current in the dry stage, h c is its continua-

tion in the condensation stage, finally c d is the portion of the curve

that corresponds to the descending current.

This scheme differs only a little from that communicated in the first

memoir. (For the case of the foehn, see page 240.) We can not expect

it to be otherwise, since in the foeun one has also to do with an ascend-

ing and descending current of air in which the velocity with which the

whole process goes on affords only a small opportunity for the gain aud
loss of heat. However, the diagram given in figure 30 as the " normal

scheme" differs from that which obtains for the foehn in this respect,

that the branch cd is longer. This is due to the fact that in the ordi-

nary interchange between cyclone ;md anticyclone there always pre-

vails a higher pressure at the base of the latter than at the base of the

former; that is to say, the ending point d in the normal scheme must
always lie higher than the starting point a, which is not the case in

the foehn diagram. In general, one has to consider the process in the

foehn as only a feature inserted into the normal interchange between

anticyclone and cyclone. In the foehn the passage over the mountain

chain Jorces the air in its normal interchange to describe an antecedent

ascent and a subsequent descent which is only then followed by the

definitive ascent in the cyclone. This being premised, the processes in

the interchange, according to the normal scheme, will now be more pre-

cisely considered.

If w'e introduce the conception of the potential temperature, we at-

tain the foUowing theorems without any difficulty :

(a) In the ascending branch* the potenlial temperature increases

steadily from the beginning of the condensation ; in the descending'

branch it remains constant at the maximum value attained in the whole

process. This maximum value corresponds also to the highest point

to which the air has risen in its path.

(b) The potential temperature of the upper strata of the atmosphere

is in general higher than that of the lower.

The first of these two theorems results directly from the diagram ; the

second follows from the fact that in the lower stratum the potential

* By the asceudin<; brauch is meant the portion ah which corresponds to the ascent

in the atmosphere ; the portion cd is considered as the descending branch.
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temperature must, in the contiuiious interchange between cycloue and
anticyclone, retain an average vahie that lies between the maximum
value T" and the smaller value T corresponding to the base of the

cyclone; that is to say, to the point « on the diagram. This average
value is, however, certainly smaller than the maximum value T" corre-

sponding to the highest point of the path, and therefore to the condi-

tion c, and thus the theorem {b) is proven. Hence it follows that in

nature the diminution of temi)erature for a constant elevation, or we
will rather say, for 100 metres, that is t(> say ; the so-called vertical

temperature gradient, is, in general, smaller than results from the

theory of the dry stage. As is well known, this gradient is 0.993 for

the latter stage, that is to say, under the assumption of adiabatic

change one would expect in the dry stage a diminution of 1° centigrade

in temperature for an ascent of 100 metres.

This value 0.993 I will call v.

The above given theorems concerning the potential temperature

show at once that under the assumption of adiabatic exchange the real

value of the temperature gradient must be less than v.

We reach this conclusion from the following considerations:

Let <„ and t^ be the temperatures at the bases of the cyclone and
anticyclone respectively (that is to say, at the starting and resting

points of the ascending and descending currents) then, under the

assumption of perfect adiabatic change, these will not greatly differ

from the potential temperatures T and T'\ as these correspond to the

ascending and descending branches in the dry stage, that is to say,

to the conditions represented by the curved portions ah and cd in figure

30. In this process the departures from these temperatures are always

of such a nature that t,<iT' and ti>T". For, since the pressure p^ at

the base of the cyclone is certainly smaller than the normal pressure,

but the pressure p,, at the base of the anticyclone greater than it (at

least when a normal pressure is chosen appropriate to this case,

and therefore lying between p„ and j9,,), therefore the temperature t^

is increased by referring it back to this pressure, while f,; by the cor-

responding process is diminished. Since the statement is thus proven

that t„<T' and t,,>T", and since, moreover, T">T', therefore, by so

much the more must t,jyf^.

At the highest point of its path, such as corresponds to the point c

of the diagram, the particle of air has a potential temperature T"
thiit is to say, precisely the same as at the end.

If now it be assumed that this point lies 100/i metres above the

earth's surface, then there results as temperature gradient for the

descending branch that is to say, as the increase of temperature for

each 100 metres of descent, the well-known value
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Ou tbe other hand, for the ascending branch we obtain a value

n' =
h

'

if for the sake of simplicity the difference of temperature prevailing

above and below be equally distributed throughout the whole height.

This simplification is, of course, not strictly correct siuce the ascend-

ing branch of the two stages certainly includes in itself several stages,

€. (J.,
the dry stage, the rain or snow stage, and perhaps also the hail

stage, or all together. Still the method of computation of the average

gradient as given here in the formula is the only method that we can

apply when we have only one upper and one lower station. The follow-

ing considerations however remain a])plicable at least in a general

way when we can apply more rigorous formula.

Namely, for purely adiabatic change in any case we have ^„<t/) and

therefore also

n' < n".

We attain to the same result also when we simply consider that the

vertical gradient within the condensation stage is materially smaller

than in the dry stage. When, therefore, the greatest gradient coming

into consideration in the ascending branch is n"=y, then the average

of all must certainly be smaller.

Therefore, in purely adiabatic ascent and descent and passage into the

condensation stage the mean vertical temperature gradient in the ascending

branch is always smaller than in the descending.

If now we imagine regions of ascending and descending currents

alternately passing over one and the same point of the earth's surface,

we thus obtain for the mean vertical temperature gradient above that

point a value n that certainly lies between n' and n" therefore satisfies

the condition,

?«/ < w < n",

wherein n"= v is nearly constant, n' however varies within wide limits

according to the initial temperature and the initial quantity of aqueous

vapor contained in the air.

Therefore, binder the assiimption of adiabatic changes, in moist air that

reaches the point of condensation, the mean vertical temperature gradient

is always smaller than in dry air.

We see from this that the consideration of the condensation alone

already suffices to explain at least the direction of the departure of the

observed vertical temperature gradients from those computed under the

assumption of dry air, even if we retain the assumption of purely

adiabatic changes. But this latter assumption is in fact certainly never

fulfilled exactly, and it is therefore necessary to examine more accu-

rately the influence that the departure to one side or the other from this

normal process may have upon the vertical temperature gradient.
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This again is most simply done by tlie introduction of the idea of

the potential temperature. We can, namely, bring together all of the

considerations just expounded into the following theorems:

(1) //' the potential temperature above and heloic is the same i. e.. con-

stant throughout the whole layer of air binder consideration, then the ver-

tical temperature gradient has the iceU-'knovfn value n = v.

(2) If the potential temperature in the upper stratum is higher than in

the lower stratum (and tit is is in general the case), then is the temperature

gradient smaller, and smaller in proportion as for a given difference in

altitude, the difference of the potential temperatures is larger.

If we indicate the potential temperature of the upper stratum by T^

aad that of the lower stratum by Tj, then for T^y T^ we shall always

have n<.v and in fact the differences Tg— T; and r— n always increa e

simultaneously.

A decided cooling in the lowest stratum alwa\s causes a diminution

of T, and with it also a (Timinution of n, whereby even a change in the

sign of n may occur within moderate altitudes. In the latter case, the

temperature below is lower than in somewhat higher layers, and in

that case we have the so called inversion of temperature. If the cool-

ing is not sufiQciently strong to bring about an actual inversion of the

temperature, still it causes a diminution of the gradient. Such decided

cooling always takes place in the lowest stratum at the time of increased

radiation, therefore especially in the region of the anti-cyclone, i. e.,

under a clear sky, in winter, and in the night time. Tiierefore in tie

winter and in the night-time the vertical temper.iture gradient ?nnst be

smaller than during the summer and day-time, even if inversion in the

^ distribution of temperature does not occur. This result agrees perfectly

with observations, as is especially proven by tlie many facts that

Hann and others have collected from the Alpine regions.

On the other hand the investigation here carried out teaches that the

inversion of temperature and the diminution of vertical gradient con-

nected therewith are to be treated not as phenomena peculiar only

to the mountain regions, but that we are to expect them also above the

plains, and even above the ocean, at least insofar as the more violent

movements of the air do not interfere therewith.

We are therefore obliged to agree with Woeikoff* when he from a

few data draws the conclusion that this inversion is also to be expected

in the region of the great winter anti-cyclone of eastern Siberia.

On the other hand I can not agree with him when he deduces from

this the consequence that Messrs. Wild and Hann should have consid-

ered this circumstance in drawing their isotherms, and I consider the

.standpoint taken by them as perfectly justified.

t

* WoeikofF, Klimate der Erde, German edition, 1887, Bel . ii, p. 322; Meteorolo-

(fische Zeitschrift, 1884, Bd. I, p. 443.

+ Hann, Atlas der Met., 1867, p. 5. Wild, Repert., 1888, Bd. xi, Nr. 14.
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A direct proof of the inversion of teiui)erature above the lowlands

can only be expected from balloon observations.

To wliat extent radiation causes the inversion or at least tbe dimi-

nution of tlie oradient we shall learn from a work now soon to be pub-

lished, that Siihring* has executed at my recommendation, andin which

the vertical gradients of temperature between the Eichberg and the

Schneekoppe, as well as between iNTeuenburg and Chaumont, are inves-

tigated according to the separate percentages of cloudiness.

It is not improbable that also above the ocean, and even at the time

of the stronger insolation, a diminution of gradient, if not even an in-

version of temperature, occurs, since over the sea the rapid evapora-

tion in connection with the mobility of the water puts an impassable

limit to the rise of temperature. The stability of the Atlantic anti-

cyclone during the summer months may be based upon this circum-

stance.

The cases in which an increase of heat occurs at the earth's sur-

face need no special consideration in the questions here considered.

The gradient can only fcr a short time exceed the value v, as deter-

mined for the expansion or compression of dry air. If this case occurs,

then, according to the investigations of Keye and others, we have

unstable equilibrium or a condition that can only exist temporarily, as

iu whirlwinds or thunderstorms. Therefore, even for the strongest

insolation, the considerations above given continue to hold good.

Un the other hand the fact must excite great consideration that, not

only on the average of all cases, but also when we investigate only the

region of ascending currents (and of these only those that are below

the limit of clouds, that is to say, for moderate elevation of the up|)er

station) we find tiiat the vertical gradient is always decidedly smaller

than V. The reason of this is i)rincipally to be sought in the fact that

the above views as \n\ sented by me, as also by other investigators iu

this direction, all rest upon an implied assumption that is only allow-

able to a very limited extent. They are based namely u^ton the

assumption that the air ascending from the earth experiences no change

in its constitution, except that due to the loss of water consequent on

the adiabatic expansion, i.e., that it experiences no mixture with masses

of air of other temjierature or other degrees of moisture, as also that

every i)article of air considered iu the interchange between cyclones

and anticyclones describes the whole path from the earth's surface to

the limit of the temperature and back again.

But this is by no means the case. Only a small fraction of the air

under consideration actually comes iu contact with or even in close

proximity to the earth's surface; and similarly with tlie ascent to the

limit of the atmosphere or at least to the highest stratum that at any
time takes part in the process under consideration. Moreover in the

* Snhr\nff, Dierertikale Temperaturahnahme. Inaugural Dissertation d. Universitiit,

Berlia, l«i)0

I
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ascending whirl, masses of air are always drawn in from one side that

had not yet sunk to the earth's surface and had remained correspond-

ingly unaffected by the radiation and absorption that have their seat in

that stratum, and which also had had no opportunity to take up water

jrom the earth's surface. Since these masses of air coming from the

upper portions of the anticyclone have in general higher potential and
therefore also higher absolute temperature than the portions of the

cyclone lying at equal altitudes above sea level, therefore the mixture

of these will diminish the cooling of the ascending air and both there-

by as also by reason of the lesser (juantity of water that they possess,

will delay the occurrence of condensation.
• Therefore in the cyclone itself the vertical temperature gradient even

bent-ath the clouds will not be so large as one would exi)ect according

to the law of the adiabatic changes for the dry stadium without mix-

ture of foreign masses of air. Similar relations obtain, although not

to an equally great extent, with regard to the descending current, which

in its upper half is also fed by portions of the cyclone in which the con-

densation has not yet gone so far and has not yet attained the high

potential temperature of the highest stratum concerned in the whole

2)rocess. Therefore in reality both the ascending and the descending

branches of the curve deviate from the schema of Figure 36, and iti both

of them the vertical gradient will more or less approximate the average

as we tind it when we consider the ascent and descent as a connected

whole.

These considerations are entirely in accord with observed facts.

Even when we deduce the vertical temperature gradient from observa-

tions at stations of which the upper one is not so high that it is fre-

quently within the clouds, we attain to temperature gradients that in

general are far less than that computed for the dry stage; this result

is in great part only explicable as due to the above described mixture.

The observations of the clouds also agree perfectly with what has been

«aid, both with regard to the temperature conditions and the moisture.

Only the central part of the cyclone is to any considerable extent fed

by masses of air that have flowed along the surface of the earth itself,

as one can easily convince himself by a simple diagram ;* whereas the

periphery receives more and more air from the higher strata, whereby

its lower boundary surface is raised but its power must be diminished.

In fact also the clouds at the center of the cyclone hang down the

lowest and are higher near the circumference, exactly as is demanded
by the moisture conditions and the higher potential temperature of the

intermixed masses of air. The fringe of clouds that we perceive

beneath the layer of clouds that covers the sky (especially on wooded
hills during the prevalence of a cyclone) and in which we can clearly

follow the ascent of air in inclined paths, gives in connection with the

* See, for example, Mobii, Griiit(hiige, '.id eilitiou, lSd3. \^. ^(Jl.
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ragged clouds surrouiuliiig the border of the coutinuoiis cloud cover^

an excellent picture of the mixture jn^st described.

Of course it is understood that all these considerations relate only to

the conditions that ordinarily occur in the interchange of air between

cyclone and anticyclone.

Processes in which we have to do with unstable equilibrium (snch as

occur, for instance, in the great thunderstorms in fiont of an advanc-

ing cunent of air, where a whirl with a long horizontal axis rolls

rapidly forward and brings simultaneously on the side of the descend-

ing current heavy rain-fall and great cooling with higher barometric

pressure, while on the front or ascending side the cloudiness is just

beginning)—such processes demand a ver^' special investigation that

may be postponed to some future occasion. At present only one more

consequence will be drawn from the propositions relative to potential

temperature which seems to me calculated to throw a new light on the

interchange of heat in the atmosphere, and that especially demands
consideration from a clinuitological point of view.

III. ON COMPLEX CONVECTION.

It has been shown ubove that in the adiabatic transfer of air out of

the cyclone into the anti-cyt;lone, the potential temperature in the de-

scending branch is higher than in the ascending. Hence it follows

that in the descending branch a higher temin'ratiue prevails after

attaining the initial pressure than i)revails at the initial i)oint, and a

still higlier tenqjcrature prevails at the end of the descending branch,,

that is to say on the ground in the anti-cyclone where, according to

experience as well as for mechanical reasons, the pressure is always

higher. Therefore in this transfer of air we are concerned not only

with a simple transfer of the quantity of lieat belonging to the air at

the base of the cyclone, which we can here temporarily call the original

quantity of contained heat, but this quantity of heat is increased by

that heat of condensation which in the condensation stage did a part of

the work of expansion and thereby diminished the cooling to a smaller

quantity than it otherwise would be.

Even when in consequence of the stronger abstraction of heat at the

base of the anticyclone the air is finally colder than it would have

been in purely admbatic interchange ; and even when temperature

inversion has occurred, still the temperature at the end of the process

is still always higher than if the transportation of the air had taken

place at the level of the earth's surface and the cooling influences had
remained the same.

The heat of condensation or neciative heat of evaporation^ or as it was

formerly called the liberated latent heat, accrues to the advantage of that

region in which the descending current has reached the earth's surface.

We can therefore compare the whole process with that o£ a steam

heater.

i
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Moist air rises in the cj'cloue, attains the condensation stage and

cools from that time on less rapidly since the heat of condensation does

a part of the necessary work. The heat thus saved then enters into

the descending current and finally is carried to the point at which the

descending current reaches the earth's surface.

I consider it proper to designate by a special word those transfers of

heat in which, besides the transport of warm or cooled bodies, changes

of the condition of aggregation also occur, and therefore propose the

name "complex convection" or ''complex transfer." iSuch complex
convection is met with when vapor is formed at one place and precipi-

tated at another, or when ice falls as snow or hail, or when it is trans-

ported in the form of icebergs by ocean currents. If we apply this

designation to the above-given considerations we obtain the lollowiug

proposition

:

"i>i consequence of complex convection the temperature in anticyclonal

regions is always Jiir/her than ivonld he the case in simple convection."

The application of this proposition to the warm zone is of very special

interest (I designedly avoid saying Tropical Zone since I can not con-

sider the warm zone as limited by the Tropics) that is to say to the

calm zone and the rings of higher atmospheric pressure that border it

on either side, of which rings however the northern one is frequently

interrupted.

The proposition just enunciated teaches that these two rings in con-

sequence of complex convection are much warmer than would be the

case if in the whole interchange one had only to do with dry air or with

movements on one level. The warm zone is therefore hereby broadened

and at the same time there is found within it a diminution of the tem-

perature gradients.

In the calm zone itself much heat is used in evaporation and hence,

in connection with the diminution of insolation by the covering of

clouds, as also by reason of the water precipitated from colder regions

above, the rise of temperature above a given limit is prevented. The

heat consumed by evaporation at the earth's surface or at the ocean's

surface does its work at a greater altitude in the region of the clouds

when liberated by the condensation, and thus diminishes the cooling of

the ascending current only to again reappear below in both the belts

of descending currents.

A further development of the climatological consequences deducible

from these considerations does not belong here. But this much we see

at once, that the conclusions drawn from the mechanical theory of heat

without any hypothesis whatever stand in direct contradiction to the

older meteorological views. Formerly it was taught that the descend-

ing trade wind by cooling delivers to higher latitudes the water brought

with it from the calm zone. Similarly it was taught that the heat lib-

erated during the condensation raised the temperature, and that this
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higher temperature inured to the places at or above which the con-

deusation occurred.

The mechanical theory of heat shows that the current ascending in

the calm zone must precipitate its water right there in the form of

tropical showers, and that then it must descend as a drier and also as

a warmer current (except in so far as it does not experience any mate-

rial cooling, especially at the earth's surface). This theory- further

sliows that the heat of condensation, in so far as super-saturation proper

does not come into consideration, never shows itself as actually warm-

ing but only as diminishing the cooling that accompanies the ascent of

the air, so that the current arrives at the upper limit warmer than it

would without the accompanying condensation, and that the heat thus

economized benefits the point at which the descending current. reaches

the earth's surface.

The considerations here developed can of course only be considered

as approximate steps that still await additions and corrections. To
my eye they play a role similar to that of the investigation of the so-

called solar climate in climatology. Moreover some of these have no

claim to complete novelty, but will be found hei'e and there in connec-

tion with other special investigations.

On the other hand, they have never as yet been developed in such

general—and never in such a simple—manner as is here done with the

help of the idea of " potential temperature " and of the theorems that it

was possible to deduce from this as to the potential temperature of the

different layers of air. The consequences that can be deduced from

this as to the static relations of the atmosphere, especially with refer-

ence to the fundamentally different behavior of cyclones and anti-

cyclones in winter and in summer, both in respect to their intensity

and their duration, are delayed to a later communication.

[An Appendix as published in the original memoir by von Bezold

is omitted from this translation, as it has been at the author's request

incorporated in its proper place in the latter portion of his first com-

munication.]



XVII.

ON THE THERMO-DYNAMICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

(THIKn COMMUNICATION.)

Ev Prof. WiLHELM VON Rezold.

In the two ]iapers ]irevionsly published on the above subject the re-

strictive assnmption has been always made that the masses of air under

consideration experience no mixture with similar masses having other

temperatures and other degrrees of moisture. At the same time how-

ever it was shown that such mixtures must frequently occur in nature

and that the investigations in question could possess only a restricted

api>lication so long as we neglect these processes.

For this reason therefore it is now necessary to extend the previous

investigations in this direction.

But investigations on this subject have also a special interest because

for a long time we formerly attributed too much importance to the mix-

ing of masses of air of unequal temperature and near the point of sat-

uration, whereas in more recent times we have gone to the opposite

extreme and attributed to it scarcely any importance at all.

Following the example of James Hutton,t the mixture of such masses

of air was, until within a few decades of years, considered as the prin-

cipal cause of atmosjiheric precipitation.

Wettstein was (so far as I know) the first to antagonize this viewf

which however even to-day is still widely accepted.

He however fell into the opposite error in that he contended tha*:, in

general, precipitation never could occur by mixing.

Here, as in so many other points of modern meteorology, Hann§ first

made the matter clear in that he, in the year 1874, proved that by mix-

ture condensation could be indeed produced, but that the former method
of computing the quantity of precipitation was affected by an error in

principle after correcting for which the values obtained are so small

* Read before the Academy of Sciences at Berlin, October 17, 1889. [Translated

from the Sifzungsherichie der Kbnig. Preus. Alcad. der TVissensohaften zu Berlin, 1890,

pp. 355-390.1

t Eoy. Soc. Edinh. Travn., 1788, Vol. i, pp. 41-8(5.

t Vierteljahrss. d. naturf. Gesell. Ziirich, 1869, xiv, pp. 60-103.

§ Ztschft. Oesterr. Gesell. Met., 1874, Vol. ix, pp. 292-29C. [liep. Smithson., 1877, p.

385.J
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that the production of a moderately heavy precipitation in this waj' is

impossible.

At the same time he showed that the adiabatic expansion in this re-

spect i)layed an entirely different and much more important role, and
that, in it we have to recognize the source of all considerable precipi-

tations.

In this paper, so far as it concerned mixture Hann confined himself

to the computation of an example from whicli it appeared that even

under verj^ improbable assumptions there could in this way only be

lealized very slight quantities of i)recipitations.

Peruter many years later* contributed to the solution of the prob-

lem in that he brought it into an exact mathematical form and at the

same time also computed small numerical tables in order to facilitate

the comprehension of the quantities that enter into the question.

But since the empiric formula for the tension of aqueous vapor en-

ters into the expression given by Peruter, therefore the latter is rather

comj)lex and is not especially clear.

It seems therefore to me not only desirable but really necessary to

take up the question anew and if possible prosecute it to a definite

conclusion. This is the object of the following lines.

It will be shown how graphic methods give with extraordinary ease

an insight into the whole theory of the mixture of air and how in such

methods we possess at the same time the simjjlest means for the nu-

merical evaluation of the quantities that enter into the question.

Various tables—some of which may also be welcome for other investi-

gations—will also facilitate a general survey as well as the exact com-

l)utations. After these preparatory sections there will be considered

the various causes of the fortuatiou of precipitation, namely, direct

cooling, adiabatic expansion, and mixture, in their relative importance

and it will be shown how that only by the consideration of all these

causes is it jjossible to obtain a deeper insight into the methods of the

formation of clouds.

(a.) THE MIXTURE OF QUANTITIES OF AIR OF UNEQUAL TEMPERATURE
AND MOISTURE.

Before we proceed to the mathematical treatment of this problem
we must first come to a clear understanding as to whether definite

masses or definite volumes shall be made the basis of the computation.
At the first view it would seem appropriate to adopt the volume,

since we can from well known tables obtain directly the quantity of
water which corresponds to the saturation of one unit of volume.

This is doubtless the reason why in the older investigations of this

subject based on Button's theory, one always started with the con-

sideration of the unit of volume, and why Hann—when he w^uld

" Zeitschft. Uesterr. Gesell. Met., lrfH2, Vol. xvii, pp. 4^1-426.
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demonstrate the imperfections of this theory in his considerations on
this subject, followed the earlier method of treatment, and adopted the

volume as a basis.

This is also quite justifiable so far as concerns the first estimates, and
I also recently have made the same application iu a popular lecture.

But when one wishes to obtain exact formulae this method brings him
into difficulties. These arise from the fact that the capacity for heat of a
unit of volume, the so-called volume capacity, eveu without the consid-

eration of the intermixed vapor of water, is to a high degree affected

by pressure and temperature, so that no forms of approximation are al-

lowable. The cap icity for heat of the unit of mass of moist air, there-

fore its capacity for heat in the ordinary sense of the word, is entirely

independent of the above mentioned quantities and is also so little in-

fluenced by the contained water within the limits that occur in meteor-
ology that, as will later be more accurately shown, we can in the pres-

ent question simply consider it as constant.

In order however not to lose the advantage that inures from the utili-

zation of existing tables, I have computed for different pressures and
successive degrees the quantity of aqueous vapor that is contained in a
kilogram of saturated moist air for such pressures and temperatures as

occur iu the atmosphere and have communicated the table thus formed
in an appendix to this paper (see page 287).

This table not only facilitates very considerably the solution of the
questions that refer to the mixture of moist air, but it can also be ap-

plied with profit to many other investigations. After this preface the

problem itself is to be considered more closely, and to this end an appro-

priate notation is first to be introduced.

Let there be

wii and w?2i t;he quantities expressed in kilograms, of air to be mixed
together;

f, and ^2, their temperatures;

yx and 2/2, the quantities expressed in grams, of vapor actually con-

tained in a kilogram of moist air;

y'x and y'^^ the corresponding values of contained moisture in a kilo-

gram of air at ti and U in the saturated condition

;

Rx and R2, the accompanying values in per cent, of the relative hu-

midity.

pi and p-z, the same quantities expressed as fractions of unity, that

is to say

R\ -t R-i
Px =— and p.2=~.

^3? Hit y'ii ^3? and p3, the various values of the same above-named

quantities in the mixture, in so far as the limit

of saturation has not been exceeded, or at least

no water has been lost, that is to say, true sat-

uration exists.
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t, y, y', R, aud p, the correspouding values after mixture and after

the loss of the quantity of water that exceeds

the normal quantity for saturation, or also, in

general, any given group of the same quanti-

ties belonging together.

The pressure expressed in millimetres of mercury will as before be

expressed by fi ; the maximum of the elastic force of the vapor will in

a corresponding manner be expressed by s. The pressure /i can be

considered asconstant during the process of mixing. This is allowable

since, where mixture actually occurs, the two masses of air must nec-

essarily exist under very nearly the same pressure and must also retain

this [in the free air] even when on account of the mixing a change oc-

curs in the total volume, which in general is very unimportant.

The problem of mixture becomes extremely simple so long as no pre-

cipitation of water occurs, that is to say so long as the quantities ob

tained by the mixture are to be indicated as in the above notation by

the subscripts.

In this case

or Wh(Z/3-i/])= WJ2(i/2-i/3) (1)

and further

Cim^{t3—ti)= m2C2{t2—t'j)

where by Ci aud Ct we understand the thermal capacities of the quan.

titles of air to be mixed,* or since these quantities are to be considered

equal
m,{l,-t,)= in2{U-f,) (2)

If we combine the equations (1) and (-) we obtain (the mixing ratio)

Th—lh_h^U_W2
y-'—ys ti—u nil

which is the well known equation that holds good for the mixture of two

quantities of the Huid in question,

^ having two different temperatures.

Since the graphic m ithod will be

chosen in the further development,

therefore first of all this simple for-

mula must be translated into a geo.

metrical form.

To this end, in a rectangular sys-

tem of coordinates. Fig. 37, the tem.

jjcratures {t) are taken as abscissas,

the quantities of moisture (y) as onli-

nates, and these are designated in the

Fig. 37. Ordinary manner by OTj, 072 ....
'Strictly speiikiug we should use mean values computed by a special formula be-

tween the above named ci aud C; and that of the mixture C3. Since, however, the

values of c scarcely differ from each other for the different temperatures aud pressures,

we can therefore omit this refinement.
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TiFi, TiFi^ etc.; in the flgare the orisiu is omitted. We see at once
that F2 lies on the straight Hue drawu through Fi and F, and that

T,l\_T^ F,-T,F, _'nH
T2T,-%F,-l\F,-nh

In order now to obtain a decision as to the degree of saturation, we
must also introduce into the diagram, as ordiuates, along with the

values of ?/i, ?/>, and ys, also the values of y/, y/, and y/, corresponding

to complete saturation. The ends of these ordiuates, which are repre-

sented by Fi', Ft, and F^' in the diagram, all lie upon a curve that with

increasing t rises rapidly, and the equation* of which is

2/ = 6:
/^ — U.377 e

when for (3 we insert the proper constant pressure.

With the assistance of this equation, or with the approximate for-

mula obtained by development,

, = 023i + 234.8s(iy

the tables communicated in the appendix [page 287J have been com-

puted, by the help of which the curves can be easily constructed di-

rectly for the pressures therein considered, and which we can designate

as curves of the quantity of vapor needed for saturation at the pres-

sure /i [or for brevity, the saturation curve].

It will now suffice to cast a glance at the figure in order at once to

obtain the following i)ropositious:

(I) So long as for given temperatures ^i and t^, the values

~, = Pi and ^^^^z= p.^j remain within given limits, the straight line Fi Fz
2/1 y-i

passes entirely beneath the saturation curve, and therefore tiiere can

be no mixiug-ratio for which conden-

sation can occur.

(L*) When pi and pi increase so much
that the straight line Fi F2 touches or

cuts the saturation curve, as in figure

(38), then theie occurs either one or

many mixing-ratios that may bring

about condensation.

(3) When ij;i=i?2=100, i.e., when the J^
two quantities of air to be mixed are J^
saturated, then the straight line i^i F^

coincides with the curve Fi' F2', and —.—--^

then for every mixture theie occurs -'/ ''

super-saturation or coiiden^ntion. fig. 38

*Hann, Zeit. Oesterr. Genell. Met., 1874, vol. ix, p. '^24. [Smitbson Rep., 1877, p. 399.]
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The iuvestigatiou of the cases included iu 2 cau always be referred

to case 3, since the points F^* and F^*, iu wliicli the straigbt line Fi F2

cuts the curve, Fi' F-i play precisely the same role in the second case

as Fi and F^ in the third case.

If we consider more closely the propositions just enunciated, then we
shall involuntarily be led to seek certain limiting values, the knowledge

of which leads to the solution of the fundamental question whether,

under given conditions, condensation will be possible or not.

The questions that obtrude in this connection are as follows:

(1) What limit must the relative humidity exceed for a given tempera-

ture of the components, or at least for one of them, in order that con-

densation may be possible for a properly chosen mixing-ratio ?

(2) What limiting value must the relative humidity of one con)ponent

exceed when, the value of the otber is given, and when also condensa-

tion is to become possible for a properly chosen mixing ratio?

The first of these two
questions can be expressed

in the following form :

When the limit of satura-

tion is to be attained for

an approi)riate mixing ra-

tio, and the r*^lative hu-

midity of both components

is to be the same, what is

the minimum value of this

relative humidiiN .'

Ihat the knowledge of

this minimum value is also

a solution of question 1,

we see most easily when we more accurately examine the answer to the

question as last formulated.

We obtain this latter answer very easily through the following con-

sideration : If Ri is to equal 1\2, then the straight line F^ Ft must cut

the axis of abscissie at the same point P Fig. 39, as does the jjrolonga-

tion of the chord Fi' F/. For if this condition is fulfilled then

—

Fig. 39.

but now

and

and consequently, also

T, Fr T, Ft

T,F,'-
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If now for a given value of Ei= K>, which may be called Rq, the point

of saturation is to be just attained by proper mixing, then the straight

line P Fi F2 must just touch the saturation curve Fi' F/.

The point of taugency aS' gives therefore the temperature of the mix-

ture for which saturation will be just attained, and hence also the mixing

ratio.

But the value R(,^ as the figure shows at the first glance, must be

exceeded by at least one of the components when condensation is to

become possible, and it therefore is precisely

that limiting value that is desired in question

No. (1).

It is easily seen that the knowledge of these

boundary values is of high importance, it is

therefore carefully considered in tables to be

subsequently communicated. Equally simple J^
is the solution of the second question, which,

however, will here be considered only under
the special assumptions that Ri or i?2 is equal

to 100.

If i^i= 100, that is to say, if the cooler of the two components is in the

state of complete saturation, then we obtain the minimum value of B2,

when we, as in Fig. 40, draw at Fi' a tangent to the saturation curve,

aud i)rolong this until it cuts the ordinate F-z' Ti at the point F2. The
77" T

desired value is ii^2=100 ^^ J
,

• As soon as J?2 exceeds this limit con-

densation occurs on mixing, provided that there is sufficient of the colder

component, that is to say, provided —i is large enough.

If, however, we consider the other case as given and assume that

i?2=100, that is to say, that the warmer component is saturated, then

we find Ri when at F2' we draw a tangent to the saturation curve and
seek the intersection of it with the oidiuate Fi' Tj.

Thus it becomes at once apparent to the eye that Ri is always smaller

than R2, so that for sufficiently great distance between Ti and T2 the

quantity Ri can even attain a negative value, if such were imaginable.

The physical interpretation of this is that when warm saturated air

is mixed with colder the latter can have a high degree of dryness and
still condensation may occur for a proper mixing ratio; in many cases

even the cooler air may be absolutely dry; it might even have a nega-

tive Ri corresponding to its containing a certain mass of hygroscopic

substance, if only there is sufficient quantity of warmer air, that is to

say, if only— is large enough.

In such cases, therefore, in place of the minimum value Ri there

occurs a limiting value of /i = —' which must be exceeded if conden-

sation is to occur.
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These considerations show that mixtures of saturated warmer with

unsaturated cooler air gives rise to condensations much more easily

than do mixtures of saturated cooler with dritr and warmer air.

The tiow of a jet of saturated warmer air into a cool space must
therefore be accompanied by much more powerful condensation than

is the inflow of saturated cohler air into a space filled with unsaturated

warmer air.

The fact that clou<ls of vapor so easily arise over every open vessel

filled with warm water, while the formation of fog near very cold

bodies in warmer regions is much more rarely to be observed, gives an

assurance of the correctness of this principle.

Whenever during moderately cool weather the door of a wash-house
is opened great clouds of vapor pour out, but the opening of an ice

cellar on a hot day has not a similar result.

!Now that the limits have been determined within which, in general,

mixture can occur, it is proper to give the quantity that can be precip-

itated by the condensation. Such precipitation occurs whenever the

i:)oint Fr^ lies above the saturation curve. For then the limit of satura-

tion is exceeded, and by a quantity that is represented by the length

This quantity, which will be designated by «3, is that of which, before

the writings of Wettstein and Hann, it was assumed that it was i)re-

cipitated as water as the result of the mixing.

To what extent one was led into error by this assumption is most

easily seen from the figure by the following considerations:

Let it be assumed that at first actual saturation occurs in the mix-

ture, and let the whole quantity j/^ be actually present in the form of

vapor or aqueous gas, then will the gradual precipitation of the vapor

be accompanied by a simultaneous warming.

The increase of temperature herebj* brought about is found from the

equation
1000 aJt = - rdy,

where c is the capacity for heat of the moist air under constant pressure,,

and r is the latent heat of evaporation, and where e is to be multiplied

by 1,000, since we have taken a kilogram of the mixture, whereas y is

expressed in grams.

Since now, as will subsequently become evident, the temperature t

rises only a few degrees even for a very considerable supersaturation,

therefore we can consider as constant in each individual case, and

corresponding to this we obtain

lO^c
y2-y = -^{t-h) (3)

in which y and t represent those values that are obtained after the

precipitation of the water that is in excess of the limit of saturation.
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In Fig. 41, therefore, wo find this temperature t in a very simple man*

ner in that we draw through F3 a straight line that makes with the axis

of abscissas an angle

^i'=arc tang
lO^c

The point F, in which this straight line cuts the saturation curve, has

the desired coordinates t and y,

whereas the quantity of precipitated

water a =1)2— y is a quantity that is

represented in the figure by the short

line -Fai According to the old theory

t-i and f, as well as y^' and y', or, what

is the same, 2/3' and y, were considered

respectively as the same. But now we
see, as Hann had already shown in a -^^z,

special example, that this is not the

case, but that tyt^^ and y<iy'i^ and

that correspondingly the actual quan-

tity of water that can be precipitated

in the most favorable case by mixing is
Fig. 41,

tt=y^-y< as

that is to say less than any one has hitherto computed.

Since now y =f {t) we can also put equation (3) in the form

where
t=:U^K{y,-f{t)),

^=10000="^^^

and an empirical expression is to be substituted for/(^).

This latter can, with the accuracy here desired, always be written

under the form

f{t)=y,^A{t-f,) + B{t-t,y

so that we have only to consider the solution of an equation of tlie

second degree.

However, the computation would be rather tedious and it is therefore

decidedly preferable to execute this solution graphically, since this can

be done rapidly and easily and preserves all the accuracy practically

needed.

Of special importance is the circumstance that K can, in general, be
considered as a constant, to which only two different values have to be

given, acording as it relates to values above or below 0°.

Hitherto we have implicitly assumed that the temperatures lay above

0° ; if this is not the case, then, in place of -, the value ^~^ is to be sub-
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stituted where / is tlie lateut beat of aieltiug ice. But so long as the

meltiiij^ point of ice is not exceeded, we can safely consider 7i as con-

stant, as the following consideration shows. The following equation,*

tlie extremely simple deduction of which may here be omitted, gives the

value of c;

c = 0.2375 + 0.00024 y.

Now a glance at the table given in the appendix shows that c will

not exceed the value 0.2447, such as corresponds to a temperature 32°

C. under 7G0 milimetres pressure. Since however on the other hand,

i'or temperatures between 0° and 32° according to Eegnault's f]gnres,t r

is contined between the limits G06.5 and 584.2, therefore the extreme
T

values that jTwrrr; can have for a pressure of 7G0 milimetres are 2.55

for t = 0° and 2.39 for t = 32°.

For lower pressures (that is to say at greater altitudes), c is larger

for a given temperature; but at the same tinie it is precisely under

these conditions that only lower temperatures occur, and therefore only

the higher values of r are to be considered, so that iT still remains nearly

within the same limits.

On account of the remarkably slight influence that the change of one

unit in the first decimal place in the value of ii has on the final result

we can for brevity' put K= 2.5, so long as i > O^*.

If < <0°, then we have to add the quantity 80 [calories] to the value of

r. If we consider this and then com]nite K for 0° and for — 30°, first

for /3 = 7G0 mdimetres, and next for /i = 400 milimetres we obtain as

extreme values 2.87 and 2.98. so that here with even more right we can

assume K to be constant and as we in fact will do equal to 2.9.

According to this, without important error, we may consider the lines

F3 F, in general, as parallel straight lines which experience only a slight

bend at the point corresponding to 0°.

In the actual application of the above-explained graphic method we
do best to place upon the system of coordinates, on which we have en-

tered the saturation curve, a group of straight lines representing the

series ^3 F, of which those on the left of the zero coordinate are inclined

to the axis of abscissas so that tan a=,yj, but those to the right of the

zero coordinate have tan cxz=-—-
-J.o.

* Haun, Zeit. Oest. GeseU. Met., 1874, vol. ix, p. 324. [Smitlison. Rep.. 1877, p, 399.]

t According to the investigations of Dieterici (Wiedemanu's Annalen, 188 •, xxxvil,

pp. 494-508), as weH as according to those of EkhoLii (Bihang E. Sveiiska Vet. Akad.

Eandl., 1589, xv. Part I, No. 6.) these numbers are indeed not quite free from criti-

cism. Since however on the one hand, the correction of these numbers scarcely

comes into consideration in the final result here desired, and since on the other hand
the value of the capacity for heat of dry air here adopted is based on the calorie used

by Regnault, it appeared to me proper, if not even necessary, also to make use of the

older value for r.
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Special interest attends the question : In what ratio two quantities of

air of giv^eu temperature and humidity must be mixed in order to

obtain the greatest possible precipitation ? The solution of this prob-

lem is given by a glance at Fig. 41. Since the quantity of precipita-

tion is

a = F3F sin a,

therefore a will be a maximum when F3 F has its greatest value. But
this is evidently the case when the tangent at the point F on the curve

is parallel to the straight line Fi Fz, or F/ F-/.

The point at which this tangent touches the curve can be determined

either by construction and trial or, in case we have at hand a table of

quantities of saturation, such as that in the appendix, computed for the

barometric pressure in question, we have then to seek from it a value

of t such that

dt~ U— ^1

which is not difficult to do after constructing a corresponding supple-

mentary table of differences for each tenth of a degree.

Having found the point F we move further parallel to the previously

mentioned group of straight lines until we strike the line Fi F2, and
thus determine the point F3, which on its part gives the point T3, and
thus the distances Ti T3 and T3 Tz, whence results the mixing ratio that

corresponds to the maximum precipitation. The precipitation itself we
obtain from the above-given formula,

« = 2/3 - y-

But we can also adopt another and purely numerical method for

obtaining these quantities. For it is not difficult to see that FL (Fig. 41)

is also a maximum at the same time with ^^3 F, where we designate by

L the point in which the prolongation of the ordinate FT intersects

the straight line ^1 Fz.

Moreover when we represent the line FL by I, we have

l=yi 4- {t-ti) tan /3—y

=ttSLn/^—y-\-yi -fitan/?,

"where /3 represents the angle that the line Fi F2 makes with the axis of

abscissas, that is to say,

tan /i = '^'-y'

tz-h

Since the value of y is not difficult to compute, when not taken

directly from the table, one is therefore in condition to form a small

auxiliary table for the value of the quantity / for certain values of t,

such as lie in the neighborhood of the one desired, and from it take out
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the maximnin value of I or the value of t correspoudiug thereto. Then
the value of a is given by the formuhi

,
tan aa=l .

tan a + tan p

whose deduction may here be omitted.

Thus both a numerical and a graphic metliod are at our disposal.

If we follow the former, we can easily perceive that an extreuiely

accurate knowledge of the quantity of vai)or contained in a kilogram

when in the condition of saturation is presupposed for an even moder-

ately accurate determination of the value of a and t, as well as of the

ratio '.

Because of the unreliability of the data at hand the values obtained

by computation have in themselves a ratlier high degree of uncertainty,

so that one can equally well make use of the far more convenient

graphic method without thereby in fact losing anything in accuracy.

lu this latter way the following small tables have been computed,

which give the limiting cases above treated as especially interesting for

the pressures 700 and 400 mm. and for temperatures that proceed by
steps of 10^ and thereby makes possible a quick review of the various

questions relative to mixtures of an\

The hrst horizontal line of each of these twelve tables relates to the

case where both component masses are completely saturated, and gives

in the column a the greatest precipitation that can occur* under these

circumstances aud under the most favorable mixing ratio '

.

Therefore tlie a on the first line of each table, gives the maximum
possible precipitation that can be brought about by mixture at the

given temperatures.

The second line of each table gives the value of the relative humidity

wliich must (at least for one of tlie componeuts) be exceeded if precipi-

tation by mixture is to be any wa3' possible. We also find on this line

under the headings t aud ' the mixing temperature and the mixing

ratio for which the point of saturation will be just attained when in

both components the relative humidity has the minimum values, given

under Ri and Rz.

The third line shows the value of R:. that must be exceeded by the

relative humidity of the warmer component, if the cooler couiponent is

completely saturated and if precipitation is to become jiossible by
mixture.

The fourth line gives the mixing ratio which must be exceeded if

precipitation is to become possible by means of any proper mixing

[Expressed in grains of water per kilogram of uioist air.]
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ratio when the cooler cotnpoueut is perfectly dry aud the warmer com-
ponent perfectly saturated.

The fifth line shows, under a, the maximum precipitation that is con-
<}eivable under the last mentioned condition of the components as to

humidity as well as the mixing ratio and mixing temperature at which
this maximum precipitation is attainable.

In many cases no precipitation is possible with perfect dryness of the
cooler component. In such cases the fourth line is the analogue of the

third since it gives the minimum value which the relative humidity of

the colder component must exceed if in general precii)itation is to be-

come possible by mixture. Under these conditions in the nature of the
case the fifth line becomes a blank.

The tables as here given relate only to the two piessures 700 aud 400
millimetres. Since however these include all altitudes between G80
aud 5,150 metres, that is to say, those altitudes in which the forma-
tion of cloud or at least precipitation proper principally occurs, and
since the supplementing of these tables by means of the table given
in the appendix is not difficult, I have thought that I might confine

myself to these special cases.

At any rate these will suffice in order to give a general orientation as
to the quantities coming into consideration, and therefore the tables

themselves are now given, and it need only be stated that the figures

must be considered only as approximations, since in general they are

bas^d upon the first differential quotients, but occasionally on the second
differential quotients of the curve of vapor-pressure, so that very small

changes in the experimental data or in the method of interpolation

must make themselves very sensible.

f

«l
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Since on the otlier band, according to the data recently collected by
Hanii,* quantities of water considerably greater than these can remaiu
suspended in the air (as mist, fog, and cloud), therefore we see very
plainly that, whde the formation of cloud can be caused by mixture,

yet the precipitation of rain or snow in any appreciable quantity can
scarcely be brought about in this way.

At the same time the following diagram, which we here make use of

for graphic computation, enables, in the most simple manner, to com-
pare the quantity of precipitation formed by mixture with that which
is produced by direct cooling as well as that produced by adiabatic

expansion.

If we assume that by mixture under a favorable mixing ratio of sat-

urated air at the temperature tz with other saturated air at the temper-

ature ^1, the quantity of water a is precipitated (see Fig. 42), then we
obtain the same quantity of precipita-

tion when we directly cool the com-

ponent 2/2, from its temperature t-z to a

new temperature t^, for which we have
y'jz=y'2— a, but y'a is the ordinate ,jh.

whose foot is T^ in Fig. 42.

A glance at the general saturation

curve suffices to show at once that the 'J'7,,^
difference t-i— tj^ is very much smaller

than the difference ti— t\ that is to say,

that a very slight direct cooling aftbrds

as much precipitation as a considerable

cooling by mixture with colder air, even

when the latter is completely saturated.

The effect of adiabatic cooling is seen when in the diagram we draw
the adiabatic curve as a function of the temperature and quantity of

water contained in a kilogram of moist air.

Such an adiabatic curve sinks, as we easily perceive, rather more
slowly from the right toward the left than the saturation curve. For

since in this case the diminution of t mperature goes hand in hand
with the increase in volume, therefore, the quantity of moisture neces-

sary for saturation will for falling temperatures be greater than it

would be if the initial pressure were maintained ; that is to say, than it

would be by progressing along the saturation curve.

The adiabatic (which without any difficulty can be introduced into

the diagram with sufficient accuracy with the aid of Hertz's Graphic

Method*) will therefore have a path similar to that shown by the curve

Ft A in Fig. 42.

y>

-^^

* Meteovologische Zeitschrift, 1889, vol. vi, pp. 303-.306.

* Meteorologi.whe Zeitschrift, 1884, vol. i, pi. vii. [See No. XIV of this collection of

Translatious.]
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But in this case the lowering of the temperature must be forced down
to t^, if the quantity of precipitated water is to be equal to «, since

then the equation

hohls good for ?/'„, which represents the ordinate erected at T„.

Here also tlie general course of the curve again shows that the fall

of temperature necessary in order that a definite quantity of precipita-

tion may be caused by adiabatic expansion is very much less than

when the same quantity is to be produced by mixture.

A numerical example will best illustrate this principle: From the

above-given small tables we see that at 7U0 millimetres pressure satu-

rated air at 0^ C mixed with saturated air at 20° can precipitate at the

most only 0.75 grams of water per kilogram of the mixture and that

the final temperature of th»^ mixture will be 11°.0; that is to say, for a

cooling of the warmer component from 20^ down to 11°.

By direct cooling, on the other hand, the same quantity of water

would be precipitated from 1 kilogram of the warmer component when

it is cooled from 20° down to 19°.2; whereas by adiabatic expansion a

cooling of from 20° down to 18°.4 would be neces.sary ; that is to say, a

vertical ascent through a distance of about 310 metres.

This example shows in a very striking manner how slight need be

the direct cooling by contact with cold objects, or by radiation, or even

by adiabatic expansion, in order to produce quantities of precipitation,

such as would by mixture be only obtainable in the extremest, scarcely

imaginable cases.

W ith this the consideration of the mixture of masses of moist air may
be brought to a close and only the single remark be made that the

difference t—^3 is smaller as the quantity a of the precipitated liquid

decreases. The amouut of this difference will therefore only exceed

the value of 1° or 2° in such extreme cases as are assumed in the pre-

vious tables and generally will remain far within this limit.

Therefore in the majority of cases the mixing temperature may, with-

out important error, be imt equal to that which we obtain by mixing

equal masses of dry air, whereby many computations experience a great

simplification.

(6.) SUPER-SATURATED AIR.

In the foregoing solution of the problem of mixture it was assumed

for the sake of simplicity, that in the cases where the formation of

precipitation in this manner is really i>ossible, super-saturation must first

occur, and then precipitation follows.

This assumption was implied by Hann in his above-mentioned

memoir* at a time when we still knew nothing as to whether aqueous

vapor could actually exist in a supersaturated condition.

* Zeitschrift Oest. Gesell. Met., 1874, vol. ix. [Smithson. Rep., 1877, p. :»7.]
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, But since the possibility of this has been demonstrated by the inves-

tigations of Aitken, Coulier, Mascart, Kiessling, and especially by Rob-
ert von Helmholtz,* it has some interest for us to make the precipitation

from supersaturated air the object of a special investigation.

This precipitation, as is well known, occurs when super-saturated air

(which can only exist when perfectly free from dust) is suddenly mixed
with very fine particles of solid bodies, or possibly, also, when electric

discharges take place through such supersaturated air.t We obtain

directly from the above-given rules the amount of the precipitation, as

also the rise in temperature.

We have only to omit the parts designated by the indices 1 and 2 in

Fig 41, and to consider the condition indicated by the subscript index

3 as the starting point, then the ordinate T-^ F-^ = 7/3 gives the quantity of

water in the state of supersaturatiou, while y again indicates as before

the final remaining moisture ', y^ — y indicates the quantity of moisture

precipitated and t — U the consequent rise of temperature.

This is, therefore, a method ot formation of precipitation, in which
one can actually speak of a liberation of latent heat (the latent heat of

evaporation), as was formerly done in explaining the formation of pre-

cipitation in general.

In a certain sense this usage is allowable, even in the formation of

precipitation by mixture, in so far as the temperature of the mixture

comes out higher when water is precipitated than when this, under
otherwise similar conditions, is not the case because of the insufficient

quantity of water. This rise of temperature is however always a very

unimportant one in consideration of the small quantity that can be con-

densed by mixture.

It is otherwise when true super-saturation is present. In such cases

the rise of temperature can, according to the degree of super-saturation,

be very considerable, as is easily seen from Fig. 41.

Still more considerable must the precipitation be that is caused by
the sudden cessation of the super-saturation, namely : So soon as a sud-

den development of heat occurs at any one place in the atmosphere

there follows a powerful ascent of the air which then, by adiabatic cool-

ing, must always i)roduce new formation of precipitation.

Under those conditions, when the vertical distribution of temperature

approximates even distantly to that of convective equilibrium, then

the sudden cessation of the condition of super-saturation causes this

equilibrium to become unstable, and thus this cessation then affords

the key to the explanation of a series of phenomena.

I consider it probable that it is in such processes, which indeed

deserve a thorough investigation, that we have to seek the reason for

the "cloud-bursts" properly so called. Of course, to establish this

* Wiedemann's Annalen, 1886, xxvii, p. 527.

t R. von Helmholtz, Wiedemann's Anvalen, 1887, xxxii, p. 4.

80 A 18
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view the proof must first be given that the super-saturation, which we
have hitherto only known in laboratory experiments, also occurs in the

free atmosphere.

The mixture of super saturated air with other quantities of air scarcely

needs a special consideration, since we at once see the result of such

mixture when we imagine, in Fig. 41, one of the points, Fi or Fo, trans-

posed to the upper side of the curve F' F\ and then execute the further

constructions according to the rules previously given.

(C.) MOIST AIR WITH INTERMIXED WATER OR ICE.

Water occurs in the atmosphere not only as vapor, but also in the

form of drops of rain, crystals of ice, and particles of fog. The psy-

chrometer and hygrometer teach us that the air is not necessarily sat-

urated with vapor when water is mixed with it in this manner. Unfor-

tunately we possess only very imi)erfect data as to how great a quan-

tity of water can in this way be mechanically mixed with the atmos-

phere.* But there can l)e scarcely any doubt that the sum of the water

mechanically mixed and that which is present in the form of v;ipor

may together be smaller, or equal to, or even greater than the quan-

tity corresponding to saturation for the given temperature. Corre-

sponding to this statement, I will designate such mixtures as air which

is " partly saturated mechanically," '' wholly saturated mechanically,"

or " super-saturated mechanically." And now, first of all, we will inves-

tigate how such masses of air behave when mixed with ordinary air more
or less moist.

By this investigation we shall come to learn the conditions under

which the dissolution of fog or clouds or the evaporation of falling rain-

drops may occur. Such dissolution is, as we at once see, to be attained

by mixture only when the intermixed air, which at first may be as-

sumed to be the warmer component, is relatively dry.

Therefore, we will at first investigate the phenomena of mixture

under the following conditions:

Let Bi > 100 and composed of two parts, of which the one Ri is in the

form of vapor and the other Ri is liquid, and moreover let Ri < 100 while

Ri-i-Rj =Bi.

Furthermore let ^2 < 100 and <2 > <i. This being assumed, the follow-

ing formuliTB hold good, using a notation which by analogy is intelligi-

ble of itself:

y\>yi

yi<yi'-

*Hann, Met. Zeit. lf^89, vol. vi, pp. :303-306.
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In the accompanyiiig: Fig. 43, ?/i is represented by Ti Fj, and fi is rep-

resented by Fi jP,, but the remaining lettering certainly needs no fur-

ther explanation.

However, one thing may be especially noted, that the lines which rep-

resent the liquid or frozen * water are limited by two arrow points di-

rected away from each other, since this

facilitates a quick comprehension.

If now w?i and niz are the quantities of

the two components that enter into the

mixture and we assume here also again

that at first both the vapor and also the

water are uniformly distributed in the

mixture, and that evaporation of the

water first occurs afterwards insofar as

the saturation of the mixture with vapor

allows of any such evaporation, then,just

as before, we attain to a state of transition

for which the corresponding quantities are

appropriately indicated by the subscripts.

The difference between this transition state and the air that is sat-

urated by mixture consists in this, that in the present, case the air

actually passes through the transition state, whereas in the preceding

article it was only imagined for convenience of computation.

In this transition state the quantities y^ of vapor and ^3 of water

exist in one kilogram of the mixture before fhe dissolution occurs as

is given by the equations

Fig. 43.

and

y3—1/1_h—ti_W2

2/2—1/3 4—^3 nil

yi—ih _ U—t\_m2
ys ~t2—t~mi

which equations lose their apparent want of symmetry when we remem-
ber that J/2=i/2 and that 2/2=0.

Moreover, just as before, we have

y\—y2_h—ti_m2
y3—y2 ti—ts nil

In Fig. 43, ^3 is leprcseiited by the line T3 P3 and ^3 by the line

-F3 F3.

* lu geueral I assume iu what follows that the temperature is above zero, since it is

not difficult to modify the considerations appropriately for lower temperatures. But
if we would also consider those cases in which water aud ice exist alongside of each
other or where water is present at temperatures below zero, then the investigation

would become inordinately complicated.
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The quantity fa that still remains liquid will now dissolve, in so far

as the mixture is not saturated, or so much of it will dissolve as is

needed for saturation. This of course can only occur in that the mix-
ture itself cools, and that too by 2o.6 or l'c.q for each gram that is evap-
orated, since we exclude the cases where heat is communicated from
without.

The final temperature T is therefore

found by passing:: ui)ward in Fig. 43 from

F^ toward the left, parallel to the guide-

line Fx Fo, until at F we reach the same
height as F-^. or at least until we reach the

curve F'l F'-z-, in case the line Fj F' so

drawn would need to cross over the curve

F\ F,.

In this latter case, which is represented

in Fig. 44, all the water is not dissolved

but only a portion (y'—ys) as is represented

in Fig. 44 by the distance F^ P.

The first of these two cases can be easily

handled numerically, since under these

^ ^ ^3
Fig. 44.

conditions we have

/ = ^3 - K%

= h — Kyi
m-i

nil -f- nii

niiti + W2/2

VI] 4- m-z
-Kyi 7)h

mi -f Ml

miti + W2/2— JL J/1W2
~~

w<i + nil

But the computation is as simple as this only when all the water is

really evaporated ; in the second case where mechanical supersaturatiou

still continues it is better to apply the graphic method. An especial

interest pertains here again to the investigation of the limiting cases

for which in general there can occur a complete dissolution of the water

originally present as liquid in one of the components. Of such extreme

cases there is an extraordinary variety according as we are at liberty

to assume arbitrarily either the mixing-ratio or the humidity of one or

the other of the components.

At present we shall consider only the question, what is the initial

limit of the mixing-ratio for given components in order that complete

dissolution must always follow. This limit is evidently obtained when
F' F^ lie at the same altitude above the axis of abscissas, that is to say,

when 1/ = t/' = ?/3, or when F and F' coincide. In this case F is the
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apex of a right-angled triaugle whose vertical side is F^ F3 and whose

hypotheuuse is parallel to the guide-line.

If now we imagine the point T3 moving to and fro along the axis of

abscissas, then the apex of the triaugle erected in the given manner

upon the vertical side F^ F-^ will describe a straight line passing through

the point F2, which line we easily liud when we erect such a triangle on

the portion cut off by the

straight lines ^i F2 and F^ F^

from any arbitrary ordinate

and then join this apex with

We can, for instance, as in

Fig. 45, choose for this })ur-

pose the ordinate erected at

Then FiFoFi is the triangle

described and Fo Fi is the

straight line on which the de-

sired point F must lie; but

since it must also lie on the

saturation curve, therefore it is at the intersection of F^F-z and the

curve Fi'F./, and the desired limiting value of the mixing ratio is

When the mixing ratio attains this limit or exceeds it on the side

toward nh, that is to say, as soon as -- =or >// a complete dissolution

of all the suspended water occurs.

In such mixtures it can

happen that the line F F3

cuts the curve Fi' F-/ on the

left-hand side of Ti ^1. In

such cases the temperature

resulting from the completion

of the mixture is lower than

that of either component.

The mixing ratio for which

this phenomenon begins to

occur is easily found by draw-

ing, as in Fig. 46, through F
(which is in this case idt-nti-

^"''*°"
cal with Fi') a line parallel to

Fo Fi (which is a guide line), and find its intersection with F1F2. The

abscissa of this point is then the temperature ts, which is produced by
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mixture iu this ratio before the subsequent dissolutiou. From this

value of ^3 this mixing ratio itself can be determined.

We find by a very simple consideration that for this special value of

^3 the following equation holds good :

But since

and

therefore

and consequently

F2Fi=
tjr-ti

K

FiF^=yi—yi

V\—y\j^_U—t\

tz—u t2-h »h

Whenever /^</.is: that is to say, when the cooler " mechanically sui^er-

saturated air," or at least the saturated component enters into the mix-

ture with greater weight, then will /</i and of course /</2, or in other

words, the finally resulting temperature will be lower than that of

either component.

These considerations lead to the following apparently very paradox-

ical result: ^^ If warmer air is mixed with mechanically saturated or me-

chanically super-saturated air then a part of the susjwnded water can be

evaporated and thereby a lower temperature produced J^

" If the given mechanically saturated air is hygroscopicaUy unsaturated,

that is to say, if the vapor is unsaturated, then this loicering of tempera-

ture icill occur even by the mixing of saturated warmer air {of course in

the proper ratio) ; if the air is saturated as to its vapor and the corre-

sponding mechanical mixture is present as pure super-saturation^ then the

warmer air must possess a certain degree of dryness that is not difficult to

determine.''^

The latter of these two propositions is evident as soon as we allow

^1 to coincide with F as in Fig. 46, and then with F^ still on the ordi-

nate TiF'i push sofardownwards that ^0^2 shall come to lie below FF2,

a condition which, however, is only to be satisfied so long as T2 does

not have too high a value.

The very paradoxical sentences just set forth lose their extraordinary

appearance as soon as we recognize that a mixture of water and un-

saturated moist air is not in a condition of equilibrium, but thatiu such

a mixture evaporation must always occur unless by some special proc-

ess the condition is kept stationary. Such mixtures are exemplified

in the fogs and clouds, and during rain. The behavior of such mix-

tures has been implicitly investigated in the previous paragraphs and
now^ only a few words further need be said.
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Perhaps one might consider it a theoretical error that this behavior

was not from the very first made the object of investigation but that

the mixture of such masses with other air was chosen as the starting

point of this study. But on the one hand this was the way by which

1 was actually led to the whole subject, and on the other hand abbrevi-

ations and simplifications are hereby rendered possible that seem to me
sufiiciently important to justify retaining this arrangement of the sub-

ject-matter.

In order to study the behavior of such mixtures when left to them-

selves we have only to choose as a starting point the condition repre-

sented by the ordinate T3 F3 in Fig. 44, there considered as a state of

transition, and we arrive then, according to the same rules as above,

to the final condition T^and thus also to the final temperature T.

Hence we recognize immediately " that mixtures of wafer and nnsat-

<iirated air as soon as left to themselves must cool and so much the more the

further the vapor is from the point ofsaturation and the more liquid water

or ice is mixed with it.''''

These considerations explain a phenomenon that I had frequently

observed, but concerning which 1 was until recently not certain

whether it might not be of a jjurely subjective nature.

It had frequently happened to me cu passing through strata of fog

such as fill the mountain valleys in the mornings of calm and subse-

quently clear days, that the impression of more severe cold occurs

jirecisely when we attain the upper limit of the fog as we ascend the

valley. Again it frequently occurred that just before the sun dissipates

the morning fog that collects in valleys or spreads over the lowlands,

the sensation of especial cold is experienced.

Such impressions of the sensations can of course very easily lead to

^rror : but according to what has been above said, it is probable from

theoretical grounds also, that the temperature just below the upper

boundary of a dissolving layer of fog is lower than that of the layers

above ami below it. For when the sun begins to do its work at the

upper boundary of the fog there then occurs, first, relative dryness im-

mediately above this, and this relative dryness will, according to the

velocity with which evaporation of the fog particles takes place, partly

by diffusion, partly by direct radiation, also propagate itself to a

ceitain, although very moderate depth, in the layer of fog.

But thereby (at least in many cases) the evaporation will be more ac-

celerated than would correspond to the increase of heat by direct radia-

tion, that is to say, the temperature must sink.

This expectation, grounded partly on the impression of one's feeling,

partly on theoretical physical considerations, has now. during the writ-

ing of this memoir, received a confirmation by actual measurements.

For the communication of these measurements I have to thank Mr.

Bartsch von Sigsfeld, who, in a balloon constructed at his own expense,

has already undertaken many aerial voyages for scientific purposes
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and has also carried out meteorological observations when ascending

mountains.

I will here first quote the results that von Sigsfeld obtained during

a balloon trip from Augsburg on October 26, 1889, on which occasion

the remarkably i)erfected aspiration psychronieter of Assmann of the

newest construction* was used for the determination of temperatures

and moisture.

The start occured as above remarked on October 26, at about 15

minutes before 10 a. m. The lauding took place about o p, m., near

Plochingen, on the railroad line between Ulm and Stuttgart. The
general character of the weather on this day can be summarized as

follows: While an extended barometric maximum with a center closely

clinging to the Scandinavian peninsula, covered all of northern and

central Europe there prevailed over southwestern and southern Europe

a region of depression that starting from the southwest extended over

all lands bordering on the Mediterranean and sent individual outrun-

ners into southern Germany. The weather was almost everywhere

cloudy with moderate motion of the air from the east.

Above Southern Germany itself there floated a layer of dry upper

haze, whose lower indefinite boundary lay at an altitude of about 600

metres above the sea, whereas the upper, very well defined and flat

boundary was found at an altitude of 1,200 metres. Up to this

latter altitude the wind blew with moderate strength from the north-

east, but above this it blew strongly from the scuth-southeast. Unfor-

tunately only a few observations could be made, since von Sigsfeld was

to a very large extent occui)ied with the navigation of the balloon, but

notwithstanding this some important data were secured which I here

reproduce

:

Locnl
lime.
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These numbers, few as they are, still show that the layer of fog just

under its upper boundary was the coolest portion of the whole path
traversed by the balloon, and that close above this boundary the tem-

perature shows a rapid rise, but the relative humidity a rapid fall.

Von Sigsfeld had obtained similar results even earlier, namely, Octo-

ber 5, 1887, on the occasion of an ascent of the Faulhorn, in Aargau,
for the purpose of takiug photographs.

I give the appropriate data in the following table

:

Time.
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whicli was fouud eveu iu the highest layer of fog raises some doubt in

this direction. Some observations made by First Lieutenant Moedebeck

and Lieutenant Gross on the occasion of a balloon voyage made on

June 19, 1889, and which Lieutenant Gross has recently published * in a

very interesting essay, apparently speak more clearly on this point,

and certainly deserve a thorough scientific analysis, t

Here also tiie passage through thick clouds showed that the temper-

ature at the upper boundary of these fell very low but immediately

above this it rose at once suddenly. The observations of humidity also

agree better with the theoretical views developed above. On this point

Lieutenant Gross says with reference to a diagram given by him which

shows the changes of the dry and wet thermometers, " We see from the

comparison of the curves of the dry and wet thermometers that the

moisture of the air rapidly increases with approach to the cloud, and

that in the cloud itself where both curves coincide the air is completely

saturated with aqueous vapor. But it is only in the lower part of the

cloud that this is the case, and the moisture diminishes towards its

upper part, an observation that I have already frequently made. This

is certainly also explicable: In the upper part of the cloud the sun acts

again as at first. Immediately above the cloud the wet thermometer

makes a sudden rise. The air becomes suddenly very dry, as results

without anything further, from the heat reflected back from the cloud.'-'

That the lowest temperature should be observed immediately under

the upper boundary of the cloud in spite of the influence of the sun

seems to me explicable only b}^ means of the cold due to evaporation

in accordance with the manner above theoretically predicted.

One ought to be able to observe with all sharpness on the EiflFel

tower the questions relating to the behavior of the upper surface of

fog since it must frequently happen there that the boundary floats but

a short distance above the meteorological instruments.

Perhaps also it will be possible there to establish at different heights

self registering thermometers and psychrometers or hygrometers iu

onler to obtain truly simultaneous observations immediately above and
below the upper boundary of the fog (or mist).

{(1.) THE FORMATION AND DISSOLUTION OF FOG AND CLOUD.

The preceding investigations into the formation of precipitation by

mixture of quantities of air of unequal warmth and moisture show that

* Zeitschriftfur Luftscluff fahrt, lB8y, viii, p. 249.

t Iu referring to this essay I might also lueutiou that Lientenaut Gross has also in

the meantime confirmed the expectation expressed in my former communication [see

jiages :^.^)1-V5;5] according to whicli the inversion of temperature in the region of the

winter anti-cyclone is not a peculiarity of mountainous regions. On the occasion of

a halloou voyage undertaken on December 19, 18r8, from Berlin under the inlluence

of such an anti-cyclone, the sling thermometer gave an increase of temperature of

8° in 1,000 metres of ascent between 1 p. M. and 4 p. m.
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although such mixtures cau not produce heavy raiu or snow yet tliey

can be of great iini)ortaiice in the formation of fog and cloud.

In accordance with this there are three processes that can, either by
themselves alone or in conjunction, cause a condensation of the aqueous
vapor in the atmosphere:

(a) Direct cooling, whether by contact with cold bodies or by radia-

tion.

{'>) Adiabatic expansion, or at least exi)ansion with insuflBcient addi-
tiiMi of heat.

(c) Mixture of masses of air of different temperatures.
lu a corret^ponding nuiniier the tlisisohition of tog and cloud already

])resent may take place through the following processes:

(a) Direct warming, either by radiatiou or by contact with warmer
bodies.

{!)) Compression, whether adiabatic or at least with an insufficient

abstraction of heat.

(c) Mixture with other masses of air having sufficient temperature
and moisture.

Of these three diflerent processes the one first mentioned is always
the most effective.

In order to condense or dissolve a given quantity of water there need

be only a relatively slight direct cooling or warming. Wlien the cou-

<lensation or dissolution of a certain quantity is to be accomplished by
iidiabatic expansion or compression the cooling or warming must be

greater, that is to say, must cover a wider range of temperature than

for direct cooling or warming.

Still larger temperature differences must come into play when the

«ame quantity is to be condensed or evaporated by the process of mix-

ture, in so far as this is any way possible.

The first pair of these ])rocesses, namely, the direct cooling or <lirect

•warming, comes especially into consideration in the formation of fog

firoper, which beginning at the earth's surface, extends upwards to

greater or less altitudes. At times of excessive radiation the earth's

surface first cools. When the cooling has reached the dew point there

occurs condensation in the very lowest layer. Hereby the emissivity

of this layer itself is increased. It then cools in its upper portion also

by radiation, aiul thus the layer of fog grows upwards more and more
«ntil subsequently, at the time of increased inflow of heat, it dissolves

itself in a precisely inverse manner.

N"o other considerable precipitation is formed by this method of con-

<lensation except the so-called drizzle. The reason of this undoubtedly

is that the growth of the layer of fog upwards removes the possibility of

further more intense radiatiou by the lower stratum. In the higher

strata of the atmosphere such condensation by direct radiation can

certainly only occur when cloudiness has already been produced in some

other way, whether by mixture or by expansion or possibly by smoke.
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At the upper liaiit of the cloud, especially iu stratus clouds, the processe

of growth aud dissolutiou of the cloud by direct loss or gain of heat b;^

radiation are carried on like the formation and dissolutiou of fog in th'

lowest strata of air.

The formation of clouds by adiabatic expansion as well as the disso

lution by compression occurs wherever we have to do with ascending

or descending currents of air. This process has in recent times been s(

frequently treated that the subject may here be treated very briedy

The cumulus clouds of summer with horizontal bases, the thundei

cloiul aud the rain cloud, properly so called, owe their origin to thi>

process. To what extent " nocturnal radiation " influences the uppei

laj'ers of such clouds can only be made clear by further investigation,

Stid more comjdicated than the two methods hitherto considered

in the formation and dissolution of clouds and fog are the processes that

accompany mixture. In both the above mentioned pairs of processes a

steady increase of cooling or warming is accompanied by a steadily

l)rogressive condensation or dissolution. It is quite otherwise in mix-

tures. A process of mixture can jirogress in the same direction and
yet cause at first condensation and in its subsequent stages dissolution.

The breath which we exhale into the cool air leaves the mouth satu-

rated but not yet in the condition of fog; only after the beginning of

the mixing with the colder air does the formation of the cloud of vapor

begin, which then through further mixture with colder, drier air, again

dissolves. We see this process depicted in a strictly mathematical way
in Fig. 38. If for instance we assume that a small quantity of air at the

temperature ^i is mixed with a larger quantity at the higher temperature

my
I

^2, then all possible mixing-ratios will occur from "=0 up to the finaH

result, which we will assume to be greater than that which corresponds-i]

to the higher value y-i*. In this case the quantity of contained water yi,

passes through all values belonging to the ordinates of the line F^F^^

until reaching the final value yyyt*. In this process condensation must
occur as soon as the mixing-ratio exceeds the value which corresponds

to the ordinate 2/1*; if it increases stdl further then beyond a definite

point as it approaches towards the ordinate 2/2* dissolution again begins,

which becomes complete for a mixing-ratio corresponding to the ordi-

nate ?/2* and thus again results an unsaturated mixture.

If a smaller quantity of nearly saturated warmer air mixes with a

larger quantity of colder air then will the mixture pass through its

conditions in an inverse order, and again the initial condensation and
the subsequent dissolution will occur under the conditions assumed in

Fig. 38.

Although now in both cases condensation occurs first and then dis-

solution, still there is an important difference between them. For if we
imagine the mixing-ratio to undergo steady change between the points.
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of eondeiit^atiou ami of dissolution, that is to say, between the ordinates

^1* and y.,*, then will the resulting mean temperature i—^^*+ *^*
be

attained quicker when we go from .f/i* towards ?/2* tliau when we go
from y-z' towards y^*. For siuce ^ > ^3 therefore for t = i i^ti*-\-ti*) the

mixing ratio —^ > 1, that is to sav, the mixture shows the avera^-e

temperature, although so far as mass is concerned the colder component
is in excess. According to this, if we mix saturated cooler air with

Steadily increasing quantities of saturated warmer air, then the warm-
iug of the mixture proceeds more rapidly at first than subsequently,
whereas in the reverse process cooling proceeds more slowly at first

and then steadily faster. The quantity condensed has also a similar

relation ; it also attains its maximum when there is an excess of the
cooler component.

" TJierefore condensation hepins sooner ichen a jet of cold moist air pen-

etrates a large mass of warmer air than when a jet of warin moist air is

blown into cooler air.''^

Therefore by the outward appearances of clouds that are forming
and dissolving in this manner, one perceives whether warmer or colder

air predominates.

From all the preceding we conclude that the following forms of fog

and clouds may be considered as originating by mixture :

(1) The fog above warm moist surfaces, under the intiuence of colder

air, therefore especially the fog over the sea in the cold season of the

year or during the occurrence of cold winds.

(2) The "rank and file" clouds occurring on the boundary between

two different strata of air flowing rapidly above each other, which von

Helmholtz* has first recognized as a consequence of wave motion and

designated by the name, atmospheric billows, in which however adia-

batic condensation also comes into consideration at i)laces where the

air is thrown upward after the manner of the formation of crests and

foam on ocean waves.

(3) The layers of stratus that also form at such separating surfaces

and which frequently first appear as atmospheric billows and subse-

quently become denser.

(4) Cloud streamers that form and again dissolve at the summits of

mimntains or in narrow mountain passes when the form of the moun-

tain is such as to make it possible for jets of warmer or colder masses

of air to penetrate into similar masses of other temperatures.t

(5) The ragged clouds, or the disconnected clouds, such as one fre-

quently observes during rapid motions of the air, perpetually changing

* Sitzungsherichle, Eonig. Preus. Akad. Wissensch . zu Berlin : Berlin, 1888, p. 661, and

1889, p. 503. [See also Nos. VI and VII of this collection.]

t Von Bezold, Himmel nnd Erde, 1889, vol. 11, p. 7.
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their form and appearing and disappearing, and such as also occur with

clouds formed by adial)atic expansion, especially during thunder storms.

These different methods of cloud formation by direct cooling, by adia-

batic expansion, and by mixture can of course also occur side by side

in the most varied combinations, as is expressed in the extraordinary
|j

diversity of cloud forms.

It seems to me very important in the study of these forms to keep

these different processes in view, since only then can Ave hope fluallyJ

to attain a thorough knowledge of these forms.

Above all, as Hellmann has a])propriately expressed it, it is necessary:

to la}' the foundation for a "physiology of the clouds'' before we can

hope to attain to a truly satisfactory arrangement and nomenclature.*'

But further work will still be necessary before this problem is solved,,

since on the one hand the question becomes more complicated the

nearer we approach to it, and since on^ the other hand it ai)pears s*'

extraordinarily- difficult to realize experimentally even a[)proximately

those conditions under which the formation and dissolution of cloud»«

take place in the atmosphere.

Beautiful and praiseworthy as are the ex])eriments that Vettin has-

made with clouds of smoke, still we must be very careful about the con-

clusions which we would draw from them as to the formation of the real

clouds. All exi)erimeuts with smoke, when looked at properly, give

only pictures of the movements in dry air, since the condensation and

evaporation as well as the processes of compression and expansion are-

excluded, and we therefore are working under conditious such that in

the real atmosphere no formation of clouds would occur.

But it is precisely because of these processes (condensation, evapora-

tion, compression, and expansion) that we can not consider the motion

of a cloud as a measure of the motion of the air, for not only do clouds

hang apparently motionless on the mountains, whereas in fact strong

winds are streaming through them {e. g. Fiihn cloud-bank, the Table-

cloth of the Table mountain, the Cloud-cap of the Helm-wind) but it

even hai)pens to aeronauts that they pass through clouds while moving
in a horizontal dii'ection. This latter is however only possible when
the cloud has a velocity different from that of the air in which it tloats,

since the balloon itself has only the power of vertical motion.

The cloud is in fact not a body that can be driven forward as such

by the air unchanged, but is a form in a process of continuous forma-

tion and disappearance, and can have as a whole motions entirely dif-

ferent from those of the particles nf which it consists.

On account of the increased interest with which at the present time

we are studying the forms and motions of the clouds, it seemed to me
important to call attention to all these points sinwe we must have these

in mind when we attempt from the external appearance of the clouds to

draw any conclusion as to the i)rocesses which in individual cases de-

termine their growth or dissolution and therefore also their form.

* Compare also O. Volger iu Gaea, IduU, vol. ii, pp. 05-75.
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l[ Table i/iihuj the quantity of icattr hi grama that is contaimd an rapor in a kilo<jram of
" saturated air.

t
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Table giving the quatititi/ of water in grams that is contained as vapor in a kilogram of
saturated air—Coutiuued.

t

+18

19

20

21

22

+2.3

24

25

26

27

+28

29

30



XVIII.

ox THE VIBRATIONS OF AN ATMOSPHERE.

By Lord Rayleigh.

In order to introduce greater precision into our ideas respecting the

behavior of the earth's atmosphere, it seems advisable to solve any
problems that may present themselves, even though the search for sim-

plicity may lead us to stray rather far from the actual question. It is

proposed here to consider the case of an atmosphere composed of gas

which obeys Boyle's law, viz, such that the pressure is always propor-

tional to the density. And in the first instance we shall neglect the

curvature and rotation of the earth, supposing that the strata of equal

density are parallel planes perpendicular to the direction in which

gravity acts.

Up, a be the equilibrium pressure and density at the height z, then

'I^-^^^ <')

and by Boyle's law,

P=a?(y, (2)

where a is the velocity of sound. Hence

da _ (J

and
adz a^'

^^^

—qz

G=a,e «',
(4)

where Co is the density at 2^=0. According to this law, as is well

known, there is no limit to the height of the atmosphere.

Before proceeding further, let us pause for a moment to consider

how the density at various heights would be affected by a small change

of temperature, altering a for a', the whole quantity of air and there-

*Froni the London, Efliubnnjh and Dublin rhil. Mag., Feb., 1890, tiftli series, vol.

XXIX, pp. 173-180.

80 A 10
^^^
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fore the pressure po at the surface remaiuiug unchanged. If the dashes

relate to the second state of things, we have

—gz —gz

—<jz -gj^

p=Poe '*', p'=p^ e
'*",

while

rt2 o-n= a'2(3rV

If a''i _ a^ = f5a2, we may write approximately

p'-p _6a:'(jz zo^'

Po a a^

The alteration of pressure vanishes when z=0, and also when ^=qo.

The maximum occurs when ^-,=1, that is, when »=— . But {p' — po)

increases relatively to t, continually with c.

Again, if p denote the proportional variation of density,

If a'-'>a-, ft is negative when 2; = 0, and becomes + cc when « = go. The

transition p = occurs when -^- = 1, that is, at the same place where

p' — p reaches a maximum.

In considering the small vibrations, the component velocities at any

point are denoted by w, v, ?<', the original density a becomes [ff + (T/j),

and the increment of pressure is dp. On neglecting the squares of

small quantities the equation of continuity is

or by (3)

dp du
,

di'
,

die d<r

dt dx dy dz dz

dp du dv dw gii'
t. /r;v

di+dx+dy-^dz-^=^ ^^>

The dynamical equations are

ddp_ ^ du d6p_ ^dv ddp _ ^^ ^dw
dx

or by (3) since

J^-=-^W W=-^r7t' -W = -^''^'-''df

dp = a'ffft,

dp du „dp dv ulp dw ,n.

"" dx=- df' ''Ty=-dt' ''Tz=-1U •
• • •

W
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We will cousider first the case of oue diineusion, where u, v vanish,

while p, w are fimctious oi 3 aud t only. From ^5) and (6),

<lpclw_gu^^
(7)

dt dz a-
' ^

., dp die
. ,0,

a- -r = — -^ (8)
dz dt ^

'

(9)

or by elimination of p,

1 d'w d'W
(J dw

a^' dp ~ dz- a- dz

The right-hand member of (9) may be written

d g \2 q

dz-^')"'-ta^'^^

and in this the latter term may be neglected when the variation of w
with respect to c^ is not too slow. If A. be of the nature of the wave-

length, -— is comparable with — ; aud the simplification is justifiable

when d^ is large in comparison with gX, that is when the velocity of

sound is great in comparison with that of gravity-waves (as upon water)

of wave length A. The equation then becomes

dt^ \dz 2d\

or, if

w^ We""' , . (10)

d^W ,dny ,,-..y=^ W^' ^'^^

the ordinary equation of sound in a uniform medium. Waves of the

kind contemplated are therefore propagated without change of type

except for the effect of the exponential factor in (10), indicating the

increase of motion as the waves pass upwards. This increase is

necessary in order that the same amount of energy may be conveyed

in spite of the growing attenuation of the medium. In fact w^ff must

retain its value, as the wav^es pass on.

If tv vary as e*"*, the original equation (9) becomes

dho _ g die n^w _ ^ q2)
d^z (^ dz d^

Let Wi, W2 be the roots of

2 Q ,
^*^ Am^ — \m-\-—^ = 0,
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SO that

2^72
' \^'^)

then the solution of (12) is

11- = Ae""'^ -\- Be">2^
^ (14)

A and B denoting arbitrary constants in which the factor e"'f may be
supposed to be included.

The case already considered corresponds to the neglect of g- in the
radical of (13), so that

(7±2 nai
ni='^ ^—

2 tt2

and

we "" =Ae ^ "^-^Be ^
"^ (^"^^

A wave propagated upwards is thus

kit

w=e cos H ( t j (IG)

and there is nothing of the nature of reflection from the upper atmos-
phere.

A stationery wave would be of type

is?

w=e cosjitsin — (17)

7C being supposed to vanish with z. According to (17), the energy of

vibration is the same in every wave length, not diminishing witti ele-

vation. The viscosity of the rarefied air in the upper regions wouhl
suffice to put a stop to such a motion, which can not therefore be taken

to represent anything that could actually happen.

When 2 na <(/, the values of m from (13) are real, and are both posi-

tive. We will suppose that mi is greater than ^2. If ?r vanish with z,

we have from (14) as the expression of the stationar}' vibration

e —e Ji (18)

which shows that w is of one sign throughout. Again by (8)

a^p=n sin nt )^ ^ > (19)

( Wi ni2
)

Hence /*, proportional to ic, is of one sign throughout; p itself is
ciz

negative for small values of z, and positive for large values, vanishing

once when

r'""'=^^' ........ (20)
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When n is small we have approximately

", ^ > (21)

'
(J

so that p vanishes when

e'''=^.„ {2'J)

n-a-

or by (i) wheu

Below the point determined by (23) tlie variation of density is of one
sign and above it of the contrary sign. The integrated variation of

(7 p dz, vanishes, as of course it should do.

It may be of interest to give a numerical example of (23). Let us

suppose that the period is one hour, so that in c. g. s. measure n= ^^^ '

3(iUU

We takea=33xl0^^=981. Then

o-o~290'

showing that even for this moderate period the change of sign does

not occur until a high degree of rarefaction is reached.

In discarding the restriction to one dimension, we may suppose, with-

out real loss of generality, that v=(), and that u, u\ p, are functions of

X and s only. Further we may suppose that x occurs only in the factor

e''" ; that is, that the motion is periodical with respect to x in the wave-

27T
length -x~; and that as before t occurs only in the factor e"" . Equa-

tions (5) and (6) then become

dw gic ,, ,,,,
t«p+tA-M-f-^---^=0 . . . . (24)

d^ k p =— mi (2o)

dz -
^ '

from which if we eliminate u and w we get

^-|/i+($-^0 "=»
• • •

• <^^>

an equation which may be solved in the same form as (12).

One obvious solution of (27) is of importance. If ^=0,sothatic=0,

the equations are satisfied by

7i'=}c'a' (28)
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Every horizoatal stratum moves alike, and the proportional variation

of density (p) is the same at all levels. The possibility of such a motion

is evident beforehand, since on account of the assumption of Boyle's

law the velocity of sound is the same throughout.

In the application to meteorology, the shortness of the more import-

ant periods of the vertical motion suggests that an "equilibrium

theory" of this motion maj' be adequate. For vibrations like those of

(28) there is no difficulty in taking account of the earth's curvature.

For the motion is that of a simple spherical sheet of air, considered in

my book upon the " Theory of Sound," § .'533. If r be the radius of the

earth, the equation determining the frequency of the vibration corre-

spondmg to the harmonic of order // is

n^r-= h {],-{. I) a- (29)

the actual frequency being j, -. If r be the period, we have

27tr

aVh (h+ l]
m

For h= l, corresponding to a swaying of the atmosphere from one side

of the earth to the opposite,

'Jttv

^'=;^2' <»i)

and in like manner for h=2.

2 Ttr r,

^'=-7ii=71 ''-'

To reduce these results to numbers we may take for the earth's

quadrant

-7rr=l(>^ centimeters;

and if we take for a the velocity of sound at 0" as ordinarily observed,

or as calculated upon Laplace's theory, viz, 33x10^ "-sii^^^, we shall

find

4x10^
7i= -1-^—ry73

—

rr^ secouds=23.8 hours
\/2 X 33x10^

on the same basis,

r>=13.7 hours.

It must however be remarked that the suitability of this value of a

is very doubtful, and that the suppositions of the present paper are

inconsistent with the use of Laplace's correction to Newton's theory of

sound propagation. In a more elaborate treatment a difficult question

would present itself as to whether the heat and cold developed during

atmospheric vibrations could be supposed to remain uudissipated. It
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is evidently one tiling to make this supposition for sonorous vibrations,

and another for vibrations of about 21 hours period. If the dissipation

were neither very rapid nor very slow in comparison with diurnal

changes (and the latter alternative at least seems improbable), the vibra-

tions would be subject to the damping action discussed by Stokes.*

In any case the near approach of Ti to 24 hours, and of Tz to 12 hours,

may well be very important. Beforehand the diurnal variation of the

barometer would have been expected to have been much more con-

spicuous than the semidiurnal. The relative magnitude of the latter,

as observed at most parts of the earth's surface, is still a mystery, all

the attempted explanations being illusory. It is difficult to see how
the operative forces can be mainly semidiurnal in character; and if the

effect is so, the readiest explanation would be in a near coincidence

between the natural period and 12 hours. According to this view the

semidiurnal barometric movement should be the same at the sea level

all round the earth, varying (at the equinoxes) merely as the square of

the cosine of the latitude, except in consequence of local disturbances

due to want of uniformity in the condition of the earth's surface.

Terling Place, Witham, Dec, 3 889.

*Pliil. Mag., 1^51 (4), vol. I, p. 305. Also, Rayleigh ; "Theory of Sound," <j 247.



XIX.

ON THE VIBRATIONS OF AN ATMOSPHERE PERIODICALLY HEATED.

By Max Margdles.

The computation of the variations of pressure in the atmosphere

arising from periodic changes in temperature has a certain interest in

connection with a problem of meteorology that, like all dynamic prob-

lems in this field, necessitates very extensive computations.

The daily variation of the barometer, freed from all non-periodic

influences, can be represented very satisfactorily by the super-position of

two waves, one of which has a whole day as its period ; the other has

the half day. The diurnal wave is undoubtedly an effect of the varia-

tion of temf>erature. It appears much stronger on clear days than on

cloudy days; it is very slight at sea and shows on the land notable

inequalities. The semi diurnal wave is on the other hand of a regular-

ity that is uncommon in meteorological phenomena. At places of the

same latitude it is of very nearly equal amplitude and of the same
phase in reference to the local time. If we consider this wave also as

a consequence of the variations of temi)erature, then the connection

seems to be obscure.

The mean daily temperature represented for any place by a curve,

can like every such curve, be analyzed into a series of waves of twenty-

four, twelve, eight, and six hour periods. Does the twenty-four-hour

wave of pressure originate from the corresponding wave of tempera-

ture? Does the twelve-hour variation of pressure depend on the

twelve-hour temperature variation! Why is the amplitude of the

twelve-hour pressure term so large in comparison with the twenty-four-

hour term, whereas the reverse is true for the temperature? Whence
come the regularity of the one and the local variations of the other?

These questions have been asked repeatedly. In a memoir recently

published,! Hann has given the most' comprehensive and thorough de-

scription of the daily oscillation of the barometer, utilizing the rich

* Trauslateil from the Sitzungsherichte der KonigUch Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

Wien (Matli.), 1890, vol. xcix,pp. 204-'2-27. See, also, Exner's E^-jjerforiMm der Plnjsik.

1890, Baud xxvi, pp. r)13-G33.

+ "Unters. ii. d. tiigliche Oscillation d. Barometers," Vienna Denk., vol. 55, 1889,

296
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observational material from all lauds and oceans with the object of
establishing- a basis for a farther matbematico-physical theory.

In order to attain this, one must first treat the phenomenon under
assumptions that simplify the labor. I believed that some computations
as to the variations of pressure in air that is periodically heated would
contribute to the better understanding of the diurnal variation of the
barometer. In the course of the worlc, it appeared that tlie computa-
tion must not be confined to the simplest cases if one would make it

useful to a certain degree. For this reason the investigation has grown
to a larger size than was desired by me.

Before giving the detailed computations let the review of certain

results take precedence. Let To aud 2h indicate the absolute tempera-
ture and the pressure of the air when at rest; T„ (1-f r) and ;;o (1+ f)

indicate temperature and pressure of air in motion. When r is given
as a periodic function of the time t and of the locality a; then a will alsa

appear as such a function.

Let a wave of temperature

with constant amplitude move in the direction— x* in a plane layer of

air upon which no other forces are acting.

This will produce a wave of pressure

6= A -=~ =-—, sin 2 7t( , -f

where e indicates the velocity of propagation of a free vibration when
the process is strictly isothermal ; in air at the temperature 273° we have

c=280 metres per second.

If we assume the length of the wave to equal the circumference of

the equator then for a period whose duration is one day and for a pres-

sure 2h expressed as 760 millimetres of the barometer a variation of

temperature of one degree will produce a variation of pressure of 4.4

millimetres.

Both temperature and pressure vibrations have the same phases

when their velocity of propagation f F = ^. j
is greater than c, but op-

posite phases when it is smaller than c. If y=c then wille be indefi-

nitely large, as must occur in the case of a frictiouless medium when

the forced vibrations have the same period as the free. Again,

let a wave of temperature similar to the preceding advance in a

plane stratum of air, subject to the influence of constant gravity. The

air now moves horizontally in the direction of the progress of the

wave and also vertically. The pressure wave on the ground is given

by an equation similar to the preceding only in the numerator c^ Q- is to

be substituted for L\ For the equator, the day and 760 millimetres, sl
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temperature variation of oue degree gives a pressure variation of 1,3

millimetres.

If however the amplitude of the temperature variation is not uniform

throughout the whole height, but diminishes with the height so that it

diminishes by one-half for each ascent of 1,000 metres, then a tem-

perature variation of ten degrees at the earth's surface gives a varia-

tion of pressure at the same level of only 2.4 millimetres.

In respect to the whole-day wave for continental tropical regions one

could be satisfled with this result. The agreement, however, is only

accidental. The twelve-hour wave of pressure at sea still remains

entirely inexplicable. Even on the land oue should expect that the

amplitudes of the whole-day and half-day waves of pressure would have

the same ratio as the corresponding temperature amplitudes, since e

remains unchanged when we put i L and ^ Q in place of L and O.

The computation would hold good for a cylinder of great diameter

equally as for a plane; even under certain restrictions it would also

hold good for a mass of air within a circular boundary. But it can

only be applied to the atmosphere when the air is divided into a num-

ber of zones by vertical walls parallel to the circles of latitude. The
zones in the neighborhood of the latitude of 50° would have enormous

variations of pressure, and there also two neighboring zones would

have opposite phases; the amplitudes diminish thence toward both

the pole and the equator.

From the great differences in pressure that are thus obtained for dif-

ferent zones, we see the necessity of reducing to calculation the condi-

tion of the air over the whole sphere without any partition walls. I

pass over the formuhe for the sphere at rest in order to report upon
that part of the computation that apparently offers useful results for

the elucidation of the hSilf-day wave of pressure. First, I will present

some passages quoted already by Hann from a memoir of Sir William
Thomson's.

After speaking of the disproportion between the whole and half day

Tariation of the temperature on one hand and the pressure on the other,

Thomson says:* " We must consider the atmosphere as a whole and

investigate its vibrations with the help of the formulae that Laplace has

developed for the ocean in the Mecaniqne Celeste, and which, as he has

shown, are also applicable to the atmosphere. When in the calculation

of the tide-producing force, one introduces the influence of temperature

instead of attraction, and develops the oscillations corresponding to the

whole day and half day terms of the temperature curve, it will proba-

bly be found that in the first case the period of the free oscillations de-

parts more from twenty-four hours than in the second case from twelve

hours, wherefore for a relatively small amount of tide-producing force.

* " Ou the thermo-dyuauiic acceleratiou of the earth's rotation," Proc. E. S. Edin-

bimjh, 1682, vol. XI. Sir William Thomson. "Mathematical aud Physical Papers,"

Loudon, 1890, vol, iii, page 344.
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the amplitude of the half day term will be <;reater than that of the
whole-day term."

This predictiou is completely verified. When we execute the compu-
tation for an atmosphere considered as a rotating spherical shell in

which waves of temperature advance from meridian to meridian ac-

cording to the equation

T= C sin GD sin {nt-\-\)

(where oo = Polar distance, A = geographical longitude, n = velocity

of the rotation of the earth), then we find for To=273" the wave of
pressure

*=6' sin {rit-\-X) [1.146 sin 09—0.423 sin^ a?—0.370 sin^ ca—0.100 sin'' oa

-0.018 sin^ &3-0.002 siu^i oo— . . .
]

When however at every place the wave of temperature repeats itself

twice daily and we assume

T= C sin^ 00 sin (2u^+2/\)

then there results

£=-C sin (2w^+2A) [37.99 sin^ cc9+23.06 sin" oo

+5.75 sia« gl»+0.81 sin^" 094-0.07 sin^^ fy+ . . .
]

The law according to which the amplitude of the temperature wave
diminishes from the equator toward the pole has been assumed ditier-

<?utin the two cases only because of the easier computation; this how-
ever is of slight influence in the general result which is, that for ecpial

variations of temperature the resulting variations of pressure become
much greater in the double daily wave than in the single wave.

The coefficients of the first sine series vary OMly very slowly with T^

(or with n when we, as Thomson does, consider the period as the

variable^. It is otherwise in the half-day wave ; here the factor of

4sin* oo in the neighborhood of To=208° passes, from — oo over to + xi

precisely as in the plane wave before considered when the ve-

locity of propagation of the forced vibration is made equal to that of

the free vibration. Thus slight semi-diurnal waves of temperature of

scarcely appreciable amplitude are sufficient to produce greai waves of

pressure in frictionless air if we assume the temperature of the spher-

ical shell to be in the neighborhood of 208°.

Thus far the computation. Its application to the dail^- variation of

the barometer is only clear as to one i)oint. The semi-diurnal wave of

pressure may be considered as a consequence of a semi-diurnal wave of

temperature of small amplitude. Thus is explained the relative magni-

tudes (of the diurnal and semi-diurnal temperature and pressure waves)

but not the uniformity of the semi-diurnal variation of pressure over

the land and the ocean. This uniformity has led Hann to seek the ori-

gin of the phenomenon in the absorption of heat by the upper strata

of air. But the lower strata have also a semi-diurnal temperature va-
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riation and oue that varies with locality and with the condition as to

cloudiness. It is a question whether the variations of pressure thence

resulting are so small in comparison with the reguhir variations that

tliey are not very noticeable in the averages.

The neglect of the friction and the vertical motion (tf the air in our

last calculations, the assumption of a constant mean temperature lor

the whole mass of air, and the assumption that for equal latitudes we
have equally large ranges of temperature and pressure, allow us to

make only the most general application to the case of nature. A more

perfect calculation, taking account of the actual distribution of laud

and water, would be as difficult to execute as would be the computa-

tion of the rise and fall of the tides for an ocean of irreguhir shape, or

even for one bounded by meridians.

I. MOVEMENT OF THE AIR IN VERTICAL PLANES.

Notation, u = horizontal velocity along the axis of x; w = vertical

velocity positive upwards along the axis of s; ,/x= density; p = pressure
;

T = absolute temperature ; t = time
; g = the acceleration of gravity

;

R = a constant.

We imagine the earth as an infinite plane above which, in all east-

west vertical planes, the movement of the air occurs in a similar manner.

For slight velocities that allow us to neglect terms in the equations of

uiotion that are of the second degree in u and w, these equations, to-

gether with the equations of continuity and of elasticity are as follows :
*

;)ii _ 1 c)^

(1]

=

If tiie atmosphere is at rest then^), yu, T, have the value j?oi A'o, Toy

which are functions of the altitude only,

^t
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The motion is caused by small variations of temperature. Such vari-

ations will, as a rule, produce only slight variations of density and of
pressure. If we put

P = Po{\ + f

)

M = I'o (I + 0-)

T = T- {I + t)

then e, ff, r, are small numbers whose products and squares we shall

neglect.

From the following equations,

Jt =-^^^^z + d'
) (3)

which take the place of (1), we eliminate u, ic, a, by differentiating the
first according to x, the second according to s. and the third accord-

ing to t.

We thus obtain the following differential equation, in which r is to

be considered as a given lunction ot x, z, and t, but e as a lunctiou of

^, z, and t that is still to be determined.

dx-" dz' BT,;)z ETo X' I

Bl'o ds RtXrTo To dz J RTo ,M' ]

Before we treat the equation for motions in two dimensions we will

consider the simplest case of linear vibrations.

II. LINEAR VARIATIONS.

When </ = 0, and t and e depend only on / and x, equation (A) be-

comes

^-RTo^^ = ''^
(4a)

^t^ ^x- df^

and when t = 0, this becomes the Newtonian equation for acoustic

vibrations in the atmosphere which gives c — ^ RT^ as the velocity of

propagation.

If we consider—not the variation of temperature, but the flow of

heat as known, then we have to introduce the relation.

dQ=C,dT + pdf^\ = 0,. To dr ~ RT„ da = C„ To dr - RT^ ds

where the change of kinetic energy is omitted, as being a quantity of
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the secoud degree, in ?< ; dQ = the hear iiiiparted to the unit mass of

air during' the time dt ; 6',, = specific heat of air under constant vol-

ume; Cp = specific heat under constant pressure

T = JK— 4- (} = '^ 4- S.

By combining this last equation with (4fl) we obtain

li-RTj.^i=^-lR m
which converts into the Laplacian equation when ^ = 0. In this tlie

temperature variations of the air for rapid acoustic vibrations produced

by adiabatic compressions and expansions are considered, and the

velocity of propagation is therefore

c =

For our purpose it will be more convenient to consider the pressure

variations as a consequence of the temperature variations not as a con-

sequence of the variable tlow of heat. We therefore return to equation

(4a).

III. WAVE OF TEMPERATURE.

A progressive wave of temperature

T = A sin {nt + mx) =A sin 2;r /^-^+^^ .... (5)

causes ;i wave of pressure

€ = Bsin [nt + mx)
]

U \
(^>

advancing in the same direction.

y—y is the velocity of the progress of both of these waves. The

phases of the waves are the same or opposite according as Y is larger

or smaller than c. But V=c leads to an infinitely large value of B^ a

result to which we must always come when in a frictionless medium
the period of the forced vibrations agrees with those of the free.

For the atmosphere we have

' P _10333x0.806_^g- Q
273x1.293 "

'

'

I
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Here, aud in the followiug, we adopt as units tbe metre, the kilogram,
the second of time, the degree of the Centigrade thermometer, aud for
pressures the barometric scale. For T^=213° we have c=279.9.
The values i=4xl0' or the circumference of the equator, (~J=

24 X GO X 60 or 1 day aud To=2Td^ gives a wave of pressure whose max-
imum coincides with the maximum of temperature, and also gives
^=1.576 X.4. A temperature variation of 1^ C. produces a pressure

. .. ^oXl.STG
variation —^73— or 4.4 millimetres of mercury when p„ is 7G0 on

the barometer scale.

When we desire to obtain pure horizontal vibrations in a layer of
appreciable altitude without neglecting force of gravity we should have
to introduce a function (A) of the altitude as we see from the equations

(3), that shall satisfy the condition

^dA _ g L- - c- G"

A dz — ? U

For isothermal vibrations in a vertical column of air the conditions

are

r =

aud equation (4) becomes

This equation or the corresponding equation in >c has recently been
discussed at length by Lord Rayleigh {Phil. Mag., Feb., 1890).*

IV. VIBRATIONS OF THE AIR WHEN A WAVE OF TEMPERATURE AD-

VANCES HORIZONTALLY, TAILING INTO CONSIDERATION THE
FORCE OF GRAVITY.

With a constant value of To and putting r = A sin {m.v -f nt) the dif-

ferential equation (4) becomes

i)^ a J'^ e J f a J- e a ^^ r ,

["= Wo]

The wave of pressure will be of the form s = F {z) sin {mjc + nt).

* [See also No. XVIII of Ibis i)reseat collection of Translatious.]
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The notation and solution are as follows :

(FF AF
d.

F dF
, J T^ /a , , \ .

z' dz \
(J J

L g J

F (z) =i5+ A'lt'^i'+ ir.eM
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Under the assumption that — is a small quantity we have

a a'^ ^

and when we retain only the first two terms of the exponential series

we obtain

For i=4xl0', 0=24x60x60, we obtain

€=A (0.576+ 0.000125^) sin (mx+nt).

The relative variations of pressure near the earth's surface increase

very slowly with the altitude. At the surface of the earth itself the

variations of pressure are appreciably smaller in the ratio of '^„
l.o / o

than in the example of the third section, where purely horizontal

vibrations occurred. A daily variation of temperature of 1° C. would

in the present case cause a pressure variation of 1.6™™. The phases

of both vibrations occur simultaneously when L > cQ.

V. A SIMILAR COMPUTATION FOR THE CASE "WHEN THE AMPLITUDE
OF THE TEMPERATURE VIBRATION DIMINISHES WITH THE
ALTITUDE.

The differential equation (4) becomes

jx'-^Tz' ""Tz -gn'-'^dz gdf ^^
• • • ^*^

To the assumption r = Ae"' sin {mx + nt) there corresponds

€ = {Be-" + Ke'") sin [mx + nt)

B (s2 ^as-\-li)=A (^— -a'- as\

^-%-M-n
4

ii has the same meaning as before. K stands for Ki and K2 disappears

under the same limitations as before, (namely, that the result is to be

applied only to altitudes that are slight in comparison to Z).

80 A 20
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From the conditiou ic = () when .c = 0, there follows /iA- = -Bs + A«,
heuce

h
If —2 is very small, and .s- of the same order of magnitude as a, or evea

much larger, then for values of z that are not too large, this last equa-

tion becomes

£ = A

= ^ [J+T, l?^<fW + ^V '''' ^''
^ X + ©

If we put s = 0.000693, then, at an altitude of 1,000 metres, the varia-

tion of temperature v.ill be half as large as at the surface of the earth.

With this value, and the same values of L and as above, there

results

f = A (0.153 X 0.576 + 0.000125^) siu {mx + ni)

Hence, for a mean temperature of 273°, a barometric variation of 2.45

millimetres is produced by a daily variation of 10'^ in temperature at

the surface of the earth.

VI. TRANSFORMATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR SPHER-
ICAL COORDINATES.

Instead of the rectilinear coordinates x, y, z, the spherical coordinates

(r = radius; oj = polar distance; A = east longitude from adopted me-

ridiau), are to be introduced

x= r sin go cos A,

y = r sin co siu A,

z = r cos CO.

• The equations of motion of a point on which the forces X, Y, Z are

(Px
acting along the rectilinear axes, which are A'=|y2, etc., are thus trans-

formed into the following:

dt' \dtj \dt J

. d^X „ . drdX dojdXA= r sin 0.^^,-f 2 sm o.-^^ ^^-f 2 r cos a. ^-^^
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where P, il, A are the compoueuts of the forces in the directious of the
new coordinates dr, rdco, r sin oo d X. If the velocities are so small
that we can neglect their squares and products, then only the first terra
will remain on the right-hand side of each of these equations. If we
put

we have

^^ ^ r^(^ , . dX

dV ^^-W ^=dt'

Therefore the equations of motion of a fluid that is only under the in-

fluence of a constant force of gravity positive in the direction of the
diminishing radius, are

-9
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for the motion of the atmosphere on the rotating sphere that result

from small variations of the temperature t

gr-RTo~=^-2y c sin a?

,15 _Jb— RTo ..'. =':^— 2 K C COS 00

(10)

— RTo —^ .
='— +2i'asiii (jj-{-2ybcosco

r sin oo;) A ^t

,1^ ;)t
"^

V^r i^.To / ' ,1/- r sin cj.lcy r sin ci9,iA

If K=(), these give the corr'^sponding equations for the sphere at

rest.

VII. THE ATMOSPHERE WITHIN A SPHERICAL SHELL AT REST.

As in the first computation in the second section for the case of a

plane we shall assume only horizontal motions. jNIoreover the radius

of the sphere *S^ will be assumed very large in proportion to the height

of the stratum of air. If in equation (10) we substitute S instead of r,

put a=0 and v=0 and eliminate h and c from the last three equations,

there results

S^ f'd'^r ,-)-f\ 1 ,1 /,1f . \ cl-f

ieiT.O^-c^>srn^^V^'^"^>«m^a^^=^ '

'^^^^

Single daily wave. The wave of temperature

T = A sin fc) sin [Jit + A)

causes a wave of pressure

f =B sin cj sin {nt + A)

where A and B have the relation

\R1\, ~-.; -"^R To

2 TT

With To = 273'^, 7i= 91 y (m y tn ^ = radius of the earth, and^o =

760 mm., a variation of temperature of 1° on the equator will produce

a variation of pressure at the equator of 10.4 mm. B will be equallj'

large for the spherical shell as for a plane wave of the same periodic

time, when we assume the wave length for the plane to be equal to the

circumference of the circle of 45° latitude on the sphere.

Double daily icave. For the temperature wave

r = A sin "^oo sin (2 nt + 2 A)

we obtain the pressure wave

£ = J5 sin '^CD sin (2 nt + 2 A)
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with the following relation between A and B

With the same constants as before 1° variation of temperature on the
equator gives G.U mm. variation of pressure.

On tlie occasion of the computation for the rotating sphere we shall

again have opportunity to explain that the particular integrals that

we, in both cases, have given as the solution ot the difi'erential equation

(11) contain the complete solution for the whole spherical shell.

If we put ©1 for the duration of the vibration for single waves for

which B is infinitely large, and similarily 02 for the double wave, then
we have

2 ;r 2 7tS
©1 =

= 2 7t 2 7t S
-«2~ vitrt:

These are the values of the periods of free vibrations of a spherical

shell. Lord Kayleigh {L. E. I). Phil. Mag. Feb. 1890) investigates only

such and finds (by putting-Ji^^'o -^ for the velocity of propagation

instead of -/ iiJ To) for the atmosphere on the earth at rest ©i = 'SS.S

hours and ©j = 13.7 hours
; theretbre the first is much nearer to 24: than

The second is to 12 hours. He remarks however that it is doubtful

whether one ought to adopt the Laplaciau velocity of propagation for

vibration of such long duration.

Therefore the relative magnitudes of the semi-diurnal variation of

the barometer still remains a riddle. But this is so only so long as we
confine the calculations to the sphere at rest.

VIII. CALCULATION FOR A ROTATING SPHERE.

Diurnal wave.—In this case also the calculation will be carried out

only for air in a spherical shell whose thickness is small in comparison

with the radius S of the sphere, and also under the further assumption

that the movements are horizontal, and that therefore a=0. [This lat-

ter assumption and the omission of the first of equations (10) are cer-

tainly not unobjectionable; they are imitated from the analogous pro-

cesses in the theory of the tides.] The difference between the sidereal

day and the solar day is not considered, and r=n.

B To c)f :)b op-^-^—=^—2nc cos 00
8 ^00 dt

_?^^Jl—=^l+2nhco8co ) . . . (10a)
S sin oodX dt

'

^s dr\ ,
1 ( cM^sin a?) Jc » _o/^_^A_, l_ i Hbsm g?) c'c »

^^j
\:)t dtj'^siuoo} ;)oo """^/l
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When T=A (co) sin (wf+A), then £, b, c, are to be sought in expres-

sions of the following form :

€=E (&)) sin (Hf-f A),

b= q) (gj) cos (?if+A),

c'=:?/- {oj) sm (wf+ A),

wherefore the last of equations {ha) becomes

nS{E-A)-{-

whilst the first two give

1 ) rf(^ sin Cfj]

sin oa doo
+ f̂ 1=0,

(pz

dE p2 cos oj

RTq doo sin cd

V-:

/i/i!»' 1— 4 COS^ 00

dE ^ ^
E

jyrr J— 2COSOJ+^
MTo doo sin 00

nS 1—4 cos^ 00

These latter values substituted in the preceding equation lead to a

relation between U and A only, or between e and t. It will be con-

venient for the further computation to introduce an auxiliarv function,

nS
^{oo)=j^(pM sin {(^)

(1—4 COS^ OO) 4>00:=
1 ^(^sin^Gjl

sin 00 doo

Ez=i-^~T,— f 4> io^j) sin 00 (4 sin^ oo—d>) doo
sin^ 00-^

2 ^ 1 I d4> ,2 cos &? E \ ,^

u^
' ^moo\ doo sin ck; sin a? >

(11.)

then

00 sin Ce?

If we assume <I> to have the following form :

$ (gl))=cos cj(fl, sin &9-|-ff3sin^ oj-f assin^cj-f- . . . )

^ ((i9)=6] sin (i9-|-/>3sin^cj4-for, sin^ fy+ . . .

,
, 4ai—3^3 - 4^3— Stts

/>i=o„ lh= =^

—

-, h= ^
, . . •

Let the temperature amplitude diminish from the equator to the pole

according to the cosine of the latitude or

and for brevity put
A {oo)= C sin {&))

k=n^
RL\
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then we obtain the followiug equations for the determination of the

constants

i-2+ A^ )a,-(^ -k

/ = 5, 7, 9, . . .

(11a)

\

Apparently ai remains undetermined ; for the computation of the

others, following- the lead of Laplace, we write

4:1c{i-\- 2)

3A-(i + 2)+(i-2)t(t + 2)-(i-l)*(i+l)^

By the interchange of i with / + 2 a similar expression ir, formed for

-^— and then -i±- and in a similar manner for the subsequent terms of
«,_2 (li

the series, and by substituting these values in the above equation we
obtain a continued rapidly converging fraction.

93=

95=

as 4 fc 9

as A3— Zs
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By the first of equations (11a) we obtain also the value of fli; conse-

quently that of

0:,= </i fli

«5=</i <u (U, etc.

If, in the computation of 51 we take a sufficient number of fractious,

as, for instance, up to A'19, we have thereby also performed the greater

l)art of the numerical computation for q^, 55, and q-.

This remarkable method of determining the constants was by La-

place applied to the theory of the tides. Its true importance was tirst

recognized again by Sir William Thomson, who defended it against

Airy.* Without Thomson's commentary Laplace would not be easy

to understand. In our case the matter presents itself very similarly.

The differential equation (11), when we replace q) by E, is of the second

order, and should have an integral with two arbitrary constants. These

can be determined v/hen on two arbitrary circles of latitude, certain con-

ditions are to be fulfilled, such for instance as f=0, or t=0. One con-

stant drops out when we let one of the parallel circles coincide with the

pole; the other is in this case to be determined as if the second i)ar-

allel was the equator itself. At the equator, on account of the sym-

metry, we must have 6=0. The equatorial plane is to be considered as

a fixed partition.
a,

The computation assumes that -— converges towards as i increases.
"'1—2

If we assume for a^ not the value that results from the computation of

the continued fraction but some other arbitrary one, and therewith

compute ^3, «5, etc., by equation (11a), we obtain a series that diverges

for the equator, where sin &? = 1.

I have computed the constants with two values of A-. First,

A; = 2.5 ^ 4x10" 12 = 287.0
o =—rr—

—

W = :

To = 298.70

24 X 00 X 60

And second, for

/.• = 2.7352 To = 2730

If we also write

AVe find-

axG instead of ^i,

a-iC instead of 03,

l3iG instead of 61,

>/?3C instead of 63,

r = C sin a? {nt + A), \

<;? = C cos &? (n-i sin cj + 0-3 siu^ Gj-f . . .) > (12)

e = C sin {nt + A) [/ii sin co + /is sin^ 00 -\- (i^ sin^ cy + . .
.J

)

* Airy ; " On an Alleged Error in Laplace's Theory of Tides." PMl, Mag., 1875 (4),

Tol. L., p. 227.
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^i ^-a a:, a^ a^
A: = 2.5 -1.119 -0.745 -0.232 -0.040 -0.004
7c = 2.7352 -1.14G -0.823 -0.279 -0.053 -0.006

/^i A /ir, (d, /3^

/v=2.5 1.119 -0.448 -0.326 -0.090 -0.013
A- = 2.7352 1.146 -0.423 -0.370 -0.106 -0.018

With the value of A: = 2.7352 we obtaia as the sum of the series of
sines within the

[ ] in the value of a:

Ou the equator 0.23

At latitude 30^ 0.50

At latitude 45° 0.58

At latitude 60^ 0.51

Therefore the variation of pressure has a maximum in the neighbor-
hood of 45° when we assume the variation of temperature to be pro-

portional to the cosine of the latitude. For 2C = ^Ig, i. e., for a varia-

tion of temperature of 1° at the equator there results a variation of
pressure of 0.G4 millimetres at the equator, but 1.6 millimetres at lati-

tude 450.

In order to investigate how the result is afi'ected when we assume
that the temperature amplitude diminishes more rapidly from the

equator to the pole, we will carry out the computation for still another
case, namely

—

A (&;) = C sin^ co,

which gives for the determination of a the equations

—

(l-f|)a3-(fc + ^)a,=0.

(^3 + ^) fl, -
(^2 -f ^ + ^ A;^ a, + Ua, = IcG.

(5 + ^)«.-(4 + ^ + fA-)«. + |A-a3 = 0.
(11^)

The ratio -- is given from the first equation, but ^3, ^5, etc., retain the

same values as before. The second equation determines the value of ai.

As before we have

—

r = C sin^ cj sin (h^-(- A) i

f = C sin {nt -f A) [/ii sin 00 \- (3^ sin^ 00 + fi^ sin^ a? + . . .] ] (126)

For A- = 2.7352 we have

—

/?i = 0.601 A = - 0-l'^2

/?3 = 0.316 A = - 0.030

ySg = - 0.566 fin = - 0.003
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The Slim of the series of sines in the value of s is

—

For the equator 0.15

For latitude 30° 0.38

For latitude 45° 0.42

For latitude 60° 0.32

Again we find a minimum at the equator; the maximum of the press-

ure amplitude lies between latitudes 30° and 45°; the diminution in the

higher latitudes is greater than in the previous examples, but still slow

in comparison with the diminution of the temperature amplitude. Ac-

cording to equations (12) and (126) the greatest pressureaud highest tem-

perature occur simultaneously.

IX. ROTATING SPHERE : SEMIDIURNAL WAVE.

If in the differential equations (10a), for the horizontal motions on a

rotating sphere, we put

T=A {00) sin {2nt+2X)

€=E {cj) siu {2nt-\-2X)

b=(p{cj)cos{2nt+2X)

c=il- (a9)sin (2m^+2A)

there results

:

dE J2 cos 00

BTo doj sin oo

^~ 2nS sin^ go

dE
,
2E^^ ~i— cos CO 4- .

BTodoo sm co

^~~2n8 siu^Gj

After the elimination of q) and ^', and when we again put A= ytttt

there remains

^2 sin^ c»9—^sin(i9COSGj+^(4A-sin*(i94-2sin2cj— 8)=4A-A(cj)sin'*<i?.(13)

If we assume that A{oo)= C sin^ oo, we have then to do with the same
problem as in the computation of the semidiurnal tide in an ocean of

constant depth. Assuming

E{co)=ay-\-a28\u^ oo+a^i sin* co-{-ae sin^ CO -{

there results

ao=0, «2=0, a4 apparently undetermined.

(4xC-8)«6-(3x4-2)fl4-4A-C=0
)

(i^+6i)a,+4-(*'+3i)«,+2+4A-rt,=:0[> .... (13a)

i=4, 6, 8 . . . )

_ai+2_ 4A"

«. i{i+3)-i{i+Gf-^
ai+2
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From this we develop the continued fraction as before, and compute
the ratios of the constants. But (u is not now indeterminate, but its

value is immediately found to he—Cq-,; hence [sfeFerrel, ]>. 320]

«8= — C(/>Mt. • . .

T=C »in^ comi {2nf-\-2X) i

f=C'sin (2»/+2A)[a'48in*&94-a'6sin'^(i?4-o'8sin''cj+. .| ( *
(^^^

For iJc = 40,= 10,= 5, Laplace has computed the constants. Only the

middle valae of these is of interest for our problem. I have in addi-

tion executed the computation for some neighboring values of l\

4Ji = 10. 10.94 11. 11.1 11.2 12.

To=298o.7 2730.0 2710.5 269°. 1 2660.7 248^.9

«4 -6.196 -37.99 -55.00 -247.8 101.8 . 8 270

a^ -3.247 —23.06 -33.68 —154.2 64.3 5.919

a^ -0.724 - 5.75 - y.46 - 39.2 16.5 1.(162

orio- 0.092 - 0.81 - 1.20 - 5.6 2.4 0.2G0

^,2-0.008 - 0.07 - 0.11 — 0.5 0.2 0,026

These numbers confirm Thomson's expectations, that the period of

the free vibrations of this kind, for a rotating spherical atmosphere

of ordinary temperature, lies very near 12 hours. Instead of so de-

terminiugthe velocity of rotation of the earth that the period shall agree

exactly with a half-day, we can choose a corresponding tem])eratiire.

It lies near to 268°. At this ])oiut a^ passes from —x over to + x.

In the neighborhood of this value forced vibrations must lead to enor-

mously great amplitudes. Therefore a slight semi-diurnal wave of

temperature would sufi&ce to produce a very great wave of pressure of

the same period. At temperatures below 268° the phases of both are

in agreement; in other cases they are opposed.

For 4A;=10, or To=298.o7, we obtain at the equator

£=-10.26 C sin {^nt+'lX)

298 7
Therefore, a temperature amplitude of 0.038°= =7——:^7i-7Tr.

would suf-
' ^ 760 X 10.26

fice in order to produce a pressure amplitude of 1 mm.

The comparison of the atmosphere with a spherical shell having a

•constant temperature of 298°.7 gives, as we shall see, the lunar tide on

the equator much larger than it is, as deduced from observations. Sim-

ilarly one must require corresponding large temperature amplitudes

in order to produce the observed semidiurnal pressure amplitude of

1 mm at the equator. In view of the great imperfections in the as-

sumptions no importance can be attached to the numerical values.

This computation only shows that in order to produce semidiurnal

variations of pressure of the same amount as the diurnal variation much

smaller temperature variations will suffice.
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X. TIDAL EBB AND FLOW OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

In order to facilitate the coraparisou of the problems treated in Sec-
tions VIII and IX with the computations that have been made for the
tidal ebb and flow, I will allow myself to add some things that do not
properly belong to the subject of this investigation. Tlie following
formulae differ from the ordinary ones only in tbe notation, and in the
fact that the velocities are retained in place of the displacements.*

In the rotating spherical shell of radius 8, and of constant temperature
T, the attraction of the sun produces motions for which the following

equations, deduced from equations (7) and (10a), hold good:

^{V-RTe) ;)h ,,

er^ = \-T— -J ii C COS O)

J{V-RTe) ,ic , ,

-=-—i-\- '2 no cos GO ^ . . . . 15..S sin GO J X J t

sin ro) ^r,\
:0l£, J- /'Jj hi^in CO) ^c\ ^^\

F indicates the potential of the sun at the point (oj, A) of the rotating

spherical shell. When the sun stands over the equator, its distance
from the earth being P, its mass .1/, the constant of attraction «, we
have then for the potential

H M [P''- 2PS&iu GO cos {nt+ X) + S'^]-^

This being developed according to the powers of p we obtain at first

terms that have no, or at least very slight, import for the tidal ebb and

flow ; then come those that are to be subtracted when we consider the

motion of the fluid as relative only to the center of gravity of the earth.

That i)art of the potential which causes the semidiurnal tide we desig-

nate by Tin order to substitute it in the equations (15).

_^^ 3j^J/^2
^_^^^ ^ ^^^ (2 ?i^ -I- 2 A) = // (a;) cos (2 nt -|-2 A)

Put also
e = E{co) cos (2 nt-^ 2 A)

h= (p{Gj) sin (2 nt -\- 2 A)

c = if^ (w) cos (2 nt + 2 A)

and
- H - RT ' E = GlGo)

I

and eliminate (p, //' from equations (15) we thus obtain

^5—' si 1)2 GO — '^-^sin GO cos G0+ G (4 k sin-* go -\- 2 siu^ go—S)
a cd^ a CO

= 4:1'H sin' GO (16)

* Compare, for example, tbe concise jjieseutatiou by G. H. Darwiu in tbe Encyclo-

paedia Britannica, 9tb edition, article "Tides."
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This is the same as equation (13) of the previous section, only here G
replaces E, and JT replaces A {oo).

4—W~ (^•*sin'*(y4-o'6STn''«+ . . . )

E= 1 3 « M S^

B'T i—pf- (sin^ cy— a'4sin''(i7— ftesiu'^fi?— ...),. (17)

For a given value of T therefore, a,, cy^, etc., are the same constants
ii8 in Section ix.

H m
m is the mass of the earth

;
--^ =g ; m = 3;>5000 w.; P = 24000 S^

4 P3
= 1.203

Heuce on the equator when 4 7.- = 10, or T = 298.7, we have

760 e =
287 x 296.7 ^ ^'^^'^ ^ ^^'^^ ^ ^^^ (^ ^'' ^ -^)

=0.12 (mm) cos (2 nt + 2/1)

Thus by the sun 's attraction a semi-diurnal variation of the barome-
ter of 0.24 mm. would arise at the equator ; but through the moon's action

one that is three times greater, 0.7 min.

Laplace, in Mecaniqne Celeste, book iv, chapter 5, computed the

atmospheric tide with the same value of A;, but for an atmosphere over

an ocean of constant depth, whose tides influence those of the air,

whereas here the atmosphere over a rigid earth is aloue considered.

For our case the same formuloe obtain as for an ocean of uniform depth
equal to I. In the equations (15) and subsequently, we have only to

put gl in place of R T, and gy in place of B T s, when y is the elevation

of the surface of the sea above the mean level.

The lunar tides computed from equations (17) with any allowable

value of T are very much too large in comparison with those deduced

froLD the barometer observations.* One can scarely wonder at this

* Besides the observations of Bouvard mentioned in Book xiii, Mecanique Celeste

and which, arranged by syzygies and quadratures, show scarcely any difference in the

daily variation of the barometer (note that only the observations of 9 a. m. and :?

p. M. were used), there are at hand for later dates computations of series of hourly

observations for certain tropical stations that Professor Hann has pointed out to me.

These give the following barometer variations produced by the lunar tides :
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when be reflects that all the hypotheses introduced into the computa-

tion (the neglect of the vertical motion, of the friction, and of the dif-

ference bet wnen a day and the interval between two lunar cnlmina-

tions) contribute to increase the computed tidal ebb and flow. \Vitl>

reference to the last mentioned diflerence, I might further remark that

it is easily introduced into the computation. The ratio 3 to 1 betweeu

the lunar tide and the solar tide as assumed by Laplace holds good

only so long as the value i/c (in which the dei)th of the ocean or the-

temperature of the air enters in the respective i)roblems) is far from a

certain critical value which lies between 11.1 and ll.li. With 4A= 10

the ratio in question is 2.11 to J, but with 4A= 11.1 the ratio becomes 1

to 5.

1 tlo not carry out the computation here, because it seems too liyi)0-

thetical to compare the atmosphere with a si)herical shell of i)erfectly

detinite temperature, and under this assumption then to consider tins-

semi-diurnal variation of pressure as a consequence of the solar attrac-

tion. Much more probable is it that it arises from a regular constitu-

ent of the semi-diurnal variation of temperature.



XX.

LAPLACE'S SOLUTION OF THE TIDAL EQUATIONS.

Kv William Ferrel.

In this paper (supplementary to that under the same heading in

vol. IX, 'No. 6, of the Astronomical Journal), it is proposed to explain

more fully a certain point in the latter (which did not appear clear to a
correspondent some time since), by presenting the matter more in detail^

and also to clear up some doubts held by some with regard to theconver-

gency of the series in the tidal expression.

In Darwin's Equation No. (34),t we have the following differential

equation to be satisfied, which is equivalent to that of Laplace

:

y^{l—v^):^^l—v^l^^—{^—2v^—(iv^)u+ fiEi'''={) .... (1)
dv dv [Darwin's Eq. (33).]

in which u is the difference between the real amplitude of the tide and

that given by the equilibrium theory, i^=sin 3' is the sine of the geo-

gi'aphical polar distance 3, Ek^ is the amplitude of the equilibrium tide,

and

I'-l ("'

n- 1
in which —=—^ and I is the depth of the ocean, supposed to be uni-

^7 289

form, in terms of the earth's radius.

Putting

XL=K.y^ ^ K^v^ ^ K^ v^ ff^j/" (3)

in which n is any even number, corresponding with the exponent, and

substituting this value of n and its derivatives in (1) above, we get,

by equating the coefficients of like powers of v to 0,

A'2=0. 12^4—12^4=0. 16^6+ /i^=0, etc.,

' From Gould's Astronomical Journal, 1890, vol. x, pp. 121-125.

[Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th ed. art. " Tides," $ 16, vol. xxiil, p. 359.

ti={K^-E)V^+E,v'+Eeve+..E2iP"-' . . . (34.)

3L)
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and generally after Ke.

[n (w—2)—8) K,—[{n—2){n—3)—2] K,_,+ftE„^=Qi.

From these equations we get the following expressions of 7v,.

:

lu=Iu
\

(1)

and generally, after Ka,

^'»=;-^-^— (T^zjy^- (3)

This general expression is equivalent to Laplace's and Darwin's law

as given in my preceding paper, equation (2), but is more simple and

convenient in deducing any coefficient K^ from the last two preceding.

The one is reducible to the other by putting n=Ti+^. The general

law of (5) does not hold until alter iTe, but A'^ and Kg being obtained

from the direct equation of the coefficients of r^ and v^, then by

means of these, Kn is obtained, either directly from the equatiou of the

coefficients, or from the general expression of (o), and this law can be

extended forward, but not backward. For instance, Eq is not obtainable

from Ki and K2. As is usual in such cases, the general law is not ob-

tained until after several equations of the coefficients, and when the

values of K,^ are given directly in this way, and not by the general law,

the former must be taken, and the general law, which is a relation

found between the coefficients after Ee only, can not be extended back.

Putting h for the amplitude of the real tide, we have, from what has

been stated above,

h=Ev'-\-u=Ev~-\-EiV'-\-Eei'^ - +Zl„j'" . . (6.)

Laplace extended the relation above, found to exist between the co-

efficients of r in (3), and after Eq only, back so as to make it, by means
of the continued fraction, determine the value of E^ and so the relation

between Ev'^ and u. This makes ^4 a determinate quantity, whereas

the equation of the coefficients of k^ gives iL4= K4, an indeterminate

quantity. It is evident that any value of K4 satisfies the difiereutial

equation, and so, with the other coefficients depending upon it, is a so-

lution of the tidal equation.

The extension of the general relation of (0) back so as to make it de-

termine K4, and the relation between Ev^ and u in (6), was regarded

by the writer in his previous paper as an extension of the law back where
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it is not applicable, and tbis is what was not clearly understood by his

correspondent.

From (4) it is seen that the tidal expression consists of two parts,

one of which depends upon Ki, and is independent of the tidal forces

contained in E, and the latter depends upon these forces. It is evident

that the former can exist without the latter. Also that being inde-

pendent of the forces, and dependent simply upon certain initial

motions which the sea may be supposed to have independent of the

forces, it must vanish when there is friction, and so Ei must be put
equal to in the real case of nature.

We come now to the second part of what we have i)roposed to con-

sider here, namely, the convergency of the series in the expression of

u in (3). Inasmuch as the vanishing ratio between consecutive values

of IQ is unity, as is readily seen from an inspection of (5), it has been
said that the device of Laplace in the use of the contiuued fraction was
necessary to make the expression of u convergent at the equator where
I' = 1, so as to give a finite value of u. It is true that the expression

at first is more convergent with a large value of K^, such as is given

by the contiuued fraction, but still the vanishing ratio in any case is

unity. But it can be shown that the expression gives a finite value of

u when we put Kt = 0.

We get by development,

(l_.-0i=l-L.2_^,4_l_,6 .... _Ay'=l+2'r^,.v„..(7).

in which the relation between each coetficient A^ and the preceding one*

commencing with— ^, is

A.='!^A,.. (8).

Hence we have, when v= l

2:^.=-i (9).

2;::^.A.=-ii+2Un) (10).

in which n' is the exponent of any assumed term in the series.

The expression (5) above may be put into the form,

K='^^K„_,+-jA^K„^.-r^, j:K-. . . (11).
n '^n(w+2) (w+2)(w—4)

From this, by means of (8), we get for any coeflQcient for which the

characteristic is n',

K„,= ^i^'A,.F„. . (12).
An'-i
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in which,

F =( \^ ^ '*:^ \I^ n3\

and putting n' -\-'2 for ;/' in (12) we get

A,

_^.+-3

This becomes by substituting for _ iL+r its value derived from thepre-
A„,j.n

ceding expression

K — " -I F F

In like manlier we get generally

iC^,=^^,,+,F,,^,F„^, .... F„.^, . . . (14).

in which the values of the factors i^„ +2, -F„ +4, i^„ +,, fire given by (13)

by adding 2, 4, and l respectively to n' in that expression.

Now, all these factors are finite, and hence putting now K„ for its

equivalent, ii„ +, and A„ for A„,4-,, we have

^n'+-i J^n = a finite quantity

since by (10)

^^^+2 A,^ = a finite quantity.

From (13) and (14) it is seen that any coefficient, taken without

regard to signs,

^.+. <z'r^"'+^
(^^^

since when this condition is satified all the factors i^,,^ o, -F,,.,. 4, .

• . F„, + , are less than unity. Therefore, we have, putting ?t for w' j-
/,

:^-^, Ik . . . < ^T+3 f'-^n, or by (!()),<- Jii^(l + ^,"' A,. ) (17)

when /S'>G (IS)

since this is what (10) becomes when i is infinitely great. This is simply

the limiting condition in all cases, and the first number of (17) is gen-

erally less than the second when /i is considerably less than G.

We have from (3)

« = >T A', = P„ + (,>,, . (19)
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in which
P„. = 2il' iL„,

K,.
Q„ = 2:.,., K,,< -^'^a + ^V'^n)

(20)

With the values of P„ and Q,^. (19) gives w, and this in (6) gives /i,

the amplitude of the tide.

Laplace computed the values of 2/<, that is, the range of the tides at

the equator, at the times of conjunction of the moon and sun, for the

several values of /i « qual 40, 10, and 5, to which, l>y(2), correspond the

several values of ?, the dei)th of the ocean, equal to s-gVo^ 72^21 and

3-gV.i of the earth's radius, or approximately 1.4, 5.5, and 11 miles

respectively.

Taking as an example the case in which /::^=10, we get from (4) and

(5) by ]Hitting Ki = 0, the following values of K„ in terms of U in the

last column of the following table, and from (7) and (8) the correspond-

ing values of ^„ in the second column.

n
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and so on, according as we take n'=20, 40, GO, or still greater values.

It is seen that the first value, iu which we get the value of P„. from

summing the actual values of K„ from m=G to n= n'y and then get the

sum of the remaining infinite number of terms approximately from the

last of (20), differs but little from the last value, iu which the value of

P,^, was obtained from summing the actual values of K,^ up to 7i'=00,

and then obtaining the sum of the remaining terms from the last of

(20). It is evident that the real value oX' u must be only a very little

less negatively than —2.6870. The several values of u differ the less,

the more nearly the condition of (16) is satisfied, which, when the value

of n' is large, is very nearly that of (18). In our example /i=10, and
so is too large to give equal values iu the several cases of n'=20, 40, or

60. With y5=40 there is much greater difference in the several values,

and the uncertainty in the last value is consequently much greater,

but the last number so obtained is always a limit below which the r<'al

value is.

Since our values of K,^ have been computed iu terms of E the va ..^

of u above must be multiplied into U. With this value, then, we got

from (0) for the value of h at the equator, where y=l,

k= (1-2.687) ^=-1.687 E.

The value of E is that of the amplitude of the equilibrium tide at

the equator, which in the case of the lunar tide, if we assume the moon's

mass equal g^, is 0.812 of a foot. Hence we get for the range of the

lunar tide, approximately, at the equator,

2h=-2x 1.687 X 0.812= -2.74 feet.

Its being negative indicates that low water occurs at the time of the

moon's meridian transit.

Laplace, in the same case, obtained for the range of the tide for the

moon and sun iu conjunction or opposition 11.05 metres, which, being

positive, indicates that high water occurs at the time of meridian pas-

sage. But instead of Ki=0, he used Jr4=6.196, obtained from his con-

tinued fraction. Besides, the mass of the moon which he used was
much too large.


